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Chapter 1
Introduction

INTRODUCTION

1

For millennia, the Egyptian Nile has been home to crocodiles that have patiently lurked in
the water’s depths, only to strike, without warning, at unsuspecting prey that wanders by.
Fortunately, alongside the riverbank also lives a fellow reptile, aptly called the Nile monitor
lizard after the Latin word monitio, which means someone who is a warner. The monitor lizard
is named so because, often, it would stand on its hind legs and offered an unobstructed view
of the surroundings, broadcast warnings of the crocodile’s presence, or so goes the legend1.
Much like its namesake, bedside patient monitors in hospital settings have evolved, driven by
the clinical desire to monitor vital signs and generate alarms upon detecting imminent risk
to vulnerable patients.
Over time, patient monitors have also evolved to monitor the functioning of life support
equipment, guide clinical management, and longitudinally track disease progression as well as
the effect of clinical interventions. Today, broadly speaking, patient-monitoring systems can
be considered a composite of sensors in conjunction with electronic subsystems for signal
analysis, display, communication and data storage. Since effectively a sensor detects changes
in the environment and transmits these changes to other electronic systems, the history of
patient monitoring begins in the 20th century with the commencement of the electronics age.
Upon tracing the history of patient monitoring, as done below, it becomes readily apparent
that advances in state-of-the-art patient monitoring have practically paralleled advances in
the evolution of technology.
The advent of modern patient monitors is inextricably linked to Willem Einthoven’s
description, in 1903, of the mechanism of the electrocardiogram (ECG)2. For the first time,
Einthoven’s device enabled the electrical activity of the heart to be graphically recorded,
and, laid the foundation for electronically monitoring the heart rate. However, Einthoven’s
instrumentation system weighed 270 kg, occupied two rooms and required five people to
operate it2. Hardly suitable for the bedside.
In 1950, the precursor of the modern day patient monitor, the ‘cardiotachoscope’ was
invented for use during surgery3. The cardiotachoscope could record the ECG and display it
on a suitable cathode ray tube (CRT), one with a frequency response that was high enough
to reproduce the ECG faithfully. The CRT of the cardiotachoscope was initially developed
for use in World War II analog radar systems and came with its characteristic ball and comettail, non-persistent graphical display. The heart rate indicator of the cardiotachoscope was
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electronically actuated by the peaks of the QRS complex with controls to change the sensitivity
of the trigger to upward or downward QRS complexes3. Auditory or visual alarms were
triggered for threshold-breaches corresponding to bradycardia and tachycardia. As memory
units were unavailable, the alarm mechanism was based on beat-to-beat changes and thus
prone to generating non-actionable alarms due to missed beats, ectopic beats or artifacts
due to manipulation of large thoracic muscles during surgery. For data storage, a connection
to a conventional electrocardiograph for printouts was available. The cardiotachoscope was
designed to be used for multiple days without recalibration, and the authors reported that it
was found to be durable, reliable and extremely useful for several operating room procedures
and during cardiac catheterization3.

Figure 1. The Sanborn model 169A-OR (Operating Room) Viso-Scope was a completely selfcontained oscilloscope-amplifier unit, specially designed for visually presenting ECG during surgery,
in the presence of explosive anesthetic gases. Reproduced after: Science, published by the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, 20th July 1956.

The 1950s were marked by a proliferation of patient monitors, similar in principle to the
cardiotachoscope, in operating rooms. These monitors had small displays of around 10 cm
and were comparable to oscilloscopes found in electronics labs with related controls for
sensitivity, gain, and brightness, amongst others4. Conspicuously, a numeric representation
of the heart rate was absent. Figure 1 shows a typical monitor from this era, manufactured
by Sanborn whose legacy continues to date as Sanborn was acquired by Hewlett-Packard in
1961 and which, in turn, acquired by Philips Medical Systems in 19995.
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Driven by compact and modular amplifiers as well as rectangular displays that were better suited for
displaying multiple waveforms, the 1960s saw the onset of multiparametric monitoring enabling,
for instance, the possibility of monitoring ECG along with invasive blood pressure (Figure 2) – a
game changer in patient monitoring. This period also saw the spread of patient monitors to, what
was then, still a novel patient monitoring setting – the intensive care unit (ICU)6. On the signal
analysis front, dedicated circuits to remove baseline wander and for detecting R-peaks of the ECG
became commonplace, improving the accuracy of heart rate monitoring. Further, the availability
of event-activated magnetic memory loops with a write-out mechanism preceding and following
an event such as an alarm enabled the storage of a short, predetermined length of data enabling
retrospective alarm analysis7. Another interesting development in this period was the introduction
of central monitoring stations (Figure 3) in ICUs8.

Figure 2. A Hewlett-Packard 7803B patient monitor capable of displaying up to two waveforms on
an 8 × 10 cm screen. Reproduced after: HP catalogs archive, 19696.

The 1970s saw the beginning of modern monitoring systems marked by the digital age with the
use of microprocessors in patient monitors9. On the communications front, digitization enabled
persistent displays by repeatedly writing stored data on CRT screens. Additionally, much like
modern monitors, the waveform data on the screen could be frozen for review with provisions
for printouts. The possibility of using time-averaged, instead of instantaneous numeric parameters
of, for instance, the heart rate enabled the generation of more robust alarms, less sensitive to beatto-beat fluctuations. Today, nearly 50 years later alarms are largely still generated in the same way!
It was also during this period that, for the first time, numeric parameters could be displayed on the
patient monitors through light emitting diodes (in the seven-segment display format). The use of
microprocessors with memory units catalyzed advancements in arrhythmia analysis in the 1970s
which were embedded in monitors, at the bedside, by the 1980s10.
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Figure 3. A typical central station with patient-monitoring equipment from the 1960s. ECG
waveforms were displayed on a large-screen, non-persistent Sanborn scope. Alarm equipment was
also provided to signal low or high heart rates. Patient rooms were arranged in a manner that the nurse
always had patients in view. Reproduced after: H. Ronald Riggert, The Role of Electronic Medical
Instrumentation in Patient Monitoring, Hewlett-Packard Journal, June 19678.

The 1980s were marked by increased computerization and improved networking capabilities
that enabled, for example, interbed communication, allowing clinicians to view waveforms
from other monitors connected to the network. Networking also sowed the seeds for patient
data management systems, automating the collection, processing, storage and retrieval of
data for later analysis and research11, much like modern-day monitoring solutions. Clinicians
could also enter patient data into the interconnected monitoring systems either at the bedside
or at the central station. Patient monitors of this era were modular so that modules for less
commonly used physiological waveforms, such as cardiac output, could be swapped from one
monitor to the other (Figure 4). This hot-swappable approach towards monitoring continues
in modern-day ICUs.
The 1990s saw the spread of computer-based monitoring systems with familiar operating
systems such as those based on Windows. Along with it came improvements in the
ease of access through the mouse, keyboards, and later touch screens together with
improved networking capabilities to servers for long-term data storage and retrieval.
Patient monitors also became more compact with flat screen technology. By this period,
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pulse oximetry (SpO 2) became part of the standard of care for patient monitoring
with significant advances in motion-robust SpO2 measurements driven by the company
Masimo13–15.

Figure 4. A Hewlett Packard patient monitor from the 1980s with hot-swappable modules (bottom)
for several physiological signals. Reproduced after: O’Dwyer et al., Continuous measurement of
systemic vascular resistance, Anaesthesia, 199412.

Post-2000, patient-monitoring systems have become entirely computerized and networked
along with hardware specifications that enable high-fidelity online data analysis and database
functionality that enables the storage of high-resolution waveforms with relative ease. From a
research perspective, these advancements have catalyzed an increased focus on signal analysis
towards developing algorithms for targeting clinical challenges. Scientific publications detailing
quantitative comparisons and benchmarking against conventional techniques or standards,
often based on expert references or annotations, have become commonplace. An excellent
example of this trend has been the commencement of the popular, annual PhysioNet/
Computing in Cardiology Challenges since the year 200016.
Another trend that has been gaining increased momentum is that of non-obtrusive and
contactless monitoring such as through video monitoring or via sensors embedded in bedding
to monitor physiological signs and clinically relevant events, going above and beyond the
monitoring of vital signs alone17. With technological advancements in high-speed wireless
communication, the classical image of wired patients in ICUs may soon be relegated to
history18.
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Undoubtedly, the evolution of patient monitoring has improved patient care, with increased
automation enabling clinicians to spend more time observing and caring for the critically ill as
opposed to manually tracking changes in physiology. However, this evolutionary trajectory has
also, inadvertently, amplified preexisting challenges. Foremost amongst these is the multitude
of non-actionable alarms being generated from an ever-expanding number of physiological
signs that are now routinely being monitored. The ensuing alarm fatigue is now considered
a top patient safety concern in hospitals19. Going forward, while it is important to continue
moving towards unobtrusive monitoring and the monitoring of novel physiological signs, it
is also equally important to reduce the complexity of patient monitoring systems as a whole
so that clinicians can spend time caring for their patients and not for both the patients and
the systems for monitoring them.
It is in this post-2000 era that this thesis finds a niche targeting neonatal monitoring in ICU
settings. While the research described herein is primarily focused on preterm infants and
neonatal ICUs (NICUs), it fits into the aforementioned, broader scope of technological
advancements and challenges in patient monitoring of the post-2000 period.
This thesis comprises of 13 international, peer-reviewed journal publications (eleven
published; two under-review) that are thematically divided into four parts. The underlying
research was carried out in a collaborative partnership between the department of industrial
design at the Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e), Máxima Medical Center (MMC)
and Philips Research – as part of the Eindhoven MedTech Innovation Centre. Through the
course of this project, each site offered unique research and educational opportunities that I
tried to integrate with my background and training in biomedical engineering.
While industrial design at TU/e has had a rich history of neonatal research, for me, this
field of engineering with its design focus presented unchartered waters. While here, I used
the opportunity to incorporate certain design-related perspectives and problem-solving
approaches into my research toolkit. Actively, I sought out opportunities to test and valorize,
in a clinical environment, prototypes developed at industrial design – a flavor of which can
be seen in Part Three of this thesis.
MMC offered proximity to and interaction with clinicians, primarily neonatal nurses and
neonatologists. All studies incorporated in this thesis were, at least partly, conducted at MMC.
Close collaboration with several nurses and neonatologists offered not only invaluable clinical
insights but also helped optimize study designs at an early stage. Throughout, there was
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an effort to incorporate into the design of solutions, the prevalent approach of clinicians
in interacting with technological infrastructure as well as their clinical intuition – often an
important component of medical decision making. For instance, Chapter 7 in Part Two of
this thesis was, at least partly, driven by the fact that nurses attribute value to (the nature of)
infant motion, or the lack thereof.
Concerning Philips Research, not only was I exposed to broad research areas there, but
also to the pipeline that needs to be traversed for laboratory and clinical research to reach
the bedside – a unique perspective that compliments a purely academic approach towards
research. This perspective has, by my own choice, flavored the entire thesis as I have tried to
balance meaningful corporate innovation on the one hand while attempting to plug, what I
considered, important knowledge-gaps in the literature, on the other.
Overall, the driving force for the research undertaken in this thesis has been the desire to
improve lives in the NICU – for infants, their families, and the healthcare professionals caring
for infants. Naturally, this necessitated understanding the unique physiology of NICU-infants,
primarily infants born prematurely, and incorporating these insights and that of the NICU
environment into the design of solutions. A brief perspective on these is provided below.

PREMATURITY OF BIRTH AND THE NICU
Premature birth is defined as a live birth before 37 weeks of gestation. With 15 million infants
born too soon every year (>10% of all births), prematurity of birth is a major public health
concern that exacts a severe physical, emotional and financial toll on infants, their families, and
the society at large20. The rates of preterm births range from 5-18% globally, affecting both
developed and developing countries alike and, disturbingly, have been rising in practically all
countries20,21. Prematurity happens to be the largest cause of newborn morbidity and mortality
and is responsible for over 40% of all deaths below five years of age22. Moreover, prematurity
impairs the developmental trajectory of infants and may predispose infants to potentially
severe, lifelong mental, physical and emotional deficits22.
To put the disease burden of prematurity into a global perspective and to compare the burden
of prematurity with that of other human diseases, the international metrics employed in the
Global Burden of Disease (GBD) surveys can be used. Concerning the definitions of these
metrics, first, the number of years of life lost (YLL) due to premature mortality owing to a
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disease can be calculated as the number of deaths at each age multiplied by the standard life
expectancy at that age. Second, since disease-related morbidity can reduce the quality of life,
by using disease-specific weighted statistical estimates, the years of life spent living with the
sequelae of the disease, also known as years lived with disability (YLD) can be translated to
years of healthy living. In this manner, the disability-adjusted life years (DALYs), a composite
measure of premature deaths (YLL) and poor health (YLD) can be calculated and have
revolutionized the study of the global burden of disease by comparing all human diseases
on an equal footing22.
The GBD survey of 2010 (GBD2010), published in 2012, estimated a total of 2.5 billion
DALYs worldwide for the year 2010. The neonatal period, i.e., the first 28 days of life, was an
important contributor to this burden, with nearly one-tenth of all DALYs arising from events
during neonatal life (see Figure 5). Notably, the grouping of neonatal conditions in the GBD
survey excluded important infections that occur in the neonatal period such as pneumonia
and meningitis, which are grouped elsewhere. Further, congenital conditions were excluded,
even if death occurred during the neonatal period. Despite this, the burden of prematurity is
more than two times that of HIV, more than that of all cancers combined and comparable
to all cardiovascular conditions, yet, it remains barely mentioned in global health agendas23.
In contrast with most disease conditions, the majority of DALYs attributable to neonatal
conditions are due to death. However, what this data masks and is particularly striking is
that this overall picture is dominated by a large number of deaths in low-income regions.
However, in high- and middle-income regions, owing to the relatively low mortality levels and
increased survival of the sickest newborns, YLDs owing to long-term impairment contribute
a higher proportion of the overall DALYs22. This indicates that as low-income countries
climb in socioeconomic rankings, their relative contribution to DALYs owing to mortality
will change for the better. Moreover, indeed, based on a quantitative measure of development
– the sociodemographic index (SDI) – YLL due to neonatal conditions have been found to
decrease with increasing SDI24. At higher SDIs, the composition of the disease-burden shifts
towards YLD, bringing into focus the quality of neonatal intensive care received. Concerning
the clinical impact of neonatal intensive care, it is worth noting that over the past decades,
in high-income countries, the improved availability and quality of neonatal intensive care has
reduced, both, mortality and the risk of impairment in infants born even before 32 weeks
of gestation22.
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Figure 5. The distribution of the 2.5 billion DALYs, as estimated by the GBD10 survey, for the
year 2010, across all age groups. Essentially this figure is a square pie chart with the size of the box
proportional to the burden of disease. Noncommunicable diseases are in blue, injuries in green, and
communicable diseases and maternal, neonatal, and nutritional disorders in shades of orange-red.
DALYs attributable to neonatal conditions, excluding infections, such as meningitis and pneumonia,
and congenital disorders are enclosed in a black box. Reproduced after: Blencowe et al., Estimates
of neonatal morbidities and disabilities at regional and global levels for 2010: Introduction, methods
overview, and relevant findings from the Global Burden of Disease study, Pediatric Research, 201322.
Abbreviations: Oth Muscu, Other musculoskeletal disorders; IHD, Ischemic heart disease; CKD,
Chronic kidney disease; HTN Hea, Hypertensive heart disease; Oth Unin, Other unintentional
injuries; LRI, Lower respiratory infection; N Enceph, Neonatal encephalopathy; PEM, Protein-energy
malnutrition; Oth Inf, Other infections; Hep, Hepatitis.
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Typically, susceptibility for impairment is associated only with those infants who, owing to
prematurity or disease, need intensive care. However, the need for intensive care does not
imply that disability is inevitable. This is highlighted by the fact that for infants requiring
intensive care, born between 28-32 weeks of gestation, the risk of impairment is twice as
high in middle-income countries as opposed to in high-income countries – likely a result
of lower-quality care as these countries are in the startup phase for providing intensive
care23. With time, as care in these middle-income countries develops, the risk of disability
can only be expected to go down. What remains unsaid is that at the frontier, i.e., in
NICUs in high-income countries, the battle against mortality has gradually morphed into
a fight against the risk of long-term impairment, i.e., from YLL to YLD. In this regard,
technological advancements in the NICUs and patient monitoring, in particular, have an
important role to play. Today, perhaps only in high-income countries, but in the years to
come, the world over.
Usually, only infants born before 32 weeks of gestation require intensive care. With
this extent of prematurity and the associated immaturity of practically all organ
systems, maintaining homeostasis is challenging25. Therefore, intensive care for these
infants includes providing therapeutic support for multiple organ systems, to support
autoregulation and promote growth and development. For instance, infants are cared for
in incubators designed to offer thermal and climate control (see Figure 6) while nutrition
is typically administered through enteral or parenteral means. In particular, the respiratory
system requires extra attention because of its relative immaturity compared to other
organ systems. Therefore it is common to see NICU-infants being supported through
the administration of supplemental oxygen, positive airway pressure, or via invasive
mechanical ventilation. The need for extra attention towards the respiratory system can
also be gauged from the fact that perhaps the single biggest advancement in neonatal
medicine, starting in the 1990s, has been the routine delivery of exogenous surfactant to
address the neonatal respiratory distress syndrome26.
On a technological note, broadly speaking, advances in neonatal monitoring have direct
parallels in advancements in overall patient monitoring. A few key areas of note, in infants,
include, for instance, the requirement for maintaining oxygen saturation within a narrow
range, and yet not letting it exceed the 95% barrier to minimize the risk of retinopathy
of prematurity in infants receiving supplemental oxygen27. This aspect, unique to preterm
infants, has had implications for driving improvements in the monitoring of oxygen
saturation and also for containing alarm fatigue. Another facet related to monitoring,
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increasingly gaining momentum, is the negative long term sequelae of excessive unnatural
sensory stimuli, parent-infant separation, discomfort, and procedural pain experienced by
infants28. These have been driving the demand for non-obtrusive monitoring technologies
to replace the use of adhesive skin electrodes and focusing attention on NICU-design
and the ambient environment offered by NICUs.

Figure 6. An infant being cared for in an incubator. Reproduced from the Philips Asset Library,
Philips Research.

Concerning NICU-design, infants require a developmentally supportive environment, one
minimizing stressors and facilitating positive stimuli, while families desire privacy and an
environment conducive to their active participation in daily caregiving29. Staff needs, on
the other hand, are focused on providing adequate care, regulating work-related stress and
maintaining a positive work environment29. Notably, over the past two decades, there has
been a trend towards the adoption of the single-family room (SFR) NICU, as opposed to the
traditional ‘open bay-area’ (OBA) design30,31. Figures 7 and 8 show representative examples
of NICUs with an OBA and an SFR design, respectively.
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As opposed to the OBA-design, in SFR NICUs, owing to a decrease in the direct overview of
patients, the use of more complex systems for generating monitoring alarms is needed, and
this presents considerable technological challenges32. However, the SFR design also offers an
opportunity to provide better control over environmental stressors such as light and noise,
improve parental and staff satisfaction with care, improve the work environment for nurses
and possibly reduce the cost of care without increasing adverse outcomes33–41. Recent evidence
from a meta-analysis has shown that the SFR-design also lowers the incidence of sepsis while
increasing exclusive breastfeeding42. However, SFR designs, compared to OBA designs, were
not found to improve neurodevelopmental outcomes, as measured at up to two years of
corrected age42. This data should not be mistaken to imply that SFR-designs do not have
the potential to offer neurodevelopmental benefit as it is known that children experiencing
cognitive difficulties at school age may present with normal neurodevelopmental function
between ages one to three43. Moreover, the concept of SFR-NICUs has arisen only in the
1990s and more time is needed to execute the required research and learn about the long-term
sequelae of NICU-design on neurodevelopmental outcomes and YLD44.

Figure 7. An OBA-NICU with multiple infants being cared for in the same room. Reproduced from
the Philips Asset Library, Philips Research.
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Figure 8. The remodeled NICU at Máxima Medical Center, the Netherlands, after transitioning from
an OBA-NICU to an SFR-design in 2012.

Another viewpoint regarding the change in focus from YLL to YLD can be seen from the
evolving definition of apnea – a pervasive, pathophysiological problem in the NICU. The length
of time for a cessation in breathing to be considered an apnea, i.e., a clinically relevant event,
has changed dramatically over the last decades from two minutes in 1956 to one minute in 1959,
30s in 1970 and to 20s or shorter, if associated with bradycardia or cyanosis in 197845–48. More
recently, in 2005, a summary group has also defined apnea to be as short as 10s, if associated
with bradycardia or oxygen desaturation. These continual changes in the definition of apnea
are partly due to improvements in patient monitoring and partly because of improved survival
of preterm infants, shifting focus to the clinical aspiration towards avoiding negative systemic
and neurodevelopmental consequences. The clinical desire for interventions to avoid apnea
can also be seen from the fact that despite there being no clear link between apnea and longterm neurodevelopmental outcomes, practically all preterm infants have been receiving caffeine
therapy to stimulate respiratory drive and reduce apnea49. It is only now, in 2017, that definitive
proof of the detrimental effects of even short apneic cessations has emerged – for instance, in
certain patient groups, hypoxemic episodes as short as 20s have proven to increase mortality50.
Evidently, not only do apneic cessations mandate therapeutic action, but this intervention also
needs to be rapid to limit detrimental outcomes. If only patient monitoring alarms for indicating
acute deteriorations of the patient were predictive instead of merely reactive!
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GOAL AND SOLUTIONS APPROACH OF THE
THESIS
The goal of this thesis, titled Towards Automated Solutions for Predictive Monitoring of Neonates,
has been to develop a methodological framework for the automated detection of clinical
deterioration, both acute deterioration such as those reflected by critical patient monitor
alarms as well as longer-term deteriorations such as late-onset neonatal sepsis. The primary
idea behind predictive monitoring is to offer clinicians a longer window of opportunity for
preemptive therapeutic action which, in turn, can be expected to improve clinical outcomes.
This thesis incorporates a broad array of end-to-end problem-solving methodologies
and approaches, spanning from the design of clinical studies, the development of (bio-)
instrumentation systems for clinical data acquisition and storage, signal processing, data
analytics and dissemination of knowledge through publications and intellectual property.
Concerning clinical studies, both observational studies and formal clinical trials were
employed. Regarding patient monitoring, on the one hand, commercial patient monitors
along with commercial data-storage solutions were used, while on the other, custom-designed
physiological data acquisition and video monitoring systems, together with prototype testdevices, were also employed. For data analysis, advanced methods for physiological signal
processing were combined with statistics and machine learning, the software framework for
which was developed in Matlab (MathWorks), R (R Foundation for Statistical Computing),
Python (Python Software Foundation) and SQL Enterprise (Microsoft).
Throughout this project, the guiding philosophy has been to reduce complexity, for instance,
by combining several, simultaneously acquired sources of information, while focusing on
enhancing clinical interpretability. Concerning interpretability, several studies were deliberately
executed in reproducible clinical contexts, primarily to apportion physiological interpretation
to the signals under analysis with regard to how they change in tandem and how they respond
to changing conditions such as the maturational state of the infant. Simultaneously, an effort
was made to design, develop and incorporate novel sources of patient information, such
as infant motion, that can be unobtrusively acquired in conjunction with routine patient
monitoring and incorporated into the analysis. As part of clinical valorization, automated and
longitudinal analysis of infant motion or the lack thereof was identified to be an early marker
of neonatal sepsis. Below, along with the contextual background of the different parts of the
thesis, an outline of each chapter is provided.
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PART ONE: Technological Distractions – Alarm Fatigue in the NICU
Patient monitoring systems generate a large number of alarms, the vast majority of which are
clinically non-actionable. Although the availability of alarms enables the caregiver to pursue
other tasks, safe in the knowledge that the patient is stable, excessive non-actionable medical
alarms lead to alarm fatigue, a well-recognized patient safety issue, dating to the origin of
patient monitoring itself. The challenge of generating meaningful alarms is much like the story
of the boy who cried wolf and is inextricably linked to the engineering challenge of optimizing
tradeoffs51. However, the challenge is not solely technical but rather sociotechnical, concerning
the interaction of clinicians with technology, modulated by the physical characteristics of the
healthcare setting. A broad yet non-comprehensive overview of several such factors affecting
the nursing response to alarms is shown in Figure 9. Optimizing or addressing any of these
factors has the potential to modulate the nursing response to alarms. Part One of this thesis
analyzes several of these factors, in conjunction with one another, in an attempt to identify
opportunities to reduce alarm fatigue by offering data-driven solutions.
Chapter 2 of this thesis focuses on identifying and visualizing patterns in critical alarms, as
they manifest in the NICU. This work was motivated by the rationale that the presence of
characteristic patterns if identified, as opposed to randomly occurring patterns in alarms,
would reveal the influence of stochastic physiological and technical processes behind alarming
– insights into which may pave the way for strategic approaches for reducing alarms.
Since not all alarms elicit a clinical response, Chapter 3 identifies, in the context of a privateroom NICU setting, the factors modulating nurse responsiveness to critical patient monitor
and ventilator alarms.
Chapter 4 describes a study to determine differences in alarm pressure between two, otherwise
comparable, NICUs differing in architectural layout – one of an SFR-design and the other
of an OBA- design.
Chapter 5 exploits findings described in Chapter 2 where periodic increases in alarms were
found to be associated with intermittent enteral feeding of preterm infants. This chapter uses
a nuanced regression model to identify a strategy for optimizing feeding protocols that can
help reduce critical cardiorespiratory alarms associated with enteral feeding.
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Figure 9. Optimizing alarms needs to be focused on optimizing the nursing response to alarms and
is affected by multiple interacting factors – a non-comprehensive selection of which is shown herein.
In this figure, alarm pressure refers to one of the several measures to quantify the number of alarms,
for instance, number of alarms per patient per day while patient population refers to the acuity of the
patient setting under consideration. Psychological aspects of alarms refer to how alarms are communicated,
for instance through unique auditory or visual icons while the alarm chain refers to the various layers
of the patient monitoring system such as the patient monitors, central monitoring posts, handheld
devices, etc. which act as a portal to communicate alarms to clinicians. Further, the architecture of the
medical setting such as an open-bay or private room setting, nursing factors like nurse-patient ratios and
the usability or the ease of use of the patient monitoring system can also affect the nursing response
to alarms. Finally, several of these factors such as the alarm chain may be interdependent on other
factors such as the architectural layout of the medical setting.

Chapter 6 aims to reduce alarm fatigue by using a machine learning algorithm for the prediction
of critical cardiorespiratory alarms. The results indicate that predictive monitoring of critical
alarms is possible, offering clinicians a longer window of opportunity for preemptively
addressing clinical deterioration using an algorithm that can be safely implemented, i.e.,
without missing any critical alarms.
PART TWO: Unobtrusive Monitoring Through Ballistography
A key desire in patient monitoring is to automate and quantify information, markers and
events that trained clinical personnel can manually assess, for instance, cardiorespiratory
parameters such as the heart rate and respiratory rate as well as, for example, states of
comfort or unease. In the context of the NICU, monitoring cardiorespiratory parameters
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can be thought of as measures of the current state of functioning of the autonomic
nervous system (ANS).
Beyond cardiorespiratory parameters, clinicians can also visually assess, for instance, the
functioning of neurobehavioral cues, motor responses and how infants interact with the
environment. Moreover, to the trained eye, there exist relationships between the various
sources of information an infant is capable of communicating. Towards providing a theoretical
framework for the cues exhibited by an infant, Als in 1982 developed the synactive theory of
behavioral organization, highlighting the interaction between several subsystems that work
synergistically for maintaining homeostasis52. These subsystems are thematically represented
in Figure 10 and include the autonomic, motor, state organization, attention and interaction,
as well as self-regulation systems.
The autonomic system’s communication signals include, for instance, respiratory patterns and color
fluctuations while the motor system’s communication signals include movement patterns and muscle
tone, amongst others. The behavioral communication signals of the infant’s state system unfold in
different states of consciousness going from diffuse sleep states to differentiated sleep, wake and
aroused levels of consciousness. The attention and interaction system, within the state continuum, is
expressed in the ease of coming to alertness and the utilization of the state in absorbing cognitive
and socio-emotional information from the environment, and in turn, eliciting and modifying
such inputs from the surrounding world. The infant’s self-regulation behaviors indicate how and to
what extent the infant makes spontaneous efforts to rebalance and bring into harmony the other
subsystems when they have moved out of balance. These subsystems are continuously interacting
and can influence and support one another or infringe on one another’s relative stability52–54.
For instance disruption of autonomic regulation due to an obstructive apnea is often associated
with thrashing movements while the arousal state in the sleep-state continuum (state system) is
occasionally accompanied by apnea leading to oxygen desaturation55.
Chapter 7 describes a system and method for continuously monitoring body movement in
preterm infants and thereby expands continuous, electronic patient surveillance to include
monitoring of the motor system, bringing automated patient monitoring closer to the
monitoring capabilities of clinicians. Monitoring of body movement, beyond traditional
vital signs that include the heart rate, the respiratory rate, SpO2, blood pressure, and the
temperature is akin to a sixth vital sign because changes in movement-patterns can be a
significant marker for clinical deteriorations including the onset of sepsis, seizures, and apneas.
Further, automated monitoring of both the ANS and the motor system brings us a step closer
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towards automated monitoring of sleep-wake cycles as well as sleep staging – a component
of the state system (Figure 10). The approach for monitoring movement, described herein, is
based on the principle of ballistography (BSG) and is non-obtrusive as it employs a passive,
polymer-based, film-like pressure sensor embedded in the bedding of infants.

Figure 10. A hierarchical representation of the subsystems in the synactive theory of behavioral
organization. Reproduced with modification, after: Als, Toward a synactive theory of development:
Promise for the assessment and support of infant individuality, Infant Mental Health, 198252.

Chapter 8 describes a comparative feasibility study to identify whether the aforementioned
film-like pressure sensor can also be used to monitor the respiratory rates of preterm infants,
at least as well as the current clinical standard of neonatal monitoring, i.e., the chest impedance
signal acquired via the ECG electrodes. The BSG-based approach for monitoring respiration
is an attractive alternative to the use of wired adhesive electrodes as this approach entirely
avoids the discomfort, skin irritation and potential scarring due to long-term use of adhesive
electrodes on the fragile skin of preterm infants. In conjunction with pulse oximetry, which
also provides the heart rate, the use of BSG opens up the possibility of avoiding the use of
ECG electrodes for routine cardiorespiratory monitoring, at least in those infants where the
ECG waveform does not add direct clinical value.
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PART THREE: Heart Rate Variability in Preterm Infants – A Window into Autonomic Regulation
A healthy heart is not a metronome. The time intervals between consecutive heartbeats
vary and this phenomenon, also known as heart rate variability (HRV), reflects changes in
autonomic regulation. Since HRV can be readily measured through non-invasive means, for
instance, through the ECG, measuring HRV can be likened to an X-ray image of the ANS.
Not surprisingly, this presents an attractive opportunity for studying physiological changes in
response to stressors and disease conditions as can also be adjudged from the fact that since
2000, over 10,000 articles have been published with the term ‘heart rate variability’ in their
title (based on Google Scholar, 2018).
Unsurprisingly, HRV has been used to study a broad spectrum of conditions including
responses to stress, pain, medication, physical activity, emotional or cognitive arousal as well
as an early marker for diseases and for studying disease progression. This seemingly broad
applicability of HRV has also been its limitation, and in more ways than one, HRV has been a
metric to disappoint both optimists and pessimists alike. For instance, on the one hand, HRV
opens up the attractive possibility of measuring pain in infants. However, at the same time, the
intrinsic values of HRV and its reactivity to stimuli can be affected by a plurality of factors
including the circadian rhythm, medication, the position of the infant as well as environmental
stimuli such as light and sound, among others56. Correcting for a multitude of such factors
makes the use of HRV tedious and impractical at best, and prone to measurement noise and
interpretational errors at worst. Nevertheless, for certain conditions such as neonatal sepsis,
following robust clinical trials pointing towards a reduction in both morbidity and mortality,
the use of HRV has made its way to use in the clinic57,58.
The focus of Part THREE of this thesis is two-pronged. First, to understand HRV in
preterm infants from a purely physiological standpoint with emphasis on interpreting HRV in
preterm infants as it manifests differently from that in adults. Second, to use HRV for studying
Kangaroo care (KC) and for assessing the effectiveness of therapeutic interventions aimed at
mimicking or prolonging the effects of KC – a period of enhanced comfort.
To start with, KC refers to a period of direct skin-to-skin contact in which infants are placed
prone on a parent’s naked chest. KC facilitates parent-infant bonding, is considered safe and
has been reported to reduce morbidity and mortality, even in extremely preterm infants. To put
things into perspective, today, KC is considered as an efficacious therapeutic intervention and is
an integral part of NICU care59. Second, during infancy, physical proximity to and bonding with
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one’s mother or an alternative caregiver, above and beyond offering therapeutic benefits, is quite
simply a primal need which, traditionally speaking, was denied to NICU-infants by the walled
nature of incubators. Concerning the importance of bonding, one can also draw a parallel between
the therapeutic benefits brought about by KC and the pioneering experiments carried out by the
renowned psychologist Harry Harlow, in the 1950s and 1960s with rhesus macaque monkeys60,61.
Harlow separated infant monkeys from their mothers several hours after birth. The monkeys
were isolated inside cages and then raised by dummy mothers. In each cage, Harlow placed
two dummy mothers. One was made of metal wires contoured to provide postural support,
fitted with a light bulb to radiate heat and with a milk bottle from which the infant monkey
could derive nourishment. The other dummy mother differed in no essential way from that
of the wire mother except that she could provide no nourishment and was covered with
cloth to mimic maternal softness. Much to Harlow’s surprise, infant monkeys had a marked
preference to spend their time in the hands of the barren cloth mother, and as was later
inferred, this behavior was an attempt to seek an emotional bond. In another experiment,
Harlow identified that monkeys raised with access to a cloth-surrogate, as opposed to in a
barren cage, exhibited better development across all measures61. Clearly, for infants to thrive,
be it macaque or human, they need to clutch at more than straws!
Getting back, much like a cardiac tilt-table test, this thesis employs KC (Figure 11) as an
easily reproducible, naturalistic setting to study HRV in preterm infants, as opposed to solely
studying HRV in the incubator. Chapter 9 shows that, despite clinically irrelevant changes
in vital signs, HRV can serve as a surrogate measure to track regulatory changes during KC.
This chapter also discusses the physiological interpretation of changes in HRV in light of
two tailored features, newly developed for this work.
Chapters 10 and 11 describe studies incorporating the use of maternal proxy devices and are
similar in philosophy to the studies carried out by Harlow, revolving around attempts to improve
neonatal care by mimicking maternal presence. Chapter 10 investigates whether an incubatormattress that aims to mimic parental breathing motion and the sounds of heartbeats can simulate
aspects of KC in preterm infants by using features of HRV. Such an approach offers a low
threshold for use and a scientific method to determine the effectiveness of new interventions in
the NICU, interventions which, while beneficial, may not affect traditional study outcomes such
as weight gain, length of stay, etc. that require the mounting of large and expensive clinical trials.
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Figure 11. A mother is performing Kangaroo care with her preterm infant. Reproduced from Philips
Asset Library, Philips Research.

Chapter 11 investigates the effects of a swaddling device in improving autonomic regulation
using measures of HRV. This swaddling device could be used, both in the incubator and during
KC, to absorb parental scent and warmth. After KC, while in the incubator, infants continued to
experience these stimuli alongside a pre-recorded heartbeat sound to prolong the effects of KC.
Chapter 12 characterizes the influence of several demographic and cardiorespiratory factors on
the autonomic regulatory mechanisms of preterm infants, as measured by HRV, during periods
in the incubator versus during periods of KC. To model how features of HRV are affected
by these factors, a statistical approach with tailored features of HRV were used to capture the
unique physiology of preterm infants.
Chapter 13 analyzes the cardiac and respiratory regulatory mechanisms of preterm infants as
well as the coupling between them. In particular, this chapter analyzes the coupling from changes
in heart rate to respiratory oscillations and vice-versa. Further, this coupling is stratified based
on decelerations and accelerations of the heart rate and by inspiration and expiration during
respiration, while contrasting periods of KC – an intervention known to enhance autonomic
regulation – with periods in the incubator.
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PART FOUR: Clinical Valorization – Predictive Monitoring of Sepsis
Chapter 14 combines findings from Parts TWO and THREE towards the predictive monitoring
of late-onset neonatal sepsis (LOS). Features characterizing HRV and respiratory instability were
used to probe the state of the ANS while those characterizing ECG-derived estimates of infant
motion were used to probe the state of the motor system – dysregulation of both reflects an
increased likelihood of sepsis. In the hours leading up to the clinical identification of LOS,
in addition to characteristic changes in HRV, features corresponding to respiratory instability
and infant motion exhibited changes corresponding to a lowering of the respiratory drive and
lethargy respectively. These features are novel and alongside a quantitative analysis of HRV can
lead to opportunities for preemptively identifying and treating LOS.
Finally, Chapter 15 concludes the thesis with propositions for directions of future research.
Although Chapters 2-14, and, in particular, the different parts of the thesis can be read
standalone, preferentially reading them in sequential order should aid comprehension and
reduce the burden of effort for the reader.
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PART ONE
TECHNOLOGICAL DISTRACTIONS –
ALARM FATIGUE IN THE NICU

Chapter 2
Pattern Discovery in Critical Alarms Originating
from Neonates under Intensive Care

Reproduced after: Rohan Joshi, Carola van Pul, Louis Atallah, Loe Feijs, Sabine Van Huffel
and Peter Andriessen. Pattern discovery in critical alarms originating from neonates under
intensive care, Physiological Measurements, 2016;37(4):564–79.

ABSTRACT
Background: Patient monitoring generates a large number of alarms, the vast majority of
which are clinically irrelevant. Excessive non-actionable medical alarms lead to alarm fatigue,
a well-recognized patient safety issue. While multiple approaches to reduce alarm fatigue
have been explored, patterns in alarming and inter-alarm relationships, as they manifest in
the clinical workspace, are largely a black-box and hamper research efforts towards reducing
alarms. This study aims to detect opportunities to safely reduce alarm pressure, by developing
techniques to identify, capture and visualize patterns in alarms.
Methods: Nearly 500,000 critical medical alarms were acquired from a neonatal intensive
care unit over a 20-month period. Heuristic techniques were developed to extract inter-alarm
relationships. These included identifying the presence of alarm-clusters, patterns of transition
from one alarm category to another, temporal associations amongst alarms and determination
of prevalent sequences in which alarms manifest.
Results: Desaturation, bradycardia, and apnea constituted 86% of all alarms and demonstrated
distinctive periodic increases in the number of alarms that were synchronized with nursing
care and enteral feeding. By inhibiting further alarms of a category for a short duration of
time (30s/60s), non-actionable physiological alarms could be reduced by 20%. The patterns of
transition from one alarm category to another and the time duration between such transitions
revealed the presence of close temporal associations and multiparametric derangement.
Examination of the prevalent alarm sequences reveals that while many sequences comprised
of multiple alarms, nearly 65% of the sequences were isolated instances of alarms and are
potentially irreducible.
Conclusion: Patterns in alarming, as they manifest in the clinical workspace were identified
and visualized. This information can be exploited to investigate strategies for reducing alarms.
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INTRODUCTION
Medical alarms originating from continuous patient monitoring are intended to draw the
attention of caregivers to the status of patients at critical times. Reliable alarming enables
caregivers to pursue other important tasks, safe in the knowledge that patients are stable. An
overload of alarms, the vast majority of which are clinically irrelevant leads to alarm fatigue
– a situation that compromises clinical workflow and patient safety1–3.
Alarm fatigue is a serious patient-safety concern across diverse medical settings such as intensive
care units, operating rooms, emergency rooms, progressive care units, nursing homes, and even
dental offices4–9. Published concerns about excessive and inappropriate sounding of alarms date
back to at least three decades10. With the increasing use of monitoring and the growing number of
physiological parameters being monitored, this problem is ever-increasing. In recent years, multiple
organizations such as The Joint Commission, the ECRI Institute, the Healthcare Technology
Foundation, the Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation and the American
Association of Critical-Care Nurses have recognized the hazards originating from alarm fatigue11–15.
Multiple factors influence medical alarms, and therefore various approaches with the potential to
minimize nuisance alarms have been investigated. On the one hand, these include organizational
and institutional changes, while on the other, technical approaches have been explored.
Some of the organizational and institutional reforms that have helped reduce alarm fatigue
include customization of alarm thresholds to patient characteristics, daily electrode change
for ECG, employing disposable ECG electrodes, judging the appropriateness of continuous
physiological monitoring for different patient populations, selecting devices with low falsealarm frequencies and rapid communication of alarms to healthcare workers by employing
pagers, wireless phones etc7,8,15–19.
From a technical point of view, both improved signal processing and more sophisticated
classification techniques (using both single and multiple sources of physiological signals) have
shown promise in reducing nuisance alarms20–24. Approaching this problem from a different
perspective, a study by Görges et al. that used approximately 1,200 alarms from an intensive
care unit, showed that delaying the onset of alarms can eliminate many ineffective ones. This
finding indicates that many alarm-states resolve quickly and without intervention25. Up until
now, the focus has been on minimizing false and non-actionable alarms which are, in fact,
detrimental to the interests of the patients26–29.
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Given the fact that alarms are merely treated as acute alerts, the longer-term patterns in alarming
remain a black-box largely, especially given the absence of quantitative techniques to analyze
such data and to visualize and synthesize this information. This fact is further highlighted by
a recent editorial in Acta Paediatrica by Walsh et al. which states that often, multiple parameters
derange together in neonates and that enhanced monitoring systems that can recognize such
time-linked events could correctly identify them as a single one – and thus minimize alarm
fatigue30. Also, we recognize the need for quantifying such relationships amongst alarms,
identifying the prevalent phenotypic alarm-data (alarm sequences), developing diagnostic
alarms and predictive warnings2,29,31. Exploring alarm patterns as well as the temporal relations
between them can pave the path to providing diagnostic alarms and reducing alarm fatigue by
recognizing multiple alarms that are closely clustered in time. This can then lead to a reduced
number of alarms by combining a cluster of alarms into a single super-alarm.
While alarm fatigue is a problem across diverse medical settings, the neonatal patient
population and in particular premature neonates are especially vulnerable to the excessive
sounding of false alarms. Loud transient noise such as those from alarm-sounds have negative
short-term effects on the cardiovascular and respiratory systems of preterm infants, cause
disruption of sleep and are also believed to impair neurodevelopment32–34. Therefore, the need
to reduce alarms in the neonatal intensive care (NICU) until only actionable alarms remain
is especially important.
This work aimed to retrospectively explore and quantify patterns in critical alarms that
originated from neonates under intensive care. We hypothesize, based on insights from our
earlier work, that interrelationships between alarms and patterns in alarming exist and can
be exploited to safely reduce the number of alarms35. In order to examine this possibility, we
developed exploratory techniques to identify and visualize such relationships for large volumes
of alarm data. Specifically, we (i) quantitatively analyzed the temporal relationship of alarms
of the same category, (ii) identified the transition patterns and the times to transition between
select alarm-categories and, (iii) identified and analyzed the prevalent alarm-sequences, for
example, an ABD event, which is an apnea (A) followed by a bradycardia (B) and a desaturation
(D). We then propose a set of strategies for using these relationships for reducing redundant
alarms.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
The NICU environment
Máxima Medical Centre has an 18-bed, level III, tertiary NICU with an annual admission rate
of approximately 380 babies. This NICU has nine single rooms, five double rooms, and a triple
room, where a maximum of 18 beds can be simultaneously used. Due to the private nature of
the patient rooms, an alarm distribution system was implemented, after risk analysis, details
of which are published elsewhere35. A summary of this system is provided here.
The primary alarm chain comprised of the patient monitor (Philips IntelliVue MX 800,
Germany), the inter-bed communication system and the Philips central monitors at the
nursing stations. On average, nurses were responsible for no more than two babies. The
patient-monitor alarms that were sent to the central nursing stations and the other patient
monitors (‘inter-bed communication’) could also be sent to handheld devices (i62, Ascom,
Sweden) carried by the nurses. This was achieved by sending the monitor alarms to an
Emergin server (Philips Medical Systems, USA), following which they were routed to a
distributed alarming system (Ascom, Sweden) from which they were wirelessly transferred
to the handheld devices.
Patient monitoring was used to continuously acquire the ECG, respiration rate (using
impedance pneumography), oxygen saturation (SpO2), invasive arterial blood pressure (when
available) and temperature of all babies. When clinically necessary, additional devices such
as those measuring transcutaneous oxygen and carbon dioxide were interfaced to the patient
monitors via the Philips IntelliBridge EC10. This not only allowed the signals recorded from
these devices to be displayed on the patient monitors but also for the alarms originating from
these devices to be transferred to the alarm chain.
Based on urgency, patient monitor alarms were categorized into ‘red’ and ‘yellow’ alarms. The
physiological thresholds for generating these alarms, taking into account the gestational ages
of the babies, were decided by a multidisciplinary team and are tabulated in our earlier work 35.
The red alarms corresponded to potentially life-threatening situations whereas yellow alarms
served as warnings or alerts. Both yellow and red alarms were sent to the central stations
and the inter-bed communication system (patient monitors in other rooms). Red alarms,
however, were also transferred to the handheld devices carried by the nurses. The handheld
devices beeped thrice for every red alarm and then stayed silent for 45s for alarms of the same
category. If the alarm-state persisted, a repeat alarm was generated. For alarms of a different
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category, the handheld devices would beep again. For red alarms, if the nurse did not silence
the alarm using the patient monitor or if the alarming situation did not resolve by itself within
45s, a repeat alarm was sent to both, the primary and the buddy nurse (an additional nurse
who cares for the baby if the primary nurse is preoccupied).
Those devices that interfaced to the EC10 could only generate yellow alarms. It is worth
noting that ventilators were not part of the alarm chain. Infusion pumps were connected to
the alarm chain via the device call system (DCS) while the parents/guardians of the babies
could call the nurse using a patient call system (PCS). For red alarms generated by the patient
monitors, the alarm message displayed on the handheld devices of nurses included the type
of alarm (e.g., bradycardia) along with the vital parameters of the patients, while for DCS and
PCS only the message ‘alarm’ was displayed.
Patient demographics
A total of 8,522 patient days, with at least one physiological alarm, were present in the
period from 1st May 2012 to 31st Dec 2013. Patient demographics of the 593 subjects that
were analyzed are presented in Table 1. There were no exclusion criteria. As is standard
practice, this retrospective analysis, aimed at quality improvement did not require ethical
approval. We analyzed this large amount of data on anonymized alarms without applying
constraints on patient metadata like GA, PMA, etc. – i.e., without stratifying them by
patient metadata.
Table 1. Characteristics of the patient population
Median

25th percentile

75th percentile

Gestational age (week)

31.3

28.9

34.6

Birthweight (g)

1540

1121

2174

7

4

16

33.4

32.0

37

Feature

Length of stay (day)
PMA at discharge (week)

Alarm demographics
The Emergin server stored all red alarm logs from the patient monitors. These logs contained
the timestamp, bed number, alarm-category, nature of alarm (first or repeat alarm) and the
threshold and breach values for heart rate (HR), SpO2 and blood pressure (BP). For our
analysis, the alarm logs of the 20-month study period were processed and analyzed using
Matlab (MathWorks, USA).
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All unique categories of red alarms were identified. These alarm-categories corresponded to
either physiological monitor alarms or technical ones. There was a small subset of alarms,
from periods of testing which were excluded from all analysis. The total number of alarms,
the number of repeat alarms, the different categories of alarms and the alarm rate for each
category of alarm were obtained. Statistics of alarm occurrence per patient per day were
extracted in order to explore the variance in daily alarm pressure generated by different
patients.
If alarms occur at random, analysis of a large number of alarms will yield a constant alarm
pressure with respect to time. If however, alarming is not an entirely stochastic process and
is influenced by dynamic environmental or clinical variables, this would be reflected in a nonuniform alarm pressure with respect to time. In order to identify the presence of patterns,
the average number of alarms generated per 100 patients for each consecutive 10-minute
interval of time was plotted through the course of the day for physiological, technical and all
alarms combined. Differences in patterns of alarming between the weekdays and weekends
were also investigated.
Technical analysis
In order to investigate the relationships amongst alarms, three heuristic techniques were
developed for analysis and are shown in Figure 1. The analysis was restricted to the three
most prevalent alarm-categories of desaturation, bradycardia, and apnea; the small number
of repeat alarms were excluded for simplification of analysis.
(i) Cluster analysis – the temporal relationship between alarms of the same category
In order to identify whether alarms from each of the three categories (considered
independently) occurred in clusters and to determine the temporal relationship between them,
we use a heuristic approach, described here with an example.
For every alarm of a particular category (e.g., desaturation, bradycardia, and apnea, A0), we
counted all alarms of that category in a time window of (± T) as shown in Figure 1a. To
gain insight into the temporal relationship between the occurrences of alarms, we plot a
normalized histogram of the times at which alarms of that category occurred (with respect
to A0 which occurs at t = 0). In a normalized histogram, the y-axis represents the probability
density function (pdf) and is a likelihood estimate ranging from zero to one for every value
found in the x-axis.
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(a) Cluster Analysis

A0, A1, A2 ... are alarms
of the same categories.

... A-3 A-2 A-1 A0 A1 A2 A3 ...
-T

+T

(b) State Transition Diagram

A, B and C are alarms
of different categories.

tAA

A
tAB

tAC
tCA

tBA
tBC

B

tBB

(c) Alarm Phenotyping
t <3 min

A
A
A
A
A
A

C

tCB

tCC

A, B and C can be alarms
of the same or of different
categories.

t <3 min

-

B
B
B
B
B

t <3 min

-

C t <3 min
t <3 min
C-A
C-A-B
C - A - B - C ...

Figure 1. This schematic illustrates the three techniques developed to discover patterns in alarms. (a)
Cluster analysis extracts the temporal relationship between alarms in the same category. (b) The state
transition diagram captures the frequencies and the time to transition from one alarm category to the
next. (c) Alarm phenotyping captures the prevalent sequences of alarm manifestation.

The shape of the histogram, as developed here, is bound to be symmetric about t = 0 and
gives insight into the time-constants of the physiological processes that generate alarms. We
empirically choose T = 30 min in order to identify alarm patterns in a clinically relevant time
window and carry out this analysis for all desaturation, bradycardia and apnea alarms.
If patients rapidly oscillate between stable and alarm-states, multiple redundant alarms of the
same category can occur in short intervals of time giving rise to alarm clusters. For example,
a patient may become bradycardic, recover quickly and then deteriorate again, leading to a
cluster of bradycardia alarms. The expected reduction in alarm pressure that would have been
generated by inhibiting further alarms of the cluster, after the alarm at t = 0 was explored.
Inhibition was simulated for the time range of 0-5 min in increments of half a minute.
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(ii) State transition diagram
If two or more alarms, of similar or different categories, occur due to the same precipitating
factor, they will be closely connected in time. In order to explore the time-linkages between
alarms of different categories that might arise due to the same physiological deterioration, we
explored the percentage of times (i.e., frequency) with which alarms transit from one alarm-state
to another along with the times to transition, for desaturation, bradycardia and apnea alarms.
All other alarms were excluded. For instance, if a desaturation were followed by a low ABP
and a bradycardia alarm, the transition would be registered as a desaturation to bradycardia.
This assumption is reasonable because alarms of other categories constitute only 7% of the
total alarms. These transition-times are represented by normalized histograms censored at five
minutes. Also, a summary measure in terms of median and interquartile range (IQR) is provided.
These transition frequencies and transition-times are diagrammatically represented in what we
call the ‘state transition diagram’ (Figure 1b). This analysis was carried out per patient per day,
i.e., a transition is valid as long as it occurs on the same day. Therefore, the first and last alarms
of the day are ignored for analysis since they have no backward and forward reference.
(iii) Alarm phenotyping – sequencing
A string of alarms, such as multiple desaturation alarms, may arise as a result of specific
physiological instabilities. All alarm-sequences with inter-alarm durations, between consecutive
alarms, of three minutes or less, were identified and extracted in order to explore the prevalent
sequences that arise in clinical practice (Figure 1c). This choice of three minutes was largely
empirical and was motivated by the inhibition time implemented in the monitors to exclude the
effects of silencing. The total number of unique sequences, their frequencies of occurrence
and the values of HR and SpO2 corresponding to each sequence — obtained by averaging
the HR and SpO2 values associated with every alarm of the sequence — were extracted.

RESULTS
Alarm demographics
A total of 489,780 alarms were logged through the course of the study. 93% of all alarms,
as diagnosed by the patient monitor, were physiological and 6% were technical (e.g., sensor
malfunction). The remaining originated from test periods. Five of the ten technical alarmcategories (5.9% of all alarms) resulted from disconnections or defects in the ECG, SpO2 or
ABP sensors and the remaining five from EC10-based issues. A total of 2% of the alarms
were repeat alarms and were removed from further analysis.
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Table 2 gives the prevalence rates of the physiological alarms. Since desaturation (66.5%),
bradycardia (21.8%) and apnea (4.5%) accounted for 92.8% of all physiological alarms; further
quantitative analysis was carried out in these categories. The number of physiological alarms
generated per patient per day showed considerable variability – the median and interquartile
values, obtained from the analysis of 8,522 patient days were 22 and 8-53 respectively.
Table 2. Prevalence rates of all physiological alarms, in descending order
Type of alarm

% of all physiological alarms

Desaturation

66.5

Bradycardia

21.8

Apnea

4.5

Asystole

2

High arterial blood pressure

1.8

Ventricular fibrillation/tachycardia

1.5

Low arterial blood pressure

1.4

Tachycardia

0.4

Patterns in alarming through the course of the day
Figure 2a shows the average number of all-alarms (physiological + technical + repeat) as well
as the average number of physiological alarms through the course of the day. We observed a
distinct two-hourly periodicity, with peaks at approximately half past all the even hours of the day
(Figure 2a). Since physiological alarms constitute the majority of the alarm load, an analysis of the
contributions of individual physiological alarm-categories is shown in the next panels (Figure 2b-d).
The two-hourly periodicity in desaturation and bradycardia alarms is clearly visible. A similar
trend is present for apnea, although it is less prominent. Alarms of high ABP have two
prominent peaks at 04:15 and 06:30 while the remaining physiological alarms are unremarkable.
In Figure 2d, technical alarms are shown alongside arrhythmia alarms — as diagnosed by the
patient monitor. Arrhythmia alarms are addressed because it is well known that the majority
of arrhythmia alarms in the NICU are false positives. Sources of erroneous arrhythmia alerts
include algorithmic errors, low signal-to-noise ratio, etc. Technical alarms are noticeably higher
between 08:00 - 23:00 hours, with an increasing number at 08:00, 11:00 and 20:00 hours.
Repeat alarms, while not displayed here, occurred at a rate of 0.64 alarms per patient per day
and demonstrated no periodic relationship with the time of day. Analysis of the patterns in
alarming between the weekdays and the weekend showed no significant differences.
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Figure 2. (a) The average values for all-alarms (blue) and physiological alarms (red) plotted
through the course of the day. (b) The average values for desaturation (blue) and bradycardia
(red) alarms. (c) The average values for apnea (blue), high ABP (red) and low ABP (green) alarms.
(d) The average values for the three arrhythmia alarms - asystole (blue), ventricular fibrillation
(red) and tachycardia (black) along with all technical alarms (green). The resolution of the x-axis
is 10 minutes. The y-axis represents the number of alarms – the top two panels have a scale of
0-40 and are a factor of ten higher than the bottom two panels. The alarm rate is shown for 100
patients per 10 minutes.

Cluster analysis – the temporal relationship between alarms of the same type
The results of the cluster analysis are shown in Figure 3a, and it displays the normalized
histograms of the times of occurrence for desaturation, bradycardia and apnea alarms.
90, 70 and 82 percent of these alarm-categories cluster- i.e., another alarm of the same
category was present within ± 30 minutes. Notably, as seen from the height of the pdf
and the steepness of the slope at t = 0, the vast majority of bradycardia clusters are
small. On the other hand, subjects generate desaturation alarms over longer periods of
time, resulting in larger cluster-sizes for desaturation. The behavior of apnea lies midway
between the two – notably, the histograms of desaturation and apnea exhibit a notch at
t = 0.
The percentage reduction in original alarms by inhibiting alarms within a cluster (after the
one at t = 0) is visually represented in Figure 3b. We can see that the steepness of decline
for bradycardia alarms begins to stabilize beyond 30s. If all bradycardia alarms were
inhibited for this period, following the first bradycardia alarm, and if similar inhibitions
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were implemented for desaturation and apnea for durations of 60s, the total number of
non-actionable physiological alarms would reduce by approximately 20%.

Figure 3. (a) The normalized histograms of the times of occurrence of desaturation (red),
bradycardia (green) and apnea (blue) alarms centered about t = 0. As can be seen from the height of
the pdf and the steepness of the slope at t = 0, the vast majority of bradycardia clusters are small
while desaturation clusters occur over longer durations of time. The legend indicates the percentage
of alarms from each category that cluster (i.e., another alarm of the same category was present within
± 30 minutes). The y-axis represents the probability density function (normalized histogram). (b)
The percentage reduction in original alarms that would have occurred if further alarms of the cluster,
following the first alarm, were inhibited for various durations of time. For example, inhibition of
bradycardia alarms for 30s would reduce the number of bradycardia alarms by 20% (dashed line).

State transition diagram
The state transition diagram for desaturation, bradycardia, and apnea is shown in Figure 4a.
The thickness of the arrows encodes the frequencies of transition (in %), with thicker arrows
representing higher frequencies. Figure 4b shows the transition times of alarms originating
from each category. Notably, the median times for transition from desaturation to desaturation
again and from apnea to apnea again, along with the transition times from bradycardia to
desaturation are short and are highlighted in bold. The first quartile transition times of
bradycardia to bradycardia again and from apnea to desaturation are remarkably short too.
Notably, 37% of all bradycardia alarms are followed by a desaturation with a median transition
time of just 42s (0.7 min).
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◀ Figure 4. (a) The three most prevalent alarm-states along with the total number of alarms in each
of these categories. For each alarm-state, the percentage of times the alarm transited to another alarmstate is listed beside the arrows. The thickness of the arrows encodes the frequencies of transition (in
%) with thicker arrows representing higher frequencies. (b) For each alarm-category, the normalized
histograms of the time-to-transition are shown up to five minutes (beyond which data are sparse).
Desaturation, bradycardia, and apnea are abbreviated as ‘D’, ‘B’ and ‘A’. The legend reads the direction
of transition, e.g., ‘BA’ refers to the transition from bradycardia to apnea along with the median [IQR]
time to transition in minutes. Alarm transitions with short median times to transition are highlighted
in bold. Note that the y-axes represent the probability density function (normalized histogram) and
that the y-axis for transitions from bradycardia is thrice the scale of the other two.

The histograms of the three transitions that originate from each of the alarm categories of
desaturation, bradycardia, and apnea are shown in Figure 4b. The spatial arrangement of
these histograms follows that of the frequency pattern in Figure 4a. Importantly, despite a
long median time to transition in some cases, for instance, desaturation to bradycardia (DB), a
significant number of these transitions might occur in very short time-windows indicating that
they are reflecting the same physiological instability. Thus, while the median and inter-quartile
times give a summary of the transition times, the histograms give valuable complementary
information. The effect of silencing alarms and the generation of a new alarm following the
three minutes of the silent period are seen in the peaks of DD and BD at the three-minute
interval.
Alarm phenotyping – sequencing
Sequencing, with an intra-alarm duration of three minutes or less between consecutive alarms,
resulted in 1036 unique sequences and a total of 255,223 alarm-sequences. The ten most
prevalent sequences comprised more than 90% of all alarm-sequences, and Figure 5a shows
the prevalence rates of these top ten most frequently observed sequences. Figure 5b shows
the means and standard deviations of the HR and SpO2 values of these sequences.
It is noteworthy that homogenous alarm sequences such as those comprising solely of
desaturation or bradycardia alarms are associated with drops in either SpO2 (desaturation) or
HR (bradycardia) and not both. Remarkably, we found that even sequences comprising of six
desaturations showed no decrease in HR. Interestingly, sequences comprising apneas solely
show seemingly stable values of SpO2 and HR. We checked the 25 most prevalent sequences
(97% of all alarm-sequences) and found that drops in both HR and SpO2 are noted only when
the sequence contains at least one instance of both bradycardia and desaturation (except AD).
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Figure 5. The ten most prevalent sequences, from the 1036 unique alarm-sequences that were
identified, are shown along the x-axis. (a) The percentage contribution of each sequence to the total
number of sequences (255,223). (b) The mean and standard deviation of the SpO2 (blue) and HR
(red) values for the top ten alarm-sequences - the HR and SpO2 of each sequence is obtained by
averaging the HR and SpO2 values associated with each alarm of the sequence, as indicated in the
alarm message.

DISCUSSION
Our research develops and deploys heuristic techniques (cluster analysis, state transition
diagram, and phenotyping) on a very large dataset of critical patient-monitor alarms
that originated from neonates under intensive care. We explore patterns in these alarms,
gaining insight into the typical manifestation of patient deterioration. We also look into the
redundancies of multiple, temporally clustered alarms.
Analysis of nearly 500,000 critical patient-monitor alarms shows that 93% of all alarms, as
determined by the monitor, are of physiological origin and that nearly 86% of all alarms are
desaturation, bradycardia or apnea – therefore our efforts are focused on these categories alone.
Remarkably the two-hourly periodicity in alarms (Figure 2) is found to be synchronized with
nursing care, which commences at the even hours of the day and involves nursing, suctioning
the bronchopulmonary tract and feeding the babies. These peaks appear to be correlated
with periods of enteral feeding which were determined to take place at approximately 30
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minutes after the beginning of nursing care. We hypothesize that enteral feeding contributes
to cardio-respiratory instability and physiological distress due to the timing of the peaks in
the alarm pressure of desaturation. In our unit, administration of feeding is the last aspect of
nursing care and does not involve handling the baby (incubator is closed). This fact along with
the observation that the peaks in alarm pressure are approximately 30 min after the start of
nursing-rounds suggests that enteral feeding is the major contributor to the increase in alarm
pressure, although we cannot entirely exclude that nurse handling may play a role. This finding
is consistent with our earlier work where we saw a similar pattern of two-hourly increases35.
In our current study, we use considerably more data and a finer resolution (10 minutes, and
not hourly) allowing us to confidently correlate enteral feeding with increased alarm pressure.
Furthermore, we observe (Figure 2) that peaks exist in both physiological and technical alarms
at around 08:00 and 20:00 hour respectively. These periods coincide with the ‘large’ morning
round and parent visits (entailing kangaroo care etc.) respectively. Around 11:00 hours, the
patterns of technical alarms are noticeably different. At this time radiological rounds occur
that consist of cerebral and cardiac ultrasonography and X-ray imaging.
At 06:30 and 04:30, on the weekdays and the weekend respectively, arterial blood samples are
collected, and the associated devices are calibrated. High ABP alarms show corresponding
peaks at these times, which suggests an association with nursing intervention and device
calibration.
Cluster analysis (Figure 3) reveals that alarms infrequently occur in isolation- i.e., temporally
distant from other alarms of the same category. The cluster-patterns of desaturation,
bradycardia, and apnea are distinctively dissimilar. For instance, bradycardia alarms have the
highest likelihood of occurring in isolation (30%). However, when they do in fact cluster,
they are closely associated in time and arise in small clusters. Desaturation and apnea alarms
often occur in larger clusters and over longer durations of time. The presence of long
desaturation clusters suggests that the physiological systems responsible for saturation are
slower to respond to clinical/nursing intervention and that this inertia is being reflected in
multiple instances of desaturation alarms arising over relatively short periods of time. The
graphs for both desaturation and apnea show notches centered at t = 0. Likely, these result
from the fact that before attending the neonate, nurses often silence monitors preventing
the generation of further alarms. The default silencing time is three minutes, even for red
alarms. For bradycardia, this notch is absent because neonates who often get bradycardic,
recover rapidly only to deteriorate again (oscillatory behavior) before the responsible nurse
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can respond. This does not indicate that nurse response times are slow since analysis from
our earlier work supports the opposite35. We term this oscillatory manifestation of arrhythmia
as flash-bradys.
These patterns of clustering in alarms offer the opportunity to reduce non-actionable alarms
by inhibiting further alarms for various durations of time, following the first alarm of a cluster.
While this approach is similar to that of delays, suggested by Görges et al.25, it has the
advantage that unlike delays, the window of opportunity for the nurse to act on the alarm
is not reduced – an absolute necessity when alarms indicate life-threatening situations. We
identify that if further bradycardia alarms were inhibited for 30s and desaturation and apnea
for 60s each, physiological alarms would decrease by 20%. While safety is of paramount
concern when considering any alarm reduction strategy, it is noteworthy that at present
following an alarm in our NICU, further alarms of the same category are inhibited in the
handheld devices of nurses for a period of 45s. This requires nurses to use the central monitor
or the inter-bed communication to further evaluate the status of the baby. In such cases,
sounding additional alarms of the same category at the central station is largely redundant. As
shown in Figure 3b, the bradycardia curve starts to steeply level off at the 30s mark. Therefore,
inhibiting bradycardia alarms beyond this point yields only marginal reduction in alarms and
is unmerited. This is a valuable finding pointing to the presence of flash-bradys, a situation
in which the handheld devices do not transmit new bradycardia alarms for a period of 45s.
However, the presence of new bradycardia alarms during this period points to the fact that
the patient stabilized and deteriorated again.
Meanwhile, desaturation and apnea alarms show clustering even beyond 60s. We judge this
time-window to be sufficient for nurses to arrive at the bedside, initiate evaluation and execute
a response strategy, at least given the layout and characteristics of our NICU. Multiple alarms,
originating from the same physiological deterioration, within this one-minute time window
are deemed redundant.
The state transition diagram and the phenotyping of alarms capture patterns originating
from different alarm-categories. The most valuable finding from the state transition diagram
is that 37% of all bradycardia alarms are followed by desaturation and with a median time
of just 42s. This information raises the question of whether the clinical significance of such
a deterioration-cluster is different from the value of the individual alarms, considered alone.
Moreover, if so, can we offer earlier predictions of such deterioration by analyzing continuous
vital signs and thereby providing an increased window of opportunity for pre-emptive action?
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While the state transition diagram captures how alarms transit from one category to the
next, alarm phenotyping captures frequencies of such sequences of more than two alarms.
Phenotyping, as implemented, reduces the number of desaturations, bradycardia and apnea
alarms into alarm-sequences constituting 60% of the original alarms. The most striking feature
of the alarm-sequences is that nearly 50% and 15% of all sequences respectively consist of
isolated alarms of desaturation and bradycardia and are potentially irreducible.
These findings lead to the following two questions (i) what percentage of these alarms are
clinically relevant? and, (ii) are the vital signals leading up to a string of alarms (e.g., DDDD)
distinctively different from those leading to an isolated alarm (e.g., D)? The first question
requires a system capable of registering, either automatically or through the input of a nurse,
whether an alarm is clinically relevant or not. In order to sufficiently address the second
question, an answer to the first is a prerequisite. If the isolated instances of alarms are
clinically relevant, these alarms which constitute approximately 40% of the total alarms are
irreducible. If however, these alarms are clinically impertinent, further research to explore
signal processing or statistical techniques to reduce these isolated alarm occurrences is needed.
Finally, the presence of long strings of desaturation alarms is noteworthy and suggests that
the physiological mechanisms responsible for increasing SpO2 levels are slow despite nursing
intervention. It is worth mentioning that broadening alarm limits will increase risk but is
unlikely to affect the frequencies of DD, DDD, DDDD, BB, BBB, etc. since the mean values
of the SpO2 and HR (Figure 5b) for the alarms contributing to the alarm sequence are
considerably lower than the desired zone (> 85 for SpO2 and > 100 for HR).
Past research36 has indicated that apnea is often under-detected by monitors and this is
supported by our findings where apnea alarms constitute only 4% of all physiological alarms.
Conspicuously, the ABD phenotype is uncommon with a prevalence of just 0.2%. Also,
sequences containing only apnea alarms are not associated with reductions in HR or SpO2.
This suggests that sequences containing apnea alarms are either false alarms or very long
apnea events that are coupled with a slow decrease in both HR and oxygen saturation37.
The strength of this study stems from the quantitative characterization of patterns in alarming
obtained by analyzing a large amount of data. We show that alarming is not an entirely
stochastic process and that the deterministic relationship between alarms, now captured, can
be exploited to safely reduce alarms by inhibiting further alarms of a cluster. Moreover, our
study showcases alarm patterns that can be targeted for future studies.
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This study also has some limitations which include the absence of the clinical relevance
of alarms, which remains an open problem, the absence of information on the duration
of individual alarms and the fact that continuous physiological signals are not available.
Furthermore, the influence of silencing of alarms by the nurses is lost. If alarms from these
periods were present, it is likely that alarm clusters would be larger, transition times shorter
and alarm sequences longer, leading to an increased synergy in the relationships amongst
alarms, than that captured here. These limitations are, however, adjunct to the primary aim
of the study which is quantifying the patterns in alarming, as they occurred in the NICU.

CONCLUSION
We developed techniques to analyze and visualize life-threatening medical alarms in critically
ill neonates. These techniques for quantitatively identifying patterns in alarming can be used
for addressing alarm fatigue by reducing redundant alarms, gaining insight into the prevalent
patterns of physiological deterioration, capturing the temporal relationships between alarms
and identifying the simultaneous derangement of multiple parameters.
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Chapter 3
The Heuristics of Nurse Responsiveness to
Critical Patient Monitor and Ventilator Alarms in a
Private Room Neonatal Intensive Care Unit

Reproduced after: Rohan Joshi, Heidi van de Mortel, Loe Feijs, Peter Andriessen, Carola van
Pul. The heuristics of nurse responsiveness to critical patient monitor and ventilator alarms
in a private room neonatal intensive care unit, PLOS ONE, 2017;12(10): e0184567.

ABSTRACT
Aim: Alarm fatigue is a well-recognized patient safety concern in intensive care settings.
Decreased nurse responsiveness and slow response times to alarms are the potentially
dangerous consequences of alarm fatigue. The aim of this study was to determine the factors
that modulate nurse responsiveness to critical patient monitor and ventilator alarms in the
context of a private room neonatal intensive care setting.
Methods: The study design comprised of both, a questionnaire and video monitoring of
nurse-responsiveness to critical alarms. The Likert scale questionnaire, comprising of 50
questions across thematic clusters (critical alarms, yellow alarms, perception, design, nursing
action, and context) was administered to 56 nurses (90% response rate). Nearly 6000 critical
alarms were recorded from 10 infants in approximately 2400 hours of video monitoring.
Logistic regression was used to identify patient and alarm-level factors that modulate nurseresponsiveness to critical alarms, with a response being defined as a nurse entering the patient’s
room within the 90s of the alarm being generated.
Results: Based on the questionnaire, the majority of nurses found critical alarms to be
clinically relevant even though the alarms did not always mandate clinical action. Based on
video observations, for a median of 34% (IQR, 20-52) of critical alarms, the nurse was already
present in the room. For the remaining alarms, the response rate within 90s was 26%. The
median response time was 55s (IQR, 37-70s). Desaturation alarms were the most prevalent
and accounted for more than 50% of all alarms. The odds of responding to bradycardia
alarms, compared to desaturation alarms, were 1.47 (95% CI = 1.21-1.78; p-value < 0.001)
while that of responding to a ventilator alarm was lower at 0.35 (95% CI = 0.27-0.46; p-value
< 0.001). For every 20s increase in the duration of an alarm, the odds of responding to the
alarm (within 90s) increased to 1.15 (95% CI = 1.1-1.2; p-value < 0.001). The random effect
per infant improved the fit of the model to the data with the response times being slower
for infants suffering from chronic illnesses while being faster for infants who were clinically
unstable.
Discussion: Even though nurses respond to only a fraction of all critical alarms, they consider
the vast majority of critical and yellow alarms as useful and relevant. When notified of a critical
alarm, they seek waveform information and employ heuristics in determining whether or not
to respond to the alarm.
Conclusion: Amongst other factors, the category and duration of critical alarms along with
the clinical status of the patient determine nurse-responsiveness to alarms.
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INTRODUCTION
Alarm fatigue is a well-recognized patient safety concern in intensive care settings1–6. It arises
because alarm pressure is high, the clinical significance of alarms is limited, and only a small
fraction of all alarms redirects the attention of the nurse to the patient, with fewer still leading
to clinical action7. The continually increasing number of physiological parameters that can
be monitored, alongside a trend towards private patient room care and the accompanying
decrease in the line of sight compounds the challenge of patient monitoring, and by association
alarm fatigue. Decreased responsiveness and slow response times to alarms are the potentially
dangerous consequences of alarm fatigue.
In a previous study in a neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) with private rooms, we have
shown that, while challenging, safe patient monitoring is feasible8. That study ascertained
safety by the low frequency of repeated desaturation and bradycardia alarms. These ‘repeat’
alarms arose when the original alarm condition did not subside within 45s, and the nurse
did not respond by silencing or pausing the alarm on the patient monitor or the handheld
devices within this period. In the neonatal context, fast response times are particularly
important because of the risk of neurological morbidity. For instance, prolonged episodes
of hypoxemia ( > 60s) among infants born at a gestational age of 27 weeks or lower has
been associated with adverse 18-month outcomes including mortality, motor impairment,
cognitive or language delay, severe hearing loss, and bilateral blindness9. Even if individual
desaturation alarms are not long-lasting, the fact that they often occur in clusters suggests that
the physiological mechanisms for increasing oxygenation are slow10. In this light, adequate
nursing response times are essential to enable intervention offsetting potentially dangerous
physiological derangements.
Research has shown that nurses do not respond to all alarms but, in fact, integrate information
from multiple sources in a heuristic fashion in their decision making2,11,12. Within the context of
a private room, with limited visual oversight, increasing patient surveillance via technological
means and the potential need to cover long distances to reach the bedside, the complexity
associated with addressing alarm fatigue acquires new dimensions13. Surprisingly, limited
research has been carried out on alarm management, the clinical relevance of alarms and the
factors that modulate nurse responsiveness, especially for private room settings14. Therefore,
the goal of this study was to, (i) survey nurses on alarms across broad themes in the context
of a private room NICU and (ii) to contrast these subjective findings against an objective
video-annotated measure of nurse responsiveness to critical alarms.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Clinical setting and alarm architecture
This prospectively designed observational study was conducted in the NICU of Máxima
Medical Centre, the Netherlands (level III; tertiary care NICU; private-room design) between
February 2017 and June 2017 during which period the occupancy rate was 75%. The NICU
is of private room design with 18 beds and is divided into two units. The architectural layout
of each unit consists of a central nursing station at the head of a long corridor, with private
rooms on both sides. All critical (red) and alerting (yellow) alarms from patient monitors and
ventilators were automatically logged in a data warehouse (PIIC iX, Data Warehouse Connect,
Philips Medical Systems, Andover, MA). These alarms were also displayed, in real time, on
patient monitors (Philips IntelliVue MX 800, Germany), the inter-bed communication system,
and the central post. Also, critical alarms were transmitted to handheld devices carried by the
nurses. It should be noted that the terms red and yellow alarms are specific to Philips monitors
and that other manufacturers may use different terminology to refer to critical and alerting
alarms. With regard to the nurse-patient ratio, typically it is 1:2, although it might decrease
for short durations of time when some nurses are having a break.
Oxygen saturation was monitored using disposable pulse oximetry sensors (RD SET Sensors,
Massimo SET®) with a signal averaging setting of 10s and alarms being generated after a
10s delay if the oxygen saturation dropped to and remained below predefined thresholds
(80% for critical alarms and 85% for yellow alarms). Bradycardia alarms were generated by
measuring the heart rate using a three-lead ECG sensor (3M™ Critical Dot™ or Ambu®
BlueSensor) with heart rate calculated as the average of the 12 most recent R-R intervals or
the four most recent R-R intervals if the heart rate was less than 80 bpm. Critical bradycardia
alarms were generated as soon as the heart rate fell below 80 bpm while yellow alarms were
generated if the heart rate fell below 100 bpm. A detailed discussion of the alarm chain
and architecture is provided in previous publications8,10. With regard to critical ventilator
alarms, the three categories of alarms with physiological implications included the high peak
inspiratory pressure alarm, disconnection of the ventilator circuit and problems with the
endotracheal tube.
Questionnaire for nurses
A questionnaire was distributed among all NICU nurses (n = 62) to collect data on the
perception of alarms and the determinants of alarm fatigue in a private room context.
All nurses who participated in the study had similar educational qualification including a
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bachelor’s degree in nursing and specialized training to provide neonatal intensive care.
The questionnaire consisted of 50 questions based on a five-point Likert scale (except two
questions that used a three-point scale to collect nursing metadata). These questions were
broadly divided across six thematic clusters - critical alarms (red alarms), yellow alarms,
perception, design, nursing action, and context, but were administered to participants in
an interspersed fashion. Thirty-five questions were collated from existing questionnaires
such as the validated questionnaire of Torabizadeh et al. that was used on 102 ICU nurses
and a questionnaire from the healthcare technology foundation which, while not validated,
had more than 5600 respondents15,16. Thirteen additional questions, specifically tailored
to a private room context were added to this group of questions. This questionnaire was
piloted and reiterated based on feedback from five nurses with past NICU experience,
but who no longer worked in the NICU. The final printed questionnaires were placed in
envelopes and distributed amongst nurses with instructions to fill in the questionnaire in a
private setting to avoid potential bias from colleagues. The questionnaire was administered
in Dutch, the native language of the participants, but the results have been translated into
English for the purpose of this study. Notably, no personal information was collected in
the questionnaire, and thus the results were, by default, anonymized. Information on the
age and work experience of the nurses were obtained from the records of the human
resources department.
Video monitoring of patient rooms
We defined critical alarms to be clinically relevant if the nurse responded to the alarm by
entering the patient’s room within the 90s of the alarm being generated. In other words,
these alarms generated sufficient concern in the nurse to stop any ongoing task and walk
into the patient’s room. It is noteworthy that, irrespective of location in the NICU, all
critical alarms are received on the handheld devices carried by nurses. We identified that
the nurse entered the patient room by using video monitoring. We did so by programming
a small computer (Raspberry Pi 3, Raspberry Pi Foundation, UK) that was interfaced to
an eight-megapixel infrared camera (2.3 x 2.5 x 0.9 cm, Pi NoIR) to take an image every
5s. The image was saved with the date-time as the file name to enable easy chronological
ordering of the images. The camera was affixed to the top of the patient monitor, facing
the door to the patient room and was connected to the computer using a ribbon cable.
The Raspberry Pi computer was mounted at the back of the patient monitor, away from
sight. Note that different patient rooms were used in parallel and that all rooms had only
one patient.
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Based on the definition of nurse-responsiveness employed in this study, we chose to acquire
images every 5s since that provided sufficient temporal resolution and vastly reduced the
data collected. Moreover, chronological ordering of all images facilitated and speeded up the
manual inspection of those images that corresponded to the short windows of time around
the occurrence of alarms. This inspection of images was carried out by co-author and senior
nurse HvdM.
Patient selection
Ten infants were enrolled in this study with the intention of video-monitoring each of them
for 7-10 days. These infants were selected by availability and the likelihood of producing
an abundance of critical alarms. During the study, two infants were diagnosed with lateonset sepsis, one was diagnosed with necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC; who later died),
one was diagnosed with grade II intraventricular hemorrhage (IVH), two suffered from
bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD) and one suffered from respiratory distress syndrome
(RDS) for at least one of the study days. One infant was on invasive ventilation for one or
more days of the study.
Written informed consent was obtained from the parents of infants for the use of video
monitoring. Since the remainder of the data that was used corresponded to routine patient
monitoring, a waiver was provided by the medical ethical committee in accordance with the
Dutch law on medical research with humans (WMO). With regard to the nurses, general
informed consent for video monitoring was obtained from the nursing management and was
ratified by the medical ethical committee. All nurses were informed about video monitoring
via a newsletter with the possibility to decline participation. None of the nurses declined
participation.
Data analysis
The findings of the questionnaire, regarding percentage agreement with the different
categories of the Likert scale, were graphically presented in color-coded bar charts while
data from video observations were summarized with median and interquartile ranges.
The responsiveness of the nurses to critical alarms within 90s was modeled using logistic
regression with fixed and random effects. The predictor variables included birth weight, postmenstrual age, postnatal age, the category of alarm, duration of alarms and random effects
per infant. The regression coefficients were calculated using maximum likelihood estimates.
The category of alarms was dummy coded using the ‘reference’ method with ‘desaturation’
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alarm as the reference. The fit of the regression model to the data was tested using the F-test
while the likelihood ratio test was used to check the goodness of fit of the model after
incorporating a random effect.
For the overall model, the statistical significance was reported. For all statistically significant
effects, the odds ratio (OR) and their 95% CI were reported. Given the fact that the logistic
function has a variance of π2/3, the contribution of the random effect to the overall
variance (π2/3 + sum of variance contributions of each random effect term) of the model
was calculated. All data were analyzed using Matlab R2015b (MathWorks, USA) and R (R
Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). The Raspberry Pi was programmed
using Python (Python Software Foundation). Statistical significance was assumed if the
p-value was < 0.01.

RESULTS
In total, 56 nurses completed the questionnaire corresponding to a response rate of 90%. All
but one respondent was female. Nearly 70% of the respondents were between 35-55 years of
age, and 75% of the respondents had more than ten years of work experience in a NICU. 42%
of the respondents worked less than 29 hours a week while the remainder worked between
29-36 hours weekly.
Figure 1 shows the response of nurses to questions on critical alarms. When a critical alarm
is generated, nurses immediately look at their handheld devices and use additional sources
of information (e.g., the infant’s background) to determine whether or not to respond to the
alarm. While they believe that the majority of critical alarms are clinically relevant, only 23%
respond by immediately going to the patient’s room. About yellow alarms (Figure 2), nurses
find these alarms to be useful but of limited clinical relevance. Typically, they do not respond
to yellow alarms but would like yellow alarms to remain in the alarm chain.
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Figure 1. The response of nurses on a survey on critical (red) alarms.
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Yellow Alarms

I find yellow alarms useful.

14%

More than 90% of the yellow alarms I receive are clinically irrelevant and
non actionable.

48%

I find yellow alarms reliable, i.e. they are not artifacts.

29%

I always respond to yellow alarms

59%

I find yellow alarms stressful.

82%

Yellow alarms are unnecessary and can be removed from the alarm chain.

89%

0

Response

21%

64%

12%

39%

36%

36%

25%

16%

14%

4%

9%

25

Strongly Disagree

50

75

Percentage
Disagree

Neutral

2%

100

Agree

Strongly Agree

Figure 2. The response of nurses on a survey on yellow alarms.
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Figure 3 shows the response on the subject of nursing actions. In particular, nurses find that
alarms interfere with their other nursing duties and that infants generate more alarms when
nursing care is provided. They rarely silence alarms before nursing care and do not find
parental presence in the room to be stressful, although a significant number of nurses tend
to respond faster to alarms if parents are in the room.
Nursing Action
Alarms frequently interfere/interrupt my other nursing duties.

14%

Infants generate more alarms when I am providing nursing care
(diapering/suctioning etc.).

18%

During a shift, for short periods of time (e.g. between 5−60 minutes), the
number of infants that I have to watch over (e.g. respond to alarms) can
increase.

18%

I respond faster to red alarms if I know that parents are in the room.

46%

I respond faster to yellow alarms if I know that parents are in the room.

48%

The number of infants that I am responsible for changes during the shift.

23%

I always silence alarms (3 min) before starting nursing care
(diapering/suctioning etc.).

55%

I find parental presence in an infant's room stressful.

96%

0

Response

12%

73%

25%

57%

34%

48%

11%

43%

16%

36%

41%

36%

23%

21%

4% 0%

25

Strongly Disagree

50

75

Percentage
Disagree

Neutral

Agree

100

Strongly Agree

Figure 3. The response of nurses on a survey on nursing action and their association with alarms.
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Figure 4 shows that nurses do not perceive to receive more alarms than they can handle in
a shift. They are neutral about the contribution of a private room design in lowering alarm
fatigue. The number of infants in the unit, the number of infants they have to care for and
the number of nurses working the shift does not color their perception of alarm fatigue.

3

Perception
The number of alarms that I get during my shift is not too many to handle.

12%

My perception of alarm fatigue is lower because of the single room design.

32%

Often, I have to cover large distances to respond to an alarm.

36%

My perception of alarm fatigue is dependent on the number of infants in
the unit.

46%

I experience more alarm fatigue when the infants I have to care for are
widely spread in the unit.

57%

My perception of alarm fatigue is dependent on the number of nurses
working in that shift.

57%

I often have the feeling that I have to watch over more infants than I can
handle.

82%

14%

4%

I often have the feeling that I am responsible for more infants than I can
handle.

80%

18%

2%

0

Response

25%

62%

30%

38%

30%

34%

27%

27%

18%

25%

23%

25

Strongly Disagree

50

75

Percentage
Disagree

20%

Neutral

100

Agree

Strongly Agree

Figure 4. Nursing perceptions of alarms.
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Figure 5 shows that nurses are aware of which equipment is generating the alarm and can
audibly identify the source of the alarm. The inter-bed communication and the central post
are almost always used when addressing alarms, and more than half the nurses would like to
be able to see the waveforms on their handhelds.
Design
If an alarm is generated in another room, I often use inter−bed
communication on the patient monitor to look at parameters/alarms of that
infant.

5%

I always know the equipment (patient monitor/ventilator/infusion pump)
responsible for generating an alarm.

5%

When an alarm is generated, I often use the central post to look at the
parameters/alarms of the infant.

4%

The medical devices used in my unit (excluding the handheld) have distinct
outputs (e.g., sounds, repetition rates, etc.) that allow me to identify
the source of the alarm audibly.

5%

For the patients I am responsible, I would like to have the possibility to
see the monitor waveforms on the handheld.

20%

It is more challenging to respond to alarms in a single room NICU than in
an open bay area NICU.

27%

I always have the possibility to see the monitor waveforms for the
patients I am responsible for.

46%

I think there is a lack of training in properly using the patient monitor
(e.g., data exploration, choosing ECG leads, alarm settings, usability).

54%

I regularly change alarm limits of infants on the patient monitor and the
ventilator.

82%

2%

0

Response

93%

7%

88%

16%

80%

14%

80%

29%

27%

46%

9%

45%

25%

21%

11%

25

Strongly Disagree

Figure 5. The response of nurses on how design affects alarms.
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52%

50

75

Percentage
Disagree

Neutral

Agree

7%

100

Strongly Agree

Figure 6 shows the results about context, with 52% of the nurses stating that they would like
the alarm to go to a buddy nurse when they are performing other tasks such as preparing
medication or providing care. However, at present, they rarely let the buddy nurse know that
they are going to start patient care.

3

Context

When I am performing other tasks, like preparing medication or providing
care, I would like the alarm to directly go to my backup colleague (buddy)
nurse.

25%

When I am unable to respond to an alarm, I am always aware if another
nurse is responding to it.

36%

25%

39%

I would rather take care of one very ill infant than two infants in
different rooms.

23%

50%

27%

Before I start providing nursing care, I always let my backup colleague
(buddy) know.

80%

0

Response

23%

52%

18%

25

Strongly Disagree

50

75

Percentage
Disagree

Neutral

2%

100

Agree

Strongly Agree

Figure 6. The response of nurses on the association between alarms and context.
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During the video-monitoring study, a total of 5967 critical alarms were generated from ten
infants in 2369 hours (99 days) of monitoring. The characteristics of these ten infants are listed
in Table 1. 5451 out of the 5967 alarms (91% of total alarms) were recorded on video; the rest
were missed because the Raspberry Pi was disconnected. The clinical condition, respiratory
support and the nursing response to all critical alarms during video monitoring are shown in
Table 2. Each infant provided a median of 250 (IQR, 230-271) hours of data during which time
a median of 341 (IQR, 186-657) critical alarms were successfully recorded. For a median of 34%
(IQR, 20-52) of these observed alarms, the nurse was already present in the room, and for a
median of 13% (IQR, 10-16) of alarms, a parent was in the room. Nurses paused a median of
11% (IQR, 12-20) of all critical alarms. For alarms during the period the nurse was not in the
room, the response rate within 90s was 26% with a median response time of 55s (IQR, 37-70s).
Table 1. Characteristics of the patient population enrolled in the video-monitoring study
Feature
Gestational age (weeks)

Median

25th percentile

75th percentile

27

24.7

29

Birth weight (g)

982.5

800

1255

PMA, start of study (weeks)

29.3

27.6

31.7

PMA, end of study (weeks)

31.3

28.6

32.7

Length of stay (days)

33.5

24.5

55

Desaturation, bradycardia, physiological ventilator alarms (high peak inspiratory pressure
alarm, disconnection of the ventilator circuit and problems with the endotracheal tube),
apnea, asystole and ventricular tachycardia alarms comprised 99.7% of all critical alarms
observed while the nurse was not in the room. The number of these alarms along with their
duration and nurse response times are listed in Table 3. While desaturation, bradycardia and
physiological ventilator alarms comprise 58.1%, 26% and 11.7% of all critical alarms when
the nurse was not in the room, this changed to 47.6%, 14.6%, and 29% respectively when the
nurse was present in the patient’s room. This is unsurprising since nursing care is associated
with an increase in alarms associated with the ventilator and arterial blood pressure and
this, in turn, changes the percentage contribution of the remaining alarms to the whole5,10.
Additionally, nurses pause 23% of the alarms that are generated when they are in the room
versus 7% of the alarms when they are not.
The regression model was significant with fixed effects alone (p-value < 0.001) which shows
that the response to alarm depends on the characteristics of the patient and the alarm.
However, the addition of random effects, which account for dependencies in the data,
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improved the fit of the model to the data. After including random effects, the category of
alarm and the duration of alarm were statistically significant. The odds of responding to a
bradycardia alarm, compared to a desaturation alarm, were 1.47 (95% CI = 1.21-1.78; p-value
< 0.001) while that of responding to a ventilator alarm were 0.35 (95% CI = 0.27-0.46; p-value
< 0.001). For every 20s increase in the duration of an alarm, the odds of responding to the
alarm within 90s increased to 1.15 (95% CI = 1.1-1.2; p-value < 0.001).
The random effect corresponding to infants captured those infant-specific effects that were
not explained by the fixed effects. The random effect explained 30% of the variance in
response times. Typically, the odds of a response reduced in infants who had chronic illnesses
such as BPD while it increased for infants that had sepsis/IVH/NEC (see Table 2).

DISCUSSION
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study cataloging the nursing response to
critical alarms in a private room intensive care setting along with an objective, video-annotated
measure of nurse responsiveness to critical alarms. In a private room NICU context, nurses
often have no line of sight to the patient and depend on technological means such as the
central monitor, inter-bed communication, and handheld devices for receiving notifications
of critical alarms. Upon receiving these alarms, they immediately look at their handhelds, seek
waveform information from inter-bed communication or central posts and use background
information of the infant in their decision to respond to an alarm. Only 23% of the nurses
claim to immediately go to the patient’s room when notified of a critical alarm, despite the
fact that the majority of nurses perceive most critical alarms as being clinically relevant. This
implies that they value the insights and awareness of critical alarms being generated, even
though the alarms may not necessitate clinical action. These results suggest that in light of
the private room context, attempts to suppress or eliminate non-actionable clinical alarms
should be supplemented by providing information on the physiological stability of infants
so that nurses are not blind to acute changes in physiological status.
The median time to respond to the different types of critical alarms is long and varies
between 39s for tachycardia to 54s and 56s for bradycardia and desaturation respectively.
These response times are measured only in those cases where there is a response within 90s
and therefore only when the nurse considered the alarm to be relevant enough to mandate
a manual inspection by physically going to the patient’s room. This definition of clinical
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Table 2. The clinical condition and respiratory support of ten preterm infants along with the nursing
response to critical alarms based on video monitoring. The last row shows the median (IQR) values
Clinical diagnosis
during monitoring

Respiratory support
during monitoring

BPD, AoP

Whole period HFNC; room air

BPD, AoP

Whole period nasal CPAP with O2 therapy > 21%

AoP

Whole period HFNC with O2 therapy > 21%

PDA treatment; AoP

Nasal CPAP 9 days; HFNC 3 days; room air

Uneventful course until final 12 hours: NCPAP 5 days and SIPPV 1 day with O2 therapy > 21%
NEC with perforation
Late-onset sepsis

All period nasal CPAP with O2 therapy > 21%

RDS, AoP

NCPAP 3 days; HFNC 8 days; Room air

IVH grade II, venous infarction;
Late-onset sepsis

SIPPV 7 days; NCPAP 5 days; all period O2 therapy > 21%

AoP

Whole period HFNC with O2 therapy > 21%

AoP

Whole period NCPAP with O2 therapy > 21%

-

-

Abbreviations: BPD, Bronchopulmonary dysplasia; AoP, Apnea of prematurity; PDA, Patent ductus
arteriosus; NEC, Necrotizing enterocolitis; RDS, Respiratory Distress Syndrome; IVH, Intraventricular
hemorrhage; HFNC, High flow nasal cannula; NCPAP, Nasal continuous positive airway pressure;
SIPPV, Synchronized Intermittent Positive Pressure Ventilation

Table 3. The categories of critical alarms along with their prevalence, duration of alarm and the
response time of nurses (if < 90s) for those alarms that were generated when the nurse was not in
the patient’s room
Alarm Category

Number of alarms
(% of total alarms)

Duration (s),
median (IQR)

Response time (s),
median (IQR)

Desaturation

1978 (58.1)

10 (4-22)

56 (38-71)

Bradycardia

887 (26.0)

6 (3-16)

54 (41-68.75)

Physiological ventilator

397 (11.7)

9 (3-15)

51 (25-69)

Apnea

70 (2.1)

9 (5-18)

50.5 (40-69)

Asystole

31 (0.9)

4 (2-5)

41 (16.5-65.5)

Ventricular tachycardia

30 (0.9)

18 (7-18)

39 (30.75-52)
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Duration of
monitoring
(hours)

Alarms Nurse in
observed the room
(%)

Nurse
response
< 90s (%)

Alarms
silenced
(%)

The contribution of random
effects to nurse responsiveness
(odds ratio)

230

317

20

14

6

0.39

279

1573

30

12

9

0.08

126

75

17

8

9

0.62

263

305

35

24

12

1.99

135

172

56

18

15

2.8

327

517

58

20

17

3.25

239

186

33

23

9

1.75

271

657

52

18

16

2.66

260

365

19

10

7

0.40

3

239

1284

42

16

18

1.70

250 [230-271]

341 [8996]

34 [20-52]

17 [12-20]

11 [9-16]

1.7 [0.4-2.7]
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relevance is different from others used in literature such as that of Siebig et al. where an
alarm is clinically relevant only if it was due to a technical problem or led to a diagnostic
or therapeutic decision17. However, we consider such a definition to be more a measure of
actionability than of relevance.
Based on the survey, nurses find bradycardia alarms to be the most reliable followed by
desaturation and apnea alarms. This is also seen from the regression model where the odds
of responding to a critical bradycardia alarm are significantly higher than that of responding
to a desaturation alarm. Additionally, the odds of responding to alarms increases with the
duration of the alarm. This result is similar to previous findings within a NICU context where
the probability of acting on an alarm increased with the duration of the alarm2.
Since the odds of responding to critical ventilator alarms are considerably lower than of
responding to desaturation alarms, it appears that nurses attribute limited clinical relevance
to ventilator alarms unless accompanied by monitor alarms. Although research on ventilator
alarms is very limited, a previous study, although in an adult ICU setting, also found evidence
of nurses attributing lower clinical relevance to ventilator alarms5.
The random effects corresponding to infants explains 30% of the variation in responsiveness
towards alarms. Markedly, nurse responsiveness is lower for infants with a chronic disease
(BPD) in contrast with infants who have an acute burden of diseases such as sepsis, NEC
or IVH. This suggests that nurses premeditate and prioritize responses to more vulnerable
infants and have delayed or no response to alarms that are largely non-actionable, such
as desaturation alarms from BPD infants. Overall, according to video monitoring, nurses
responded to 26% of critical alarms in a median time of 55s, which is in agreement with the
results of the questionnaire. The layout of the NICU does not appear to play a major role here
since nurses do not believe that they are slow in responding to alarms and are non-equivocal
about the distance that needs to be covered to respond to an alarm which can, in fact, be
25m from the central nursing station to the furthest patient rooms. Although, it is likely that
responses in bay area NICU are faster since walking times are expected to be shorter.
An area of concern is that nurses perceive their response to critical alarms as slower when
they are engaged in patient care or involved in other tasks such as preparing medications. This
reduced ability to respond to critical alarms is also reported to be stressful, especially since
nurses are not aware whether their buddy nurse is responding to the alarm. They agree that
there should be a system to transfer all alarms to the buddy nurse in such situations. Since
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the survey suggests that nurses seek waveform information upon being notified of alarms,
additional screens showing these waveforms should be set up in the NICU-pharmacy and
dead spaces in the corridors. Furthermore, better coordination between buddy nurses might,
to some extent, mitigate alarm fatigue.
Regarding yellow alarms, nurses report that they are neither stressed by them nor do they
respond to them. However, they do find yellow alarms to be useful and want them to remain
in the alarm chain. These findings do suggest that yellow alarms contribute to the heuristics
employed by nurses in responding to critical alarms, so an option might be to change yellow
alarms to just a visual notification and decrease unnecessary noise in the NICU. Overall, nurses
do not feel that they receive too many alarms during the shift, are non-equivocal about the
private room design reducing alarm fatigue and are unaffected by the geographical spread of
the infants they have to care for. They do, however, find it more challenging to respond to
alarms in a private room context. The busyness of the NICU with regard to the occupancy
rate and the number of nurses working the shift does not appear to affect stress. Herein, the
private room design might play a role since it censors noise from irrelevant alarms such as
yellow alarms and alarms originating from infants that a nurse is not responsible for.
Nurses believe that infants generate more alarms when receiving care. This result is supported
by the video monitoring data as well where nurses are present in the patient’s room for 35%
of all critical alarms. Likely, a significant number of these alarms originate due to nursing
care. Similar findings have also been reported earlier, albeit in an adult ICU population17,18.
With an increasing drive towards private room NICUs and increase in familial involvement,
parental presence is likely to increase. Luckily, nurses do not find this stressful, but a significant
number do report faster response times to alarms when parents are in the room. This finding
is opposite to that in a children’s hospital where parental absence improved nursing response
to alarms19.
The use of video monitoring for studying alarms is a powerful tool that can aid in determining
the clinical relevance of alarms and has been used in several studies17,20–22. However, it is also
known to be an expensive and time-consuming technology, with one study indicating that it
costs more than US $300 to acquire and analyze each hour of video23. One of the strengths of
this study is that it used low-cost computers for video monitoring that were programmed to
take pictures every 5s, thereby reducing the data and the time required for manual inspection.
Another strength of this study is a large number of alarms analyzed from different patients
over a relatively long duration of time.
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The limitations of the study include the fact that it is of a single-center design that employs
an experienced group of nurses. Furthermore, the nursing response might have changed
because nurses were aware of the recording, although the small and inconspicuous nature of
the camera makes this unlikely. Finally, the regression model includes only a limited number
of factors and the addition of other factors such as nursing experience, NICU occupancy,
etc. can give more insights but at the expense of a proportional increase in the data needed
for analysis.

CONCLUSION
We surveyed nurses across broad themes related to alarms and contrasted these findings with
those from a video-observation study to quantify nurse responsiveness to critical alarms.
Nurses respond to only 26% of critical alarms in a median time of 55s. Using a regression
model, we identified patient and alarm-level factors that increased the odds of a nurse
responding to an alarm within the 90s. The clinical status of the patient, the category, and
duration of the alarm modulate the responsiveness of nurses.
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Chapter 4
Does the Architectural Layout of a
NICU affect Alarm Pressure?

Reproduced after: Rohan Joshi, Henrica van Straaten, Heidi van de Mortel, Xi Long,
Peter Andriessen, Carola van Pul. The Architectural Layout of a NICU Affects Alarm
Pressure: A Comparative Study of a Single-Family Room and an Open-Bay Area NICU,
BMJ Open, 2018; 8(6): 1–10.

ABSTRACT
Objectives: To determine differences in alarm pressure between two otherwise comparable
neonatal intensive care units (NICUs) differing in architectural layout – one of a single-family
room (SFR) design and the other of an open bay-area (OBA) design.
Design: Retrospective audit of more than 2000 patient days from each NICU cataloging the
differences in the number and duration of alarms for critical and alerting alarms, as well as
the interaction of clinicians with the patient monitor.
Setting: Two level 3 NICUs.
Results: A total of more than 150,000 critical and 1.2 million alerting alarms were acquired
from the two NICUs. The number of audible alarms and the associated noise pollution varied
considerably with the OBA-NICU generating 44% more alarms per infant per day even
though the SFR-NICU generated 2.5 as many critical desaturation alarms per infant per day.
Conclusion: Differences in the architectural layout of NICUs and the consequent differences
in delays, thresholds and distribution systems for alarms are associated with differences in
alarm pressure.
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INTRODUCTION
The architectural layout and design of a hospital department must address the potentially
conflicting needs and aspirations of different stakeholders. In a neonatal intensive care unit
(NICU) environment, the usual stakeholders include infants, their families, staff and the
hospital administration. Infants require a developmentally supportive environment, one that
minimizes stressors and facilitates positive stimuli. Families desire privacy and an environment
conducive to their active participation in daily caregiving while staff needs are focused on
providing adequate care, regulating stress and maintaining a positive work environment.
Over the past two decades, there has been a trend towards the adoption of the single-family
room (SFR) NICU, as opposed to the traditional ‘open bay-area’ (OBA) design1,2. Recent
evidence has shown an association between the SFR design and improved neurobehavioral
and medical outcomes3–5. Also, the SFR design offers an opportunity to provide better control
over stressors such as light and noise, improve parental and staff satisfaction with care,
improve the work environment for nurses and possibly reduce the cost of care without
increasing adverse outcomes5–14.
Nevertheless, the SFR environment with its reduced patient visibility and increased
dependency on patient monitoring creates a challenge for maintaining a safe environment for
infants. While former work has shown that safe patient monitoring is feasible in SFR NICUs,
differences in the number of alarms generated per patient per unit time (alarm pressure), for
NICUs of the SFR and the traditional OBA design remain unexplored15. These differences
are important to determine because adapting the NICU to the SFR environment can have
adverse implications for alarm fatigue – a top patient safety concern arising due to excessive
exposure of clinicians to alarms leading to sensory overload and consequently, a delayed
or no response to alarms16–18. Investigations into how NICU design and associated alarm
settings affect alarm pressure can thus lead to opportunities for further improving the NICU
environment. While on the one hand, infants in the SFR NICUs may have reduced exposure
to noise which enhances physiological stability and reduces alarms, on the other hand long
nurse response times to alarms may, in fact, result in an increased number of alarms19,20.
Furthermore, reduced patient visibility can also change nursing workflow with implications for
the physiological stability of infants, nurse handling of alarms and perceived alarm pressure.
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In this study, we explore the differences in the number and duration of alarms for critical and
alerting alarms as well as the interaction of clinicians with the patient monitor for two NICUs
in the Netherlands. These NICUs have a comparable patient population and care setting with
one NICU of an SFR design and the other of an OBA design. The aim of this comparative
clinical audit was for benchmarking and sharing the collective operational experiences of two
comparable NICUs to identify opportunities for improving alarm management and reducing
noise exposure, both at the bedside and at the central posts, for infants and clinicians.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The NICU environment
The Netherlands has a population of 17 million inhabitants with centralized neonatal intensive
care organized in 10 level III centers across the country. The two participating NICUs, Máxima
Medical Centre (MMC) Veldhoven and Isala Clinics Zwolle have a typical annual admission
rate of 380 and 330 patients respectively. The 18-bed MMC-NICU, constructed in 2012 is of
an SFR design (nine single rooms, five double rooms, and one triple room), while the 18-bed
Isala-NICU, constructed in 2014 has an OBA design (three rooms with six beds each). Figure
1 illustrates the architecture of these units and Table 1 compares the characteristics of the
units across several dimensions. Excluding the NICU-design and the associated differences
in alarm handling, the units are mostly similar regarding medical equipment, staffing patterns,
the patient population and care practices. Notably, also, the nursing staff in both units has a
comparable educational background and professional training since they are all drawn from
a small and homogenous, Dutch-speaking population. Furthermore, in both units the mix
of clinicians is similar with neonatologists, fellows (pediatricians-in-training in neonatology),
pediatric residents and physician assistants sharing the clinical workload.
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Figure 1. The architectural layout of the SFR-NICU (left) and the OBA-NICU (right). The white
spaces indicate the incubator and the blue spaces indicate patient rooms. The green spaces indicate
ancillary facilities like the pharmacy and closet space. Grey areas indicate corridors or dead-space.
Individually the NICUs are drawn to scale.
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Table 1. Characteristics of NICUs across several dimensions
Feature

SFR-NICU

Level of NICU

III

OBA-NICU

NICU Design
III

No. of beds

15 rooms, 18-beds

3 rooms, 18-beds

Design

Private room

Open bay-area

Geometry

Rectangular, long corridors

3 central stations overlooking
connected rooms

Patient monitor

Philips MX800

ECG sensor

3M™ Red Dot™ or Ambu
BlueSensor (for infants <
1500g)

SpO2 sensor

LNOP® Neo PT-L or LNOP®
Neo, Massimo SET®

Equipment and Alarms
Philips MX800
®

3M™ Red Dot™ 2282E (for
preterm infants) or 2269T (for
term infants )
M1132A, M1133A and
M1134A, Philips

Temperature sensor

21091A, Philips

21078A, Philips

Ventilator

Fabian HFO

Fabian HFO

Alarm distribution

Central monitors, inter-bed
communication, and handheld
devices

Central monitors and inter-bed
communication

Ventilator connected to the
patient monitor

Yes

No

Silencing of red alarms
possible from

Bedside monitor only

Bedside monitor and the
central post

Silencing of yellow alarms
possible from

Bedside monitor and the
central post

Bedside monitor and the
central post

Pausing of red and yellow
alarms possible from

Bedside monitor only

Bedside monitor only

Typical nurse-patient ratio

1:2

1:2

Daily feeding frequency

12

24 until 1000g, 12 until 1500g
and 8 after that

Time of nursing care

Need-based, but only prior to
enteral feeding at even hours
of the day

Need-based, no fixed time

Nursing Care
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Alarm chain
In both units, patient monitoring is carried out using Philips patient monitors (IntelliVue MX
800, Germany). Based on urgency, these patient monitors prioritize patient-related alarms into
‘red’ and ‘yellow’ alarms, corresponding to critical and alerting alarms respectively. In both
units, the primary alarm chain comprised of the patient monitor, the inter-bed communication
systems and the central monitors at the nursing stations, where it was possible to get an
overview of alarms from all infants. In the SFR-NICU a secondary alarm chain was employed
that used a distributed alarming system to send all red alarms to handheld devices carried by
nurses, a detailed description of which has been published earlier15,21. In the SFR-NICU of
the MMC, the ventilator (Fabian HFO, Acutronic, Switzerland) was also connected to the
patient monitor to ensure that red ventilator alarms, including information on the nature of
the alarm, were forwarded to the handheld devices carried by the nurses. Ventilator data for the
OBA-NICU was unavailable. Regarding alarm sounds, in both the SFR and the OBA NICUs,
the red and yellow alarms generated sounds at the patient monitors and the central post.
Both units monitored the three lead ECG, the respiration rate (using impedance pneumography),
oxygen saturation (SpO2; using disposable sensors), skin temperature and occasionally invasive
arterial blood pressure (BP) of infants. SpO2 monitoring was carried out with an averaging
setting of 10s with alarms being generated after a user-adjustable delay if the SpO2 dropped
and remained below a predefined threshold. The heart rate was calculated as the average of
the 12 most recent beat-to-beat intervals or the four most recent beat-to-beat intervals if the
heart rate was less than 80 bpm.
In both units, the threshold values for generating red alarms corresponding to desaturation,
bradycardia, and apnea were 80%, 80 bpm, and 20s respectively. Bradycardia and apnea alarms
were generated without any delays while for desaturation alarms the delay was 10s and 20s in
the SFR and OBA NICUs respectively. With regard to the yellow alarms concerning low and
high heart rate, the median threshold values in both units were 100 and 200 bpm with alarms
generated without delay. In the SFR-NICU, the median thresholds concerning low and high
SpO2 were 85% and 95%, with alarms being generated with a delay of 15s. In the OBA-NICU
the corresponding thresholds were 88% and 95% with the delay set to 10s.
In addition to patient-related alarms, for both units, the patient monitors also stored logs for
inoperative (INOP) alarms. These alarms logged situations when the monitor was unable to
generate alarms (e.g., ECG lead disconnection) or a clinician was interacting with the monitor
(e.g., silence alarms, pause alarms). Silencing stopped the alarm sounds of a single category
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of alarm (e.g., bradycardia/desaturation) for up to three minutes after which the alarm would
start resounding if the underlying condition had not resolved. During the silence period,
visual indicators of the alarm condition would continue to be displayed. The pause function
stopped both the visual and auditory information on the status of alarms of all categories
for up to three minutes.
Alarm analysis
All alarm data were extracted from the central posts, which maintain a running log of alarms
up to 60 days prior. For all types of red, yellow and INOP alarms, the total number of alarms
were counted and expressed as the number of alarms generated per patient per day at the
unit level. For the ventilator alarms, the alarm pressure was calculated considering only the
ventilated days of the study. The duration of each alarm was calculated based on the start
and end time of alarms and expressed in median (interquartile range, IQR) duration. The
threshold values that were breached when the alarm was generated were also extracted. For
the most prevalent red, yellow and INOP alarms, the average number of alarms generated by
100 patients for each consecutive 10 min interval of time was plotted through the course of
the day to visualize changes in alarm pressure and interaction of clinicians with the patient
monitor. All data were analyzed using Matlab R2015b (MathWorks, Massachusetts, USA).
Patient demographics
In totality, 2126 patient days (from 158 patients between 03/08/2016 and 30/12/2016) and
2035 patient days (from 170 patients between 26/06/2016 and 30/11/2016) were analyzed
from the NICUs at MMC and Isala, respectively. There were no exclusion criteria. This
convenience sample of approximately 150 calendar days was chosen based on the expected
frequency of occurrence of alarms from a previous audit21. As is standard practice, this
retrospective analysis of anonymized data, aimed at quality improvement, did not require
ethical approval. The patient metadata and clinical characteristics of the infants enrolled in
the study are shown in Table 2. Statistical analysis of differences in patient metadata and
clinical characteristics were carried out using the chi-square goodness of fit test (or Fisher’s
exact test where appropriate). A p-value ≤ 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Effect
size as measured by proportion difference was carried out for statistically significant variables.
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Table 2. Patient metadata and clinical characteristics of the infants enrolled in the study
Characteristic

SFR-NICU

OBA-NICU

p-value

Duration of study (days)

149

158

-

Patient days

2126

2035

-

No. of infants

158

170

-

Male (%)

53

54

0.73

Infants with gestational age < 32 weeks

96 (60.8%)*

116 (68.2%)

0.16

Infants with gestational age < 28 weeks

35 (22.2%)

40 (23.5%)

0.77

Infants with birth weight < 1500 g

76 (48.1%)

86 (50.6%)

0.65

Infants with birth weight < 1000 g

34 (21.5%)

41 (24.1%)

0.57

No of ventilated days (invasive, SIMV or SIPPV or HFO)

399 (18.8%)

473 (23.2%)

0.0004

Surfactant administration

38

54

0.12

No. of infants with sepsis (positive blood culture)

22 (14.8%)

20 (12.7%)

0.59

No. of infants with NEC, stage ≥ II (X-ray confirmation)

1 (0.70%)

1 (0.60%)

0.95

No. of infants with IVH, grade ≥ III

11 (7.4%)

18 (11.4%)

0.24

No. of infants treated for PDA
(Ibuprofen or indomethacin)

5 (3.4%)

6 (3.8%)

0.85

All percentages are based on the number of infants or patient days for the corresponding NICU.
Abbreviations: SIMV, Synchronized Intermittent Mandatory Ventilation; SIPPV, Synchronized
Intermittent Positive Pressure Ventilation; HFO, High-frequency ventilation
*

RESULTS
More than 150,000 red alarms and nearly 1.2 million yellow alarms from patient monitors were
analyzed from 4161 patient days. The SFR-NICU and the OBA-NICU generated, on average,
42.4 and 23.4 red alarms per infant per day respectively. For both units, the desaturation,
bradycardia, and apnea alarms were the most common (Table 3). While the number and
duration of bradycardia alarms were similar for both units, the SFR-NICU produced 2.5 times
as many desaturation alarms per infant per day, but of shorter duration.
For yellow alarms, the SFR-NICU and the OBA-NICU generated, on average, 174.4 and 289.6
alarms per infant per day respectively. The most prevalent alarms were the low and high SpO2
and heart rate alarms (Table 3). The OBA-NICU had 37.4% and 91.1% more low and high
SpO2 alarms per infant per day, compared to the SFR-NICU.
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Table 3. Characteristics of the red (desaturation, bradycardia, and apnea), yellow (low and high SpO2
and heart rate) and INOP alarms for the SFR and OBA NICUs of MMC and Isala
Alarm type

Desaturation
Bradycardia

NICU
design
(delay*)

Mean no.
of daily
alarms/
infant

% of total
alarms

Median
(IQR)
duration of
alarm (s)

Mean daily
duration
of alarm/
infant (min)

SFR (10s)

31.76

75.14**

10(4-23)

10.65

OBA (20s)

13.22

56.47

17(7-41)

7.59

SFR (0s)

7.27

17.20

5 (3-12)

1.05

OBA (0s)

7.14

30.49

5 (3-12)

1.07

Apnea

SFR (0s)

0.92

2.18

9 (5-19)

0.24

OBA (0s)

1.19

5.09

9 (4-16)

0.29

SpO2 low

SFR (15s)

88.98

51.03

14 (6-30)

38.70

OBA (10s)

122.25

42.22

14(6-31)

55.33

SFR (15s)

53.08

30.43

26(10-64)

47.70

OBA (10s)

101.46

35.04

12(5-32)

55.72

SFR (0s)

15.04

8.62

5(3-8)

1.59

OBA (0s)

13.27

4.58

5(3-8)

1.41

SFR (0s)

11.82

6.77

8(4-20)

3.42

OBA (0s)

17.13

5.91

8(4-20)

5.04

SFR

17.49

-

-

-

OBA

59.42

-

-

-

SFR

9.3

-

-

-

OBA

3.35

-

-

-

SpO2 high
Heart rate low
Heart rate high
Silence
Pause
Technical alarms
Resounding of alarms
*

SFR (0s)

4

-

-

-

OBA (0s)

3.88

-

-

-

SFR

1.67

-

-

-

OBA

22

-

-

-

Delay corresponds to the delay before generating the alarm once the threshold is breached.
Percentages correspond to the contribution of alarms from the same category (red/yellow)

**

Overall, the OBA-NICU generated 44% more patient monitor alarms per day. The distribution
of red and yellow alarms through the course of the day, for all patient monitor alarms and
their most prevalent subtypes, for both NICUs, is shown in Figure 2. The number of red
monitor alarms is higher in the SFR-NICU while the number of yellow alarms is higher in the
OBA-NICU. The low SpO2 and desaturation alarms exhibit periodicity in their occurrence,
as has been reported earlier21,22.
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SFR-NICU

OBA-NICU

4

Figure 2. The average number of logs corresponding to red (top), yellow (middle) and INOP (bottom)
alarms measured during the study period plotted through the 24 hours of the day in the SFR-NICU
(left column) and the OBA-NICU (right-column). The alarm rate is shown for 100 patients per 10
min. Note that the resolution of the y-axis varies for each row of subplots.
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For the SFR-NICU, logs of the ventilator alarms were available since ventilators were connected
to patient monitors. Nearly 15,000 red and 202,000 yellow ventilator alarms were analyzed.
Appendix A shows that the ventilator alarms also exhibit a clear two-hourly periodicity for
both the red and yellow alarms. For the SFR-NICU, while the patient monitor generates 42.4
and 174.4 red and yellow alarms per infant per day, the ventilator further adds 15 red and
206.5 yellow alarms respectively. For red ventilator alarms, the most common alarms were the
alarms corresponding to the disconnection of the ventilator circuit (55.5%), problems with the
endotracheal tube (27.25%) and high peak inspiratory pressure (15.4%). For the yellow alarms,
the most common alarms corresponded to low inspiratory pressure (72.4%), insufficient volume
delivery (7.3%), low minute volume (4.6%) and low positive end-expiratory pressure (4.2%).
With regard to the interaction of clinicians with the patient monitor, nurses pause alarms
(all categories of alarms are paused) more often in the SFR-NICU while nurses in the OBANICU silence alarms much more often. For the alarms that were silenced, the alarm condition
persisted beyond three minutes for nearly one-third of the alarms in the OBA-NICU as
opposed to 11% in the SFR-NICU, leading to resounding of alarms (Table 3).
Notably, patient characteristics between the two units were comparable (p-value > 0.05) with
the exception of ventilated days (p-value < 0.01). However, the effect size, as measured by
proportion difference, for ventilated days is small with the OBA NICU having a 4.5% higher
risk of ventilation.

DISCUSSION
The number of audible patient monitor alarms (red + yellow + technical INOP) is high for
NICUs of both the SFR and the OBA design, as has been reported earlier15,16,21–25. However,
the number of alarms and the associated noise pollution vary considerably with the OBANICU generating 44% more alarms per patient per day. Multiple studies in different NICUs
have shown a periodic increase in alarms through the course of the day, and this periodicity
can be observed for both NICUs included in this study15,21,22. This periodic increase in alarms
has been found to be associated with both nursing care events as well as the delivery of enteral
feeds26. The SFR-NICU of this study had a two-hourly frequency of enteral feeding, and this
is reflected in a two-hourly increase in alarms. The peaks in alarm pressure for the OBA-NICU
are less clear since the frequency of enteral feeding was dependent on the weight of infants
with a frequency of once every one to three hours (see Table 1). The periodic increase in the
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interaction of clinicians with the patient monitor (Figure 2) indicates an attempt to suppress
alarm-related noise during these periods.
The higher incidence of red alarms in the SFR-NICU is primarily due to more desaturation
alarms, likely due to a shorter delay (10s as opposed to 20s in the OBA-NICU) in generating
the desaturation alarm once the threshold value (80% in both units) is breached25. Irrespective
of the averaging setting employed, longer delays allow the oxygen saturation levels to recover,
resulting in fewer alarms of a longer duration, which is unsurprising since they arise due to
desaturation events that did not resolve spontaneously within the set delay period25.
In a previous study carried out in the SFR-NICU of MMC, we identified that the median nurse
response times to red desaturation alarms was quite long at 56s19. Since extended desaturation
events are associated with adverse outcomes, there is a natural tendency for SFR NICUs to
err on the side of caution and opt for shorter delays27. However, for the OBA NICUs with
direct visual oversight and potentially shorter distances and nurse response times, slightly
longer delays in generating the alarm, on average, helps in reducing the mean daily duration
for which the alarms sound and reduces noise in the typically noisier OBA environment28–30.
The choice of delay gets further challenged since a study has shown that in infants born
small for gestational age, a high incidence of even short hypoxemic events (20s) within three
days of birth, is associated with higher mortality at 90 days of life31. Therefore, we should
contemplate dynamically adjusting not just alarm thresholds but also alarm delays, based on
the vulnerability profile of infants, with shorter delays in place for the most vulnerable infants.
In summary, there exists a delicate trade-off between the choice of alarm delays and the risk
of alarm fatigue32. Quantifying alarm pressure as described in this study is an important step
in assessing the risk of alarm fatigue. It also serves as a baseline measure that can be used to
contrast changes in alarm settings such as delays that may affect alarm pressure.
The incidence of yellow alarms is higher for the OBA-NICU, primarily because of more low
and high SpO2 alarms. The higher incidence of low SpO2 alarms is largely due to a narrower
alarm limit (88-95%; median values of alarm thresholds), evidence of which can also be
found elsewhere22. Furthermore, in comparison with the SFR-NICU, the delay for yellow
alarms is shorter (10s as opposed to 15s in the SFR-NICU), which leads to more alarms.
The considerably larger number of high SpO2 alarms is difficult to explain, but important to
consider since hyperoxemia is associated with an increased risk of retinopathy of prematurity.
It should be noted that alarms for high SpO2 are off when infants are breathing room air, so all
alarms corresponding to high SpO2 originate solely from infants on intermittent supplemental
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oxygen. While the greater number of high SpO2 alarms in the OBA-NICU might partly be
due to the shorter delay in generating the alarm, it might also be due to rebound hyperoxemia
as a result of nurses increasing supplemental oxygen to combat a large number of low SpO2
alarms33. This rationale is further supported by the finding that for 37.5% of high SpO2
alarms, thresholds were set to higher than 95% while in the SFR-NICU, only 16% of high
SpO2 alarms had a threshold higher than 95% (data not shown but calculated from the alarm
logs of these units).
Regarding ventilator alarm management, as has been pointed out by the ECRI Institute and
research groups, multiple challenges exist34–36. In particular, the ECRI Institute highlights
that collecting and analyzing ventilator data can be challenging, and limited research exists
on ventilator alarms19,24,37. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the largest audit of
ventilator alarms, and we show that the daily alarm pressure (average) because of ventilators,
in fact, exceeds that due to patient monitors alone. It should be noted that although on
average, ventilator alarm pressure is high, it is also dependent on the mode of ventilation. The
periodic increases in ventilator alarms (Appendix A), similar to the pattern observed in patient
monitor alarms, might be in response to nursing care (e.g., endotracheal suctioning) and enteral
feeding26. Opportunities to reduce ventilator-related alarms have been suggested elsewhere37.
In the OBA-NICU, the exposure of infants to alarm-sounds is likely higher since both
the number of daily alarms (red + yellow + technical INOP) is higher and the mean daily
duration for which alarms sound is longer (Table 3). Furthermore, in an OBA environment,
there is greater exposure to alarm-sounds originating from other infants. Noise due to
alarms, as experienced by the nurses is also likely higher in the OBA-NICU since nurses
are exposed to both red and yellow alarms originating from all infants. In the SFR-NICU,
nurses receive red alarms on handheld devices and therefore spend less time at the central
post and likely experience fewer alarm-sounds. In the OBA-NICU, nurses silence alarms
more often than in the SFR-NICU, probably because they spend more time at the central
post as opposed to nurses in the SFR-NICU who have handheld devices and are safe in the
knowledge that all red alarms will be transmitted to them. In both units, pausing alarms was
possible only at the patient monitors (bedside). Nurses in the SFR-NICU paused alarms
more often than nurses in the OBA-NICU. This behavior might be because nurses in the
SFR setting do not have visual oversight of the infants in their charge and might tend
to respond to alarms by visiting the bedside more frequently and thereby creating more
opportunities to pause alarms.
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In this study, we compared alarm pressure between two NICUs, one of an SFR design
and the other of an OBA design. In other aspects, both units are comparable since they
use similar monitoring equipment and have similar patient populations and alarm handling
protocols – with a nurse response expected to red alarms while yellow alarms serve as
alerts. However, the non-randomized nature of the study is an unavoidable limitation
despite the fact that the units are comparable with regard to the case mix as measured
by patient data including gestational age, birth weight, and mortality (acquired from the
Dutch perinatal registry, data not shown). Furthermore, differences in nurse characteristics
of the two units can also affect alarm pressure, but these differences are expected to
be minimal since all nurses are drawn from a small and homogenous Dutch-speaking
population with a comparable educational and professional background. Nevertheless,
certain local factors such as the immediate availability of other clinical personnel such as
residents, can affect the delivery of care and thereby the alarm pressure. The results of the
audit of patient monitoring alarms of the two NICUs shows that considerable differences
in alarm pressure exist, and these are at least partly attributable to the delays set in generating
alarms. The choice of alarm thresholds and delays and thereby the exposure of infants
and nurses to alarm sounds are in turn related to the architectural layout of the NICUs.
In the two NICU designs studied, the burden of alarms and exposure to alarm sounds
experienced by infants and nurses is higher in the OBA-NICU. Additionally, there might
also be a relationship between excessive exposure to alarm sounds and the changing of
upper alarm limits for SpO2 alarms, potentially leading to SpO2 levels not staying withinguideline recommendations38. In particular, this has clinical implications associated with the
distribution of oxygen saturation in preterm infants, especially if the target range for SpO2
is narrow39. While alarm fatigue and the consequent increase in the risk of missed alarms
is detrimental to clinical outcomes in all settings, within the NICU-context, the associated
noise is particularly disruptive to the short-term stability of the cardiac and respiratory
systems as well as the sleep cycles of infants. Alarm-related noise is also stressful to staff
and negatively affects the work environment40–42.
Recently the OBA-NICU of this study has introduced a portable and non-audible
alarm-system to reduce noise in the unit with alarms sounding only at the central post.
Implementing such a system reduces noise pollution in the NICU, originally a key advantage
of the SFR design. Because of architectural layout and typically shorter distances from
the central post to the bedside, OBA NICUs are better positioned to implement longer
delays for generating alarms. Based on the results of this study we can identify that in the
OBA-NICU implementing longer delays, e.g., 20s for yellow SpO2 alarms, will reduce the
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corresponding alarms by more than 50%, leading to lower noise-exposure for nurses at
the central post. Furthermore, in the OBA-NICU of this study, by introducing even an 8s
delay for yellow alarms corresponding to low and high heart rate, 75% and 50% of these
alarms can be eliminated (Table 3).
About the SFR-NICU in the study, sounding yellow alarms at the bedside where no clinician is
present for the vast majority of the day, does not serve to draw the attention of the caregiver
to the clinical status of the infant. These alarms, however, contribute to more than 80% of
the noxious noise experienced by the infant. In comparison with the new alarm system of the
OBA-NICU, the potential benefits of the SFR design, at least with regard to lower exposure
to noxious sounds, may not be fully realized unless close attention is paid to the choices for
communicating alarms to the caregivers.

CONCLUSION
To conclude, for the design of new NICUs and the remodelling of older units, in addition
to the various aspects such as the nurse-patient ratios that are typically considered, attention
should also be paid to how the architectural layout and the consequent choices for alarm
settings and alarm distribution affects alarm pressure and by association alarm fatigue43–45.
If non-audible alarm systems can be implemented, the opportunity to implement longer
delays in the OBA NICUs, at least for yellow alarms, can lead to reduced alarm pressure in
comparison with SFR-NICUs.
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APPENDIX A

Figure. Ventilator alarms from the SFR-NICU of MMC.
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Chapter 5
A Strategy to Reduce Critical Cardiorespiratory
Alarms due to Intermittent Enteral Feeding of
Preterm Neonates in Intensive Care

Reproduced after: Rohan Joshi. Carola van Pul, Anouk Sanders, Hans Weda, Jan-Willem
Bikker, Loe Feijs, Peter Andriessen. A Strategy to Reduce Critical Cardiorespiratory
Alarms due to Intermittent Enteral Feeding of Preterm Neonates in Intensive Care,
Interactive Journal of Medical Research, 2017;6(2): e20.

ABSTRACT
Background: Many preterm infants require enteral feeding as they cannot coordinate sucking,
swallowing, and breathing. In enteral feeding, milk feeds are delivered through a small feeding
tube passed via the nose or mouth into the stomach. Intermittent milk feeds may either be
administered using a syringe to gently push milk into the infant’s stomach (push feed), or milk
can be poured into a syringe attached to the tube and allowed to drip in by gravity (gravity
feed). This practice of enteral feeding is common in neonatal intensive care units. There is,
however, no evidence in the literature to recommend the use of one method of feeding over
the other.
Objective: The aim of this study was to investigate which of the two methods of feeding
is physiologically better tolerated by infants, as measured by the incidence of critical
cardiorespiratory alarms during and immediately after feeding.
Methods: We conducted a prospectively designed observational study with records of
all feeding episodes in infants of gestational age less than 30 weeks at birth and with a
minimum enteral intake of 100 mL/kg/day. In total, 2140 enteral feeding episodes were
noted from 25 infants over 308 infant-days with records for several characteristics of the
infants (e.g., gestational age), feeding (e.g., the position of infants), and of nursing-care events
before feeding (e.g., diapering). Logistic regression with mixed effects was used to model
cardiorespiratory alarms for the push and gravity methods of feeding.
Results: After adjustments were made for all confounding variables, the position of infants
was found to be statistically significant in changing the outcome of critical alarms for the
two methods of feeding (p-value = 0.02). For infants in the lateral position, push feeds led
to 40% more instances of one or more critical cardiorespiratory alarms in comparison with
the gravity method. Both methods of feeding created a statistically comparable number of
alarms for infants in the prone position.
Conclusion: This study provides objective data that may assist in optimizing enteral feeding
protocols for premature infants. The incidence of critical cardiorespiratory alarms for infants
in the lateral position can be lowered by the use of gravity instead of push feeding. No
differences were observed between the two types of feeding when infants were in the prone
position.
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INTRODUCTION
Every year, approximately 15 million infants are born prematurely (before 37 weeks of
gestation), and this number is increasing1. Many of these infants require extensive medical
attention and need to be admitted to neonatal intensive care units (NICUs). As these infants
may be unable to coordinate sucking, swallowing, and breathing, milk feeds (expressed breast
milk or formula) are delivered into the stomach via a tube passed through the nose or the
mouth. This is known as enteral feeding and is common across NICUs2.
Typically, enteral feeding can be continuous feeding delivered through the course of the day via an
infusion pump or intermittent feeding usually administered over 10 to 20 min multiple times daily,
for example, at intervals of 2 or 3 hours2. A Cochrane review found no differences between
these two methods of enteral feeding for infants to achieve full feeds, days to discharge,
or the incidence of necrotizing enterocolitis in preterm infants weighing less than 1500g2.
Although the theoretical risks and benefits for both methods have been proposed, clinical
evidence supporting one method over the other is limited, and the choice of feeding is likely
dependent on unit preferences and tradition2. Notably, though in a study of 33 preterm
infants, fed once by each method, intermittent feeding was associated with lower apnea and
apnea-related hypoxia3.
Intermittent feeding is typically of two types – the push type is where the liquid is gently
pushed through a syringe into the infant’s stomach, and the gravity type is where the liquid in
the syringe is allowed to drip in under the influence of gravity. In the push method of feeding,
small volumes of milk might be pushed at multiple times for each feed, whereas in gravity,
the height of the syringe determines the rate of milk flow. A Cochrane review comparing
push and gravity methods of feeding in preterm and low-birth-weight infants could not find
evidence to recommend one method over the other4. Therefore, the method of delivering
feeds is largely dependent on the preference of individual nurses, parents, and unit traditions.
In a recent study of nearly 600 preterm infants, an analysis of approximately 300,000 critical
desaturations (oxygen saturation, SpO2 ≤ 80%) and 100,000 critical bradycardia (heart rate
≤ 80 beats per minute, bpm) alarms showed a remarkable two-hourly periodic increase in
alarms5. This periodicity coincided with the timing and frequency of the enteral feeding
routine in that unit. Some of the enteral feeding episodes were, as a matter of routine
protocol, preceded by nursing care events, such as diapering, weighing, or nasopharyngeal
suctioning, leading the authors to hypothesize that enteral feeding leads to cardiorespiratory
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instability resulting in critical patient monitor alarms around feeding5. However, the
influence of nursing care itself cannot be definitively ruled out, as nursing care is also
known to be a stressor6–10.
This study is motivated by the hypothesis that enteral feeding leads to cardiorespiratory
instability, by the prevalent clinical impression that cardiorespiratory events increase after
feeding, and by the research recommendations of a Cochrane review to identify evidencebased strategies for the enteral feeding of preterm infants4,5,11. We used a data-driven approach
to explore the relationship between feeding and cardiorespiratory alarms and to investigate
which of the two methods of enteral feeding, push or gravity, is better tolerated by infants
as measured by the prevalence of critical desaturation (SpO2 ≤ 80%) and bradycardia (heart
rate ≤ 80 bpm) alarms measured during and immediately after feeding. This analysis accounts
for multiple confounding variables such as the duration of feeding, the quantity of milk, the
position of the infant, and any nursing care events that might have occurred immediately
before feeding.

METHODS
Patient population
This prospectively designed observational study was conducted in the NICU of the Máxima
Medical Centre, the Netherlands (level III; tertiary care NICU; single-room design) between
October 2015 and June 2016. Preterm infants born at less than 30 weeks of gestation were
eligible for the study once they were receiving an enteral feeding intake of at least 100 mL/kg/
day. Several characteristics of the study group are presented in Table 1. According to routine
clinical protocol, all infants were fed at two-hourly intervals (at even hours) via an orogastric
(in the case of bi-nasal continuous positive airway pressure) or a nasogastric tube, both of
which could stay in place for up to 4 weeks. It should be noted that the enteral feeding tube was
not repeatedly inserted and removed but instead stayed in place until it required replacement.
During the study period (308 infant-days), infants received routine need-based medication
(e.g., all infants receive caffeine), respiratory support, and therapeutic repositioning. As this
study was performed using deidentified data corresponding to routine patient monitoring, a
waiver (registered as N 2016.125) was provided by the local ethical committee in accordance
with the Dutch law on medical research with humans (WMO).
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Table 1. Characteristics of the patient population
Characteristics

Median (IQR) value

Gestational age (week)

27.5 (26.2-29.0)

Birth weight (g)

965 (772-1116)

PMA at each feeding moment (week)

31.3 (29.8-32.6)

PMA at discharge (week)

33.6 (32.1-36.2)

Length of stay (day)

40 (22-70)

No. of feeding episodes

77 (55-114)

Enteral feeding
For each feeding episode, nurses recorded the type of feeding (push or gravity), the type
of milk (expressed breast milk or formula), the quantity of milk, the start and end time of
feeding based on monitor time, the type of nursing care administered immediately before
feeding, and the position of the infant (prone, lateral, or supine; 90% of lateral positions were
additionally annotated as left or right lateral, whereas the remainder were merely annotated
as lateral). According to the protocol, all nursing care events were performed before feeding,
including changing the position of the infant. The types of nursing care records included
diaper change, washing, weighing, airway suctioning, change of nasal mask or nasal prong,
enteral administration of medication, miscellaneous care, and no care. After nursing care,
enteral feeding was initiated. Gravity feeding was performed through a feeding tube (Vygon
polyurethane Ch 6) connected to an open 10- to 20-mL syringe, placed approximately 15 cm
above the patient to ensure forward flow. Push feeding was performed through a feeding
tube connected to a closed 10- to 20-mL syringe by regularly pushing the milk through at a
velocity of 1 to 2 mL/min.
Patient monitor alarms
Cardiorespiratory events leading to patient monitoring alarms were automatically logged at the
central monitors at the nursing station. These alarms were also displayed, in real time, on the
patient monitors, the interbed communication system (which shows alarms originating from
other beds at patient monitors), and the central monitors at the nursing station, in addition
to being transmitted to handheld devices carried by the nurses. For this analysis, all critical
patient monitor alarms corresponding to desaturation (SpO2 ≤ 80%) and bradycardia (heart
rate ≤ 80 bpm) were measured. SpO2 was monitored using disposable pulse oximetry sensors
(LNOP Neo PT-L or LNOP Neo, Masimo SET) with an average setting of 10s and alarms
being generated after a 10s delay if the SpO2 fell to and remained below 80%. Bradycardia
alarms occurred via heart rate measures using a three-lead electrocardiogram (ECG) sensor
(3M Red Dot or Ambu BlueSensor) with the heart rate being calculated as the average of the
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12 most recent beat-to-beat intervals or the four most recent beat-to-beat intervals if the heart
rate was less than 80 bpm. Alarms were generated as soon as the heart rate fell below 80 bpm.
Other critical alarms were excluded because they were found to constitute less than 15% of
the total alarms5. In particular, apnea alarms based on chest impedance were excluded from
the analysis, because recent research has indicated that apnea alarms are unreliable and are
under detected by monitors12. As shown in Figure 1, for every feeding episode, alarms in the
15 min before feeding (prefeeding period), the duration of feeding, and 15 min postfeeding
were retained for analysis. These 15-min time windows were empirical choices based on unit
experience.
Feeding factors

Nursing factors

Prefeeding
t=15 min

A

During feeding
t=variable

B

Postfeeding
t=15 min

Figure 1. Each feeding episode is of variable duration with A and B representing the start and end
times of feeding, respectively. Nursing care takes place in the period immediately before feeding.
Alarms are analyzed for periods of prefeeding, during feeding, and postfeeding.

To reaffirm the presence of the previously identified two-hourly periodicity in alarms5, alarm
data from all infants present in the NICU during this study period were used to plot the
average number of desaturation and bradycardia alarms through the course of the day. The
number of alarms was normalized to represent the alarm pressure as would be generated by
100 infants for each consecutive 10-min interval of time5.
Exclusion criteria
Exclusion criteria included both specific participants and specific instances of feeding.
To account for inner infant and intra-infant variability, only those infants with 25 or more
records of enteral feeding were retained for the final analysis. Feeding episodes from days
on which infants were mechanically ventilated were excluded because of the invasive nature
of mechanical ventilation that requires an endotracheal tube as opposed to the continuous
positive airway pressure mode of ventilation. Furthermore, those episodes of feeding that
occurred when the infant was supine or received feeding via a combination of push and
gravity were excluded, because these events occurred infrequently. Although enteral feeding
during Kangaroo care is promoted in our unit, the proportion of feeding episodes associated
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with Kangaroo care in comparison with the total number of feeding episodes were small and
were also excluded from the analysis. Upon applying these criteria, 6.22% of 2282 feeding
episodes were excluded.
Statistical modeling
The primary analysis, modeling the relationship between the dependent variable (alarms)
and the independent variables (type of feeding, the position of an infant, etc.), was carried
out using the generalized linear mixed model (GLMM), specifically logistic regression with
mixed effects. With this model, 15 independent variables were investigated corresponding to
the characteristics of the infants, such as feeding events and nursing care (Table 2). Details
of this model are provided in Appendix A.
Table 2. The data-types and distributions of all independent variables
Independent variables
PMA
Gender

Data-type

Distribution

Categorical; ≤ 32 weeks or > 32 weeks

65 % ≤ 32 weeks

Categorical; male or female

46 % male

Type of feeding

Categorical; gravity or push

59 % gravity

Nature of milk

Categorical; breast milk or formula

77 % breast milk

Numerical

15 (13-18)

Quantity of milk (ml per feed)
Duration of enteral feeding (min)

Numerical

10 (7-14)

Categorical; lateral or prone

50 % lateral

Diaper change

Categorical; yes or no

29 %

Washing

Categorical; yes or no

5%

Weighing

Categorical; yes or no

4%

Airway suctioning

Categorical; yes or no

8%

Body position of the infant

Change of nasal-mask or nasal-prong

Categorical; yes or no

23 %

Enteral administration of medication

Categorical; yes or no

10 %

Miscellaneous care

Categorical; yes or no

3%

No nursing care

Categorical; yes or no

3%

Legend: Categorical data are expressed as % yes; numerical data are expressed as median (IQR)

The mixed nature of the model arises from the presence of fixed and random effects. The
fixed effects correspond to the regression terms that arise from independent variables and
additionally due to any interaction between them (e.g., type of feeding and position of an
infant). Random effects correspond to variable factors such as individual infants and each
day within an infant and can, therefore, account for within-infant and within-day correlations.
As an infant, in addition to exhibiting physiological patterns unique to oneself, may also have
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differences from one day to another; for example, a lasting physiological effect because of
a recently performed medical procedure, random effects corresponding to the infant (REinfant) and each day within an infant (RE-day) were incorporated. An interaction term
was also included in the model to investigate the relationship between the position of
the infant and the type of feeding. This decision was motivated by previous observations
that position modulates physiology13,14.
For the overall model, the statistical significance is reported. For each of the fixed effects
and interaction terms, the regression coefficients were estimated along with the standard
error, 95% CI, and statistical significance. For each random effect term, the standard
deviation (SD) of its additive effect (by default, mean is zero) was estimated along with
its 95% CI. For all statistically significant effects, the odds ratio (OR) and their 95% CI
were reported. For the push and gravity methods of feeding, for both the prone and
lateral positions of infants, the probability and SD of an alarm arising in response to
feeding were estimated. These probabilities were calculated for the most representative
values of our study population, that is, at median values.
In addition to the primary model that investigates the relationship between the variables
listed in Table 2 and feeding-related alarms, subanalyses were carried out to specifically
identify other relationships including the effect of left or right lateral position on
feeding; whether feeding leads to desaturation alarms, bradycardia alarms, or both; and
whether nursing care also leads to alarms. These subanalyses were carried out with the
following combinations of dependent variables and fixed effects, while including REinfant and RE-day: (i) presence or absence of desaturation and bradycardia alarms during
and postfeeding for records corresponding to left and right lateral positions with all
fixed effects, (ii) individually testing for the presence or absence of desaturation and
bradycardia alarms, one at a time, during and postfeeding with all fixed effects, and (iii)
presence or absence of desaturation and bradycardia alarms in the prefeeding period
alone while including only nursing care events, postmenstrual age (PMA), and gender as
fixed effects. All data were analyzed using Matlab R2015b Matlab (MathWorks). A p-value
of 0.05 was considered significant.
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RESULTS
We analyzed critical alarms in 2140 nurse-annotated episodes of enteral feeding. A total of
19.77% of these episodes (423 episodes) had at least one critical alarm during and immediately
after feeding. The data were acquired from 25 preterm infants, each of whom contributed a
median of 77 feeding episodes (interquartile range [IQR], 55-114) during a median length of
stay of 40 days (IQR, 22-70).

No. of alarms/100 patients/10 min

The two-hourly increase in alarms, associated with the enteral administration of feeding
and nursing care, is illustrated in Figure 2. The use of a GLMM allows for the analysis of
feeding alone, whereas other factors (e.g., nursing care) are held constant at arbitrary levels.
The regression coefficients for the primary model including their 95% CI and statistical
significance are detailed in Table 3. First, the primary analysis shows that the position of
infants significantly modulates the number of critical alarms generated by the push and gravity
methods of feeding (p-value = 0.02, Table 3). In addition to the presence of a statistically
significant interaction between position and the types of feeding, the odds of alarms increase
with every increasing minute of feeding (OR 1.02; 95% CI 1.004-1.04; p-value = 0.01).
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Figure 2. The average number of all desaturations and bradycardia alarms measured during the study
period is plotted through the 24 hours of the day. The two-hourly increase in alarms (at even hours)
occurs at times scheduled for nursing care and enteral feeding. The resolution of the x-axis is 10 min.
The y-axis represents the alarm rate for 100 patients per 10 min.
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Table 3. Regression coefficients corresponding to the primary analysis using the generalized mixedeffects logistic regression model
Name

Estimate (SE)

95% CI

p-value

Intercept

-2.33 (0.48)

-3.27 to -1.38

<0.001

PMA, ≤ 32 weeks

0.10 (0.20)

-0.50 to 0.30

0.61

Gender, male

0.08 (0.29)

-0.50 to 0.65

0.79

Type of feeding, gravity

0.15 (0.18)

-0.21 to 0.50

0.42

Nature of milk, maternal

0.003 (0.28)

-0.56 to 0.55

0.99

Quantity of milk

0.02 (0.02)

-0.02 to 0.06

0.27

Duration of feeding

0.02 (0.008)

0.004 to 0.03

0.01

Position of infant, lateral

0.38 (0.19)

0.008 to 0.75

0.04

Type of feeding : Position of infant

-0.55 (0.25)

-1.03 to -0.07

0.02

Diaper change, yes

-0.22 (0.25)

-0.26 to 0.71

0.36

Washing, yes

-0.17 (0.35)

-0.51 to 0.85

0.62

Weighing, yes

0.09 (0.37)

-0.81 to 0.63

0.81

Airway suctioning, yes

-0.07 (0.25)

-0.56 to 0.42

0.77

Change of nasal-mask or nasal-prong, yes

0.25 (0.24)

-0.72 to 0.21

0.29

Enteral administration of medication, yes

0.45 (0.23)

0.003 to 0.89

0.05

No nursing care, yes

-0.13 (0.37)

-0.86 to 0.59

0.72

Miscellaneous care, yes

0.03 (0.36)

-0.67 to 0.75

0.91

RE-Infant

SD, 0.57

0.39 to 0.83

-

RE-Day

SD, 0.51

0.33 to 0.77

-

Abbreviations: SE, standard error

Figure 3 illustrates the interaction between the position of the infant and the type of feeding.
It shows that in the lateral position, at median levels of all other variables and without
contributions from random effects, the push method of feeding leads to a 40% increase in
the probability of alarms in comparison with gravity (p-value = 0.02). There is no change in
the probability of alarms between push and gravity methods of feeding if the infant is prone
(p-value = 0.42).
Second, a sub analysis of those feeding episodes during which the infant was in the left
or right shows that push, irrespective of the left or right lateral position, increases the
OR of an alarm by 1.7 (95% CI 1.1-2.6; p = 0.009) and that all other variables are not
statistically significant. Third, a subanalysis of only desaturation alarms from the feeding
and postfeeding period shows that infants generate significantly more alarms in the
lateral position when fed by the push method of feeding (p-value = 0.01), whereas, in
the prone position, both methods of feeding produce the same number of alarms. In
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the case of bradycardia alarms, however, the position does not modulate the number of
alarms generated by the different methods of feeding. Finally, the primary model used
for assessing desaturation and bradycardia alarms during and postfeeding is statistically
significant with fixed effects alone (p-value < 0.001). The addition of random effects
accounts for dependencies in the data, and their inclusion improves the fit of the model to
the data (p-value < 0.001). The 25 coefficients (number of infants) corresponding to REinfant and 308 coefficients (number of infant-days) corresponding to RE-day contributed
to 8% and 7% of the total variance, respectively.

5

Figure 3. The probability of alarms in the prone (blue line) and lateral (red line) position for push and
gravity types of feeding during and immediately after feeding. The intersection of the lines indicates an
interaction between the position of the infant and the type of feeding. In the lateral position, the push
method of feeding leads to a 40% increase in the probability of alarms in comparison with gravity
(p-value = 0.02). The type of feeding does not affect the number of alarms when prone. The error
bars indicate the standard deviation of the probability estimates. The subanalysis of the prefeeding
period with nursing care events, PMA and gender as fixed effects, and desaturation and bradycardia
alarms in the prefeeding period as the dependent variables (both random effects included) shows that
changing nasal mask or nasal prong increases the OR of an alarm by 1.7 (95% CI 1.1-2.8; p-value =
0.02), whereas other variables are not statistically significant.
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DISCUSSION
We found that the position of infants significantly modulates the incidence of cardiorespiratory
alarms generated by the two methods of feeding after accounting for all other variables. When
infants are in the lateral position, the push method of feeding generates 40% more alarms than
gravity, whereas if the infant is prone, both methods of feeding generate a statistically similar
number of alarms. With regard to the lateral position, being left or right lateral is inconsequential.
These results suggest that the physiological stability of infants can be improved by using the
gravity method of feeding when infants are in the lateral position. The need for such noninvasive
strategies for optimizing feeding in preterm infants has also been highlighted elsewhere15,16.
Although decreasing critical cardiorespiratory alarms is a desirable goal in its right, research
on extremely preterm infants has also shown an association between hypoxemic episodes
and increased risk of late death or disability at 18 months of age17. Additionally, this simple
measure can have implications for reducing alarm fatigue in nurses, a notable safety hazard
that compromises clinical workflow and patient safety18–21. A reduction in alarms also implies a
reduction in the loud transient noises that alarms generate, a known cardiorespiratory stressor
for preterm infants. Such iatrogenic environmental hazards in the NICU have been proven to
impair development in multiple ways, including possibly neurodevelopmental outcomes7,9,22–25.
As seen from the subanalyses of desaturation and bradycardia alarms, position modulates the
prevalence of desaturation alarms for the two types of feeding but not bradycardia alarms.
This result suggests that desaturations that occur as a result of interaction between position
and type of feeding are not because of critical episodes of bradycardia but may be related to
other pathophysiologies, such as apnea triggered by gastroesophageal reflux. The fact that push
feeding increases desaturation alarms in the lateral position but not in the prone position may
suggest the activation of a peripheral mechanism, such as laryngeal stimulation, perhaps because
of reduced abdominal pressure or in response to gastroesophageal reflux while lateral, resulting
in central apnea via chemosignaling.
In addition to the interaction between the position and type of feeding, the duration of
feeding also leads to a statistically significant increase in alarms after accounting for all other
variables. As the duration of feeding (and not the volume of milk) is a significant factor, every
increased minute of feeding increases the odds of an alarm occurring, and this suggests that
the stimulation of peripheral receptors during feeding is continuous and not just precipitated
by the first moments of feeding.
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The addition of random effects—RE-infant and RE-day—significantly improves the
model, although the results show that inter-infant and intra-infant contribution to the total
variance is small. Furthermore, the inclusion of random effects strengthens the assumption
of independence between individual feeding episodes and allows for the quantification of
interpatient and intrapatient variability that could not be explained by the fixed effects of
the model.
To observe the immediate effect of nursing care, applying the model to the prefeeding
period (after excluding feeding-based variables) shows that changing the nasal mask or prong
increases the odds of an alarm. This suggests that the procedure for changing nasal mask or
prong is particularly stressful for the infant (other nursing care events have no effect in this
period), as similar findings have been noted in other literature as well26–28.
A major limitation of the study is the observational nature of choice for push or gravity
method of feeding based on the preference of nurses. This resulted in a quasi-random
administration of feeds and was reflected in the balanced administration of push and
gravity methods of feeding. Furthermore, the inclusion of random effects strengthens
the assumption of independence between feeding episodes. The data from this study is
sufficiently strong to merit a randomized controlled trial to replicate the findings of this
study. Such as study would also benefit from incorporating airflow sensors that can help
determine whether desaturations in response to feeding occur because of apneas. The
strengths of current study are the analysis of a large number of well-characterized feeding
episodes of preterm infants in a NICU. The two-hourly fluctuations in critical alarms
support the earlier observation of feeding-associated instability5. The nature of the model
employed here allows for the decomposition and quantification of every confounding
factor that was incorporated into the model and to independently study their contribution,
revealing that both nursing care (change of nasal mask or prong) and enteral feeding can
lead to an increase in critical alarms.

CONCLUSION
We recommend a strategy for reducing critical alarms associated with enteral feeding by
choosing to feed those infants who are in the lateral position by the gravity method of
feeding. For infants in the prone position, we found no evidence to recommend one method
of feeding over the other.
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APPENDIX A
The logistic regression model with mixed effects
A specific case of the generalized linear mixed models (GLMM), the logistic regression with
fixed and random effects was employed for analysis. The dependent variable was binary and
categorical, corresponding to the presence or absence of a critical bradycardia or desaturation
alarm during the period corresponding to feeding and the 15 minutes post-feeding, and thus
a Bernoulli distribution. The choice to binarize the number of critical alarms instead of using
the absolute counts was motivated by the fact that typically there are no alarms, as would
be expected for any short duration of time, leading to a skewed distribution that consists
primarily of no alarms (zero-inflated) followed by a Poisson-like count distribution. Since
such distributions are difficult to model using GLMM, the count data of alarms was binarized
into presence/absence of alarms and modeled using logistic regression with ‘logit’ as the link
function. The regression coefficients were calculated using maximum likelihood estimates.
The categorical variables were dummy coded using the ‘reference’ method and therefore in
the case of interaction, the estimates for the main effects were not ‘true’ main effects but
rather the effect of one variable at a specific level of the other variable. The significance of
the interaction between body position and type of feeding, e.g., the effect of gravity feeding
when the infant is prone, etc. were tested using appropriate contrast matrices. Furthermore,
the inclusion of random effects strengthens the assumption of independence of individual
feeding moments conditional on the random effects of infant and infant-days. The fit of the
regression model to the data was tested using the F-test. The likelihood ratio test was used to
check the goodness of fit of the model after incorporating a random effect, in comparison
with a simpler model, e.g., a model with just fixed effects or with fixed effects and fewer
random effect terms. Given the fact that the logistic function has a variance of π2/3, the
contribution of the random effects terms to the overall variance (π2/3 + sum of variance
contributions of each random effect term) was calculated.
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Chapter 6
Predictive Monitoring of Critical Cardiorespiratory
Alarms in Neonates under Intensive Care

Reproduced after: Rohan Joshi, Zheng Peng, Xi Long, Loe Feijs, Peter Andriessen, Carola
van Pul. Predictive Monitoring of Critical Cardiorespiraotry Alarms in Neonates under
Intensive Care, Under Review, 2018.

ABSTRACT
We aim to reduce alarm fatigue by developing a machine learning algorithm for the early
prediction of critical cardiorespiratory alarms in neonatal intensive care units. During this
study in over 34,000 patient monitoring hours in 55 infants 278,000 advisory (yellow) and
70,000 critical (red) alarms occurred. Vital signs including the heart rate, breathing rate, and
oxygen saturation were obtained at a sampling frequency of approximately 1 Hz while heart
rate variability was calculated by processing the ECG signal – both were used for feature
development and alarm prediction. Yellow alarms that were followed by at least one red alarm
within a short post-alarm window constituted the case-cohort while the remaining yellow
alarms constituted the control. The case and control cohorts, stratified by proportion, were
randomly split into training (80%) and test sets (20%). Decision trees using features from the
pre-alarm window were used to predict, at the moment the yellow alarm occurred, whether a
red alarm(s) would follow shortly. The best performance in the test set, measured by the area
under the receiver operating characteristic was 0.89 (sensitivity = 0.33; specificity = 0.98) for
a pre- and post-alarm window of two and one min respectively. 26% of the red alarms were
predicted 18.4s (median) in advance, at the expense of only 7% additional (false) red alarms.
These results indicate that predictive monitoring of critical alarms is possible and can be safely
implemented since alarms that were not predicted would still be generated upon the usual
breach of the threshold, as in current practice.
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INTRODUCTION
Continuous cardiorespiratory monitoring of neonates under intensive care includes
electrocardiography (ECG), impedance pneumography and pulse oximetry to estimate the
heart rate (HR), breathing rate (BR) and oxygen saturation (SpO2) respectively. Whenever these
vital signs breach predetermined thresholds, alarms are generated to redirect the attention
of caregivers to the clinical status of the infants. Typically, based on urgency, there are two
types of alarms – advisory and critical. Advisory alarms, also known as yellow alarms, are
generated when vital signs enter into a physiologically undesirable range while critical or red
alarms reflect a potentially dangerous physiological state. Since the consequences of a missed
alarm can be severe, patient monitoring errs on the side of caution with alarms typically being
generated immediately upon the breach of preset thresholds or after a short delay, for instance,
10s, to allow physiological parameters to auto-correct.
Excessive alarms, a large number of which may be clinically irrelevant, lead to desensitization,
and the phenomenon of alarm fatigue wherein clinicians have a delayed or even no-response
to alarms1–4. The situation of alarm fatigue has devolved to a state where alarms, although
responsible for safeguarding the health of patients, are also one of the top patient-safety
hazards in hospitals5,6. This situation is not surprising since alarm pressure can be massive
and a response to each alarm unrealistic within the constraints of the typical clinical workflow.
For instance, clinical audits in different neonatal intensive care units (NICU) have found
that the daily alarm pressure due to patient monitors ranges between 180-320 alarms per
patient per day with yellow alarms outnumbering red alarms in the ratio of 4:1 to 12:17,8.
Other monitoring devices such as ventilators and infusion pumps further add to the burden
of alarms. For example, ventilators can add more than 200 alarms per patient per day7,9.
Considering that a nurse is responsible for two or more infants, such a nurse would experience
an alarm every few minutes. In this scenario, it is not surprising that nurses employ heuristics
to determine whether alarms mandate a response. To illustrate this, in a study of nearly 6000
critical (red) alarms, nurses responded to only a quarter of all alarms within one minute4. This
situation is far from ideal since, in certain cohorts of preterm infants, an increased incidence
of even short desaturations such as 20s was associated with higher mortality10. Furthermore,
physiological deterioration in infants characteristically manifests itself in temporally clustered
red alarms, often with the simultaneous derangement of multiple vital signs3. Such clustering
of alarms points to a more severe compromise in physiology wherein a quicker nursing
response to the first red alarm may stem the occurrence of subsequent alarms and thereby
of large alarm clusters.
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We hypothesize that by predicting red alarms before they are generated by the current
patient monitoring systems; nurses can be provided with a longer window of opportunity
for preemptive clinical action. In this paper, we developed a machine learning model to discern
whether a yellow alarm would be followed by a red alarm within a short window of time,
for instance, one min. Unlike existing alarm systems which are merely threshold based, our
approach is multiparametric and uses data from the window leading up to a yellow alarm.
This window of data can be expected to carry more information than a simple breach of
the threshold, as has also been suggested elsewhere11–14. In this predictive alarming approach,
it is important to prioritize the specificity of prediction above sensitivity. For instance, it is
preferable to correctly predict only a fraction of yellow alarms that would turn to red (low
sensitivity) rather than generate multiple false positives wherein the model predicts red alarms
that would never occur (low specificity). A high specificity would ensure that the model is
deemed reliable by clinicians.
About yellow alarms, since typically these do not elicit a response, they can be made nonauditory. Doing so though might rob vigilant nurses from being forewarned of an upcoming
red alarm. To partially mitigate this concern, we propose an alarm management approach for
reducing overall alarm pressure by making all yellow alarms non-auditory in combination with
predictive monitoring of red alarms, a proportion of which are generated preemptively at
the expense of a small increase in the number of red alarms. Most importantly, the proposed
alarm prediction system would inherently be at least as safe as the current system since red
alarms that might be missed by the proposed system would still be generated upon the usual
breach of the threshold.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects and setting
Data from 55 preterm infants, born between July 2016 and Jan 2018, were used for analysis.
All data were acquired from the level III NICU of the Máxima Medical Centre, Veldhoven,
the Netherlands. The characteristics of the infant group are provided in Table 1 and, in
general, the study population is representative of the typical NICU population. Since data
corresponded to routine patient monitoring and was anonymized for retrospective analysis
and quality control, no waiver was needed.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the study population (n = 55). The postmenstrual age and the postnatal
age were calculated based on the timestamp of all valid alarms
Characteristics

Median

25th percentile

75th percentile

Birth weight (gram)

955.0

830.0

1085.0

Gestational age (weeks)

27.0

25.86

28.14

Postnatal age (days)

24.0

15.0

37.0

Post menstrual age (weeks)

31.0

29.43

32.57

Duration of monitoring (hours)

433.0

321.0

843.0

Patient monitoring data
Non-invasive monitoring of cardiorespiratory vital signs included the HR, BR, and SpO2, based
on the ECG (three-lead ECG), impedance pneumography and pulse oximetry respectively.
These were retrospectively acquired from the patient monitor (Philips IntelliVue MX 800,
Germany) at an approximate resolution of 1 Hz via a data warehouse (DWH, IIC iX, Data
Warehouse Connect, Philips Medical System, Andover, MA). The raw ECG waveforms (250
Hz) were also extracted and were used to analyze the heart rate variability (HRV).
Finally, logs for all yellow and red alarms were extracted. We defined the category of an alarm
as the label associated with it in the corresponding alarm log. For instance, desaturation and
bradycardia are categories of red alarms. Similarly, SpO2-low and SpO2-high are yellow alarm
categories. All alarms were generated based on monitor settings.
Red alarms of the category desaturation and bradycardia would, by default, always be preceded
by the corresponding yellow alarms, SpO2-low and HR-low respectively. Since multi-parametric
deterioration is common in neonates, it is also possible, for instance, for a desaturation to be
preceded by both SpO2-low and HR-low alarms.
Certain categories of red alarms such as the apnea alarm did not have a corresponding yellow
alarm but may nevertheless be preceded by a yellow alarm such as the SpO2-low. Similarly, the
yellow alarm category of SpO2-high did not have a corresponding red alarm.
Data selection for predictive monitoring of alarms
Since the goal of this work was to develop a model that would predict red alarms upon the
generation of yellow alarms, a natural question arises about what constitutes a meaningful
epoch of time preceding the yellow alarm, henceforth called the pre-alarm window, which
holds relevant information for prediction. Similarly, what constitutes a suitable post-alarm
window in which one would like to predict a red alarm? Based on clinical insights, we
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empirically chose both the pre- and post-alarm windows to range between one to three
minutes in length. First, classifiers were developed with the pre-alarm window held constant
at three minutes while the post-alarm window was changed to three, two and one minute.
Then, the pre-alarm window was changed to two minutes and one minute respectively while
the post-alarm window was held constant at one minute, leading to five different classifiers
based on different combinations of pre- and post-alarm windows.
All yellow alarms that led to at least one red alarm, irrespective of the category of the red alarm,
within the post-alarm window were termed Yellow-to-Red (YtR) alarms and constituted the
case-cohort while those yellow alarms that did not lead to a red alarm (YtnR) constituted the
control cohort and were considered eligible for analysis. To characterize the typical transition
times from yellow to red alarms, the cumulative density function of the time to transition from
all yellow to red alarms was generated, censored at three minutes. It should be noted that in
the case of YtR alarms, more than one red alarm might be present in the post-alarm window.
The number of case (YtR) and control data (YtnR) was dependent on the length of the
pre- and post-alarm windows. Due to the technical limitations of data storage and data
extraction, ECG data were not available on all days. Alarm data with missing ECG were
discarded. Additionally, those alarm data were also discarded where 30% (or if 10% of
consecutive samples) of HR, BR or SpO2 samples were absent in the pre-alarm window. Table
2 characterizes the total number of yellow and red alarms that were generated per infant as
well as the number of alarms that were eligible for analysis (valid alarms) corresponding to a
pre- and the post-alarm window of three minutes. The total number of valid alarms, acquired
from all infants, for different lengths of pre- and post-alarm windows are also provided in
Table 2.
Data preprocessing and visualization
Since the HR, BR and SpO2 data were acquired from the data warehouse at an approximate
resolution of one Hz, these parameters were resampled at precisely one Hz in the preand post-alarm windows using the method of cubic spline interpolation. A peak detection
algorithm was used to identify the location of R-peaks in the ECG, following which the
interbeat intervals were calculated, similar to previous work15,16. All interbeat intervals longer
than 1.5s were removed as potential artifacts before calculating HRV features. All data were
analyzed using Python.
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Table 2. The number of yellow and red alarms generated per infant, including the number of valid
alarms for a pre- and the post-alarm window of three minutes, as well as the total number of valid
alarms acquired from all infants for different lengths of pre- and post-alarm windows
No. of alarms per infant

Median

25th percentile

75th percentile

Yellow

1784.0

452.5

6437.5

Red

461.0

210.5

1615.0

YtR

288.0

98.0

1643.0

YtnR

1414.0

352.0

4969.0

YtR (valid*)

177.0

80.0

1095.0

YtnR (valid*)

878.5

282.25

2716.0

Total number of valid alarms for different lengths of pre- and post-alarm windows
Post-alarm window
(min)

No. of YtR alarms
(valid*)

No. of YtnR alarms
(valid*)

3

3

47,255

149,007

3

2

40,869

155,387

3

1

31,901

164,352

2

1

31,993

163,637

1

1

32,034

163,065

Pre-alarm window
(min)

*Approximately, 70% of the original 278,000 yellow alarms satisfied the data sufficiency criteria in
the pre-alarm window and were eligible for inclusion in the analysis. See Methods for a description
of the data sufficiency criterion.

As an example to showcase the underlying data around the alarm, the mean values of the
HR, BR, and SpO2 parameters as well as two features of HRV, the SDNN and the SDDec
(see Table 3 for definitions), are shown for pre- and post-alarm windows of three minutes
for both YtR and YtnR alarms. The differences between these time-series served as a step
towards feature development.
Features
Based on literature and visual inspection of the time-series mentioned above, eight featurefamilies, constituting a total of 63 features, were used for alarm prediction. These were based
on, (i) infant metadata (three features); (ii) the category of yellow alarm generated (one feature);
(iii) the number of alarms in the pre-alarm window (two features); (iv) the HR (13 features); (v)
the BR (13 features); (vi) the SpO2 (13 features); (vii) correlation between the HR, the BR and the
SpO2 (six features); and (viii) the HRV (12 features). A detailed account of these features is
provided in Table 3. Further, we characterize the predictive potential of features from each
category standalone as well as in combination with one another to identify the most important
physiological data for alarm prediction.
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Table 3. Description of the features used for developing the decision tree classifiers
Feature category
(no. of features)

Feature name
abbreviation

Feature descriptiona

Infant metadata (3)

GA

Gestational age in days

BW

Birthweight in gram

PNA

Postnatal age in days

Yellow alarm category (1)   Y_Alarm_Catb

The yellow alarm category could be one of the
following – HR-low, HR-high, SpO2-low, SpO2high, BP-low and BP-high.

Alarm counts (2)

Count_Y_Alarm

No. of yellow alarms that occurred in the prealarm window

Count_R_Alarm

No. of red alarms that occurred in the prealarm window

Parameter_Occ

Feature value at the moment of occurrence of
the yellow alarm

Parameter_Min

Minimum value

Parameter_Mean

Mean value

Parameter_Std

Standard deviation

Parameter_NTC_Y

No. of times the parameter crossed the yellow
alarm threshold.c

Parameter_NTC_R

No. of times the parameter crossed the red
alarm threshold.

Parameter_TUR

Cumulative time under red alarm threshold

Parameter_DI

Delta index – the average of the absolute
differences between the mean values of two
successive and non-overlapping 12s intervals. 19

Parameter_CTM

Central tendency measure – the sum of
distances to the origin of a second order
difference plot of all points except the furthest
5% of all points.

Parameter_ApEn

Approximate entropy – calculated using a run
length of two with a tolerance of 25% of the
standard deviation of the data. 20

Parameter_LZC

Lempel-Ziv complexity – the median value was
used as a threshold for binarization. 21

Parameter_Sloped

The slope of the regression line fitting the last
50s of data preceding the yellow alarm.

Parameter_Rvalue

Coefficient of correlation between actual values
and those predicted by regression.

HR, BR and SpO2 based
features (3×13 =39),
with HR, BR and SpO2
described by Parameter
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Table 3. Continued
Feature category
(no. of features)

Feature name
abbreviation

Correlation features of
HR, BR and SpO2 (3×2)

Max_Corr

The maximum cross-correlation between a
parameter of window length one-third the
length of the pre-alarm window immediately
preceding the yellow alarm with the entire
pre-alarm window of the other parameter at
5s intervals, without padding. Prior to crosscorrelation, the parameters were normalized
using the standard score.

Lag_At_Max_Corr

The lag corresponding to Max_Corr

HRV based features

e

Feature descriptiona

NN_Occ

NN-interval at occurring moment

NN_AUCg

Area under the NN-intervals.

SDNN_Occ

Standard deviation of NN-intervals at occurring
moment.

SDNN_AUC

Area under the SDNN time-series.

RMSSD_Occ

Root mean square of the standard deviation of
NN-intervals at occurring moment.

RMSSD_AUC

Area under the RMSSD time-series.

pNN50_Occ

Percentage of NN-intervals longer than 50ms at
occurring moment.

pNN50_AUC

Area under the pNN50 time-series.

pDec_Occ

Percentage of NN-intervals longer than mean
value of NN intervals.22

pDec_AUC

Area under the pDec time-series.

SDDec_Occ

Standard deviation of all NN-intervals
contributing to pDec.22

SDDec_AUC

Area under the SDDec time-series.

f

All features were calculated using the entire pre-alarm window unless explicitly stated otherwise.
HR-low, HR-high, SpO2-low, SpO2-high, BP-low, and BP-high constituted all the yellow alarm
categories. c The thresholds for HR and SpO2 were acquired from the alarm logs themselves.
For BR since there are no threshold-based alarms, thresholds of 25 and 30 were used for red
and yellow alarms respectively, in discussion with clinicians. d The choice of 50s was based on
visual observations of data, as exemplified by Figure 2 as well. eHRV features were calculated
every 10s using a moving average window of the preceding 30s. fNN_Occ, in effect, is the mean
value of NN-intervals in the 30s leading up to the yellow alarm. The same holds for other HRV
feature based on the occurring moment. gThe area under the curve is calculated using the 10th
percentile value of NN-intervals acting as a baseline. The same holds for the other HRV feature
based on AUC.
a

b
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Feature selection
All valid alarm data, irrespective of which infant it originated from, were randomly split into
training (80%) and test (20%) sets, stratified by the proportion of YtR and YtnR alarms in the
original dataset. For feature selection and parameter optimization, five-fold cross-validation
(CV) within the training set was used with the decision tree (DT) classifier as the model of
choice. The gini impurity index was used for splitting the tree while the maximum depth of the
tree was restricted to six levels17. For model derivation, for all but the first three feature-families
(Features; i, ii, iii), a feature selection process was used to reduce the dimensionality of feature
matrix by determining the smallest set of features with the most prognostic potential. For
each feature-family, features were fed to the decision tree classifier in all possible combinations
of one feature, two features up to n features at a time until the best performing n+1 feature
combination had an area under the receiver operating characteristic (AUROC) of less than
0.001 more than the best performing n feature combination. This approach can be considered
as an exhaustive feature selection process with a specific stopping criterion (AUROC increase
< 0.001). For instance, for the 13 HR based features, if the best performing combination
of six features had a mean AUROC (from CV) that was higher than the best performing
combination of five features by 0.001 or less, the five best-performing features would be
inducted into the combined feature-pool. This procedure of exhaustive feature selection at
the feature-family level, was carried out for the aforementioned 5 feature-families (Features
; iv, v, vi, vii, viii) and combined with all features from the first three feature-families – infant
metadata, the category of yellow alarm generated and the number of alarms in the pre-alarm window – to
constitute the final feature-pool for each of the five classifiers differing in lengths of pre- and
post-alarm windows.
Classification
After feature selection on the training set of data, the performance of the classifiers, per
feature-family as well as for the selected feature-pool, was quantified for both the training
and test sets of data using the performance metrics of AUROC and sensitivity, with the
specificity fixed at 0.98. The specificity was deliberately fixed to a high value to reduce
false positive predictions. For the feature families of infant metadata, the category of yellow
alarm generated and the number of yellow and red alarms in the pre-alarm window, all features were
used in the calculations of the performance metrics. The motivation behind quantifying
the performance of the classifiers per feature-family, before analyzing the combined
feature-pool, was to generate insights into which feature-families, standalone, held the
most discriminatory potential.
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For the best-performing of the classifiers differing in the lengths of pre- and post-alarm
windows, as measured by the AUROC in the test set, the corresponding decision tree up
to a depth of three layers is presented. Next, for the three best-performing classifiers,
as measured by the AUROC in the test set, an eXtreme gradient boosting (XGB)
algorithm (implemented via the XGBoost library) was employed to boost the prediction
performance18. Gradient boosting is an ensemble method that incrementally creates new
trees to predict the residual errors in predictions up to the previous level, and then
combines all trees to make the final improved prediction. It is called gradient boosting
since it uses a gradient descent algorithm to minimize the cost function upon adding
new trees to the ensemble. The first tree in this ensemble is equivalent to the unboosted
decision tree. Consequent trees are tuned to predict the error in the classification of
the ensemble up to that point. The prediction performance of the boosted trees is
also reported in this work. The feature importance of the top ten features of the bestperforming boosted tree, as measured by the AUROC in the test set, was calculated by
parametrizing the relative contribution of each feature to the ensemble (Gain), obtained
by combining every feature’s contribution in each tree of the ensemble. A larger value
reflects higher importance for generating a prediction.

RESULTS
Overall, the database used in this study comprised of approximately 348,000 alarms
(278,000 yellow alarms + 70,000 red alarms), acquired from 55 infants over 34,000 patient
monitoring hours. Desaturation, bradycardia and apnea alarms constituted 73%, 22% and
1% of all red alarms while the remainder were based on blood pressure (BP), tachycardia
and heart fibrillation. About yellow alarms, SpO2-low, SpO2-high, HR-low, and HR-high,
constituted 52%, 32%, 8% and 6% of the yellow alarms while the remainder were based
on the blood pressure.
For all combinations of pre- and post-alarm windows, approximately 70% of YtR and
YtnR alarms satisfied the selection criterion in the pre-alarm window and were thus
considered valid and included in the analysis (Table 2). Based on the cumulative density
function of times to transition from YtR alarms (Figure 1), when red alarms occur, 65%
of them occur within 60s of a preceding yellow alarm. Figure 2 shows the HR, BR, SpO 2,
SDNN and the SDDec values in the pre- and post-alarm windows of three minutes.
As can be observed, there is considerable overlap in the vital signs and HRV-features
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between these two alarm-categories with differences beginning to emerge only in the 60s
before the yellow alarm occurring (black line), illustrating that accurate classification is
challenging. From Figures 1 and 2, we can also affirm that the choices for the pre- and
post-alarm windows of up to three minutes, while empirical, were clinically appropriate.

Figure 1. The cumulative density function (CDF) of the time to transition from all yellow to red
alarms, censored at three minutes. Approximately, 65% of red alarms occur within 60s of a yellow
alarm.

Table 4 shows the performance of the decision tree classifiers for each of the eight featurecategories as well the combined feature-pool for all combinations of pre- and post-alarm
windows, for both the training and test set of data. Overall, classification performance, as
measured by AUROC and sensitivity, improved upon shortening the post-alarm window
whereas changing the pre-alarm window had a limited effect on performance.
In the test set, the best-performing feature-family was based on the SpO2 while a combined
feature-pool of 21 features for a pre-alarm window of two min and a post-alarm window of
one min performed best with an AUROC of 0.87 and a sensitivity of 0.29 for a specificity
fixed at 0.98. The top three layers of the corresponding decision tree are shown in Figure 3
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post-alarm window

pre-alarm window

6
YtR
YtnR

Time (s)
Figure 2. The mean and standard deviation of the HR, BR, SpO2, SDNN and the SDDec at 10s
intervals in the pre- and post-alarm windows of three minutes for the categories of YtR and YtnR
alarms. As can be observed, there is considerable overlap between these two categories of alarms
with differences beginning to emerge only in the 60s preceding the occurrence of the yellow alarm
(represent by the black line time = 0s).
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Table 4. The AUROC (sensitivity) of the classifier on training and test sets of data for different
pre- and post-alarm windows, for individual feature-families and the combined feature-pool with the
specificity fixed at 0.98
Post-alarm
window
(min)

Metadata

Correlation

Alarm counts

BR

3

3

0.60 (0.05)

0.57 (0.05)

0.65 (0.07)

0.65 (0.07)

3

2

0.59 (0.04)

0.58 (0.06)

0.66 (0.07)

0.67 (0.08)

3

1

0.59 (0.04)

0.61 (0.07)

0.67 (0.07)

0.70 (0.09)

2

1

0.59 (0.04)

0.60 (0.07)

0.67 (0.07)

0.70 (0.09)

1

1

0.59 (0.04)

0.60 (0.07)

0.67 (0.07)

0.71 (0.09)

3

3

0.60 (0.05)

0.57 (0.05)

0.65 (0.07)

0.64 (0.06)

3

2

0.59 (0.04)

0.58 (0.06)

0.66 (0.08)

0.66 (0.07)

3

1

0.59 (0.04)

0.61 (0.07)

0.67 (0.07)

0.69 (0.08)

2

1

0.59 (0.04)

0.60 (0.07)

0.67 (0.07)

0.70 (0.09)

1

1

0.59 (0.04)

0.60 (0.07)

0.67 (0.07)

0.71 (0.09)

Pre-alarm
window
(min)
Training set

Test set

For the three best-performing classifiers (using the combined feature-pool) in the test set, the
results of the corresponding boosted trees are quantified in Table 5. These best-performing
classifiers corresponded to a pre-alarm window of three, two and one min for a post-alarm
window of one min (Table 4). The best-performing boosted tree had a pre-alarm window
of two min and a post-alarm window of one min – the AUROC was 0.89, and the sensitivity
was 0.33 while the specificity was fixed at 0.98. The receiver operating characteristic curve of
this classifier is shown in Figure 4. For this model of the boosted tree, based on a pre- and
post-alarm window of two and one min respectively, with the apriori distribution of yellow
(278,000) and red (70,000) alarms, there were 232,823 cases of YtnR and 45,628 cases of YtR
(= 56,415 alarms, since more than one red alarm in a case of YtR was possible). Based on the
classifier performance, the ratio of true positive (56,415 × 0.33 = 18,616) to false positive
(232,823 × 0.02 = 4,656) red alarms is 4:1. This implies that at the time of occurrence of the
yellow alarm, for four red alarms correctly predicted by the classifier, one red alarm would
be predicted incorrectly. The median (interquartile range) duration between the yellow alarm
and the red alarms in the post-alarm window, i.e., the extra window of opportunity gained
by early prediction was 18.4 (9.2-35.8; median and interquartile range) s.
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HR

HRV

Alarm
category

SpO2

Combination

Total no. of
combined
features

0.66 (0.09)

0.68 (0.09)

0.70 (0.06)

0.78 (0.17)

0.80 (0.21)

23

0.69 (0.12)

0.69 (0.09)

0.72 (0.07)

0.79 (0.19)

0.83 (0.22)

22

0.72 (0.14)

0.73 (0.11)

0.74 (0.08)

0.82 (0.22)

0.86 (0.29)

23

0.72 (0.13)

0.73 (0.11)

0.74 (0.08)

0.82 (0.22)

0.87 (0.29)

21

0.73 (0.13)

0.73 (0.12)

0.74 (0.08)

0.82 (0.22)

0.86 (0.29)

23

0.66 (0.09)

0.68 (0.09)

0.70 (0.06)

0.78 (0.17)

0.80 (0.21)

23

0.68 (0.11)

0.69 (0.09)

0.72 (0.07)

0.79 (0.19)

0.83 (0.22)

22

0.72 (0.13)

0.73 (0.10)

0.74 (0.08)

0.82 (0.22)

0.86 (0.29)

23

0.72 (0.13)

0.73 (0.11)

0.74 (0.08)

0.82 (0.22)

0.87 (0.29)

21

0.73 (0.13)

0.73 (0.12)

0.74 (0.08)

0.82 (0.22)

0.86 (0.29)

23

Table 5. Performance of the boosted trees on the test set of data for different pre- and post-alarm windows
Pre-alarm window
(min)

Post-alarm window
(min)

AUROC (sensitivity)

No. of trees in the
ensemble

3

1

0.89 (0.33)

136

2

1

0.89 (0.33)

108

1

1

0.89 (0.32)

104

With regard to feature importance in the best-performing boosted decision tree, all six
yellow alarm categories, in addition to the features corresponding to values of SpO2, HR
and BR at the occurring moment and the number of red alarms that occurred in the
pre-alarm window constituted the 10 most important features for the boosted tree. This
suggests that the decision trees in the ensemble that model the error in prediction are
modelling differences in the feature space preceding different yellow alarm categories.
This was confirmed by visualizing the 2nd, 3rd and the 4th trees of the ensemble wherein the
yellow alarm category featured prominently in the top layers of the corresponding trees
(figures not shown here).
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Figure 3. The top three layers of the decision tree that was trained on a pre- and the post-alarm window of two and one min respectively. The classification
performance on the test set resulted in an AUROC of 0.87 and a sensitivity of 0.29 for a specificity fixed at 0.98. Features based on the SpO2 (root), HR
(layer one), BR (layer two), infant metadata (layer two), number of alarms in the pre-alarm window (layer three) are shown while those based on yellow
alarm category (layer four) and HRV (layer four) are further along the tree (not shown). The left and right arrows (branches) from each node represent the
samples that meet the true and false condition tested in the node. The gini index represents the purity of the underlying class distribution – a low value can
be interpreted as the probability of one class being higher than the other while a value close to 0.5 means both classes are equiprobable. The percentage
of the original samples that are tested in each node are represented by samples whereas value [YtR, YtnR] represents the proportion of samples within the
node that in fact belonged to the class (YtR or YtnR).

6
Figure 4. The receiver operating characteristics of the boosted decision tree for a pre- and post-alarm
window of two and one min respectively. In the test set, the AUROC was 0.89 while the sensitivity
was 0.33 for a specificity fixed at 0.98.

DISCUSSION
This study has five findings of practical importance. First, when red alarms occur, they do so
within a short interval of time after the occurrence of a yellow alarm (Figure 1). Moreover,
there are no marked changes in vital signs or HRV preceding the occurrence of yellow alarms
that lead to red alarms versus those that do not. On average, changes between the YtR and
the YtnR alarms begin to manifest around 60s preceding the yellow alarm (Figure 2).
Second, based on the decision tree as a classifier, all feature-families held at least some
prognostic potential to discriminate between yellow alarms that led to a red alarm(s)
versus those that did not. Standalone, the best feature-family is based on the SpO 2
(Table 4), which is reasonable since the most prevalent red alarm is desaturation (73%).
The combined feature-pool performs better than individual feature-families, and the
performance improves upon shortening the prediction window from three min to one
min. This finding matches expectations since predictions further into the future are more
challenging. Shortening the pre-alarm window had only a limited effect on performance
since the most discriminatory features were based on data at the moment the yellow alarm
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occurred (Figure 3). Notably, across feature-families as well as the combined feature-pool,
the AUROC was comparable in the training and test sets (Table 4) indicating that there
was little evidence of overfitting.
Third, features from seven of the eight feature-families, including features based on trend
information, contributed to the best-performing decision tree (Figure 3) including those from
SpO2, HR, BR, infant metadata, number of alarms in the pre-alarm window, yellow alarm
category and HRV. These findings showcase the relevance of employing a multiparametric
approach that includes trend information for the predictive monitoring of critical alarms.
Fourth, by using boosted decision trees, the performance of alarm classification improved
to an AUROC of 0.89 with a sensitivity of 0.33 while the specificity was fixed at 0.98. This
improvement in performance, compared to the single best-performing decision tree can be
attributed to the yellow alarm category scoring high in feature importance for the boosted
classifier (ensemble of decision trees) and that the feature space splits differently depending on
the category of yellow alarm that occurs. This finding can be easily reconciled – for instance,
the physiological processes leading up to a SpO2-low and a SpO2-high alarm are potentially
different, and this may be reflected in the physiological trends preceding the corresponding
yellow alarms. Also, it is possible to exploit the fact that the apriori probability of a red alarm
following a SpO2-low alarm (likely desaturation) is higher than a red alarm following a SpO2high alarm. Herein the choice of decision trees as the classifier of choice is validated since
the decision tree allows recursive partitioning of the feature space and presents a white-box
and interpretable model. Moreover, decision tree-based methods, by default, can also handle
missing data and do not require pre-processing of the data, enhancing the possibility of near
real-time performance in clinical settings.
Considering that yellow alarms have a limited nursing response4, they can potentially be made
non-auditory (i.e., muted) or even switched off. In principle, this is not a safety-hazard since, in
the private-room NICU of this study, nurses receive only red alarms via handheld devices and
may not be aware of yellow alarms unless they happen to be in patient rooms or at the central
post, which is not always the case. Fifth, if the best-performing model derived herein (boosted
tree with a pre- and post-alarm window of two and one min respectively) was implemented
in the NICU along with non-auditory yellow alarms, instead of 278,000 yellow and 70,000
red alarms being generated, only 74,656 red alarms would be generated of which 26% of the
correctly predicted alarms (18,616) would occur 18.4s (median) earlier than in the original system.
Implementing this model could reduce the total number of (auditory) alarms by nearly 80%
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while increasing the number of red alarms by 7%. Seen another way, the value of the predictive
alarming model proposed in this work is that it serves to increase the positive predictive value
of yellow alarms and may help re-sensitize nurses to alarms since the low actionability of yellow
alarms in current monitoring systems is an important factor in desensitization of nurses4. It
should be noted that such a model for predictive alarming is inherently at least as safe as the
current threshold-based methods since if the proposed predictive model fails in preemptively
generating a red alarm, the threshold-based model would still generate the usual red alarm. An
additional advantage of implementing such a model may be a reduction in clustered red alarms
because of an earlier nursing response to the first red alarm3.
A limitation of the study is that predictions for red alarms occur only at the moment that
yellow alarms occur. For instance, the best-performing classifier was restricted to predict red
alarms that occurred within one min – a reasonable choice since 65% of the red alarms do
occur in this period (Figure 1). Logically, for the remaining 35% of the red alarms, the yellow
alarm state would persist at 60s at which point additional classifiers could be employed for
predictive alarming. Other limitations of the study are the absence of information on respiratory
support and supplemental oxygen delivery to infants, the inclusion of which may improve model
performance. Furthermore, the model is trained solely on patient monitor alarms and does not
include other sources of alarms such as ventilators and infusion pumps. Finally, incorporating
other vital signs such as blood pressure may also provide additional discriminatory information.
The strengths of this observational study include employing a modest cohort of infants
and a sizable number of alarms, extracted over a long period in a real-world clinical setting.
Thus, the analysis by default includes a variety of clinical and environmental profiles within
the model’s construct. Notably, unlike most machine learning applications in the biomedical
context, no expert annotations were required. The absence of expert annotations implies
that a model similar to the one developed in this work can be uniquely derived for any
intensive care or patient monitoring settings by using the routinely monitored vital signs,
ECG signal and the alarm logs of those units. In summary, the approach developed herein
may be readily translated to another NICU or even other ICU settings by software updates in
existing patient monitoring systems. By using such an approach, the models developed would
implicitly incorporate unit-specific differences such as differing thresholds of yellow alarms,
differences in time delays for generating alarms and nurse-related variability in factors such
as responsiveness and response times, amongst others. Further, the algorithm can be made
adaptive enabling patient-specific models to be generated by allowing the algorithms to retrain
based on data of individual patients.
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For future work, features based on waveforms of respiration and oxygen saturation can
be incorporated into the model. Additionally, estimates of infant motion, as derived from
waveforms such as the ECG might provide useful information for the predictive monitoring
of alarms. Further, alarms from other patient monitoring devices such as ventilators can be
into the modelling framework – this approach can then be used to try and reduce redundancy
between patient monitor and ventilator alarms since both devices are often triggered to alarm
in response to the same physiological deterioration.

CONCLUSION
Predictive monitoring of critical cardiorespiratory alarms is possible. There exists a tradeoff
between the ratio of correct and false predictions of critical alarms vis-à-vis an early window
of opportunity for pre-emptive clinical action. In this analysis, a quarter of critical (red) alarms
were predicted approximately 18.4s in advance at the expense of only 7% falsely predicted
critical alarms providing nurses a longer response time. Inherently, this system is safe since
alarms that are not predicted based on the proposed predictive alarming model would still be
generated upon the usual breach of the threshold, as in current clinical practice.
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PART TWO
UNOBTRUSIVE MONITORING
THROUGH BALLISTOGRAPHY

Chapter 7
The Sixth Vital – Continuously Monitoring
Gross Body Motion at High-Resolution

Reproduced after: Rohan Joshi, Bart Bierling, Xi Long, Janna Weijers, Loe Feijs, Carola
van Pul, and Peter Andriessen. A ballistographic approach for continuous and nonobtrusive monitoring of movement in neonates, IEEE Journal of Translational Engineering
in Health and Medicine, 2018;6(October):1–10.

ABSTRACT
Continuously monitoring body movement in preterm infants can have important clinical
applications since changes in movement-patterns can be a significant marker for clinical
deteriorations including the onset of sepsis, seizures, and apneas. This paper proposes a
system and method to monitor body movement of preterm infants in a clinical environment
using ballistography. The ballistographic signal (BSG) is acquired using a thin and film-like
sensor that is placed underneath an infant. Manual annotations based on video-recordings
served as a reference standard for identifying movement. We investigated the performance of
multiple features, constructed from the BSG waveform, to discriminate movement from no
movement based on data acquired from 10 preterm infants. Since routine cardiorespiratory
monitoring is prone to movement artifacts, we also compared the application of these features
on the simultaneously acquired cardiorespiratory waveforms, i.e., the electrocardiogram,
the chest impedance, and the photoplethysmogram. The BSG-based-features consistently
outperformed those based on the routinely acquired cardiorespiratory waveforms. The best
performing BSG-based feature-the signal instability index-had a mean (standard deviation)
effect size of 0.90 (0.06), as measured by the area under the receiver operating curve. The
proposed system for monitoring body movement is robust to noise, non-obtrusive, and has
high performance in clinical settings.
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INTRODUCTION
With 15 million infants being born too soon every year ( > 10% of all births), prematurity of
birth is a major public health concern and the leading cause of neonatal deaths1. Such vulnerable
infants, owing to their physiological immaturity, are often admitted to neonatal intensive care
units (NICUs) where vital signs such as the heart rate (HR), breathing rate (BR) and oxygen
saturation (SpO2) are continuously monitored. These vital signs of cardiorespiratory origin are
reflective of the regulation of the autonomic nervous system. Monitoring vital signs is important
so that dysregulation, as measured by vital signs crossing predetermined thresholds, can be
brought to the attention of clinicians and the underlying cause of deterioration can be addressed.
In addition to continuous cardiorespiratory monitoring, as a part of routine care, intermittent
clinical observations at the bedside help provide information on muscle tone, skin color, and
gross body movement – important clinical features that are not captured in cardiorespiratory
monitoring yet capable of serving as early warning signs of clinical deterioration. Body
movement or the quality thereof has long been considered important, as can be deduced from
its use in various clinical scoring systems such as the ComfortNeo2, Assessment of Preterm
Infant Behavior3 and the Newborn Individualized Developmental Care and Assessment
Program4. While monitoring vital signs reflects the functioning of the autonomic nervous
system, monitoring body movement indirectly provides insights into the functioning of the
motor system. Motor activity changes (e.g., overall body movement, lethargy) in response
to many clinically significant events including the onset of sepsis, seizures, apneic episodes
as well as during the sleep-wake cycle. For instance, lethargy, the absence of spontaneous
movement, but also less apparent changes in movement activity over time, have been identified
as strongly predictive symptoms of sepsis in multiple studies5–8. Concerning seizures, some
seizure-types cannot be identified using electroencephalograph monitoring but do have motor
manifestations9,10. Also, the presence or absence of body movement preceding, during, or in
response to apnea can help discriminate central apnea from obstructive apnea11–13. Monitoring
movement can also facilitate identifying sleep-wake cycles in preterm infants, which can be
used to help synchronize periods of nursing care to minimally disturb the sleep of preterm
infants – an important factor in neurodevelopment14,15. Therefore, continuously monitoring
movement can be important – for example, over long durations for identifying sepsis (timescale
of hours, up to one or two days), medium durations for the tracking of sleep-wake cycles (tens
of minutes, up to an hour) and short durations for identifying apnea (seconds or minutes).
Here, intermittent observational scoring of movement by clinical personnel at the bedside is of
insufficient frequency, necessitating automated technology to monitor movement continuously.
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Recently two reviews have discussed, in detail, wearable sensor systems (e.g., accelerometers)
and camera-based solutions for monitoring movement in neonates, along with potential
clinical use-cases16,17. They highlight the challenges for sensor technologies, including the
requirement of sufficient sensitivity to subtle movements and the necessity of integration
within the neonatal environment given the fragility and vulnerability of preterm infants.
The limitations of wearable sensor systems such as accelerometers include difficulties in
finding the optimal location(s) for the placement of the sensor(s), i.e., body parts likely to
undergo acceleration due to movement. Further long-term monitoring using wearable sensors
is associated with skin irritation and discomfort, to which preterm infants are especially
vulnerable18. Finally, wearable sensors are associated with multiple wires attached to the infant
that increase the sense of detachment between parents and infants19. On the other hand,
video-based monitoring of movement, while non-obtrusive, face challenges with regard to
occlusion of view, changes in lighting conditions, light-reflection from incubator walls and
the fact that NICU environments are often dim and that blankets cover incubators.
Any approach for capturing forces generated by the body can be termed ballistography (BSG)
and includes forces due to body movement, breathing motion and the mechanical action of
the beating heart (also called ballistocardiography, BCG)20. BSG-based clinical monitoring
solutions using different types of sensors such as pressure sensors, weighing scales, optical
sensors, accelerometers, and piezoelectric sensors have been described for several clinical
applications, including monitoring cardiac performance, hemodynamic changes, sleep
monitoring and respiration-monitoring21–26.
Currently, there are no clinically tested solutions suitable for monitoring movement in the
NICU environment, potentially a valuable source of physiological information. In this paper,
we propose a non-obtrusive BSG-based system, for monitoring body movement of infants in
real time. Based on the BSG signal, we develop and compare the performance of several BSGbased features for capturing movement with video-based visual annotations of movement.
The system and method described herein can enable the automation and quantification of
movement. Furthermore, since movement artifacts are a common occurrence in routinely
monitored cardiorespiratory waveforms such as the electrocardiograph (ECG), chest
impedance (CI) and the photoplethysmograph (PPG), we also quantify the potential of these
waveforms for monitoring movement.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sensor specifications
In this study, we used an electromechanical film sensor (EMFi, Emfit, Kuopio, Finland)
first described by Paajanen et al.27. This sensor is made of three layers – two smooth and
homogenous surface layers enclosing a thicker midsection consisting of polypropylene layers
separated by air voids (Figure 1a). Similar to piezoelectric materials, the EMFi sensor produces
an electric charge when force is applied perpendicular to its surface. However, the charge
generation mechanism is not piezoelectric, since the change in the internal electric field, as a
result of external forces being applied is caused by the mutual movement of static charges
that were injected into the film using a corona discharge method in the manufacturing process.
In other words, the EMFi is an elastic, permanently charged film in which the air voids act as
electrical dipoles with the film being sensitive to forces normal to its surface24,28. This sensor
is well suited to measure pulsatile and transient forces, such as those of biological origin but
unsuitable for measuring static forces21,26,29,30. Notably, the sensor produces one output signal,
effectively integrating different forces that may be applied to it.
The sensor used in this study (L-series sensor, EmFit) had dimensions of 580 mm x 290 mm
x 0.4 mm. The sensitivity of the sensor is 25 pC/N, and the frequency response is flat up to
20 kHz. The specifications for the range of operating temperature are between -20 to 70 °C.
The soft, flexible nature of the sensor, as well as the fact that it was electrically passive, made
it well suited for use in the NICU environment where safety concerns are paramount. Before
use, the sensor was placed on top of the mattress and was covered by a bedsheet (Figure 1b).
Figure 1c shows the sensor being used in the NICU without a bedsheet for illustrative purpose.
Circuit design for signal acquisition
A signal acquisition system was designed for processing, digitizing and storing the electrical
signals that were acquired from the EMFi sensor. Figure 1d shows the entire signal acquisition
system in the packaging in which it was housed for the study. Figure 1e shows the different
parts of the signal acquisition system in a block diagram format. First, the signal from the
EMFi sensor was amplified by a factor of 100 followed by low-pass filtering using a 4th
order Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 100 Hz (anti-aliasing filter). Both the
amplification and the filtering were carried out using operational amplifiers (MCP 6242,
Microchip). Digitization was carried out using a 16-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADS1115,
Texas Instruments) and the digitized data was written onto a secure digital card using a
microcontroller (Arduino Uno, Arduino). The data was time-stamped by the microcontroller,
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which in turn was time-synchronized to a laptop computer to which it was connected before
starting every measurement. A rechargeable power bank capable of supplying 5V output was
used to power the entire signal acquisition system.

Figure 1. Part a shows the EMFi sensor which was used by placing it on a mattress underneath the
infant (part b). Part c shows the sensor in clinical use in a NICU, but without the mattress cover for
visibility. The sensor was connected to the signal acquisition system which was powered by a battery
pack (part d). Part e shows the various components of the signal acquisition system which stored the
BSG signal for offline signal processing in a computer (part f). Part g shows 30 minutes of the BSG
signal with the inset showing the breathing signal over a short period.

Signal quality and signal to noise ratio
An infant placed on the EMFi sensor can generate forces due to body movement, breathing
movements and the beating of the heart. Forces generated by the beating heart are maximally
along the longitudinal axis of the infant, effectively parallel to the EMFi sensor. Thus, a
majority of the power corresponding to the heart rate is filtered out by design. For breathing
and body movement, a fraction of the force is always perpendicular to the surface of the
sensor and is defined as the BSG signal (Figure 1g). Figure 1g shows the BSG signal (blue) with
an algorithm to track movement (in green, described later). Typically, the breathing signal (inset
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Figure 1g) is always present, and the signal corresponding to infant motion is superimposed
upon it. Any external influence that would reduce the quality of the signal is defined as noise.
We calculate the signal to noise ratio (SNR) as the ratio of the variance (normalized over
time) of the zero-mean signals, corresponding to an infant placed on the sensor within the
incubator, in comparison with the typically expected external ‘noisy scenarios’ in the NICU
environment. These noise-like scenarios include the baseline signal acquired by the sensor
while it is placed in the incubator with a 1kg infant mannikin, the effect of mechanical
vibrations in the proximity of the incubator due to walking and hopping, as well as nursehandling of the incubator. Nurse-handling includes opening the portholes of the incubator,
opening the lateral side of the incubator, and operating the incubator while seated adjacent to
the incubator with both feet placed at the base of the incubator, as is typical during nursing
care. We tested all these effects on the SNR.
Signal acquisition
Routine patient monitoring was carried out using patient monitors (Philips IntelliVue MX
800, Germany) from which the ECG (250 Hz), CI (62.5 Hz) and PPG (125 Hz) waveforms
were acquired via a data warehouse (DWH, PIIC iX, Data Warehouse Connect, Philips
Medical Systems, Andover, MA). The BSG waveform (250 Hz) was acquired using the
custom-made signal acquisition device (Figure 1d). Furthermore, patient-monitor parameter
data corresponding to HR, BR and SpO2 were acquired at one Hz from the DWH. Video
monitoring of infants was carried out using a camera placed on a tripod, near the incubator.
The data acquired from the DWH were manually synchronized with the BSG signal and the
video data, to a precision of within one sec, based on matching the noise characteristics of
the waveforms with the timestamps of the internal clock of the BSG acquisition device and
the video camera, respectively.
Patient population
Ten infants of varying body weights were enrolled in this study that took place in the level
III NICU (private room design) of the Máxima Medical Center, Veldhoven, the Netherlands
between May-June, 2017. The mean (standard deviation, SD) weight and postmenstrual
age of the infants on the day of the study were 1422g (402g) and 31.4 weeks (2.3 weeks),
respectively. All infants were recorded for approximately 6-8 hours during daytime hours,
because of higher ambient lighting, desirable for video monitoring. From the recordings of
each infant, two continuous segments of approximately one hour or longer were selected for
inclusion in the analysis. The selection criterion was minimal obstruction of the infant due
to nursing care or parental presence, and sufficient visibility of the infants in the video-data,
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which varied with lighting conditions. When possible, segments were selected with infants in
different positions to determine whether the system under consideration worked sufficiently
for all body positions of the infants. All infants received routine care. Infants were supported
by positioning materials (SnuggleUp, Philips, Amsterdam, the Netherlands) in 18 out of 20
recorded segments, and partially covered by a blanket in 17 out of 20 segments, respectively.
Eight of the ten infants received non-invasive ventilator support (continuous positive airway
pressure or high flow nasal cannula) while two infants did not need supplementary oxygen.
Infant positions in the recordings included eight right-lateral positions, seven left-lateral
positions, three prone and two supine positions. In accordance with the Dutch law on medical
research with humans (WMO), the medical ethical committee provided a waiver (registered
as N16.068) for the study since it was of an observational nature and low-risk.
Movement annotations
While qualitative movement scoring systems of a clinical nature based on visually observing
various aspects of movement such as spontaneity, speed, force, etc. are available, they are
not readily applicable for this analysis using the BSG waveform due to its purely quantitative
nature31. Therefore, to determine whether the BSG waveform and the routinely acquired
cardiorespiratory waveforms can be used to monitor body movement, a reference standard for
measuring movements is required. Theoretically, body movement of an infant can be considered
as a signal that ranges from zero to infinity. The signal is zero if there is no body movement,
no breathing motion, and no heartbeats, thereby creating no micro-motion of the body. On
the other hand, movement can be large with no upper bound (theoretically infinity) making
gross body movement particularly hard to annotate and for which there exist no conventions.
For this study, as a reference standard, two annotators independently annotated infant motion
at a frequency of one Hz, based on retrospective visual observation of video recordings,
and categorized movement in a dichotomous manner. They were instructed to consider as a
movement any motion of the head, trunk, arms, legs, and digits, no matter how small, but were
required to ignore facial movements, such as grimaces and breathing-based motion of the
chest. All periods of a limited view of the infant due to occlusion (e.g., parents or staff between
infant and camera) and periods of nursing care were noted. Annotations were categorized
into three classes – no movement (‘0’), movement (‘0.1’) and occlusion/nurse handling (‘0.2’).
Following this, the inter-rater agreement was estimated using the chance-corrected metric,
Cohen’s kappa coefficient (k), and expressed as mean (SD). For further analysis, only those
periods were retained where the annotators agreed. The periods corresponding to occlusion
or nursing care were removed from further analysis.
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Signal processing and feature for tracking movement
All waveform signals – the BSG, ECG, CI, and the PPG signals were digitally band-pass
filtered using a Butterworth filter of the second order with lower and upper cutoff frequencies
of 0.001 Hz and 0.40 Hz respectively. The lower cutoff was chosen to eliminate any lowfrequency baseline drifts that may occur over time, while the upper cutoff was chosen to
preferentially capture any movement information in the signal while limiting breathing and
heart-rate based movement signal. The upper cutoff frequency was swept from 0.10 Hz to 1
Hz with a step size of 0.10 Hz to determine the most suitable frequency band for capturing
movement information, for each of the four waveform signals under consideration. It was
expected that upon increasing the upper-cutoff, an increasing amount of breathing and heartrate based information would be captured. Finally, features to obtain different indices of
movement were developed for use with the filtered signals.
A total of six features were used to quantify movement with the intention to integrate over
both the quantity and duration of motion. These were based on the signal instability index
(SII), Teager energy (TE), Hilbert transform (HT), approximate entropy (ApEn), Kolmogorov
complexity (KC) and permutation entropy (PeEn), as discussed in the following paragraphs.
The rationale for using the aforementioned features was based on an expected difference in
sensitivity to movement in comparison to the infant lying still. The use of TE and HT were
motivated by their expected sensitivity to movement amplitude (signal power), while KC and
the entropy-based features were expected to be sensitive to signal regularity with movement
expected to be of an irregular nature. The SII was expected to capture aspects of both,
signal amplitude and signal regularity. Frequency-based features were not considered since
the corresponding signal is expected to be non-stationary, even in short time-windows. All
feature values were estimated at a frequency of one Hz using a moving window of 15s since
motion is typically considered to change over several seconds.
The signal instability index is a non-parametric measure based on the kernel density estimate
(KDE) for determining the probability density function of the underlying signal. The
probability density is approximated by the superposition of a number of Gaussian kernels
centered on equidistant points (here 100) on the windowed signal. The estimated bandwidth
of the superposition of these Gaussian kernels forms the SII32. The following equation was
used to calculate the KDE, the bandwidth of which was the SII.
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where 𝑓𝑓"(𝑥𝑥)
(x) is the KDE of the underlying signal x , n is number of equidistant points – here
100 – used to divide the length of signal x, K is the Gaussian kernel centered at points i and
h is the bandwidth of the Gaussian kernels, optimally estimated by the expression 1.06σ/n1/5
where σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian kernel. The SII is low if the mean and
variance of the underlying Gaussian kernels are comparable and would be reflective of the
absence of motion.
The Teager energy operator is a non-linear operator to estimate energy using only a small
time-window, making it ideal for local time analysis33. The TE feature, calculated every second
is defined as the maximum value of the TE estimate applied at every point on the windowed
data. The TE is calculated according to the following equation,

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝑥𝑥 '& − 𝑥𝑥&)* 𝑥𝑥&+*

where, xi is the i th sample of the underlying signal x.

The Hilbert transform was used for local envelope detection34. The HT feature, calculated
every second, was defined as the mean value of the modulus of the complex analytical signal
obtained from the window under consideration. The analytical signal (z) was defined as the
sum of the complex signal, comprising the original signal (x) and its Hilbert transform (h)
as follows,

𝑧𝑧(𝑖𝑖) = 𝑥𝑥(𝑖𝑖) + 𝑗𝑗ℎ(𝑖𝑖)

where i represents a sample of the underlying signal x.

Approximate entropy, a regularity statistic, was used as a feature because it quantifies the
unpredictability of time-series data in a manner not captured by moment statistics35. A timeseries with repetitive patterns tends to have low ApEn, while a less predictable time-series has
a high ApEn. The ApEn feature was calculated on the entire length of the windowed data,
with the sequence-length for comparison, also known as the embedding dimension, equal
to 1.5s of data (empirical choice) and a tolerance value defined as 0.2 times the standard
deviation of the windowed data35.
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The feature based on Kolmogorov complexity was calculated for the entire length of
windowed data after binarizing the time-series corresponding to the windowed data, based
on the median value of the windowed data36.
Permutation entropy is a complexity measure that considers the temporal order of data by
using symbolic dynamics. It is known to be less affected by small amounts of noise as opposed
to other entropy measures37. The PeEn feature was calculated for the moving window by
averaging the PeEn calculated at every sample while using an embedding dimension equal to
two seconds of data and a permutation order of five.
First, the performance of all six features was compared to annotations for all four waveforms
corresponding to the original frequency band of 0.001-0.40 Hz. Second, for the frequency
sweep, corresponding to each frequency band, the best performing features were determined
for each of the waveforms.
Correlation between movement and vital signs
The maximum and minimum cross-correlation between the best performing movement index (SII)
and the vital signs (acquired directly from the patient monitor) were calculated over ten-minute
windows by first standardizing each signal (subtracting mean and dividing by standard deviation)
and calculating the normalized correlation coefficient within a time lag of ± 30 seconds at every
data-point, i.e., every second. The correlations and corresponding lags were averaged for each of
the 20 recordings and are presented when the mean ± SD for both the correlation values and the
corresponding time lags did not include zero. High absolute values for correlation are indicative
of coupling between the motor and the autonomic nervous systems (ANS).
Statistics
The feature-values for movement and no movement were visually compared using box-plots.
Since the range of signal amplitudes corresponding to the movement was large, box plots
were constructed using the logarithm of the feature values. The predictive accuracy of the
algorithms was evaluated using effect size – a measure of performance that determines the
magnitude of the difference between the two groups. We measured the effect size using a
non-parametric approach by calculating the area under the receiver operating curve (AUROC).
The AUROC is a standardized measure (no units) and offers a threshold-independent method
to evaluate the performance of the features. The mean and SD of the AUROC of the 20
recordings were calculated for all six features for all waveforms – the BSG, ECG, CI, and the
PPG. All data were analyzed using Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA).
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RESULTS
In this study, movement forces generated by preterm infants were captured using an EMFi
sensor. For all 20 recordings that were acquired, the order of magnitude of the variance of
the BSG signals was comparable, indicating that the differences in weight and position of
the infants did not adversely affect the BSG signal. With regard to the SNR, the signal was
defined as the BSG signal obtained with a 1500g infant lying on the sensor. The SNR for
both the scenario without an infant lying on the sensor and for walking in the proximity of
the incubator was 1000 while hopping in the proximity of the incubator and opening the
incubator’s portholes led to an SNR of 100. Opening an entire side of the incubator and
resting one’s feet at the base of the incubator, as is typical during nursing care, led to an SNR
of 10.
The mean (SD) duration of the 20 recordings that were selected for analysis was 72 (4.5)
min. For this data, the inter-rater agreement as measured by the k score was 0.72 (0.07).
After excluding periods of disagreement, occlusion, and nurse-handling, 82% (10%) of the
BSG-data remained and was used for comparing the performance of the various features.
Additionally, based on observations of the video recordings, the annotators identified infants
to be moving for 43.7% (19.8%) of the time.
Figures 2a and 2b, show 80 minutes of typical BSG signals obtained from two different
infants along with one of the six calculated features – the SII. Here, the SII values can be
considered a proxy for movement, with the area under its curve acting as a cumulative measure
of movement over a time-period. Figure 3 shows the box plot for the values of the SII
corresponding to no-movement and movement, respectively, for the SII feature corresponding
to Figure 2b. Based on the box-plot we can observe that the SII can discriminate movement
from no movement.
Figure 4 shows the mean (SD) AUROC of the 20 recordings corresponding to all four
waveform signals calculated for the six features – SII, TE, HT, ApEn, KC, and PeEn for
the frequency band of 0.001-0.40 Hz. Amongst all features, the best performing features
for detecting movement are the SII and the HT which are comparable to each other and
outperform other features for all waveforms. The best-performing feature for both the
BSG and ECG waveforms is the SII, with a mean AUROC of 0.90 (0.06) and 0.79 (0.15),
respectively. The best-performing feature for the CI and the PPG waveforms is the HT, with
a mean AUROC of 0.78 (0.15) and 0.77 (0.18), respectively. Amongst all waveform signals,
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the BSG is the best at monitoring movement for all six features. Particularly noteworthy is
that the SD of the AUROC corresponding to the BSG signal, irrespective of the feature
under consideration, is considerably smaller than the SD of the AUROCs corresponding to
other waveforms, indicating repeatability in monitoring movement in comparison with other
waveforms.

7

Figure 2. Parts a and b show approximately 80 minutes of the BSG signal (blue) of two different
infants with annotations for movement (red; 0 = no movement, 0.1 = movement and 0.2 = external
handling) and the SII calculated every second using a running window of 15s.
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Figure 3. The box-plots show the logarithm of the SII calculated from the BSG signal shown in
Figure 2b for the time-periods corresponding to no-movement and movement. The SII responds
differentially to the periods annotated as no-movement, versus those annotated as a movement. The
y-axis is in arbitrary units (a.u.).

Figure 4. The mean (SD) AUROCs corresponding to the BSG (black), ECG (red), CI (blue) and the
PPG (green) waveforms for different features. The AUROC is a measure of the effect size of the
feature’s ability to discriminate no-movement from movement.
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Figure 5 shows the performance of the best features for each of the waveforms when the
upper cutoff frequency was swept from 0.10-1 Hz with a step size of 0.10 Hz, and the lower
cutoff frequency was held constant at 0.001 Hz. The best performance of the BSG and
ECG waveforms across all cutoff frequencies is with the SII while that of the CI and PPG
waveforms is with the HT. The best performing of all features, irrespective of the waveform,
is the SII for BSG waveform with an AUROC of 0.90 (0.06).

7

Figure 5. The y-axis shows the effect size, as measured by the AUROC, of the best performing
feature for each of the four waveforms after they were band-pass filtered to range from 0.001-1 Hz
in step sizes of 0.1 Hz (x-axis). The error-bars are staggered about the x-tick values for readability.

Figure 6 shows the SII, HR, BR and, SpO2 signal corresponding to a recording of
approximately 80 min duration. Visually, we can observe that there are sustained periods
of increased movement or movement-bursts that are often associated with an increase in
HR and decrease in BR and SpO2, respectively. The correlation results indicate the same – a
correlation of 0.40 (0.18) with time lag of -10.3s (6.9s) between SII and HR, a correlation
of -0.41(0.17) with a time lag of -6.6s (4.1s) between the SII and the BR, and a correlation
of -0.24 (0.13) with a time lag of -14.7s (10s) between SII and SpO2. The negative time lags
indicate that movement precedes changes in vital signs.
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Figure 6. The SII, HR, BR and SpO2 signals for approximately 80 minutes of data. Visually it is
apparent that often movement-bursts (black arrows) are associated with an increase in HR and a
decrease in BR and SpO2 respectively.

DISCUSSION
We have developed and clinically tested a setup that can be used to non-obtrusively monitor
body movement of preterm infants in clinical settings. Continuous monitoring of movement
in preterm infants has many potential applications including the early detection of sepsis,
seizures, apneas and sleep-wake cycles. Features based on the BSG waveform acquired from
the EMFi sensor performed well for monitoring movement and outperformed the same
features applied to the routinely acquired cardiorespiratory waveform. Not only do the
features based on the BSG waveform yield the highest AUROC – a measure for quantifying
effect size – but also the lowest variability from one measurement to the other (small SDs).
The small SD points to repeatability in monitoring movement and indicates that, irrespective
of external factors such as the position and weight of infants, movement monitoring with
BSG was reliable.
Since the BSG waveform is acquired from a pressure sensor, it is not surprising that it is
more effective than cardiorespiratory waveforms for tracking movement. Also, compared
to the ECG, CI, and the PPG waveforms, the superior performance of the BSG waveform
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may be because, irrespective of which body part of the infant is moving, the sensor, as a
result of being placed underneath the infant, is always sensitive to movement. The ECGelectrodes, which generate both the ECG and CI waveforms, may have limited sensitivity to
movement in the lower extremities. Also, they might be more prone to noise due to poor
electrode contact with the body. The PPG sensor, which is typically placed on one of the
feet, may have limited sensitivity to movement in the upper body. Combining information
from different sensors could prove useful in discriminating movement between the lower
and upper extremities of the body. Another possible reason for the poorer performance of
cardiorespiratory waveforms is that the corresponding sensors are not optimized to detect
movement and may, in fact, have hardware or embedded software solutions to reduce motion
artifacts. Nevertheless, while routinely monitored cardiorespiratory waveforms are less reliable
than BSG for monitoring movement, they may still prove useful for certain applications such
as longitudinally tracking movement.
Determining the best-performing features after pre-filtering the waveform signals – the BSG,
ECG, CI, and PPG – to limit the upper-frequency content, revealed that for all waveforms,
performance is best for an upper cutoff between 0.30-0.50 Hz, in accordance with the
literature13. Increasing the cutoff frequency further reduces performance, likely due to a
decrease in the SNR, because of increased breathing and heartbeat-related contribution.
Increasing the upper cutoff frequency beyond 1 Hz reduces performance for all waveforms
(data not shown). Overall, the best performing feature is the SII, closely followed by the
HT. The HT-feature detects the instantaneous amplitude of the waveform and performs
better than entropy and complexity-based measures, indicating that amplitude changes due
to movement are more informative than changes in the signal’s regularity. Likely, the SII
performs best because it combines both information based on signal amplitude, as well as
its regularity. The battery of features used in this work are easily interpretable and perform
well, but for future work, other features such as those based on the wavelet transform may
be considered38. The data presented in this study uses a window length of 15s to calculate
and evaluate the performance of the features. Depending on the intended application, the
window length may also be reduced – for example, if sensitivity to sharper movements, such
as startles, is required.
A remarkable finding, based on monitoring movement, as can be seen in Figure 2 and Figure
6, is that there were periodic movement-bursts that lasted 20-60s, but occasionally up to 2
minutes, and typically occurred every few minutes. These movement-bursts, in fact, occurred
in all 20 recordings. Based on visual observation of the corresponding video-data, movement
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in these periods were large body movements of the head, trunk, and limbs. Perhaps, the
nature of these movements is also the reason why motion detection based on the ECG, CI
and PPG waveforms perform reasonably well on average, but with considerable variation in
performance (large SD). Likely the overall superior performance of the BSG waveform is
due to its ability to capture smaller movements, even if they are localized to a body part. The
repetitive nature of the movement-bursts suggests a physiological origin. We hypothesize
that these are reflective of the arousal state of the sleep-wake continuum as discussed in
Werth et al.14. Occasionally in the 20 hours of recorded data, there were periods of tens of
minutes without any movement bursts, and these might have corresponded to periods of quiet
sleep14. This hypothesis of movement-bursts corresponding to arousals is strengthened by
the positive correlation between movement bursts and increases in heart rate, as is expected
during arousals14.
The fact that motor response often precedes changes in vital signs can be exploited for the
early generation of alarms – an important issue in the NICU – potentially increasing the
window of opportunity for nurses to respond to critical alarms39,40. Literature also shows that
spontaneous movement can lead to various physiological perturbations, including increased
oxygen consumption due to metabolic demands, movement-induced hyperventilation, and
hypocapnia. These perturbations can lead to a destabilizing effect on breathing and therefore
tracking movement can be an important marker for predicting apnea, which, if minimized,
leads to neurodevelopmental benefits12,41,42. Further applications of monitoring gross body
movement include its use in filtering heart rate variability and as a physiological marker to study
growth and development in neonates41,43. Polysomnographic studies may also benefit from
a ballistographic approach for monitoring movement, since visually identifying movement
is not easy, as supported by the inter-rater agreement obtained in this study. The challenges
include infants being partially covered by blankets and low ambient visibility to minimize
external stimuli to the infant – problems that persist in automated video-based actigraphy
monitoring as well.
The unobtrusive and reliable solution for monitoring body movement of preterm infants in
a clinical environment, as detailed in this study, can function in real time and may be useful in
identifying both acute and longer-term clinical deteriorations. In the future, we will evaluate
the potential of this BSG-based approach for monitoring breathing in the NICU setting.
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CONCLUSION
This paper presents a system and method for monitoring movement in neonates using
ballistography. The proposed approach is robust to noise and can be used in real time in clinical
settings. Multiple features for identifying movement using the BSG waveform were evaluated
and performed well when compared to visually observed movement and outperformed
features based on routinely acquired cardiorespiratory waveforms. We recommend using the
SII based on the BSG waveform for tracking movement.

7
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Chapter 8
Monitoring Respiration in Preterm Infants through
Ballistography

Reproduced after: Rohan Joshi, Bart Bierling, Loe Feijs, Carola van Pul, and Peter Andriessen.
Monitoring the respiratory rate of preterm infants using an ultrathin film sensor placed
between the mattress and the bedding: a comparative study, Physiological Measurement, 2019.

ABSTRACT
Objective: To determine the feasibility of unobtrusively monitoring the respiratory rate (RR)
in preterm infants by using a film-like pressure sensor placed between the mattress and the
bedding.
Study design: RR was simultaneously measured by processing the chest impedance (CI)
and the ballistographic (BSG) signal acquired from the pressure sensor in 10 preterm infants
of varying body weight. Nearly 27 hours of data were analyzed from these infants while
in different body positions and included both spontaneously breathing infants and those
receiving non-invasive respiratory support.
Results: The RR acquired from the BSG signal (RR-BSG) was significantly correlated (r
= 0.74) to the RR derived from the CI (RR-CI) with narrow 95% limits of agreement (10
breaths/min). A subanalysis of epochs most and least affected by infant movement yielded
comparable results.
Conclusion: Irrespective of body weight or infant position, unobtrusively monitoring the
RR of preterm infants is feasible using film-like pressure sensors.
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INTRODUCTION
Respiratory instability is common in preterm infants owing to surfactant deficiency, poor
respiratory drive and increased compliance of the chest wall1,2. In neonatal intensive care
units (NICU), monitoring the respiratory rate (RR) is, therefore, an important part of routine
patient monitoring. While multiple techniques for monitoring respiration are available, the
modality of choice is largely determined by the reliability of monitoring, ease of use and
whether it is deemed comfortable for infants over longitudinal measurements that may last
several weeks1,3.
The most accurate measures of RR are obtained via airflow sensors, but these are poorly
tolerated in spontaneously breathing infants, especially over long periods4. Another method
for monitoring respiration is based on inductance plethysmography. However, its use
in NICUs is uncommon owing to friction and the increased physical effort required to
breathe against the resistance of the inductance bands that need to be secured around
the abdomen and the thorax5. De facto, across NICUs worldwide, the most common
modality for monitoring respiration is based on the chest impedance (CI) signal acquired
through the ECG electrodes4. While CI measurements are commonplace, long-term use
of ECG electrodes causes discomfort, skin irritation, and potential scarring, especially in
extremely preterm infants where skin integrity is poor and skin breakdown can easily occur
6
. Moreover, the RR acquired via CI (RR-CI) is often unreliable as exemplified by a study
where the 95% limits of agreement of RR-CI compared to visual counts was 20 breaths
per minute (brpm)7.
Alternative modalities for monitoring respiration such as those based on acquiring the RR
through diaphragmatic electromyography (dEMG), motion sensors (accelerometers) and laser
Doppler vibrometry (LDV) have also been tested in clinical studies7–10. These studies used
dEMG, motion sensors, and LDV in supine infants and had 95% limits of agreement of
approximately 15 brpm compared to CI, visual count and ventilator-based measurements
respectively. Like the CI, the dEMG and motion-sensors are obtrusive since they require the
attachment of sensors to the skin. While the LDV-based approach offers the opportunity for
truly unobtrusive monitoring, it remains unclear whether using LDV for monitoring the RR
will be motion-robust11. Furthermore, since the LDV-device is placed outside the incubator, it
may be impractical for use in incubators that are covered, or with infants supported through
positioning materials and covered with blankets.
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An alternative approach for non-obtrusively monitoring respiration is using pressure sensors,
in the form of films and mats that can be placed underneath the mattress or the bedding.
Nizami et al. have demonstrated the feasibility of reliably acquiring the RR using a pressure
sensitive mat, even in light-weight infants, by using a neonatal simulator weighing 900g12. In
this paper, we describe a comparative clinical study in preterm infants and demonstrate the
possibility of non-obtrusively monitoring respiration using an ultrathin and flexible film-like
pressure sensor. This study extends previous work where the same sensor was shown to be
accurate for monitoring infant motion with implications for use in monitoring sepsis, sleepwake cycles, apneas, and seizures13.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study was conducted in the level III NICU of Máxima Medical Center, Veldhoven, the
Netherlands between May-June, 2017. Based on a safety evaluation, and in accordance with
the Dutch law on medical research with humans, the medical ethical committee provided a
waiver (registered as N16.068) for this observational study. Clinically stable preterm infants
of varying body weight were enrolled after written informed consent was obtained from the
parents. Exclusion criteria were congenital abnormalities and the use of invasive mechanical
ventilation. The study was of an observational nature, and routine nursing care including the
repositioning of infants took place as usual. All infants were recorded for 6-8 hours following
which two sessions of one hour or longer, generally a few hours apart, were selected for
analysis. When possible, these sessions were selected with infants lying in different positions
to determine whether the system under consideration was sensitive to positioning.
Data acquisition
Based on routine patient monitoring, the CI waveform (62.5 Hz), oxygen saturation (SpO2,
one Hz) and the heart rate (HR, one Hz) were acquired from patient monitors (Philips
IntelliVue MX 800, Böblingen, Germany) via a data warehouse (DWH, IIC iX, Data
Warehouse Connect, Philips Medical Systems, Andover, MA).
An electromechanical film sensor (L-series EMFi, Emfit, Kuopio, Finland) of dimensions
580 mm × 300 mm × 0.4 mm served as the pressure sensor in this study. This EMFi
sensor is shown in Appendix (Figure A1). The soft and flexible nature of the sensor,
as well as the fact that it is electrically passive, makes it well suited for use in the NICU
where safety concerns are paramount. The sensor was placed between the mattress and
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the bedding while infants lay on the bedding, often supported by positioning material
(SnuggleUp, Philips, Amsterdam, the Netherlands) and possibly covered by a blanket.
Additional technical specifications and further details of the sensor are provided in
a previous publication 13. Briefly, the sensor is sensitive to mechanical movement in
the direction vertical to its surface and thereby to the body movement and respiratory
motion of the infant. A custom-made signal acquisition system was used to acquire the
ballistographic (BSG) signal from this sensor at a sampling frequency of 250Hz. This
BSG signal is reflective of all infant motion including respiratory movement (RR-BSG)
which in turn can be separated from body movement since the latter typically occurs at
frequencies lower than that of respiration13.
Signal processing
The BSG waveform and the data from the patient monitor were obtained in a synchronized
manner as the internal clock of the custom-made signal acquisition device was synchronized
to the time on the patient monitors, before each recording.
Based on findings in previous research, both the BSG and CI signals were band-pass filtered
(0.45-1.45 Hz) to preferentially capture the respiratory waveforms13. Next, the peaks and
troughs of the filtered CI and BSG waveforms, corresponding to inhalation and exhalation,
were algorithmically detected to calculate the breathing rate.
Statistical analysis
The average RR was calculated over one-minute epochs at 30-s intervals for both the CI
and BSG waveforms. Measures of RR for all the one-minute epochs served as independent
observations. Comparative analysis of the acquired RR was performed by estimating Pearson’s
correlation coefficient (r) while the Bland-Altman plot was used to assess the mean difference
(MD) and the limits of agreement (LOA; MD ± 1.96 SD) between the RR-BSG and the
RR-CI. Throughout the analysis, we used the RR-CI as the clinical reference standard. We
also calculate the percentage of total time when the RR-BSG was within 10% of the RR-CI.
Since large errors in the MD of RR are particularly undesirable, a metric that accentuates large
errors in the RR should also be used for comparing the RR-BSG with the RR-CI. Therefore,
we calculated the root mean square error (RMSE) for different respiratory frequencies to
identify whether the error rate is dependent on the RR.
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RESULTS
Ten infants characterized by gestational age of 28.1 ± 2.7 weeks were included in the study
from whom nearly 27 hours of data were acquired. The postmenstrual age and weight of
infants on the day of the measurements were 31.4 ± 2.3 weeks and 1422 ± 402 g respectively
(Table 1). About respiratory support, six infants were on CPAP, two were on high flow oxygen
delivered through a nasal cannula, and two were spontaneously breathing room air. The mean
duration of each recording was 81 (± 4) min. Of the 20 recorded sessions, 15 recordings
were acquired while infants were in the lateral position (seven left lateral + eight right lateral)
whereas three and two recordings respectively were acquired from infants in the prone and
supine positions. For 18 of the 20 sessions, infants were supported by positioning materials.
Also, for 17 sessions infants were at least partially covered with a blanket.
The entire dataset, consisting of 3182 epochs of one minute duration was used for analysis.
RR-BSG was significantly correlated to RR-CI (r = 0.74, p-value = 0) while the Bland-Altman
plot showed a mean difference in RR of -0.3 brpm with 95% LOA between -10 and 9.8
brpm (Figure 1). Table 1 shows the MD and the 95% LOA for each of the 20 recordings. In
summary, irrespective of the nature of the respiratory support or the position of the infant,
respiratory waveforms could be acquired from the BSG signal. Additionally, based on the
epochs, for 80% of the time, the RR-BSG was within 10% of the RR-CI.

Average RR-BSG (min-1)
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y=0.72x+16.7
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p=0
RMSE=4.7
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Figure 1. (A) The correlation between the RR-BSG and the RR-CI. The black line shows the best line
of fit (r = 0.74) while the dotted lines show the 95% LOA. RMSE and n refer to the root mean square
error and the total number of observations. (B) Bland-Altman plots comparing the difference in RR
between BSG and CI with RR-CI. The black line indicates the mean difference while the dotted lines
indicate the 95% LOA. The solid square, circle, and the pentagram are representative of epochs where
the RR-BSG was equal to, higher than, and lower than RR-CI respectively.
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Figure 2 shows that across different frequency bands, the RMSE of the RR estimated from the
BSG waveform was within seven brpm of RR-CI. Figure 3 depicts the respiratory waveforms
acquired from the BSG and CI when both provided a comparable RR – both waveforms
resemble one another. Figure 4 depicts exemplary BSG and CI waveforms for periods with
discrepancies in the RR acquired from these modalities. Figure 4A depicts an epoch where
RR-BSG is higher than RR-CI – visually the CI appears to underestimate the RR because of
instability in the respiratory waveform, possibly due to infant motion or due to loose electrode
contact which in turn affects the input impedance and the resulting CI waveform. Figure 4B
indicates an epoch where RR-BSG is lower than RR-CI – this is because the respiration peak
detection algorithm does not detect the small fluctuations in the BSG waveform as separate
breaths. Upon visual inspection, it is not possible to discern whether the small fluctuations
in the respiratory waveform constitute separate breaths or not.

8

Figure 2. The root mean square error of RR-BSG versus RR-CI for six different respiratory
frequencies.
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Table 1. Patient characteristics on the day of measurement as well as the agreement between RRBSG and RR-CI for different sessions, as obtained from individual Bland-Altman plots with RR-CI
serving as the reference
Infant

PMA
(weeks +days)

Weight
(gram)

Session

Infant 1

30+3

1350

Session 1

Left lateral

Session 2

Right lateral

Infant 2

35+5

2250

Position

Session 1

Prone

Session 2

Supine
Right lateral

Infant 3

29+1

1165

Session 1
Session 2

Prone

Infant 4

33

1570

Session 1

Right lateral

Session 2

Left lateral

Infant 5

29+3

1140

Session 1

Left lateral

Session 2

Right lateral

Infant 6

27+5

700

Session 1

Right lateral

Session 2

Prone

Infant 7

33+3

1400

Session 1

Right lateral

Session 2

Left lateral

Infant 8

32+1

1675

Session 1

Supine

Session 2

Left lateral

Infant 9
Infant 10

31+4
31+3

1450
1520

Session 1

Left lateral

Session 2

Right lateral

Session 1

Right lateral

Session 2

Left lateral

Abbreviations: PMA, Postmenstrual age; CPAP, Continuous positive airway pressure; MD, Mean
difference; LOA, Limits of agreement
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Respiratory support

No. of 1-min epochs

MD (min-1)

95% LOA (min-1)

CPAP

152

2.80

6.72

CPAP

160

0.22

5.92

CPAP

155

2.57

8.42

CPAP

166

-1.49

6.88

CPAP

158

-4.4

13.04

CPAP

158

-7.48

14.63

CPAP

158

0.06

5.81

CPAP

158

-1.8

7.76

CPAP

158

-1.93

8.74

CPAP

158

0.18

6.43

CPAP

158

0.35

11.85

CPAP

158

-0.15

12.76

High flow

191

3.17

8.81

High flow

158

2.33

9.18

High flow

148

-1.35

7.82

High flow

158

-0.17

9.21

None

156

-2.31

6.59

None

158

0.22

6.90

None

158

1.46

6.14

None

158

0.79

6.21
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Figure 3. A representative 30s epoch of the BSG and the CI waveforms with algorithmically detected
peaks and troughs (circles) where both RR-BSG and RR-CI were approximately equal to 76 brpm
(solid square Figure 1).

Based on a previously developed algorithm for quantifying movement using the BSG signal,
we identified the 25% most and the 25% least movement-affected epochs from all 20 recorded
sessions13. This stratification of epochs was used to generate the Bland-Altman plots, which
are depicted in the Appendix (Figure A2). The results indicate that the MD (-1.3 versus
0.06 breaths/min) and 95% LOA (-12 to 9.3 versus -10 to 10 breaths per min) for RR are
comparable in both cases.
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A.

8
B.

Figure 4. (A) The BSG-based RR (70 brpm) is higher than RR-CI (58 brpm) possibly because of
an unstable CI waveform (circle, Figure 1). (B) The BSG-based RR (42 breaths/min) is lower than
RRCI (70 brpm) because the algorithm does not detect small fluctuations in the BSG waveform as
separate breaths (pentagram, Figure 1).
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DISCUSSION
This paper describes the first clinical study showing that pressure sensors placed underneath
the bedding of preterm infants can reliably acquire a respiration waveform in the NICU
environment. Specifically, the RR-BSG compares favorably with the RR derived from CI –
the current clinical standard. The BSG-based approach works for infants across a range of
bodyweight and irrespective of body position for both infants breathing without respiratory
support as well as those receiving non-invasive respiratory support. Further, the RMSE is
both small and comparable across different frequency ranges indicating the absence of bias
in estimating the RR for the typical breathing frequencies of preterm infants. Reassuringly,
upon evaluating the RR-BSG for epochs most affected by infant motion versus those affected
least, the 95% LOA were found to be comparable, indicating that the BSG-based modality
for monitoring respiration is not unduly affected by infant-motion.
This BSG-based approach for monitoring respiration is an attractive alternative to the use
of wired adhesive electrodes needed in the case of CI, dEMG, and accelerometer-based
modalities. This approach entirely avoids the discomfort, skin irritation and potential scarring
due to long-term use of adhesive electrodes on the fragile skin of preterm infants6. In
conjunction with pulse oximetry, which also provides HR, the use of BSG opens up the
possibility of avoiding ECG electrodes for routine cardiorespiratory monitoring, at least in
those infants where the ECG waveform does not add direct clinical value. Additionally, in
many units, owing to the fragility of the epidermis, especially in infants less than 26 weeks
PMA, ECG electrodes are not used, and thus RR is not monitored. The use of BSG can
enable the monitoring of RR in this very vulnerable patient population. Further, unlike
modalities where the adhesion of electrodes is required, sensor disconnections cannot occur
while using the modality described in this work, thereby increasing monitoring coverage and
reducing technical alarms, an important issue in the NICU14,15.
Another advantage of using BSG as opposed to CI for monitoring respiration is that CI
may experience interference from the phasic flow of blood through the heart, especially
during low HR, while the BSG-based approach described herein does not16. By virtue of the
mechanical design, the BSG-based modality is largely free from cardiac interference since
forces generated by the heart are mainly along the longitudinal direction while the BSG sensor
is sensitive to forces only in the vertical direction. Further, based on observations we noted
that the respiration waveform acquired from the BSG signal was more stable and less prone
to sudden increases and decreases – likely because, unlike BSG, the CI waveform is affected
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by the quality of electrode contact. In particular, distortion of the BSG-waveform due to
amplitude saturation (clipping) did not occur – a problem that is unfortunately common
with the CI-waveform. In general, superior signal characteristics, especially concerning the
stationarity of the signal augers well for any subsequent signal processing algorithms that may
use the respiratory waveform.
The strengths of this study are that repeated and continuous measurements were acquired
from infants of varying body weight in different positions – an important element of the
experimental design since the weight and position of the infant can affect the mechanical
forces of respiration and thus the quality of the BSG signal. The results of the study indicate
that BSG signals of reliable quality can be acquired in different body positions and even from
light-weight infants. Moreover, owing to the observational nature of the study, the use of
positioning materials and blankets, which can dampen the BSG signal, was allowed. Finally,
we did not exclude periods of nurse intervention or periods when infants were crying or
fidgeting, excluding which would likely improve performance. Retaining these periods ensured
that the two RR-monitoring modalities were compared in the most naturalistic and real-world
scenario possible.
The BSG-based modality for monitoring the RR attained a 95% LOA of ± 10 brpm compared
to RR-CI based on continuous measurements acquired from infants in varying body positions
during which time nursing procedures were not restricted. In contrast, a study using dEMG
for monitoring RR in supine infants, in the absence of nursing procedures, achieved a 95%
LOA of approximately ± 15 brpm which improved to ± 10 brpm when considering only
stable epochs8.
This study is limited by the fact that only a modest number of non-invasively ventilated
infants were included. Also, similar to other studies, the RR-BSG was compared to RR-CI
which, while the clinical standard, is often inaccurate8. However, the results of the current
study indicate the non-inferiority of the BSG-based approach for monitoring respiration
and provide sufficient data to motivate future studies with nasal pneumotachometers, chest
inductance plethysmography, or based on visually counting breathing as superior reference
standards for comparison. Based on the data from this study, future studies with adequate
sample size and power calculation can look into the effects of body weight and body position
on the MD and LOA between RR-BSG and the RR acquired from a gold reference standard.
Further, in the current study, we did not evaluate the ability of the BSG-based modality for
identifying apnea, an important issue that can be explored in the future.
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In conclusion, this study shows that non-obtrusively acquiring the respiratory rate of preterm
infants using film-like pressure sensors placed underneath the bedding is feasible and that the
RR acquired using BSG is similar to that obtained from CI. In the NICU setting, using the
BSG-based approach can reduce chronic stress in infants that results from the long-term use
of adhesive electrodes. The non-obtrusive nature of BSG modality also lends itself to use in
lower acuity and home-monitoring settings.
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APPENDIX

Figure A1. The EMFi electromechanical film sensor used in the study. The dimensions of the sensor
were 580 mm × 290 mm × 0.4 mm. The sensor was placed underneath the bedding of the infant,
and a custom-made signal acquisition device was used to acquire the resulting BSG signal. This BSG
signal was processed to obtain the respiratory waveform from which the RR was derived.
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Figure A2. These Bland-Altman plots correspond to 789 and 803 epochs of one-min duration
that were most (A) and least (B) affected by infant movement. The 95% LOA of the RR remain
comparable, indicating that the BSG-based modality for monitoring respiration is not unduly affected
by motion artifacts.
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PART THREE
HEART RATE VARIABILITY IN
PRETERM INFANTS – A WINDOW INTO
AUTONOMIC REGULATION

Chapter 9
Kangaroo Care – A Convenient Test Bench to Study
Heart Rate Variability in Preterm Infants

Reproduced after: Deedee Kommers*, Rohan Joshi*, Carola van Pul, Louis Atallah, Loe
Feijs, Guid Oei, Sidarto Bambang Oetomo, Peter Andriessen. Features of Heart Rate
Variability Capture Regulatory Changes during Kangaroo Care in Preterm Infants, The
Journal of Pediatrics, 2017;182:92–98.e1. *Equal contribution.

ABSTRACT
Objective: To determine whether heart rate variability (HRV) can serve as a surrogate measure
to track regulatory changes during Kangaroo care (KC), a period of parental co-regulation
distinct from regulation within the incubator.
Study design: Nurses annotated the starting and ending times of KC for three months. The
pre-KC, during-KC, and post-KC data were retrieved in infants with at least 10 accurately
annotated KC sessions. Eight HRV features (five in the time domain and three in the frequency
domain) were used to visually and statistically compare the pre-KC and during-KC periods.
Two of these features, capturing the percentage of heart rate decelerations and the extent of
heart rate decelerations, were newly developed for preterm infants.
Results: A total of 191 KC sessions were investigated in 11 preterm infants. Despite
clinically irrelevant changes in vital signs, six of the eight HRV features (SD of normal-tonormal intervals, root mean square of the SD, percentage of consecutive normal-to-normal
intervals that differ by > 50 ms, SD of heart rate decelerations, high-frequency power, and
low-frequency/high-frequency ratio) showed a visible and statistically significant difference
(p-value < 0.01) between stable periods of KC and pre-KC. HRV was reduced during KC
owing to a decrease in the extent of transient heart rate decelerations.
Conclusion: HRV-based features may be clinically useful for capturing the dynamic changes
in autonomic regulation in response to KC and other changes in environment and state.
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INTRODUCTION
Kangaroo care (KC) refers to a period of direct skin-to-skin contact in which infants are
placed in the prone position on a parent’s naked chest. KC is considered safe and has
been reported to reduce morbidity and mortality, even in extremely preterm infants1,2. It is
associated with important physiological benefits, including promoting quiet sleep, enhancing
thermoregulation, and reducing crying/fussy behavior3, and it can mitigate physiological
responses to procedural pain4,5.
This indicates that parental co-regulation is superior to regulation within the incubator
environment and that KC positively influences autonomic regulation6. The ability to track
and quantify any changes that occur because of KC may aid in detecting and establishing
patterns of improved regulation in preterm infants and may offer opportunities to enhance
neurodevelopmental care and homeostatic regulation.
The role of the autonomic nervous system in controlling homeostatic regulation can be
evaluated by tracking cardiorespiratory variables, including heart rate (HR), respiratory rate
(RR), oxygen saturation (SpO2), and temperature. Previous studies have shown that these
variables remain stable during KC7, supporting the conclusion that KC is safe; however, this
finding in itself does not provide insight into the underlying physiological changes triggered
by KC.
The physiological phenomenon of HR variability (HRV, defined as the variation in intervals
between consecutive heartbeats) can provide additional physiological insight into these
regulatory changes. HRV reflects the dynamic, rapidly occurring changes in autonomic
regulation caused by the primary systems controlling the HR. In addition to humoral factors,
the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) and the parasympathetic nervous system (PSNS) can
influence HR instantly, that is, from beat to beat8,9. Multiple features analyzing these beatto-beat changes have been constructed and studied in adults, with at least some consensus
regarding their interpretation. For instance, the SD of the R-R peak intervals reflects overall
variability, whereas differences in successive R-R intervals largely reflect PSNS activity8. HRV
has been less thoroughly explored in neonates, however.
Moreover, the behavior of the neonatal heart, particularly in the premature neonate, is
significantly different from that of the adult heart, reflecting underlying differences in autonomic
regulation. This suggests that interpretations of HRV-based features in neonates may differ from
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those of adults9,10. For example, unlike adults, neonates display a significantly larger range of
variation in HR and RR and are prone to both acute tachycardia and bradycardia9,11, suggesting
that HRV features should account for this intrinsically different aspect of neonatal physiology.
Although KC has been shown to enhance autonomic maturation12, to date few studies have
examined the dynamic changes in HRV during KC, notably without consensus on the findings
13,14
. No studies have visualized changes in HRV during KC and compared it with HRV while
the neonate was in the incubator. We hypothesized that regulatory changes in preterm infants
could be captured using HRV-based features. We used HRV-based features to track regulatory
changes that occur as a result of KC, a period of improved regulation. We also analyzed HR,
RR, SpO2, and temperature to provide a holistic perspective on regulation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The Máxima Medical Center has an 18-bed, level III, tertiary NICU with private rooms in which
KC is practiced routinely. Parents are encouraged to perform KC for durations of 60 minutes
or longer. Routine patient monitoring continues during KC, including electrocardiography
(ECG), HR, RR (using impedance pneumography), SpO2, and temperature (measured in
the diaper). The patient monitors (IntelliVue MX 800; Philips, Germany) have the provision
to save the variable data (HR, RR, SpO2, and temperature; one value every minute) and the
three-lead ECG data (sampled at 125 Hz) of the past 72 hours of measurement. Notably,
ECG sampled at 125 Hz has proven to be sufficient for determining HRV-based features15.
For this study, nurses annotated all KC sessions by recording the start time (placement on
parental chest) and the end time (placement into the incubator) of kangarooing for each
session over a three-month period between August and October 2015. This study was part of
a comprehensive observational perinatal monitoring research program (IMPULS 1) conducted
at the Máxima Medical Center, in collaboration with the Eindhoven University of Technology
and Philips Research. The local Ethical Committee provided approval.
We selected neonates with more than 10 annotated KC sessions within the study period, to
account for intrapatient variability and maturational differences. This yielded 220 KC sessions
from 11 neonates (six male and five female). We excluded KC sessions in which infants were
mechanically ventilated or diagnosed with an infection, a congenital anomaly, or a severe
brain pathology (periventricular leukomalacia or intraventricular hemorrhage grade III/IV).
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In addition, the KC sessions had to last one hour or longer, have data for at least one hour
in the pre-KC and post-KC periods, and not overlap with the post-KC/pre-KC period of
another KC session within the same infant. Table 1 characterizes the patient metadata at birth
(first two rows) and across the KC sessions in this study.
Table 1. Patient characteristics at birth and on the days corresponding to KC sessions
Median

25th percentile

75th percentile

Gestational age (weeks)

28.3

26.2

29.0

Birth weight (g)

Characteristics

950

836

1273

No. of KC sessions in each infant

9

9

24.2

Duration of KC sessions (min)

83

70

106.5

No. of days first till last KC session

16

10.5

30

PMA during the first KC session

28.6

27

29.6

PMA for all KC sessions

30.1

28.7

31.1

18

10

24.2

Postnatal day for all KC sessions

Abbreviations: KC, Kangaroo care; PMA, Postmenstrual age

To observe regulatory changes in infants as a result of KC, we compared HRV features visually
and statistically for the pre-KC and during-KC periods. For the purpose of visualization,
we chose to retrieve data for the 60 minutes before KC, for the variable duration of KC,
and for the 60 minutes after KC. Because the duration of KC was variable, but at least 60
minutes long, the first 30 minutes and the last 30 minutes of each KC session were retained
for visualizations (Figure 1).
For statistical analyses of parameter data (vital signs) and HRV features, stable epochs were
determined in the pre-KC and during-KC periods (Figure 1). We determined that the first 30
minutes of the pre-KC epoch are stable, whereas in the last 30 minutes, nursing care events,
such as diaper changes, occur with or without parental assistance. The period of KC itself was
assumed stable after 15 minutes, allowing for the decay of any physiological changes arising
from the transition. Therefore, the first 30 minutes of the pre-KC period were compared
with the 30-minute epoch in between the 16th and 45th minutes of KC (displayed as the 76th105th minutes of continuous data in Figure 1). The median and interquartile ranges for the
mean values of the HRV features corresponding to these 30-minute epochs were calculated.
The variable values of HR, RR, SpO2, and temperature were sampled every minute and
required no further processing. The median and interdecile range of the mean values of the
stable 30-minute epochs from the pre-KC and during KC periods were calculated.
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During-KC

60 min. pre-KC

60 min. post-KC

1st 30 min of KC Last 30 min of KC

B

A
20

40

80
Tx

1-30 min.

100+ΔT

Variable Time
Period

140+ΔT

160+ΔT

Ty

76-105 min.

th

th

Statistical
comparison

Figure 1. An illustration of the methodology. The pre-Kangaroo care and post-KC sessions are 60
minutes long. The duration of KC can vary (first 30 minutes + ΔT + last 30 minutes), and thus the
first 30 minutes and the last 30 minutes of KC are used for visualization. Tx and Ty represent the
time to transfer the baby from the incubator to parental chest and vice versa. A refers to the first
minute on the parent’s chest; B to the first minute back in the incubator. The first 30 minutes of
data (pre-KC period) and the 76th to 105th minutes of data (during KC) are used as stable epochs for
statistical comparisons.

We used a peak detection algorithm to detect the R-wave peaks in the ECG recordings
and calculate the R-R intervals, also called normal-to-normal intervals (NN intervals),
corresponding to the time intervals between successive normal heartbeats (e.g., not
ectopic)16. As a first step, we built normalized histograms for the concatenated pre-KC,
during KC, and post-KC periods for visualizing the variations in NN intervals. We did
this using a bin size of 20 ms; NN intervals < 200 ms and > 600 ms were rejected on
an empirical basis. Consecutively, time domain features were obtained by calculating the
SD of the NN intervals (SDNN), the root mean square of the successive differences in
NN intervals (RMSSD) and the percentage of consecutive NN intervals that differed by
> 50 ms (pNN50) every minute using data from the previous five minutes.
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Consecutively, because transient repetitive HR decelerations are potentially a sign of distress/
illness17,18, yet still a component that increases HRV, we developed a feature that we call percentage
of decelerations (pDec), defined as the percentage of NN intervals longer than the mean NN
interval of the previous five minutes. This feature aims at explicitly extracting variations in HRV
arising from decelerations. The magnitude of decelerations (because HR decelerating to 120
bpm differs from deceleration to 60 bpm) was captured in the SD of deceleration (SDDec),
which is defined as the SD of all NN intervals that contribute to pDec.
We also performed frequency domain analysis after resampling the NN intervals at a frequency
of 20 Hz along a uniform time axis using linear interpolation and calculating the discrete Fourier
transform each minute using a moving average window of five minutes on detrended data. In
adults, low frequency (LF) variation reflects SNS-driven baroreceptor activity, and high frequency
(HF) variation captures the vagally mediated respiratory sinus arrhythmia, resulting in an LF/
HF ratio reflective of the sympathovagal balance. We calculated the LF power, HF power, and
LF/HF ratio after defining the LF and HF bands as 0.04-0.15 Hz and 0.40-1.5 Hz, respectively.
Table 2 provides an overview of the eight HRV features that we used and their corresponding
physiological interpretations in adults.
We calculated the mean ± SEM values every minute for all HRV features using a moving average
window of five minutes. Because there can be differences in baseline values between different
infants or between different KC sessions within the same infant (e.g., because of maturation),
we performed baseline removal by subtracting the mean value of each feature in the first 30
minutes of pre-KC from its corresponding time series.
Statistical analyses
We compared the differences in the mean values of the variable data, and the HRV features
corresponding to the stable epochs of the pre-KC and during-KC periods using the twosided paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test. We used a left-tailed Wilcoxon rank-sum test for the
concatenated pre-KC and during-KC NN intervals to test the hypothesis that the median
NN intervals were higher during KC (i.e., lower HR). A p-value value of 0.01 was considered
significant.
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Table 2. Overview of the HRV-features used in this study and their physiological implications in
adults
HRV
feature

Unit

Description

Physiological implication in
adults8,9

SDNN

ms

The standard deviation of the NNintervals within a time-window.

Reflects overall variability and
represents the beat-to-beat control
mechanisms of both the SNS and
the PSNS systems.

RMSSD

ms

The square root of the mean of the
squares of successive differences
between adjacent NN-intervals
within a time-window.

Reflects high-frequency variations,
predominantly responds to changes
in vagal tone, especially respiratory
associated changes.

pNN50

%

Percentage of adjacent NN-intervals
differing by more than 50 ms within
a time-window.

Reflects high-frequency variations,
predominantly responds to changes
in vagal tone, especially respiratory
associated changes.

LF

ms2

Low-frequency power in a timewindow.

Changes associated with baroreflex
(mostly a sympathetic reflex).

HF

ms2

High-frequency power in a timewindow.

Changes associated with respiration
(mostly a parasympathetic reflex).

LF/HF

n.u.

The ratio of LF to HF power

Sympathovagal balance

pDec

%

Percentage of NN-intervals that
are longer than the mean of NNintervals within a time-window.

New feature; Captures decelerations
in HR.

SDDec

ms

The standard deviation of NNintervals that are longer than the
mean of NN-intervals within a
time-window.

New feature; Captures extent of
decelerations.

Abbreviations: HRV, heart rate variability; SDNN, standard deviation of normal-to-normal interval
(NN), RMSSD, root mean square of successive difference; pNN50, percentage of successive NNintervals that differ more than 50ms; pDec, percentage decelerations; SDDec, standard deviation of
deceleration; LF, low frequency; HF, high frequency; LF/HF, low frequency high frequency ratio;
n.u., normalized unit
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RESULTS
We analyzed data from the 30-minute stable epochs during KC for changes in vital signs and
HRV features compared with the pre-KC incubator period, in a total of 191 KC sessions
provided to 11 preterm infants. For vital signs, small changes were seen in HR and RR (p-value
< 0.01). For the pre-KC and during-KC epochs, the median (interdecile) values for HR were
159 (146-170) and 156 (145-167), respectively, and 49 (42-62) and 47(38-61), respectively,
for RR.
The normalized histograms of the NN intervals corresponding to the periods of the
concatenated pre-KC, during-KC, and post-KC data are shown in Figure 2. Overall, there
was a greater percentage of shorter NN intervals in the pre-KC period than in the during-KC
period (p-value < 0.001).

Percentage of total NN-intervals (%)

16
preKC
duringKC
postKC

14

9

12
10
8
6
4
2
0
0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4

0.45

0.5

NN interval (sec)
Figure 2. Normalized histograms of the pre-KC (blue), during-KC (red), and post-KC (green)
NN intervals for the concatenated kangaroo care sessions. There are significantly more short NN
intervals in the pre-KC period (p-value < 0.001, Wilcoxon rank-sum test), suggesting a higher HR
during this period.
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Our detailed analysis of the dynamic changes in NN intervals in response to KC using the
eight HRV features for the pre-KC period, the first 30 minutes of KC, the last 30 minutes
of KC, and the post-KC period is shown in Figure 3. All features responded notably to the
transition from the incubator to the parent’s chest and vice versa. Six of the eight features (all
but pDec and LF power) showed a significant change between the pre-KC and during-KC
periods (p-value < 0.01) (Table 3).
Table 3. The median and interquartile ranges for HRV-features corresponding to the stable pre-KC
and during-KC periods
HRV-features

Pre-KC

During KC

p-value

SDNN (ms)

42 [21-79]

29 [18-65]

0.0025

RMSSD (ms)

40 [15-79]

25 [12-53]

0.0001

pNN50 (%)

2.3 [0.5-10.3]

1.3 [0.3-5.3]

0.0036

39 [29-45]

39 [30-45]

0.70

pDec (%)
SDDec (ms)

60 [26-157]

41 [19-124]

0.0003

LF-power (ms2)

781 [168-4486]

459 [110-2470]

0.0154

HF-power (ms2)

513 [64-1877]

165 [37-1311]

0.0001

2.8 [1.6-4.9]

3.5 [1.8-6.7]

0.0001

LF/HF ratio (n.u.)

Legend: As the transition from the incubator to the parental chest may affect physiology, the 30-min
period between the 16-45th min from the start of KC (=during KC) is considered to be stable and
used for statistical comparisons (two-sided paired Wilcoxon signed rank test) with the stable 30-minute
period at the start of pre-KC. Abbreviations: HRV, heart rate variability; KC, Kangaroo care; SDNN,
standard deviation of normal-to-normal intervals (NN), RMSSD, root mean square of successive
differences between NN-intervals; pNN50, percentage of successive NN-intervals that differ by more
than 50ms; pDec, percentage decelerations; SDDec, standard deviation of decelerations; LF, low
frequency; HF, high frequency; LF/HF, low frequency to high frequency ratio; n.u., normalized units.
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Figure 3. Time series representing the mean ± SEM of the eight HRV features for the pre-kangaroo
care (KC) period (T1), the first 30 minutes of KC (T2), the last 30 minutes of KC (T3), and the postKC period (T4). The vertical line between T2 and T3 is a gap of variable length because KC durations
can exceed 60 minutes. Tx and Ty represent the periods of transfer from the incubator to the parental
chest and vice versa. The y-axes represent the normalized values of HRV features. A. SDNN; B.
RMSSD; C. pNN50; D. pDec; E. SDDec; F. LF power; G. HF power; H. LF/HF.
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DISCUSSION
In this study, we analyzed the effect of KC on features of HRV by investigating 191 KC
sessions in 11 preterm infants. Six features, the SDNN, RMSSD, pNN50, SDDec, HF power,
and LF/HF showed statistically significant and clearly visible differences in the during-KC
period compared with the pre-KC period, and changes in vital signs were small and clinically
irrelevant. Although stable vital signs during KC have been reported previously1,2,7, our study
used HRV to show changes in autonomic regulation as a result of KC.
KC is a highly comfortable period for both the baby and the parent, and thus it is assumed to
represent a state of improved regulation in an infant1,2,4–7. The time domain measures of HRV
(SDNN, RMSSD, and pNN50; Table 2) decreased during KC. This was remarkable, given
that in adults, a decrease in overall HRV is associated with greater cardiovascular morbidity
and mortality9. However, cardiorespiratory physiology in preterm infants differs greatly from
that in adults; for example, preterm infants are prone to rapid and transient HR decelerations,
which can lead to a flawed interpretation of overall HRV. Figure 2 indirectly supports this
concept; even though HR was higher in the pre-KC period (i.e., a larger number of short
NN intervals), there was a similar number of longer NN intervals, suggesting the presence
of extensive decelerations.
Moreover, previous studies in the context of detecting neonatal sepsis have shown that
abnormal HR characteristics include transient HR decelerations in addition to the normal
variability19. To capture these effects, we constructed two new features, the pDec, and the
SDDec, to study the number and extent of decelerations, along with using existing features
to study overall HRV. Although the percentage of decelerations (pDec) remained remarkably
similar in the during-KC and pre-KC periods, the magnitude of deceleration (SDDec)
decreased during KC. This finding suggests that fewer instances of extreme, transient
bradycardia result in a decrease in overall HRV (SDNN, RMSSD, and pNN50) during KC.
Notably, more extreme decelerations can be seen during the stressful period corresponding
to patient handling just preceding the start of KC and both periods of transfer.
We hypothesize that this instability leads to higher HRV as a result of an immature autonomic
nervous system and a dominant SNS that tends to overshoot during autoregulation. The SNS
is a slower-acting system, normally prevailed by the quicker, cholinergic, myelinated PSNS
innervation8. The dominance of the SNS after preterm birth has been reported previously
and is most likely a result of the delayed maturation of certain PSNS branches (peaking
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at 31-38 weeks of gestational age and maturing beyond term)9,20–22. In addition, chronic
exposure to stress in the NICU also might lead to a dominant SNS23. In neonates, chronic
stress has been shown to disturb the stress axis functioning, likely causing an overactive and
unstable sympathetic system6,24,25. The assumption that higher levels of HRV reflect instability
is supported by the fact that the SDNN, RMSSD, pNN50, and SDDec values appeared to be
highest during the second one-half of the pre-KC period, a period in which patient handling
frequently occurs.
We speculate that the immediate decrease in these HRV features during KC may be caused
by a switch in the neural mechanisms responsible for regulating the neurobehavioral state to
deal with environmental challenges, previously reported as the Porges polyvagal theory26,27.
Two primitive mechanisms appear to be active in the pre-KC period. These involve the
dorsal branch of the vagus (unmyelinated), responding to challenges with immobilization
and freezing of regulatory systems, and the SNS, which is necessary for the ‘fight or flight’
mode, but suboptimal for subtle regulation. A third mechanism, uniquely mammalian, involves
a myelinated branch of the vagus and thus enables rapid regulation of cardiac output. The
decreases in SDNN, RMSSD, pNN50, and SDDec seen during KC (Table 2) may represent
the rapid transition from the dominant unmyelinated PSNS and the SNS to the more stable
regulation offered by the myelinated vagus in response to parental co-regulation. The
myelinated vagus is also neuroanatomically linked to other cranial nerves that are responsible
for regulating social engagement and for responding to challenges by engaging in calming/
soothing behavior through social communication27. The existence of a rapid parasympathetic
vagal reflex has been reported even in extremely preterm infants28. The higher time domain
HRV values with increasing gestational age reported in multiple longitudinal studies could
also be the result of a developmental shift in the balance between these mechanisms29,30.
This study challenges the interpretation of HRV features in the frequency domain for
preterm infants. For instance, in adults, the HF power is believed to reflect vagal activity
from the myelinated branches, whereas in preterm infants, the balance between myelinated
and unmyelinated vagal activity might be altered. In a study in which atropine, a PSNS blocker,
was administered to 12 preterm infants aged 26-32 weeks, the LF power decreased more
than the HF power28. This suggests that in preterm infants, the PSNS makes a relatively
large contribution in the LF, requiring a different interpretation of LF/HF. In the present
study, LF/HF increased during KC, in contrast to what would have been expected in adults.
The HF power decreased significantly, likely because decelerations were less extreme and
contributed fewer HF components to the total signal. These findings and the results of
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previous studies suggest that in preterm infants, relaxation or the sympathovagal balance
is not captured by the LF/HF ratio13,28,31,32. It is also possible that an increased sympathetic
drive in response to KC could account for the rise in LF/HF; however, numerous reports of
increased parasympathetic behavior in response to KC suggest otherwise1,2,4–7.
Other research investigating HRV in preterm infants (with or without additional stimuli,
like a heel prick) supports our findings in the frequency domain for routine KC13,14,32–34.
Nonetheless, this study has several limitations that need to be taken into account. Changes
in sleep stages could have contributed to the HRV changes22,35, although the rapid onset of
HRV alterations after transfers suggests otherwise. We assume that changes in blood pressure
and the change in position from the incubator to KC are covariates that are more relevant.
In addition, mothers often start preparing for ending KC before the transfer by waking
up, changing position, calling the nurse, and other actions. We believe that this is why the
last period of KC (leading up to Ty; Figure 3) shows a dampened response. Despite these
limitations, KC might be a well-controlled setting for observational studies investigating HRV
in a NICU. Another limitation is the possibility of timing errors in the nurse annotations of
KC. In addition, responses to KC might depend on the sex of the infant, whether KC was
performed by the mother or the father, and on the infant’s age. Because HRV values vary
with age (both gestational and postnatal), it is difficult to interpret them in a heterogeneous
population without correction for maturation8. Nonetheless, in this study, each infant was his
or her own control, and changes in HRV rather than absolute values were studied. Finally,
infants did not contribute equal numbers of KC sessions to the study, potentially skewing
the findings because of habituation to KC. However, even after removing the contributions
of infants one at a time, HRV features responded to KC in a similar fashion. Moreover, the
baseline removal carried out for all features inherently adjusts for interpatient and intrapatient
differences in the baseline.
Our findings suggest that it is possible to track changes in autonomic regulation across periods
of KC and quantitatively establish states of increased comfort. In the future, this technique
has the potential for use as a comfort tracker. Moreover, the visualization of a physiological
response to KC allows nurses to promote KC and increase the involvement of the family.
Furthermore, as can be seen from the HRV features in Figure 3, there appears to be a lasting
impact of KC even after the infant is moved from the parent’s chest to the incubator, an
important topic for future studies.
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CONCLUSION
In this study, we used features based on HRV to quantify and visualize changes in regulation
as a result of KC. We developed two new features to independently study the contribution
of transient decelerations to HRV. We found significant changes in HRV during KC relative
to the pre-KC period, despite clinically insignificant changes in vital signs.

9
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Chapter 10
The Cardiorespiratory Response of Preterm Infants to
Mechanically Simulated Kangaroo Care

Reproduced after: Deedee Kommers*, Rohan Joshi*, Carola van Pul, Loe Feijs, Sidarto
Bambang Oetomo, Peter Andriessen. Unlike Kangaroo care, mechanically simulated
Kangaroo care does not change heart rate variability in preterm neonates, Early Human
Development, 2018; 121(June):27–32. *Equal contribution.

ABSTRACT
Background: While numerous positive effects of Kangaroo care (KC) have been reported,
the duration that parents can spend kangarooing is often limited.
Aim: To investigate whether a mattress that aims to mimic breathing motion and the sounds
of heartbeats (BabyBe GMBH, Stuttgart, Germany) can simulate aspects of KC in preterm
infants as measured by features of heart rate variability (HRV).
Methods: A within-subject study design was employed in which every routine KC session
was followed by a BabyBe (BB) session, with a washout period of at least two hours in
between. Nurses annotated the start and end times of KC and BB sessions. Data from the
pre-KC, KC, post-KC, pre-BB, BB and post-BB were retrieved from the patient monitor via
a data warehouse. Five time-domain features of HRV were used to compare both types of
intervention. Two of these features, the percentage of decelerations (pDec) and the standard
deviation of decelerations (SDDec), were developed in a previous study to capture the
contribution of transient heart rate decelerations to HRV, a measure of regulatory instability.
Results: A total of 182 KC and 180 BabyBe sessions were analyzed in 20 preterm infants.
Overall, HRV decreased during KC and after KC. Two of the five features showed a decrease
during KC, and all features decreased in the post-KC period (p-value ≤ 0.01). The BB mattress
as employed in this study did not affect HRV.
Conclusion: Unlike KC, a mattress that attempts to mimic breathing motion and heartbeat
sounds does not affect HRV of preterm infants.
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INTRODUCTION
Kangaroo care (KC) refers to a period in which a diaper-clad infant is lying prone on a naked
caregiver’s chest, in direct skin-to-skin contact. It is a frequently used intervention in preterm
infants since it reduces morbidity and mortality and is safe, even in infants who are born
very prematurely1. KC is associated with multiple physiological benefits such as improved
regulation of temperature and sleep2–5.
Previous research demonstrated that features of heart rate variability (HRV) could capture
regulatory changes taking place during KC6. HRV reflects the dynamic, rapidly occurring
changes in autonomic regulation caused by the primary physiological systems controlling the
heart rate – the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) and the parasympathetic nervous system
(PSNS). These neuronal pathways can modulate heart rate from one beat to another in
response to environmental changes7,8. In preterm infants, this beat-to-beat variability decreases
during KC, owing to a decrease in the magnitude of transient heart rate decelerations, a feature
reflective of regulatory instability6. In other words, in preterm infants, KC improves regulation
despite their physiologically immature autonomic nervous system.
To enhance KC, hospitals strive to increase kangarooing by coaching parents about its
importance9. Also, the industry aims to develop devices intended for facilitating, augmenting
and simulating aspects of KC. Examples of these potentially include KC chairs, KC vests,
and products using parental or familiar scents and those that generate biological sounds,
as well as mattresses that can generate breathing-like motion10. In theory, such devices,
aiming to simulate aspects of KC can play a role in improving regulation in preterm infants.
Such devices might be especially important when parents are unable to spend sufficient
time kangarooing, for various reasons, for instance, due to long distances from home to
hospital and limited parental leave after birth, or back-to-work obligations11. While it is well
accepted that decreasing exposure of neonates to noxious stimuli such as handling, light,
and noise improves outcomes12, at present, there is insufficient evidence to suggest that
stimuli reminiscent of parental presence or the fetal environment are beneficial and should be
incorporated into routine clinical practice10. However, as devices using such stimuli become
more commonly available, formal quantitative and qualitative analyses will be required to
ascertain their usefulness in improving neonatal care.
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One such CE-certified device is the BabyBe (BabyBe GMBH, Stuttgart, Germany), a mattress
that aims to mimic the sounds of heartbeats and the motion of a breathing chest13. Since
HRV predictably responds to KC, we conducted a study to investigate whether the BabyBe
can simulate KC as measured by features of HRV.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Clinically stable preterm infants, born between 26–34 weeks gestational age and admitted to
the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) of Máxima Medical Centre from October 2016 –
March 2017 were incorporated into the study at the earliest suitable occasion after admission.
Exclusion criteria were any serious clinical conditions at the time of inclusion (e.g., sepsis,
necrotizing enterocolitis), conditions that interfered with breathing (mechanical ventilation),
and severe brain pathology (intraventricular hemorrhage grade III/IV or cystic periventricular
leukomalacia). Since, aside from providing an alternative (CE-certified) mattress, the study was
of an observational nature, the medical ethical committee provided a waiver in accordance
with the Dutch law on medical research with humans (WMO). Written informed consent was
obtained from parents for allowing their baby to be cared for on a BabyBe mattress. Table 1
characterizes the study participants.
Table 1. Patient characteristics at birth and on the days corresponding to intervention (KC and
BabyBe)
Characteristics

Median

25th percentile

75th percentile

Gestational age (weeks)

29.0

27.6

30.6

Birth weight (g)

1267

1030

1437

No. of KC sessions in each infant

9

5.5

11

Duration of KC sessions (min)

100

81

124

PMA during the first KC session (weeks)

30.6

29.8

31.4

PMA for all KC sessions (weeks)

31.3

30.6

32.0

Postnatal age during KC (days)

11

5.5

26

Duration of data collection period (days)*

6

4.5

10.5

Abbreviations: KC, Kangaroo care; PMA, Postmenstrual age
* Defined as the number of days between the first and the last days of the intervention

For infants who were included in the study, the routine mattress was replaced by the BB
mattress (shown in Figure 1) for the entire duration of the study. The BB mattress is a medical
device (class 1) that attempts to simulate breathing motion and the sounds of heartbeats
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passively by periodically inflating air bladders that are incorporated within the mattress13.
For simulating breathing, two lung-shaped air bladders are sinusoidally inflated at a rate of
13 cycles per minute, corresponding to the typical breathing rate of an adult at rest. For the
heartbeats, an air bladder (in between the lung-shaped air bladders) is biphasically inflated and
deflated at a frequency of 68 cycles per minute to mimic the lub-dub sounds of a heartbeat (57
dB). Notably, the inflation of this air bladder is audible but not palpable. When the mattress
is switched off, it does not move nor sound. The mattress was only switched on during the
periods of intended use after KC.
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Figure 1. The BabyBe mattress incorporates two lung-like air bladders for mimicking chest motion
and a smaller, annular air bladder in the middle for mimicking heartbeat sounds. The air bladders
are attached to two tubes (one for the two lung-shaped air bladders (blue) and one for the round air
bladder (white) that exit the mattress to be connected to the control module which is responsible for
inflating and deflating the bladders at the appropriate frequency.

Since KC visibly changes HRV, we designed a study to explore whether the simulation of
parental presence by the BB mattress exerts a similar effect. Nurses were asked to switch
on the BB mattress two hours after every KC session. This washout period of two hours
allows for any lasting effect of KC to wear off. Since, on average, KC sessions in our unit
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are approximately 90 minutes long, nurses were asked to leave the BB mattress on for 90
minutes as well. For every KC and BB-session, nurses annotated the start and end-times. This
within-subject design controlled for inter-individual differences in HRV due to for instance
gender, gestational age and postmenstrual age. Each infant was included in the study until
approximately ten KC, and BabyBe sessions were obtained, which on average took a week.
As is also described in a previous publication, all KC sessions that were shorter than 60
minutes were excluded from the analysis since a 30-minute stable period was required during
KC for statistical comparisons and to reduce effects of transfers from and to the incubator6.
Similarly, BB sessions that were shorter than 60 minutes or which started within two hours of
the last KC-session were excluded. All patient monitor data, including the electrocardiography
(ECG) waveform sampled at 250 Hz, were automatically logged in a data warehouse (PIIC
iX, Data Warehouse Connect, Philips Medical Systems, Andover, MA) from which it was
retrospectively extracted for analysis.
To observe regulatory changes in infants as a result of the intervention, be it KC or stimulation
by the BB mattress, ECG waveforms were retrieved from the data warehouse for three periods:
the 60 minutes before the intervention, the period of intervention and 60 minutes after the
intervention. From this data, the features of HRV were extracted, which are graphically
displayed and statistically analyzed, as shown in Figure 2 and Tables 2 and 3. Since nursing care
often occurs immediately before KC, the first 30 minutes of the pre-KC period is considered
to be a representative, stable or nascent period. This 30-minute epoch is compared to a stable
30-minute epoch during KC, defined as the 16-45th minute of KC – corresponding to the
75-105th minute of data in the timeline. Since even for the shortest KC sessions (60 minutes),
the start and end time of this KC-epoch are 15 minutes away from the transition from the
incubator to the parental chest and vice versa, this epoch is considered stable. A detailed
discussion motivating this choice is provided elsewhere6. The stable 30-minute epoch in the
pre-KC period is also compared to a 30-minute epoch in the post-KC period. This epoch was
chosen to be the 16-45th minute of the post-KC period, also to minimalize any effects of the
transition from the parental chest to the incubator. For the BB intervention, equivalent epochs
were chosen (Figure 2). However, it should be noted that since this was an observational
study, no restraints were placed on the timings of nursing care and therefore these did not
necessarily occur in the 30 minutes before the mattress was switched on.
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60 min. pre-KC

During KC

60 min. post-KC
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A
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Statistical
comparisons

At least 120 min.

During BB
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Statistical
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Figure 2. An illustration of the methodology. The blue square illustrates the period related to
Kangaroo care (KC), the pink square illustrates the period related to the BabyBe (BB) session. The
pre-KC, post-KC, pre-BabyBe (BB) and post-BB sessions are 60 minutes long. The duration of KC
and BB sessions can vary (first 30 minutes + ∆T1 or ∆T3 + last 30 minutes) and therefore the first
30 and last 30 minutes are used for visualization. The period between the end of the KC period and
the onset of the BabyBe is at least 120 minutes, but this can also vary (∆T2). Tx and Ty represent
the time to transfer the baby from the incubator to parental chest and vice versa. A refers to the
first minute on the parent’s chest, B to the first minute back in the incubator. The first 30 minutes
of the pre-intervention periods and the 16th to 45th minute of during and post-intervention periods,
corresponding to 76th to 105th and the 135 + ∆T1 – 165 + ∆T1 minutes of data are used as stable
epochs for statistical comparisons.

Similar to a previous study, the mean and standard error of the mean (SEM) for features
of HRV were calculated every minute using a sliding window of five minutes from all
data corresponding to KC and BB sessions respectively. Normalization was performed by
subtracting the mean value of each feature in the first 30 minutes of the pre-KC and pre-BB
periods respectively from the duration of the corresponding recording, as detailed elsewhere6.
Additionally, the baseline heart rate defined as the mean value of the heart rate in the first 30
minutes of the pre-KC and the pre-BB periods were calculated.
In the current study, we used five time domain features of HRV – the standard deviation of
the NN-intervals (SDNN), the root mean square of the successive differences (RMSSD),
the percentage of NN-interval differences larger than 50 ms (pNN50), the percentage of
transient decelerations (pDec), and the standard deviation of decelerations (SDDec)6. A brief
description of these features is presented in Table 2. For a more detailed description, we refer
to Kommers et al. 20176.
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Table 2. Statistical testing and HRV values for the stable 30-minute epochs of the pre-KC, during-KC
and post-KC periods (median, [IQR])
HRV-feature

Implication

Pre-KC period

SDNN (ms)

Overall variability

21 [15-30]

RMSSD (ms)

High- freq variations

10 [6-19]

pNN50 (%)

High-freq variations

0.42 [0.14-1.5]

%Decel in HR

45 [40-50]

Extent of decel in HR

21 [12-38]

pDec (%)
SDDec (ms)

Abbreviations: freq, frequency; decel, decelerations; HR, heart rate
* Comparing pre and during KC periods. ** Comparing pre and post KC periods
Table 3. Statistical testing and HRV values for the stable 30-minute epochs of the pre-BB, during-BB
and post-BB periods (median, [IQR])
HRV-feature

Implication

Pre-BB period

SDNN (ms)

Overall variability

21 [15-30]

RMSSD (ms)

High- freq variations

9 [6-19]

pNN50 (%)

High-freq variations

0.37 [0.14-1.27]

% Decel in HR

46 [41-50]

Extent of decel. in HR

20 [12-39]

pDec (%)
SDDec (ms)

Abbreviations: freq, frequency; decel, decelerations; HR, heart rate
* Comparing pre and during BB periods. ** Comparing pre and post BB periods

Statistical analyses
All KC and BB sessions are considered separate events and differences between preintervention, intervention, and post-intervention periods are determined for all HRVfeatures. The median and interquartile ranges (IQR) for the mean values of the HRV features
corresponding to the stable 30-minute epochs in the pre-intervention, intervention, and postintervention periods for both KC and BabyBe were calculated. The baseline heartrates for the
pre-KC and the pre-BB interventions were described using median (IQR) as well. Statistical
comparisons were performed between the pre-intervention and during intervention epochs,
as well as the pre-intervention and post-intervention epochs, using the two-sided paired
Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. A p-value ≤ 0.01 was considered significant. The choice for using
median (IQR) values for HRV and the Wilcoxon test for statistical comparisons were based
on the fact that the underlying data were not necessarily normally distributed.
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During KC period

p-value*

Post-KC period

p-value**

18 [12-25]

0.0009

18 [13-24]

0.0005

8 [5-14]

0.0166

8 [5-13]

0.0001

0.36 [0.12-1.2]

0.74

0.32 [0.10-0.96]

0.01

46 [40-50]

0.90

47 [42-51]

0.006

17 [10-30]

0.0008

16 [10-27]

0.0018

During BB period

p-value*

Post-BB period

p-value**

21 [14-30]

0.17

21 [15-28]

0.14

9 [6-18]

0.82

10 [6-20]

0.39

0.41 [0.17-1.29]

0.36

0.59 [0.21-1.5]

0.26

45 [40-50]

0.41

45 [41-50]

0.43

21 [11-37]

0.77

19 [13-37]

0.38

10
RESULTS
A total of 182 KC and 180 BabyBe sessions were obtained from 20 preterm infants. The
dynamically occurring changes in HRV in response to KC and the BB mattress are shown in
Figure 3 using four features. The RMSSD is not shown due to its theoretical overlap with the
pNN50, as described in Tables 2 and 3.
During KC, a decrease in SDNN and SDDec can be observed, and these values remain low in
the post-KC period as well. Also, in the post-KC period the pNN50 is lower than in the preand during KC periods. Results of statistical analysis are shown in Table 2 and indicate that
these changes are statistically significant. Two of the five features, the SDNN and the SDDec,
showed a decrease between the pre-KC and KC period. All features showed a statistically
significant change between the pre-KC and post-KC periods. In all features, except pDec,
this change corresponded to a decrease.
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Figure 3. Time series of four HRV features during KC sessions (left) and BabyBe sessions (right).
Normalized mean ± SEM values are shown for the pre-intervention periods (0-59 min), the first 30 minutes
of the intervention period (60-89 min), the last 30 minutes of the intervention period (90-119 min), and
the post-intervention period (120-180 min). The y-axes represent normalized values of the SDNN (A1,
A2), pNN50 (B1, B2), SDDec (C1, C2) and pDec (D1, D2). Note that the RMSSD is not shown due to
its overlap with the pNN50 and SDDec precedes pDec to enhance the comparability of the time series.
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During BB sessions the overall HRV reflected by the SDNN, and the instability of autonomic
nervous system regulation reflected by the SDDec show a downward trend (Figure 3), but
this trend was not statistically significant (Table 3). None of the features showed a statistically
significant change between the pre-BB and BB epochs or between the pre-BB and post-BB
epochs. In summary, unlike KC, simulated KC using the BB mattress did not affect HRV. Of
note is that the median (IQR) values of the baseline heart rates corresponding to the pre-KC
and the pre-BB groups were very similar, 161.4 (154.5-166.9) and 163.9 (155.2-169.8) bpm
respectively.
HRV features changed notably during the transfer periods from the incubator to the parent’s
chest and vice versa. In contrast, merely switching the BabyBe mattress on and off did not
change HRV (Figure 3). Furthermore, during periods where infants were being kangarooed
or the BB mattress was used, routine feeding took place in 110 out of 182 and 79 out of 180
sessions respectively. Routine nurse handling did not occur during KC but occurred during
44 BB sessions as indicated with encircling the same on study forms. Exact timings were not
annotated and, due to the observational nature of the study, non-deterministic with regard
to the onset of the BB mattress.

DISCUSSION
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In this study, we analyzed the effect of using a mattress that aims to simulate breathing motion
and mimic the sound of heartbeats (BabyBe GMBH, Stuttgart, Germany) using features of
HRV. We compared the effect of using this mattress and contrasted it with KC in 20 preterm
infants. In total, 182 KC sessions and 180 BB sessions were analyzed using five-time domain
HRV features ― SDNN, RMSSD, pNN50, pDec, and SDDec. As in a previous study, HRV
decreased during and after KC6. However, unlike KC, the BB mattress did not affect HRV.
Kangaroo care, a comfortable period for both infant and parent, represents a state of
improved regulation in preterm infants2,3,5,6. The easily reproducible nature of KC makes it a
natural, controlled setting for studying how HRV responds to this intervention. As previously
described, it is remarkable that HRV decreases as a result of KC, given that in adults a decrease
in HRV is associated with greater cardiovascular morbidity and mortality8. Along the lines
of Porges’ Polyvagal theory, it was speculated that different neural mechanisms responsible
for regulating the neurobehavioral state to deal with environmental challenges could explain
this phenomenon14. The Polyvagal Theory states that the PSNS comprises two evolutionarily
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and functionally different subsystems, a primitive unmyelinated system, and a newer, uniquely
mammalian, myelinated system15. In addition to the SNS, these two sub-systems of the PSNS
are essential for autonomic regulation. The SNS generates a ‘fight or flight’ response, while the
uniquely mammalian branch of the PSNS responds to challenges by inhibiting SNS activity.
The primitive branches of the PSNS respond to challenges with immobilization and freezing
of regulatory systems. We speculated that the high baseline HRV in preterm infants (pre-KC,
pre-BB periods) is a result of their unique physiology, where the SNS and primitive PSNS are
dominant, resulting in regulatory instability including large variations in heart rate. KC and
associated parental co-regulation seem to trigger an immediate transition towards the more
stable regulation offered by the myelinated vagus6. The regulation offered by this branch of the
PSNS encourages the efficient use of energy and rapid regulation of cardiac output14,15. Two
specific features (pDec and SDDec) were used to test the hypothesis whether cardiac regulation
improves during KC by quantifying the contribution of transient heart rate decelerations to
HRV6. These features, reflective of regulatory instability, indeed decreased in response to KC.
In comparison with a previous study, the decrease in HRV during KC was less pronounced in the
current study6. However, despite being more modest, the decrease was attributable to a decrease
in SDDec, indicating increased regulatory stability during KC. We assume that this difference
is due to the higher age of the infants that participated in this study (on average more than two
weeks older and over 300g heavier at study participation). Since more mature infants are likely
to have a better developed PSNS, they seem to present with lower baseline regulatory instability
in the first place (median (IQR) values of SDDec were 60 ms (26-157) versus 21 ms (12-38)).
Even though the SDDec seems to decrease consistently over the course of kangarooing, the
SDNN and pNN50 remain stable. This stability could be a reflection of the contribution
of ‘healthy’ variation to the overall HRV (as is seen in adults when the PSNS is dominant)
generated by a more mature myelinated PSNS regulation in this population. Evidence of
vagal maturation with increasing PMA has frequently been reported, especially between 3040 weeks of age16–18.
In agreement with previous findings, these effects of parental co-regulation persist during
the post-KC period. In fact, in the current study, the decrease in HRV is most pronounced
post-KC. This finding is a natural consequence of the above – post-KC the HRV reduces
further because the contribution of healthy variation to the overall HRV ceases, while the
contribution due to regulatory instability is still lower than in the pre-KC period due to a
lasting effect of improved regulation.
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As opposed to the comfortable period of KC, the BB sessions did not affect HRV. We
reasoned that this could be due to dampening of the stimuli provided by the mattress. Bed
sheets and positioning materials that are placed over the mattress potentially dampen the
motion and sound, which competes with other environmental noise such as ventilator devices.
We did not measure either stimulus within the incubator. It is, therefore, possible that infants
never got a recognizable dose of either stimulus. However, our setup is typical for the use of
these devices in clinical practice.
Moreover, even if the breathing motions were felt and the simulated sounds of heartbeats
were heard, infants might not associate the inanimate, static and repetitive stimuli with their
biological counterparts which are a more complex, dynamic and potentially synchronous
interaction between the parent and the infant. In other words, KC is a dynamic, multisensory
experience and chest motion and heartbeat sounds are only two of the numerous stimuli
provided during KC19,20. Other stimuli, such as tactile, vocal, visual and olfactory stimulation
like a gentle touch, body heat, speech, breathing sounds, contours, body scent and potentially
the taste or smell of breast milk are absent in the BB mattress21–25. Individually, research has
shown positive influences of all these stimuli on preterm infants25–29, but those effects are
not as large as when the stimuli are combined during KC2,3,5. This might be because, during
KC, these separate, dynamic and reciprocal stimuli amplify each other’s positive effect30–33.
Other limitations should be taken into account as well. Due to the observational nature of this
study, feeding routinely took place during both BB and KC periods. Nurse handling, while not
performed during KC occurred during BB sessions. Also, the precision of nurse annotations
for the start and end time had a resolution of 1-2 minutes (and not seconds). Finally, during
BB sessions, babies were positioned according to routine caregiving, which in our NICU
entails both prone or lateral positioning and regular repositioning, whereas, during KC, babies
are always in the prone position. Nonetheless, the effect of KC on HRV remained in the
post-KC period, during which babies were also positioned according to routine caregiving.
Overall HRV offers a non-invasive, easy to use set of metrics to track autonomic regulation.
The KC setting provides a controlled and reproducible background to contrast the effect
on HRV due to a device mechanically simulating KC. This method of using HRV offers
a low threshold for use, and a scientific approach to determine the effectiveness of new
interventions in the NICU, interventions which, while beneficial, may not affect traditional
study outcomes such as weight gain, length of stay, etc. that require the mounting of large
and expensive clinical studies.
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CONCLUSION
In this study, we used features of HRV to compare changes in the autonomic regulation
of preterm infants as a result of KC, and of a mattress that attempts to mimic breathing
motion and heartbeat sounds (BabyBe GMBH, Stuttgart, Germany), two aspects of KC. HRV
decreased in response to KC, but not in response to the mattress. Such an approach of using
HRV can help determine the effectiveness of devices that are developed with the intent of
improving neonatal caregiving. In addition, it can help investigate differences in physiological
responses of infants to different clinical interventions.
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Chapter 11
Assessing the Effectiveness of Interventions in
Preterm Infants using Heart Rate Variability

Reproduced after: Deedee Kommers*, Rohan Joshi*, Carola van Pul, Loe Feijs, Sidarto
Bambang Oetomo, Peter Andriessen. Changes in autonomic regulation due to Kangaroo
care remain unaffected by using a swaddling device, Acta Pædiatrica, 2019;108(2):258–65.
*
Equal contribution.

ABSTRACT
Aim: To investigate the effects of a swaddling device known as the Hugsy (Hugsy, Eindhoven,
Netherlands) on improving autonomic regulation. This device can be used both in the incubator
and during Kangaroo care to absorb parental scent and warmth. After Kangaroo care, these
stimuli can continue to be experienced by infants while in the incubator. Additionally, a prerecorded heartbeat sound can be played.
Method: Autonomic regulation was compared in preterm infants before, during and after
Kangaroo care with and without the use of a swaddling device in a within-subject study carried
out in a level III NICU. Descriptive statistics and effect sizes were calculated corresponding to
changes in heart rate, respiratory rate, oxygen saturation, temperature, and heart rate variability
on intervention versus control days.
Results: In this study of 20 infants with a median (interquartile range) gestational age of 28.4
(27-29.9) weeks, Kangaroo care was associated with a decrease in heart rate, respiratory rate
and heart rate variability on both intervention and control days. There were no differences
between intervention and control days.
Conclusion: The use of an alternative swaddling device aimed at facilitating Kangaroo care
did not enhance autonomic regulation, as measured by vital signs and heart rate variability.
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INTRODUCTION
Preterm infants may be admitted to neonatal intensive care units (NICU) for long periods
of time, an environment that is stressful for infants, due to parent-infant separation, bright
lights, noise, iatrogenic interventions, and other unnatural stimuli1–3. Over the past decades,
it has been suggested that such early life experiences impair long-term neurodevelopmental
outcomes4. Correspondingly, interest in interventions to reduce pain and stress in NICUs
has increased.
In addition to pharmacological interventions such as analgesics5, a Cochrane review has
demonstrated that non-pharmacological pain management can have significant benefits as
well6. In that review, different types of non-pharmacological interventions, including Kangaroo
care, swaddling, parental presence and the use of maternal voice were investigated in over
3,000 preterm infants. Typically, the effects of interventions are determined by measuring
vital signs7–11 and based on this, the review found evidence to recommend Kangaroo care,
sucking-related interventions, and swaddling or facilitated tucking6. Several other studies have
also found promising effects of using sounds of parental heartbeat for reducing stress in
preterm infants7–11.
In this study, we investigated the effect of a swaddling device designed at the Eindhoven
University of Technology termed the Hugsy. It is designed for use, both in the incubator
as well as during Kangaroo care12. During Kangaroo care, the device is wrapped around
the parent and infant in a manner such that it folds around the parent’s axillary region and
is fastened across their back, to absorb scent and warmth optimally. These stimuli are then
transferred back into the incubator after Kangaroo care (Figures 1A and 1B). Also, the device
can play a pre-recorded sound of parental heartbeats. We analyzed both vital signs and heart
rate variability before, during and after Kangaroo care with and without the use of the
swaddling device to identify any potential benefits of augmenting Kangaroo care with the
use of such devices.
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Figure 1. Figure 1A (left) illustrates the use of the Hugsy during Kangaroo care. The recording of
the heartbeat and the heartbeat module are illustrated elsewhere12. Figure 1B illustrates the use of
the Hugsy as a scented swaddling blanket within the incubator. The speaker playing the heartbeat is
positioned in between the Hugsy and the mattress, in close proximity to the infant’s head.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient population
All preterm infants admitted to the NICU of Máxima Medical Centre, Veldhoven, the
Netherlands, from October 2016 – March 2017 were asked to participate at the earliest
appropriate occasion after admission. Infants were deemed eligible after they were
determined to be clinically stable by nurses. Exclusion criteria were any serious clinical
conditions at the time of inclusion, such as sepsis and necrotizing enterocolitis, mechanical
ventilation, and severe brain pathology defined as intraventricular hemorrhage grade III/
IV. Typically, in our hospital, all infants routinely receive Kangaroo care, and all parents
are encouraged to do so. Since, aside from using an alternative swaddling device, the study
was of an observational nature, the medical ethical committee provided a waiver (N16.101)
in accordance with the Dutch law on medical research with humans. Written parental
consent was obtained corresponding to each participating infant. The study participants
are characterized in Table 1.
Study design and swaddling device
This study was of a within-subject design, where intervention days were compared to
control days. On intervention days, a swaddling device was used during Kangaroo care
sessions as well as in the incubator 12. Therefore, in the post-Kangaroo care period,
infants were swaddled in the same device as during Kangaroo care (Figures 1A and 1B).
In the post-Kangaroo care period of one hour, the device’s speaker played the sound
of heartbeats at 30-35 dB and at a pre-recorded frequency of 1-1.5 Hz, corresponding
to the resting heart rate of the typical adult. This parental heart rhythm was recorded
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during the first Kangaroo care session of the study, for a period of 10 minutes. On
control days, infants received routine caregiving including Kangaroo care but without
using the swaddling device.
Table 1. Median and interquartile ranges (25th–75th percentile) of patient characteristics at birth and
during the study
Characteristics

Median

25th percentile

75th percentile

Gestational age (weeks)

28.4

27

29.9

Birth weight (g)

1015

870

1280

No. of KC sessions

5.5

3

7

Duration of KC sessions control days (min)

100

77

120

Duration of KC sessions intervention days (min)

90

74.5

112

PMA during the first KC session

30.6

29.6

31.4

Average PMA for all KC sessions

31

29.9

31.6

PNA during KC (days)

13

9

22

Duration of data collection (days)

8

6.5

8

Abbreviations: KC, Kangaroo care; PMA, post-menstrual age; PNA, post-natal age. PNA is the
number of days after birth. Duration of collection days is the number of days from the first day of
the study until the last day of the study

The study was designed to last eight days in each infant. Half the infants started with the
intervention, while the other half started with routine Kangaroo care (control days). Two
intervention days were alternated with two control days, twice in each infant (Figure 2). Nurses
were asked to annotate the start time (placement on parental chest) and end time (placement
into incubator) of Kangaroo care. Since the study was of an observational nature, routine
caregiving, including the frequency and duration of Kangaroo care remained unaffected.

48 hours 48 hours 48 hours 48 hours
N = 20

N = 10

1

H

-

C

-

H

-

C

Hugsy

N = 10

2

C

-

H

-

C

-

H

Figure 2. Study design: odd-numbered participants were part of group one and started with two
intervention days while even numbered participants were part of group two and started with two control
days. H reflects days on which the Hugsy was used (intervention days), and C reflects control days.
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Measurements; vital signs and heart rate variability
Routine patient monitoring including electrocardiography (ECG, 250 Hz) and the
recording of vital signs continued throughout the study. To analyze the potential effects
of Kangaroo care on intervention and control days, vital signs and ECG-data from the
one hour before, during and after Kangaroo care was extracted from a data warehouse
(PIIC iX, Data Warehouse Connect, Philips Medical Systems, Andover, MA). The vital
signs included heart rate, respiratory rate (using impedance pneumography), oxygen
saturation (using pulse oximetry), and diaper-based temperature recorded at a frequency
of one Hz. ECG-data were used to derive heart rate variability – the time intervals
between successive heartbeats.
Heart rate variability was calculated by using a peak detection algorithm to detect all R-peaks,
or heartbeats, in the ECG recordings13. Artifacts and ectopic beats were removed so that
only so-called normal heartbeats remained. Consecutively, beat-to-beat intervals, also
known as normal-to-normal (NN) intervals were determined13. On the basis of previous
research, we calculated four features of heart rate variability: the standard deviation of
all NN-intervals (SDNN), the root mean square of the successive difference between
NN-intervals (RMSSD), the percentage of NN-intervals corresponding to transient
decelerations (pDec) and the standard deviation of the NN-intervals corresponding to
transient decelerations (SDDec)14–16. The feature SDNN is believed to be reflective of
overall variability, whereas the RMSSD reflects short-term variability15. The features pDec
and SDDec are reflective of regulatory instability and are specifically designed to capture
heart rate decelerations, both transient decelerations as well as prolonged bradycardia16,17.
We calculated the mean value and the standard error of the mean (SEM) for these four
features of heart rate variability every minute, using data from the previous five minutes
to obtain a time series graph for each heart rate variability feature. Since for these time
series we were interested in the effect of Kangaroo care and not absolute values per se,
a normalization procedure or baseline removal was carried out by subtracting the mean
value of each feature in the first 30 minutes of the pre-Kangaroo care period from the
corresponding time series, as detailed in a prior publication16.
For statistical analyses of heart rate variability and vital signs, representative, or stable
epochs were defined to enable reliable comparison of differences in absolute values on
intervention days versus control days, similar to previous studies16,18.
In the pre-Kangaroo care period, the first 30 minutes were considered stable, whereas,
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for the periods of during and after Kangaroo care, the epochs corresponding to the 1645th minute were considered as stable and were used for statistical analyses (see Figure
3). A detailed discussion motivating this approach is provided in a previous publication16.
Briefly, the first 30 minutes of the pre-Kangaroo care period is a stable period since it is
free of routine nursing intervention. The 16-45th minute during Kangaroo care is stable
since infants have acclimatized to Kangaroo care after the transition from incubator
to the parental chest. Similarly, the 16-45th minute of the post-Kangaroo care period
is considered stable since infants have acclimatized to the incubator after the stress
of transition from the parental chest to the incubator. The mean values of the heart
rate variability features and vital signs were calculated for the stable 30-minute epochs
of each pre-Kangaroo care, during-Kangaroo care, and post-Kangaroo care period.
Consecutively, the median and interquartile ranges of these representative values were
determined for both the intervention and control arm of the study to analyze the effect
of Kangaroo care.

During-KC

60 min. pre-KC

60 min. post-KC

1st 30 min of KC Last 30 min of KC

B

A
20
1-30 min.
th

*

40

80
Tx

100+ΔT

Variable Time
Period

76-105 min.
th

140+ΔT
Ty

160+ΔT

136 + ΔT - 165 + ΔT min.

*

*

Figure 3. An illustration of the methodology employed in both intervention and control days.
The pre-Kangaroo care (KC) and post-KC sessions are 60 minutes long. The duration of KC can
vary (first 30 minutes + variable period as indicated with ∆T + last 30 minutes), and thus the first
30 minutes and the last 30 minutes of KC are always used for visualization. Tx and Ty represent
the periods of transfer from the incubator to the parental chest and vice versa. ‘A’ refers to the
first minute on the parent’s chest; ‘B’, to the first minute back in the incubator. Asterisks indicate
the stable epochs used for statistical comparisons between intervention and control days and for
calculating effect sizes.
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Statistical analyses
Statistical testing for differences in vital signs and heart rate variability features were carried
out using two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum tests. In addition, the effect size of Kangaroo care
on both intervention and control days was quantified by determining the difference in means
of the individual 30-min stable periods from the pre-Kangaroo care, during-Kangaroo care
and post-Kangaroo care periods. Estimates of the 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) of
the effect size were obtained by bootstrapping 10000 times. A p-value ≤ 0.01 was considered
statistically significant.

RESULTS
In this study of 20 preterm infants with a median (interquartile range) gestational age of 28.4 (2729.9) weeks, 108 and 106 Kangaroo care sessions were analyzed corresponding to intervention
and control days respectively. With regard to the heart rate and respiratory rate, there were no
differences between intervention and control days corresponding to the pre-Kangaroo care, duringKangaroo care, and post-Kangaroo care periods (Table 2) — however, Kangaroo care, irrespective
of whether on intervention or control days, reduced heart rate and respiratory rate compared to
the corresponding pre-Kangaroo care periods. This decrease was statistically significant as can be
seen in Figures 4A and 4B since the upper bound of the 95% CI, corresponding to the effect size
of Kangaroo care in comparison to the pre-Kangaroo care period is below zero. Notably, though,
there is no lasting effect of Kangaroo care on heart rate and respiratory rate, since the 95% CI of
the effect size corresponding to the effect of intervention measured from the pre-Kangaroo care
to the post-Kangaroo care period includes zero.
While Kangaroo care did not affect heart rate and respiratory rate in the post-Kangaroo care
period, heart rate variability reduced during Kangaroo care and continued to remain low in
the post-Kangaroo care period for both intervention and control days, as can be seen from
Table 3 and Figure 5. Figure 5 shows the heart rate variability time series corresponding only
to intervention days since heart rate variability was similar in both arms of the study. Note
that heart rate variability values were normalized by subtracting the mean value of the first 30
minutes of the pre-Kangaroo care period from the corresponding time series and therefore,
in Figure 5, all the time series start around zero. Overall variability (SDNN) changed from
19 ms (13-32) in the pre-Kangaroo care period to 16 ms (10-22) in the post-Kangaroo care
period on intervention days, versus from 19 ms (13-28) to 16 ms (12-22) on control days.
Values of all features of heart rate variability can be found in Table 3.
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Table 2. Median value (interquartile range) of vital signs in the pre-Kangaroo care (KC), during-KC,
and post-KC periods. There were no statistically significant differences in the vital signs between the
intervention and control arms of the study corresponding to these periods
Pre-KC
Vitals

During-KC

Post-KC

Intervention

Control

Intervention

Control

Intervention

Control

HR

162
(156-169)

163
(156-170)

160
(154-165)

159
(153-163)

163
(157-167)

162
(157-168)

RR

53
(49-61)

56
(48-65)

50
(45-60)

51
(42-61)

55
(47-62)

56
(47-63)

SpO2

92
(91-95)

93
(91-96)

92
(89-96)

93
(90-95)

94
(91-96)

93
(91-96)

Temp

36.9
(36.7-37.2)

36.9
(36.6-37.2)

36.8
(36.6-37)

36.8
(36.6-37.0)

37
(36.8-37.2)

36.82
(36.6-37.0)

Abbreviations: KC, Kangaroo care; HR, heart rate; RR, respiratory rate; SpO2, oxygen saturation;
Temp, temperature
Table 3. Heart rate variability in pre-Kangaroo care, during-Kangaroo care, and post-Kangaroo
care periods. There were no statistically significant differences in the features of heart rate variability
between the intervention and control arms of the study corresponding to these periods
Pre-KC

During-KC

Post-KC

Feature

Intervention

Control

Intervention

Control

Intervention

Control

SDNN

19 (13-32)

19 (13-28)

16 (11-26)

16 (12-24)

16 (10-22)

16 (12-22)

RMSSD

10 (6-28)

10 (6-23)

9 (6-18)

8 (6-13)

7 (5-13)

7 (5-12)

pDec

46 (41-49)

46 (42-50)

44 (41-48)

46 (42-49)

47 (41-50)

47 (43-50)

SDDec

20 (10-41)

20 (10-36)

19 (9-34)

17(10-32)

15 (8-28)

15 (10-24)

Abbreviations: KC, Kangaroo care; SDNN, the standard deviation of all normal-to-normal intervals;
RMSSD, root mean square of successive differences; pDec, the percentage of decelerations; SDDec,
the standard deviation of decelerations

With regard to oxygen saturation and temperature, there was no change in response to
Kangaroo care (Figure 4C and 4D). However, on intervention days, oxygen saturation increased
marginally in the post-Kangaroo care period in comparison to the pre-Kangaroo care period.
Nevertheless, the effect-size was insufficient to create a statistically significant difference
between oxygen saturation values in the post-Kangaroo care periods of the intervention and
control arms of the study. This can be determined not only from the overlapping 95% CIs
in Figure 4C but also from the statistically insignificant difference in the post-Kangaroo care
values in Table 2.
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Figure 4. Effect size and confidence interval of vital signs. Differences in heart rate (HR, Figure 4A),
respiratory rate (RR, Figure 4B), oxygen saturation (SpO2, Figure 4C) and temperature (Figure 4D)
are illustrated for intervention days (pink) and control days (blue). The effectiveness of Kangaroo
care as measured by changes in vital signs from pre-Kangaroo care to during-Kangaroo care (preduring, two left bars) and from pre-Kangaroo care to post-Kangaroo care (pre-post, two right bars)
are displayed. When the error bars do not include zero, it points to a statistically significant effect.
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Figure 5. Time series of the SDNN (A), RMSSD (B), pDec (C) and SDDec (D) during Kangaroo
care sessions on intervention days. Normalized mean ± SEM values are shown for the pre-Kangaroo
care period (1-60 min), the first and last 30 minutes of Kangaroo care (60-120 min) and the postKangaroo care period (120-180 min).

DISCUSSION
In this study, we investigated whether an alternative swaddling device used during Kangaroo
care, aimed at providing parental scent and heartbeat sounds to preterm infants once back
in the incubator, enhanced autonomic regulation as measured by changes in vital signs and
heart rate variability on intervention versus control days.
While positive effects of using parental heartbeat and scent in a NICU have been reported
previously7,8,19, this study found no difference in vital signs and heart rate variability during
and post-Kangaroo care for intervention and control days, i.e., for Kangaroo care with and
without swaddling device. In both arms of the study, Kangaroo care was associated with a
reduced heart rate and respiratory rate. In agreement with the literature, these findings may
suggest reduced metabolic expenditure during Kangaroo care20–22. This effect, however, did
not remain in the post-Kangaroo care period since both the heart rate and the respiratory
rate increased to pre-Kangaroo care values. In contrast, heart rate variability not only
reduced during Kangaroo care but remained low in the post-Kangaroo care period on both
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intervention and control days, suggesting a lasting effect of Kangaroo care. In agreement
with previous studies, in this group of preterm infants, decreased heart rate variability also
suggests improved autonomic regulation, as demonstrated by a reduction in the extent of
decelerations during Kangaroo care16. Due to immature autonomic regulation, preterm infants
are especially prone to transient heart rate decelerations, which remain uncaptured in average
measures of heart rate14,23.
In summary, no changes in vital signs or heart rate variability could be observed in this
study where an intervention comprising of the use of a swaddling device during Kangaroo
care as opposed to routine Kangaroo care was analyzed. In other studies, the sounds of
heartbeats were reported to have a calming effect during caregiving procedures as measured
by vital signs8,24. Perhaps the stimuli employed by the swaddling device might have been
of insufficient intensity to overcome the background noise or olfactory stimuli of the
NICU25–27. Furthermore, nasal blockage or the use of masks, tubes, and patches meant for
respiratory support may hinder the sense of smell in preterm infants. It was not possible to
determine whether the olfactory and auditory stimuli provided by the swaddling device were
actually sensed by the infant. Another explanation is that the stimuli were of insufficient
quality with regard to for instance complexity, dynamicity, and synchrony with the infants’
rhythm and therefore not effective in affecting regulation. So far, consensus about using
pre-recorded heartbeat sounds in NICUs has not been reached. Contrasting findings
suggest that the timing, frequency, and dynamics of sounds may affect outcomes28. The
swaddling device plays a heartbeat sound that is pre-recorded during Kangaroo care, with
the intention to mimic the live experience. Nevertheless, the simulated heartbeat generated
by an oscillating membrane differs substantially from the actual sound of heartbeats and
could be a limiting factor in the experience provided to the infant12. In agreement with a
previous study that investigated whether Kangaroo care can be mechanically simulated,
this study also suggests that simulating the multisensory experience of Kangaroo care is
not easy18. Whether these limitations in simulating and augmenting Kangaroo care can
be attributed to piecewise simulation of Kangaroo care, for instance just mechanical or
olfactory stimulation remains an open question. Future work can focus on multisensory
stimulation including dynamically titrating the intensity of stimuli in response to the
infant’s physiological condition. However, until low cost, safe and reliable approaches for
augmenting Kangaroo care can be demonstrated, promoting and facilitating Kangaroo care
appears to be the most effective approach to improve autonomic regulation in preterm
infants.
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CONCLUSION
We investigated the use of an alternative swaddling device that was designed to absorb parental
scent and warmth during Kangaroo care and to transfer these stimuli back into the incubator
so that they remain available to infants after Kangaroo care. During the post-Kangaroo care
period, a pre-recorded heartbeat sound was also played back to the infants. In this study, while
Kangaroo care improved regulation, both with and without using the swaddling device, using
the device itself showed no evidence of improving regulation as measured by changes in vital
signs and heart rate variability.
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Chapter 12
Statistical Modeling of Heart Rate Variability
to Unravel the Factors Affecting Autonomic
Regulation in Preterm Infants

Reproduced after: Rohan Joshi*, Deedee Kommers*, Chengcheng Guo, Willem Bikker,
Loe Feijs, Carola van Pul, Peter Andriessen. Statistical Modeling of Heart Rate Variability
to Unravel the Factors Affecting Autonomic Regulation in Preterm Infants. Scientific
Reports. 2019; 1-9. *Equal contribution.

ABSTRACT
Analyzing heart rate variability (HRV) in preterm infants can help track maturational changes
and subclinical signatures of disease. We conducted an observational study to characterize
the effect of demographic and cardiorespiratory factors on three features of HRV using a
linear mixed-effects model. HRV-features were tailored to capture the unique physiology of
preterm infants, including the contribution of transient pathophysiological heart rate (HR)
decelerations. Infants were analyzed during stable periods in the incubator and subsequent
sessions of Kangaroo care (KC) – an intervention that increases comfort. In total, 957 periods
in the incubator and during KC were analyzed from 66 preterm infants. Our primary finding
was that gestational age (GA) and postmenstrual age (PMA) have the largest influence on HRV
while the HR and breathing rate have a considerably smaller effect. Birth weight and gender
do not affect HRV. We identified that with increasing GA and PMA, overall HRV decreased
and increased respectively. Potentially these differences can be attributed to distinct trajectories
of intra- and extrauterine development. With increasing GA, the propensity towards severe
HR decelerations decreases, thereby reducing overall variability, while with increasing PMA,
the ratio of decelerations and accelerations approaches unity, increasing overall HRV.
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INTRODUCTION
Continuously monitoring heart rate variability (HRV) offers an opportunity to noninvasively track the regulatory activity of the autonomic nervous system. For many
decades, the visual and mathematical analysis of HRV has been employed across diverse
clinical specialties such as obstetrics, cardiology and intensive care1. Furthermore, HRV
has diagnostic and prognostic potential for detecting and monitoring dysregulation due
to disease across a broad spectrum of the population including fetuses, neonates, and
adults1,2. For instance, myocardial infarction in adults is associated with reduced HRV
which is a predictor of mortality3,4.
With regard to infants admitted to neonatal intensive care units (NICUs), estimates
of HRV are known to be predictive of sepsis, with clinical studies showcasing that
continuously displaying HRV-related scores can reduce sepsis-associated mortality5. Since
HRV is sensitive to dysregulation arising due to sepsis, characteristic changes in HRV
may precede the manifestation of clinical signatures of the disease and can thus provide
clinicians with a window of opportunity for preemptive therapeutic intervention. Notably,
though, the conventional features of HRV, originally developed for adults, may not be
readily interpretable in preterm infants. This issue arises because the vast majority of
NICU patients are born prematurely (gestational age < 37 weeks), and the characteristics
of HRV in preterm infants are different from those in adults. Primarily, this is because
the autonomic nervous system of preterm infants is underdeveloped and the multiple
feedback and control loops responsible for homeostasis are not yet fully developed and
may not work synergistically6,7.
Concerning HRV, a commonly used feature – the standard deviation of normal-to-normal
(SDNN) RR intervals, where R is the peak of a QRS complex of the electrocardiogram
(ECG), characteristically reflects overall HRV and is lowered in patients with myocardial
infarction8. However, in septic infants reduced HRV, even though obvious to the eye
upon looking at time-series of the heart rate, may not be fully captured by SDNN9.
This is because, unlike healthy adults, who exhibit a heart rate (HR) pattern with an
equal number of decelerations and accelerations, preterm infants are susceptible to
transient pathophysiological decelerations in HR10. Such decelerations potentially result
in substantially large values of SDNN, even in the absence of the small increases and
decreases in HR that characterizes healthy HRV, and which SDNN was initially designed
to capture 2. Likewise, while SDNN is usually lowered in stressed adults11, SDNN in
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preterm infants reduces during comfort, as evidenced by studies analyzing Kangaroo care
(KC)12,13 – a routinely employed therapeutic intervention, known to enhance comfort and
improve autonomic regulation – during which diaper-clad infants are held prone on the
bare chest of one’s parent (typically) for extended periods14,15.
Further adding to the complexity of interpreting HRV in preterm infants is the effect of
demographic factors such as gender and maturation-related variables like gestational age (GA),
postmenstrual age (PMA) and birth weight (BW) that may have a significant modulating effect
on HRV 6. Also, preterm infants exhibit a much broader range of HR and breathing rate (BR),
the influence of which on HRV remains unclear16. A better understanding and quantification
of the effect of these cardiorespiratory regulatory mechanisms can help improve caregiving
by enabling the tracking of maturational changes as well as subclinical signatures of disease.
In this study, we aim to characterize the influence of several demographic (GA, PMA, etc.) and
cardiorespiratory factors (HR and BR) on the autonomic regulatory mechanisms of preterm
infants, as measured by features of HRV. We develop a statistical model to describe the effect
of these factors on tailored features of HRV, including features specifically designed to capture
the contribution of transient HR decelerations. Further, we stratify the analysis for periods
when the infant was in the incubator, which is where an infant remains for the majority of
the day versus periods of KC – a period of enhanced comfort.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study design
To investigate autonomic regulation in preterm infants, we conducted a large observational
study in the level III NICU of Máxima Medical Center, the Netherlands. We analyzed HRV in
two contrasting conditions – in the incubator versus during KC. Routine patient monitoring
(IntelliVue MX 800; Philips, Böblingen, Germany), including the acquisition of the ECG
waveforms (sampling frequency of 250 Hz), the HR, and the BR (processed via the patient
monitor at a resolution of one Hz) continued throughout the admission of the infant,
including during KC. All data were saved in a data warehouse (PIIC iX, Data Warehouse
Connect, Philips Medical Systems, Andover, MA) from which it could be retrospectively
acquired. For one year (between Aug 2017 to Aug 2018), parents were requested to annotate
the precise start and end times of KC (placement on the parental chest and back in the
incubator respectively) in a bedside diary. For all fully annotated KC sessions, patient monitor
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data, beginning from the one-hour period before the start of KC (henceforth referred to as
the pre-KC period) until up to one hour after KC were extracted for analysis. As detailed in
previous studies, in our unit, as a matter of protocol, nursing care (typically scheduled for once
every two hours) takes place immediately before KC12,17. Therefore, the first 30 minutes of the
pre-KC period is typically free of nurse handling (a stressful experience18) and is considered
to be an epoch representative of the incubator environment12,13. The periods of transfer, to and
fro from the parental chest, can disrupt regulation and are likely stressful12 – therefore we
consider the entire period of KC, excluding the first and last 15 minutes, as representative of
the KC-period. This study design is schematically shown in Figure 1.

During KC

In incubator
15 min.

15 min.
B

A
20

40

1-30 min. of data
th

*

75
Tx

X
Variable Time
Period

Ty

76-X min.
th

*

Figure 1. HRV during periods in the incubator were modeled using the first 30 minutes (indicated
with an asterisk) of data from the period in the incubator during which, by design, the infant was not
being handled, thus yielding normative values of HRV. The first and last 15 minutes of data during
KC were excluded; the rest of the period was also used for statistical modeling (indicated with an
asterisk). The duration of KC could vary from one session to the other. Tx and Ty represent the periods
of transfer from the incubator to the parental chest and vice versa. ‘A’ refers to the first minute on
the parent’s chest; ‘B’, to the first minute back in the incubator.

Patient population
All infants admitted to the NICU during the study period were considered eligible for
enrolment into the study. Therefore, all parents were requested to participate by annotating
KC sessions. Certain KC-sessions were retrospectively excluded such as those performed
during serious clinical conditions (e.g., sepsis, necrotizing enterocolitis, intraventricular
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hemorrhage grade III/IV) or conditions that interfered with breathing (mechanical
ventilation). Similar to previous research, we also excluded KC sessions that were shorter
than one hour and those with data missing in the pre- and during-KC periods12. During the
study period, parents of 66 preterm infants maintained a KC diary. In total, 1407 KC sessions
were annotated of which 450 sessions were excluded according to the criteria mentioned
above (mostly due to missing ECG data in the pre- and during-KC periods), yielding a
database of 957 KC sessions. Characteristics of the 66 infants and their corresponding 957
KC sessions are shown in Table 1. Since the study was observational, the medical ethical
committee of the hospital approved the study by providing a waiver in accordance with
the Dutch law on medical research with humans (WMO). Informed consent was obtained
from parents filling in diaries.
Table 1. Patient characteristics at birth and on the days corresponding to Kangaroo care sessions
Characteristics
Gestational age (GA) (weeks)
GA ≤ 28 weeks (n = 27)
GA > 28 weeks (n = 39)
Birth weight (BW), g

Median

IQR

28.8

27 – 30.4

26.9

25.6 – 27.4

30.3

29 – 31.1

1155

950 – 1330

ELBW (BW < 1000g), g (n = 22)

845

740 – 950

VLBW (1000g ≤ BW < 1500g), g (n = 37)

1255

1139 – 1330

LBW (1500 ≤ BW < 2499g), g (n = 7)

1650

1621 – 1739

Length of stay in NICU, day

10.23

5 – 23.44

Number of KC sessions per infant

14.5

6 – 32

Duration of KC per session, min

100

81 – 120

PMA for all KC sessions, week

31

29.6 – 32.4

Postnatal age for all KC sessions, day

16

8 – 31

Abbreviations: IQR, interquartile range; ELBW, extremely low birth weight; VLBW, very low birth
weight; LBW, low birth weight; PMA, Postmenstrual age

Signal processing for calculating HRV
A peak detection algorithm was used to detect the R-peaks in the ECG recordings19 following
which three features of HRV, the SDNN, percentage deceleration (pDec) and standard
deviation of the deceleration (SDDec) were calculated for the epochs representative of
regulation in the incubator and during KC, as mentioned in the previous section12. Similar to
previous research, HRV-features were calculated every minute using a moving average window
of the past five minutes12.
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Regarding the physiological implication of the features employed – the SDNN reflects
overall HRV, while the pDec and SDDec together capture the number and extent of transient
decelerations, reflecting regulatory instability12. pDec is defined as the percentage of NNintervals longer than the average NN-intervals of the past five minutes and reflects the
propensity towards decelerations while the SDDec measures the standard deviation of all NNintervals contributing to pDec and measures the severity of decelerations12. The relationship
between these three features of HRV and relevant demographic and maturational factors was
analyzed using statistical models. Additionally, as shown in Appendix A, changes in HRV in
response to KC were visualized for these three HRV features on a minute-to-minute basis
(mean ± SEM) for the entire duration of pre-KC, the first and last 30 minutes of KC, and
the entire duration of post-KC.
Statistical modeling
Linear mixed-effects models (LMM, fixed effects + random effects), an extension of regression
models, were used to characterize the relationship between independent variables and the three
features of HRV, i.e., the dependent variables. The LMM approach allows for estimating the
individual contribution of each independent variable to the dependent variable and can thus
identify how the independent variables relate to and influence the dependent variable.
The fixed effects (FE) correspond to all independent variables and any possible interactions
that were coded between them. Independent variables included infant-related demographic
variables (GA, PMA, BW, and gender) and the mean value of cardiorespiratory variables (HR
and BR) of the period being analyzed (see Figure 1). For the KC-period, three additional
independent variables – the gender of parent performing KC, the duration of KC and pre-KC
HRV values, i.e., baseline values of HRV, were also included. Thus, there were six and nine
independent variables respectively for the models corresponding to the pre- and during-KC
period. Further, interaction terms between GA and PMA (GA×PMA) and between BW
and PMA (BW×PMA), for the sub-categories of GA and BW in Table I, were incorporated
into the model because potentially, developmental trajectories after birth may depend on
characteristics at birth20.
The DVs were the mean values of HRV features (SDNN, pDec, and SDDec) from the
representative pre- and during-KC periods respectively, thus giving rise to six regression
models as each HRV-feature was modeled for two periods. All independent and dependent
variables corresponding to these models are characterized (median, IQR) in Table 2. Missing
data were imputed by replacing with the mean value of the data set.
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Table 2. Independent variables and dependent variables for regression models. The ‘Missing’ column
indicates the percentage of values that were missing and were imputed
Independent variables

Data type

Median (IQR)

Missing (%)

Gender

Categorical

Male: 45% of KCs

0

Gender of the parent performing KC

Categorical

Mother: 61% of KCs

3.8

Gestational age (GA), day

Numerical

197 (188-209)

0

GA ≤ 28 weeks (48% of KCs)

Numerical

188 (177.5-189)

0

GA > 28 weeks (52% of KCs)

Numerical

208 (201-213)

0

Postmenstrual age, day

Numerical

218 (209-226)

0

Birth weight (BW), g

Numerical

1030 (830-1275)

0

ELBW ( < 1000g), (49% of KCs)

Numerical

830 (680-935)

0

VLBW (1000-1500g), (44% of KCs)

Numerical

1275 (1120-1330)

0

LBW (1500-2499g), (7% of KCs)

Numerical

1765 (1640-1860)

0

Duration of KC, min
Heart rate (bpm)

Numerical

100 (81-120)

0

Pre-KC

Numerical

160.4 (153.4-167.4)

0.1

During-KC

Numerical

159.5 (153.3-165.3)

0.3

Numerical

52.35 (45.6-60.6)

1.6

Breathing rate (brpm) Pre-KC
During-KC

Numerical

49.5 (43.1-57.1)

1.5

Data type

Median (IQR)

Missing (%)

Pre-KC

Numerical

24.33 (24.05-24.70)

0

During KC

Numerical

21 (20.7-21.7)

0

Pre-KC

Numerical

46.47 (46.36-46.74)

0

During KC

Numerical

45.80 (45.25-46.72)

0

Pre-KC

Numerical

24.38 (23.96-25.05)

0

During KC

Numerical

22.14 (21.61-22.97)

0

Dependent variables
SDNN (ms)
pDec (%)
SDDec (ms)

Abbreviations: KC, Kangaroo care; KCs, Kangaroo care sessions; IQR, interquartile range; GA,
gestational age; bpm, beats per minute; brpm, breaths per minute; BW, birth weight; SDNN, standard
deviation of normal to normal intervals; pDec, percentage of decelerations; SDDec, standard
deviation of decelerations.

Finally, the hierarchical structure of the data consists of infants and KC sessions within
infants. This is incorporated as a random effect (RE) in a LMM in the form of a random
intercept for each individual infant. In effect, the RE-term corresponding to each infant
was intended to quantify that aspect of inter-infant variability that remains uncaptured in
FEs, as well as to strengthen the assumption of independence between KC sessions, which
nevertheless were a day or further apart, typically. The ratio of the variance of the random
intercept to the total variance, also known as the intra-class correlation, was calculated to
explain the overall variance in the HRV that could be explained by infant-level clustering.
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Model development and diagnostics
All independent variables under consideration were included in the LMM since, based on
calculating correlations between variables, there was little evidence of multicollinearity. In
general, correlations were low (typically < 0.3), except for a moderate correlation between GA
and BW (0.68) which was expected. The purpose of the model was to unravel the influence of
these two effects.
Concerning DVs, the LMM is more likely to be appropriate for DVs that are roughly normally
distributed. Therefore, the SDNN and SDDec, which happened to have a skewed distribution,
were log-transformed before modeling. Post model development, several regression diagnostics
procedures were used to assess the validity of the models developed and to ascertain whether the
statistical assumptions for regression modeling were satisfactorily met. These checks included
generating the following:
1. Normal probability plots of the residuals of the regression model to assess whether the
residuals were normally distributed.
2. Plots of fitted values versus the residuals to identify heteroscedasticity.
3. Plots of independent variables and residuals to determine whether there were any trends
in the data suggesting that the independent variables needed prior transformation, for
instance, squaring or log-transformation.
4. Plots of residuals versus leverage, with overlaid Cook’s distance contour plots to identify
and characterize the effect of any outliers. Leverage measures how far an observation is
from the mean value of the remaining observations and in effect measures the unusualness
of the observation. Cooks-distance is a measure of the influence of an observation in
changing the slope of the regression line.
5. The histogram of the RE to identify whether the random intercept was roughly normally
distributed and that no individual infant exhibits patterns distinctly different from the rest.
Model interpretation and statistical testing
The F-test was used to compare the results of the regression model incorporating only FEs
to an intercept-only model while the log-likelihood ratio test was used to compare the effect
of adding REs to the FE-only model. The goodness-of-fit of all models was quantified by
the coefficient of determination, i.e., the adjusted R2.
Estimates of individual regression coefficients characterized the effect of each independent
variable on the dependent variable, thus allowing for conclusions regarding independent
variables that added information to one another, where the effect of each independent
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variable can be interpreted as the effect of the variable while holding all other independent
variables constant. For the interacting independent variables, if the interaction was statistically
insignificant, then only the main effects (average effect across all levels of the interacting variable)
were shown. If the interaction was statistically significant, main effects and interacting effects
were discussed individually. Appropriate contrast matrices were used to identify the p-values
corresponding to these main effects. Statistical significance was defined as a p-value < 0.05.
Since the SDNN and SDDec were log-transformed, in effect, the LMM modeled DVs
which had a non-linear relationship with the independent variables. Therefore, for ease of
interpretation, instead of providing the regression table we plot the effect of all independent
variables (with 95% confidence intervals, CI) against the suitably transformed dependent
variable, along with the corresponding p-values of the regression coefficient. For these
plots, the independent variable was varied between the 5th to 95th percentile ranges of values,
as estimated from the dataset, while all other independent variables were held constant at
their corresponding median levels. All data were analyzed using Matlab R2017a Matlab
(MathWorks).

RESULTS
We analyzed 957 KC sessions in 66 preterm infants, 32 male and 34 females. Their median
GA was 28.8 (27-30.4) weeks while their median PMA on days corresponding to KC sessions
was 31 (29.6-32.4) weeks. For other demographic data, we refer to Table 1.
All six regression models were statistically significant (p-value < 0.001) with FEs alone;
however, adding REs improved the fit of all models to the data (p-value < 0.001). Table 3
provides the R2 values for models with just the FEs alone as well as for the models using both
FEs and REs. Since R2 increases upon adding REs, incorporating infant-to-infant variability
improves the goodness of fit of the regression models. Further, the intra-class correlation,
as shown in Table 3, gives an indication of the fraction of the total variation in HRV-features
that is explained by infant-level clustering.
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Table 3. The goodness of fit, as measured by the R2, for all six regression models with FE alone as
well as the R2 and the intra-class correlation (ICC) for the model with both FE and RE
Period
Pre-KC

During-KC

IV

R2 with FE

R2 with FE and RE

ICC

SDNN

0.06

0.18

0.15

pDec

0.12

0.26

0.19

SDDec

0.04

0.09

0.07

SDNN

0.13

0.23

0.12

pDec

0.29

0.42

0.19

SDDec

0.12

0.17

0.08

Figures 2 and 3 show the plots corresponding to how each independent variable affects the
features of HRV, along with whether the relationship was statistically significant. Figure 2
corresponds to the model of routinely exhibited HRV, i.e., HRV modeled during a stable
period in the incubator (pre-KC). Figure 3, on the other hand, corresponds to how infants
responded to KC with the inclusion of three additional independent variables to the pre-KC
model – the gender of parent performing KC, the duration of KC, as well as baseline levels
of HRV obtained from the pre-KC period.
Figure 2 shows that, as measured by the SDNN, the GA and PMA strongly influence overall
HRV. The SDNN reduces with increasing GA, while it increases with increasing PMA.
Analyzing the contribution of transient decelerations (pDec and SDDec) to overall HRV
(SDNN) shows that the reduction in SDNN with increasing intra-uterine development (i.e.,
increasing GA) is correlated with a reduction in the severity of decelerations (SDDec) while
the ratio of decelerations to accelerations (pDec) remains unaffected and remains, on average,
below 50%, throughout. In this regard, it appears that the GA and not the BW influences
the developmental trajectory of the autonomic nervous system. With increasing post-uterine
maturation, i.e., PMA, pDec starts increasing toward 50% while the SDDec remains largely
uninfluenced (p-value > 0.05). As a result, overall HRV reflected by the SDNN increases with
increasing PMA. BR and HR also influence SDNN but in comparison to GA and PMA, to a
smaller extent. A higher HR is associated with a higher SDNN due to a propensity towards
fewer but more severe decelerations, while a higher BR is associated with lower SDNN.
Gender and BW have no apparent effect on HRV.
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Figure 2. Regression plots showing how the independent variables affect the SDNN (1st row), and pDec and SDDec (2nd row) when the infant was in
the incubator. Each column reflects an independent variable, as annotated on the x-axes. The y-axes show the values of the HRV features after suitable
transformation. Statistically significant (p-value < 0.05) variables are in red.
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Figure 3. Regression plots showing how the independent variables affect the SDNN (1st and 3rd row), and pDec and SDDec (2nd and 4th row) during KC.
Columns reflect different independent variables, as annotated on the x-axes. The y-axes show the values of the HRV features after suitable transformation.
Statistically significant (p-value < 0.05) variables are in red. The first two rows show those independent variables which were also incorporated into the
HRV-model while the infant was in the incubator while the last two rows show additional Kangaroo care-related variables.
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During Kangaroo care (Figure 3), the overall HRV as reflected by the SDNN is principally
affected by baseline levels of SDNN measured in the incubator. Increasing duration of KC
increases SDNN while GA and PMA have no additional effect. Regarding pDec and SDDec,
increasing PMA results in pDec values that are closer to 50%. Similar to in the incubator, a
higher HR reduced pDec while increasing SDDec. BR, BW, infant gender and the gender of
the parent performing KC did not influence HRV during KC.
Further, no interactions were statistically significant except the interaction between GA and
PMA in the model of pDec as a DV for the pre-KC period. This interaction plot is shown
in Appendix B; briefly, with increasing PMA, pDec increased at a faster rate in infants born
less than 28 weeks GA versus those born after 28 weeks of gestation. Concerning model
diagnostics, the tests were deemed satisfactory; exemplary examples of the diagnostic plots
are shown in Appendix C.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we quantified the influence of several demographic and cardiorespiratory factors
on the autonomic regulatory mechanisms of preterm infants, as measured by HRV, during
periods in the incubator versus during periods of KC. To model how features of HRV are
affected by these factors, we used a statistical approach and specifically tailored features of
HRV to capture the unique physiology of preterm infants.
Regression analysis demonstrated that GA and PMA had differing effects on the
physiological mechanisms affecting HRV. Increasing PMA increased SDNN while
increasing GA reduced SDNN while holding all other independent variables constant.
Potentially these differences can be attributed to distinct trajectories of intra- and
extrauterine development. Gender and BW did not affect values of HRV, as found in a
previous study as well6.
The reduction in SDNN with increasing GA was associated with a reduction in the extent of
decelerations (SDDec) while the percentage of decelerations (pDec) remained remarkably
constant. Increasing PMA, on the other hand, increased SDNN and this was driven primarily
by an increase in the percentage of decelerations. In fact, with increasing PMA, the pDec
increased toward 50% while the SDDec remained largely unchanged. The fact that increasing
PMA tends to increase pDec towards 50% might be a reflection of increasing maturity since
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a ratio of decelerations to accelerations that is close to unity has been described as healthy in
preterm infants9. Similarly, increasing values of SDNN have been associated with increasing
maturation in previous studies, but since those studies do not stratify findings by GA and
PMA, our approach adds a novel perspective6,21,22.
Increasing values of SDNN due to increasing PMA might be attributable to increasing
myelination of the parasympathetic nervous system that starts around week 30-31 weeks
PMA13,23. Greater myelination results in faster-acting and more stable regulation with an
enhanced capacity to respond to instantaneous environmental changes24. Along the lines of
Porges’ Polyvagal theory, we speculate that the high SDNN owing to severe decelerations
in infants of low GA reflects immature autonomic regulation due to the unmyelinated
branches of the parasympathetic nervous system, as described previously12,25. This argument
is supported by the fact that pDec remains unaffected by changes in GA, but increases toward
50% with increasing PMA. Remarkably, the effect of prolonged intra-uterine development
(i.e., increasing GA) on pDec and SDDec while the infant is in the incubator, is similar to the
effect that KC exerts on HRV (pDec relatively unaffected, SDDec reduced). In other words,
in preterm infants, KC appears to temporarily improve autonomic regulation as seen with
increasing developmental maturity.
Concerning the factors affecting HRV during KC, the largest effect was that of baseline
values of HRV, i.e., from the pre-KC period. However, despite adjusting for baseline HRV
which already captures the contribution of PMA, during KC, HRV was still affected by the
PMA. This finding affirms previous results suggesting that the response to KC is affected by
the maturational state of the infant13,26. While in the incubator, with increasing PMA, pDec
approaches 50% but by performing KC there appears to be further PMA-dependent catalysis
that facilitates pDec towards 50%.
During KC, other factors, barring the duration of KC, did not affect overall HRV. Increasing
duration of KC was associated with increasing HRV, but this finding was artefactual. Based
on the clinical workflow in our unit, during long KC sessions, we know that there is an
increased likelihood of nursing care taking place (typically scheduled for once every two
hours), which includes feeding and handling – known stressors that tend to increase HRV17.
Upon performing the regression analysis while excluding KC sessions that were longer than
three hours, the effect of KC-duration on HRV disappeared entirely indicating that in the
original analysis, KC-duration did not affect HRV.
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HR, on the other hand, did influence HRV, both during periods in the incubator as well as
during KC. A higher HR skewed the ratio of decelerations and accelerations; decelerations
became fewer but more severe. During periods in the incubator, this increased SDNN. A
high HR is likely an expression of a high sympathetic tone – in adults, such a state tends to
reduce HRV by adopting a steady and unvarying HR1. In preterm infants, a high HR appears
to increase the propensity towards extensive decelerations manifesting itself as a high SDNN,
not unlike the increased SDNN seen in fetuses in the third trimester of pregnancy during
periods of increased sympathetic tone27.
As opposed to the HR, BR had a less evident effect on HRV – higher BR reduced SDNN and
SDDec, while pDec remained unchanged. Since pDec remained unchanged, we speculate that
the effect of BR on HRV is not due to sympathetic activity, but rather owing to a reduction
in the modulating effect of breathing. Faster and thus shallower breathing may modulate
HRV to a lesser extent since its influence is associated with respiratory period and depth28,29.
The strengths of this study include using a large dataset obtained from a sizable patient
population for the analysis. Further, we decomposed the effect of several key demographic
and cardiorespiratory factors to identify factors that independently affect HRV and thus
autonomic regulation. Limitations of the study include the fact that not all possible factors
that may affect HRV, for instance, sleep-states and position of infants were accounted for.
Further, only a limited amount of data corresponding to extremely preterm infants (24-28
weeks GA and PMA) was present, impairing specific analysis for this important group. Since
regression outcomes cannot be extrapolated, this is a limitation that should be addressed in
future research. Additionally, since the study was of an observational nature, we did not restrict
nursing activity during long KC sessions. Finally, while we excluded KC sessions during which
infants were mechanically ventilated, in the analysis, we did not adjust for alternative methods
of respiratory support for spontaneously breathing infants.
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CONCLUSION
Autonomic regulation in preterm infants is distinctly affected by intra- versus extra uterine
maturation. With increasing GA, the propensity towards few but severe pathophysiological
HR decelerations appears to decrease which in turn tends to reduce overall variability. With
increasing PMA, on the other hand, the ratio of decelerations and accelerations approaches
unity which contributes to an increase in overall HRV. By helping unravel the factors
modulating the autonomic regulatory mechanisms in preterm infants, we foresee the results
of our study in contributing towards individualizing care, tracking the maturational trajectories
of preterm infants and in predicting disease.
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APPENDIX
Appendix A – Dynamic changes in HRV in response to KC
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Time series of three features of heart rate variability (HRV) in the incubator before Kangaroo care
(KC) starts (1-60th minute), during the first and last 30 minutes of KC (60-120th minute), and after
KC (120-180th minute). The mean ± SEM values of the three features – the standard deviation of all
NN-intervals (SDNN, Figure A), the percentage of decelerations (pDec, Figure B), and the standard
deviation of decelerations (SDDec, Figure C) – are shown for all 957 KC sessions.
Appendix B – Interaction plots
p = 0.04
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There was a statistically significant interaction between GA and PMA, with the rate of increase of
pDec, with respect to PMA, steeper in infants born below 28 weeks of gestation that those born after
28 weeks of gestation. Nevertheless, for both infants born before and after 28 weeks of gestation,
pDec increased with increasing PMA and the differences in pDec for different PMA between the two
infant groups was small. Therefore we only calculate the main effect of increasing PMA on pDec,
irrespective of GA.
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Appendix C – Model diagnostics
In the following figures, we show exemplary examples of model diagnostics corresponding to the
model of SDDec during the period in the incubator.
1. Normal probability plot
Normal probability plot of residuals
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While there are a few outliers in the tails, the largely diagonal distribution of the residuals indicates
that, by and large, the distribution of residuals was normally distributed.
2. Fitted values versus residuals
Plot of residuals vs. fitted values
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The residuals appear to be randomly distributed around the fitted values and have no predictive value,
suggesting that the model is sufficiently homoscedastic.
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Appendix C – Continued
3. The plot of birth weight, an independent variable, versus residuals
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4. A plot of residuals versus leverage withBirth
overlaid
Cook’s distance
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Concerning Cooks-d, there are no obvious outliers or substantially large values. Also, the absolute
values of Cook-d are considerably smaller than for instance, the often used rule of thumb of 1.
Concerning leverage, there are practically no points of high leverage that have a large Cooks-d,
allowing us to discern that there are no notable outliers in the data.
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Appendix C – Continued
5. Histogram of random intercepts
histogram of RE
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Roughly, the estimates of the random intercepts are normally distributed.
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Chapter 13
Cardiorespiratory Coupling in Preterm Infants

Reproduced after: Rohan Joshi*, Deedee Kommers*, Xi Long, Loe Feijs, Sabine Van Huffel,
Carola van Pul, Peter Andriessen. Cardiorespiratory Coupling in Preterm Infants, Journal of
Applied Physiology, 2018,126, 202–213. *Equal contribution.

ABSTRACT
In preterm infants, a better understanding and quantification of cardiorespiratory coupling
may help improve caregiving by enabling the tracking of maturational changes and subclinical
signatures of disease. Therefore, in a study of 20 preterm infants admitted to a neonatal
intensive care unit, we analyzed the cardiac and respiratory regulatory mechanisms as well as
the coupling between them. In particular, we selectively analyzed coupling from changes in
heart rate to respiratory oscillations as well as coupling from respiratory oscillations to the
heart rate. Further, we stratified this coupling based on decelerations and accelerations of
the heart rate and by inspiration and expiration during respiration, while contrasting periods
of Kangaroo care – an intervention known to enhance autonomic regulation – with periods
in the incubator. We identified that preterm infants exhibit cardiorespiratory coupling that
is non-symmetric with regard to the direction of coupling. We demonstrate coupling from
decelerations and accelerations of the heart rate to exhalation and inhalation respectively,
both on a beat-to-beat basis as well as with sustained decelerations and accelerations. On the
other hand, on average, we also observed coupling from, both, inspiration and expiration
to marginal decelerations in the heart rate. These phenomena, especially coupling from the
changes in the heart rate to respiratory oscillations were sensitive to whether the infant was
receiving Kangaroo care.
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INTRODUCTION
Worldwide, one in ten infants is born prematurely, and prematurity continues to remain
the largest cause of neonatal morbidity and mortality1. One of the causes of the increased
vulnerability of preterm infants is an immature autonomic nervous system. In particular,
the multiple feedback and control loops responsible for homeostasis are not yet fully
developed and may not work synergistically2. Notably, autonomic regulation in preterm
infants is markedly different from that in term infants and adults3,4, precluding the possibility
of directly translating physiological findings from these populations to preterm infants. A
better understanding and quantification of autonomic regulation in preterm infants may help
improve therapeutic practices by providing tools for tracking maturational changes and for
detecting subclinical signatures of abnormal development5.
When changes in autonomic regulation do not have a clear physiological explanation, as is
often the case in the context of preterm infants, fundamental studies using experimental
stimuli are required to elicit contrasting effects that can be interpreted from contextual
information6,7. Often, such stimuli are experimentally designed stressors, the use of which is
not possible in vulnerable preterm infants. Therefore, multiple studies have used periods of
Kangaroo care (KC) contrasted against periods in the incubator to study autonomic regulation
in preterm infants8–11. KC is defined as an extended period of skin-to-skin contact, during
which diaper-clad infants are held prone on the bare chest of one’s parent. KC is widely
accepted as comfortable and therapeutic and is proven to enhance autonomic regulation12,13.
Based on features of heart rate variability (HRV), previous research has demonstrated
improved regulation during KC9. During KC, HRV reduces owing to the reduced severity
of heart rate decelerations, to which preterm infants are especially prone. The decrease in
HRV during periods of increased comfort was a surprising finding since in adults lower HRV
has been associated with poorer outcomes14, highlighting again that commonly accepted
physiological findings in adults may not be readily translated to preterm infants.
Similar to HRV-based measures of autonomic regulation, the respiratory dynamics of preterm
infants also differ from that of adults15. The respiratory dynamics exhibit immaturity due to
underdeveloped chemoreceptors with abnormal responses to hypercarbia and hypoxia leading
to rapid, inefficient and shallow breathing, including frequent cessations of breathing. In adults,
the respiratory and cardiac systems can exhibit coupling – i.e., a preferential tendency, possibly
synergistic, for the functioning of one system to be related to another16. This phenomenon
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of cardiorespiratory coupling is challenging to quantify and has not frequently been studied
in preterm infants. Although some studies have reported signs of cardiorespiratory coupling
in preterm infants, patterns appeared different from the well-recognized coupling seen in
adults and term infants5,17,18. Notably, while Clark et al. have showcased the presence of
cardiorespiratory interaction in preterm infants and the fact that it increases with postnatal age,
direct cardiac influence on respiration and respiratory influence on heart rate have not been
disentangled17. Overall, in this population, important questions regarding the physiological
mechanisms of cardiorespiratory interactions remain unanswered.
In this study, we investigate cardiorespiratory coupling in preterm infants, incorporating the
simultaneous analysis of HRV and respiration, as well as how they affect one another. We use
KC as a safe and easily reproducible experimental setting to contrast changes in regulation
during KC from periods in the incubator. We hypothesize that cardiorespiratory coupling is
responsive to KC, i.e., increased comfort, and focus on uncovering the physiological mechanisms
underpinning these changes, including the directionality of these mechanisms. We employ the
signal processing algorithms of phase-rectified signal averaging (PRSA) and bivariate phaserectified signal averaging (BPRSA) developed by Bauer et al.19,20. This approach enables the
characterization of quasi-periodicities, which, for instance, may be distinctively associated with
increases and decreases in heart rate (PRSA). Furthermore, any coupled respiratory phenomenon
uniquely associated with increases and decreases in heart rate can be simultaneously characterized
using BPRSA. Also, the analysis can be reversed to study, for example, changes in cardiac activity
coupled with certain respiratory states such as peaks and troughs of respiration.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient population
Twenty stable preterm infants, 13 male and seven female, born between 26-34 weeks
gestational age (GA) and admitted to the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) of Máxima
Medical Centre, Veldhoven, the Netherlands, between February-May 2017 were included
in the study. Exclusion criteria were any serious clinical conditions at the time of inclusion
(e.g., sepsis, necrotizing enterocolitis), conditions that interfered with breathing (mechanical
ventilation), and severe brain pathology (intraventricular hemorrhage grade III/IV or cystic
periventricular leukomalacia). Since the study was of an observational nature, the medical
ethical committee provided a waiver (referred to as N16.101) in accordance with the Dutch
law on medical research with humans. Table 1 characterizes the study participants; the median
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gestational age was 29.5 (interquartile range; IQR, 27.3-30.6) weeks with a birth weight of
1192 (1055-1295) g. The post-menstrual age (gestational age + postnatal age) at the beginning
of the study was 31 (29.9-32.4) weeks. All infants contributed, approximately, five KC sessions
over a period of about eight days. This research was performed according to the principles
of the Declaration of Helsinki.
Table 1. Median and interquartile ranges (25th–75th percentile) of patient characteristics at birth and
during the study
Characteristics

Median

25th percentile

75th percentile

Gestational age (weeks)

29.5

27.3

30.6

Birth weight (g)

1295

1192

1055

No. of KC sessions

5

4

6

Duration of KC sessions (min)

90

75

107

PMA during the first KC session

31

29.9

32.4

Average PMA for all KC sessions

31

30.1

32.6

PNA during KC (days)

10

6

15.8

Duration of data collection (days)

8

7

8

Abbreviations: KC, Kangaroo care; PMA, post-menstrual age; PNA, post-natal age. PNA is the
number of days after birth. Duration of data collection is the number of days from the first day of
the study until the last day of the study.

Study design
KC sessions were annotated by nurses based on recording the start (placement on parental chest)
and end time (placement into the incubator) of KC. Multiple sessions of KC recorded from
twenty infants accounted for intrapatient and interpatient variability respectively, as described in
our previous studies9,10,21. Similar to prior research, we excluded KC sessions shorter than one
hour, those without data for at least one hour in the pre- and post-KC periods, as well as those
KC sessions where the pre- or post-KC period overlapped with the pre- or post-KC period
of another KC session in the same infant. These criteria yielded 105 KC sessions for the final
analysis. Representative 30-minute epochs from the pre-, during- and post-KC periods from
each KC session, as described in a previous study, were used for all analysis9.
Measurements: vital signs, ECG and chest impedance (CI)
Routine patient monitoring including the recording of vital signs continued throughout
the study. The patient monitor (Philips IntelliVue MX 800, Germany) processed the raw
waveforms acquired via various sensors to provide measures of vital signs including the
heart rate (HR, using electrocardiography, ECG at 250 Hz), the respiratory rate (using CI
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at 62.5 Hz), the oxygen saturation (SpO2, using pulse oximetry), and diaper temperature
at a frequency of 1 Hz. The recordings of ECG and CI were synchronous since they
were both recorded from the same chest electrodes. All data were retrospectively retrieved
from a data warehouse (PIIC iX, Data Warehouse Connect, Philips Medical Systems,
Andover, MA).
Signal preprocessing
A peak detection algorithm was used to detect the R-peaks in the ECG recordings22, followed
by calculating the interbeat intervals or R-R intervals (RRi). The time series of RRi, also
known as the tachogram, reflected the HRV, which in turn can be characterized using different
features.
Concerning the CI signal, the phasic flow of blood through the heart is known to generate
artifacts in the CI corresponding to each heartbeat. These artifacts can mimic breathing
since the phasic flow of blood creates a change in electrical impedance, similar to air flowing
in and out of the lungs. Therefore, the CI was first filtered to remove all cardiac artifacts
according to the method developed and tested by Lee et al.23. Next, the CI was preprocessed
by subtracting the mean value of the signal from itself, followed by normalization, entailing
dividing the CI signal by the median of the absolute value of the signal. Unless specified,
further references to the CI signal refer to this preprocessed signal with cardiac artifacts
removed. Finally, the peaks and troughs of the CI signal, corresponding to inhalation and
exhalation were algorithmically detected.
Background on PRSA and BPRSA
Based on the work of Bauer et al.19, we briefly describe the PRSA and BPRSA methods
below. In subsequent sections, we describe how these methods were applied to preterm
infants and detail the development of characteristic features for quantitatively interpreting
the corresponding results.
PRSA is a signal analysis technique that is capable of detecting and quantifying quasi-periodic
oscillations masked by the non-stationary nature of composite signals, artifacts, and noise19.
Notably, the presence of quasi-periodic oscillations is indicative of the underlying physiological
regulatory processes. In adults, PRSA has been successfully applied to tachograms for
predicting mortality after myocardial infarctions and outperformed typical measures such as
the left ventricular ejection fraction and other conventional measures of HRV24.
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PRSA can quantify the coherence time of each quasi-periodicity in the signal while the
signal is in a certain phase. The phase is identified based on identifying anchor points (AP),
which in their simplest form are merely the increasing and decreasing parts of the signal
but may have more nuanced definitions, depending on the context of the application.
The signals in the neighborhood around the APs are averaged to get a condensed,
phase-rectified version of the original signal. This PRSA-signal contains information
on the physiological, possibly quasi-periodic mechanisms responsible for generating the
corresponding APs. Since the PRSA technique synchronizes the phase of all (quasi-)
periodic components of the signal, irrespective of their frequencies or characteristic
timescales, it integrates their contributions by accumulating the corresponding amplitudes
at the center of the PRSA signal. By using different criteria for APs, PRSA can be used to
separately analyze the quasi-periodicities associated with increasing and decreasing parts
of the signal. APs are likely to lie on the steepest part of the ascent (or descent), especially
for sinusoidal quasi-periodicities, since then the phase of underlying quasi-periodicity is
closest to 0 (or π). For example, APs corresponding to an increase is defined as the set
of i such that
𝑇𝑇−1

𝑇𝑇

1
1
# 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖+𝑗𝑗 > # 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖−𝑗𝑗
𝑇𝑇
𝑇𝑇
𝑗𝑗=0

(1)

𝑗𝑗=1

where x is the underlying signal such as the tachogram and T is freely changeable to
select averages over a different number of points. For instance, to identify APs for all
increases, T = 1. The parameter T also sets the upper frequency that can be detected using
PRSA. Mathematically, it has been shown that PRSA is most sensitive to oscillations of
frequency f ≈ 1/(2.5T) for signals containing non-stationarities19. Thereby, increasing T
has a low pass filtering effect. Windows of the length 2L are defined around each AP
and then averaged to yield the PRSA. APs close to the beginning or at the end of the
time series, where no full surroundings of length 2L are available, are disregarded. This
averaging procedure to generate the PRSA waveform, using data in the neighborhood
of the APs ensures that only those periodicities and quasi-periodicities that have a fixed
phase relationship with the APs remain while non-stationarities, artifacts, and noise get
canceled out. Lastly, Eq. 1 can yield APs corresponding to decreases if ‘>’ is replaced
by ‘<’.
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BPRSA and the direction of coupling
BPRSA is a generalization of the PRSA technique where APs are defined in one (trigger)
signal while averaging is carried out in another (target) signal20,25. This approach enables the
identification and study of coupling from the trigger to the target signal, either because of
direct interaction between them or via a tertiary mechanism that simultaneously affects both
signals.
If anchor points ai are defined by a phenomenon A in the selected trigger signal A, and
the resulting average in target signal B shows phenomenon B, then we say that the system
displays ‘coupling from phenomenon A to phenomenon B’. Caution about interpretation is required. In
particular, causality is not implied by this statement. It may be that A causes B, but there could
be some other phenomenon, perhaps not seen in either signal, that causes both. Furthermore,
the possibility that B causes A is not excluded.
If a system displays coupling from A to B, it may or may not show coupling from B to A.
We see coupling from A to B if, when A occurs, B is sufficiently common that it survives
the averaging over anchor points ai. If we observe coupling from A to B, and we reverse the
roles, so that B is the trigger signal and A is the target signal, at least some of the times that
B occurs, A also occurs. However, some other phenomenon C may occur in the target signal
A so much more frequently that, upon averaging over the anchor points in trigger signal B,
there is no visible coupling from phenomenon B to phenomenon A.
Since the direction of coupling is significant both observationally and physiologically, phrases
like ‘A is coupled to B’ or ‘coupling between A and B’ are avoided, in favor of the exacting
phrases ‘from A to B’ or ‘from B to A’. We use this language consistently below.
Parameter selection and feature development for PRSA and BPRSA
For all pre-, during- and post-KC periods, the PRSA waveforms corresponding to heart
rate decelerations and heart rate accelerations were generated from the tachogram (from
representative 30-min epochs of the pre-, during- and post-KC periods) for parameter values
of T = 1 and T = 10 with L = 150 RRi. T = 1 serves to uncover the underlying quasi-periodic
mechanisms responsible for beat-to-beat changes in heart rate whereas with T = 10, the
quasi-periodic mechanisms for more sustained increases and decreases in heart rate can be
obtained. For these PRSA waveforms, the following representative features were defined to
characterize the waveform:
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(i) The immediate deceleration response (IDR) and the immediate acceleration response
(IAR) as the difference between the maximum and minimum values of RRi in the 5 data
points after (including the AP) and before the AP respectively. This feature was aimed
at capturing the maximal response of the heart rate in the immediate neighborhood of
the AP.
(ii) The slope of the deceleration response (SDR) and the slope of the acceleration response
(SAR) as the slope of the line joining the maximum and minimum values of the RRi
corresponding to the IDR and the IAR respectively. This feature was aimed at capturing
the rate of heart rate response.
(iii) The average deceleration response (ADR) and the average acceleration response (AAR)
as the difference between the mean value of the 50 RRi after (including the AP) and the
50 RRi before the AP. This feature was aimed at capturing the average heart rate response
to the deceleration and acceleration respectively.
Coupling from the heart to respiration: Using decelerations and accelerations in heart rate as triggers
in the tachogram, we acquire the BPRSA waveform with L = 2.4s (150 samples) in the
respiration signal (target). It should be noted that the time corresponding to L is different for
the tachogram and respiration signal but large enough to obtain the low frequencies of interest
in both waveforms. The following features were used to characterize these BPRSA waveforms:
(i) The maximum respiratory amplitude (MRA) as the difference between the maximum and
minimum amplitude of the respiratory oscillations. This feature was aimed at capturing
differences in the maximum tidal volumes as measured by CI amplitudes.
(ii) The instantaneous slope at the anchor point (SAP). This feature was aimed at identifying
the phase of respiration at the AP. A negative value corresponds to the expiratory phase
while a positive value corresponds to the inspiratory phase.
(iii) The sample entropy (SampEn) of the respiratory oscillations26. This feature was used
to quantify the regularity of BPRSA oscillations. A small value implies greater regularity
while a large value corresponds to the increased randomness of the oscillations. The
SampEn was applied to 4.8s (2×L) of the data with a run length equal to 0.5s with a
tolerance equal to 0.2 times the standard deviation of the BPRSA signal.
Throughout this work, before averaging the PRSA and BPRSA waveforms acquired from
the 105 sessions to yield the final representative PRSA and BPRSA waveforms of the pre, during-, and post-KC periods, the mean values of the 105 constituent waveforms were
subtracted from the corresponding waveforms (baseline subtraction), since we were interested
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in the effect of Kangaroo care rather than the absolute values per se. Therefore, both the
PRSA and BPRSA waveforms, after baseline subtraction, oscillate about zero.
Coupling from respiration to heart: We also phase-rectified the respiratory signal (trigger) using as
anchor points the location of inspiratory peaks and expiratory troughs respectively, (for L =
2.4s, equivalent to 150 samples). Simultaneously, the BPRSA corresponding to the tachogram
(target) was calculated (L = 150 RRi).
Frequency analysis
Similar to traditional signal analysis where waveforms can be studied in both the time and
frequency domain, the frequency spectrum of the PRSA and BPRSA waveforms can also
be calculated. For all PRSA and BPRSA waveforms, the normalized power spectral density
(PSD) was calculated. This method of calculating the PSD, based on rectified signals, has
been proven to perform better than traditional spectral analysis of the original waveforms24,25.
The frequency content of the PSD was measured in the time units of RRi-1 and sec-1 (Hz),
for RRi and respiration respectively.
Respiratory cessations
Preterm infants are susceptible to respiratory cessations which may, in turn, influence heart
rate variability as well as cardiorespiratory coupling. Therefore, we employed the algorithm
developed by Lee et al.23 to identify respiratory cessations in the CI signal (with cardiac artifact
removed). Next, we calculated the percentage of time that breathing ceased (summation of
all cessations, irrespective of length) for the periods of pre-, during- and post-KC for all
KC sessions. The duration of individual respiratory cessations that was considered as valid
was based on the rules provided by Lee et al. They ignored cessations shorter than 2s and
considered as valid all episodes when the infant ceased to breathe for a duration longer than
5s, as well as episodes less than 5s if they were sufficiently close to other cessations (< 3s).
We ignored cessations longer than 120s as potential artifacts.
Statistics
Where appropriate, statistical comparisons were performed using the two-sided Wilcoxon
rank-sum test because data were expected to have a non-Gaussian distribution. All data were
described using median (IQR) values. A nominal p-value ≤ 0.01 was considered statistically
significant.
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RESULTS
Representative 30-min epochs from each of the pre-, during- and post-KC periods were
used for all analysis. The vital signs corresponding to these periods are tabulated in Table 2.
Heart rate and breathing rate decreased during KC by 3.5 beats and 3.7 breaths per minute
respectively (p-value < 0.01) and returned to pre-KC levels during the post-KC period. SpO2
and temperature were statistically comparable in all three periods.
Table 2. Median values (IQR) of vital signs in the pre-KC, during-KC, and post-KC periods
Vitals
Heart rate (beats/min)

Pre-KC

During-KC

Post-KC

155.9 (150.5-162.4)

152.5 (147.8-157.4)

154.2 (148-161.2)

Breathing rate (breaths/min)

51.2 (42.8-58.9)

47.5 (39.5-56.3)

49.6 (42.1-56.9)

SpO2 (%)

94.3 (92.4-96.6)

94.9 (92.4-96.8)

95.3 (92.3-97)

Temperature (Celsius)

36.9 (36.6-37.1)

36.9 (36.6-37.1)

36.8 (36.5-37)

PRSA of the tachogram: By applying PRSA to heartbeats, i.e., with T = 1, we identified the
presence of underlying (quasi-) periodic signals that are phase-synchronized to decelerations
(Figure 1, A1) and accelerations (Figure 1, C1). Table 3 characterizes the PRSA waveforms
corresponding to these decelerations and accelerations. The magnitude and rate of the
immediate response to decelerations (IDR and SDR) and accelerations (IAR and SAR)
remained statistically comparable in the pre-, during- and post-KC periods. The average
response to deceleration (ADR) on the other hand, decreased from the pre-KC to the duringKC period (p-value < 0.01) and remained comparable in the post-KC period. The average
response to acceleration (AAR) was comparable across all periods. The magnitude of the
average deceleration response was more than that of the average acceleration response
(ADR > AAR, Table 3) indicating fewer but more extensive decelerations, as opposed to
accelerations. Notably, the coherence time (i.e., the time over which the phase, on average,
is predictable) of the PRSA waveform and thereby that of the slowest quasi-periodicity
appeared to be at least 25 RRi (Figure 1, A1 and C1). Note that most of the power is in the
low-frequency range and is below 0.05 RRi-1 (Figure 1, A2 and C2).
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Figure 1. The left column shows the PRSA (A and C) and BPRSA (B and D) of the tachograms and
the corresponding respiratory signals coupled to decelerations (above-dotted line) and accelerations
(below-dotted line) for T = 1. The vertical arrow indicates the coupling between the PRSA and the
BPRSA waveforms. The right column shows the PSD of the corresponding phase-rectified signals
whereas the bi-directional arrows show the equivalence of the time and frequency domains. Note
that the x-axes of the PRSA and BPRSA signals are both centered at 0 (black vertical line) but have
different time-units. Correspondingly, the x-axes for the PSD of the tachograms is in units of RRi-1
while that of respiration is in Hz.
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Table 3. Median (IQR) of characteristics of cardiorespiratory coupling in the pre-KC, during-KC
and post-KC period (T = 1)
Figure 1A

Pre-KC

During-KC

Post-KC

p-value1 p-value2 p-value3

IDR (ms)

5.89
(4.53-9.47)

5.36
(4.16-9.28)

5.76
(4.39-8.52)

0.13

0.41

0.38

SDR (ms/RRi)

5.10
(3.62-9.04)

4.78
(3.54-3.38)

4.79
(3.70-7.61)

0.40

0.92

0.37

ADR (ms/RRi)

1.59
(0.95-2.21)

1.09
(0.66-1.77)

1.28
(0.67-2.15)

0.001*

0.13

0.08

MRA

0.30
(0.19-0.44)

0.24
(0.14-0.37)

0.32
(0.19-0.44)

0.003*

0.01*

0.63

SAP (× 10-2)

-0.19
(-1.27- 0.91)

-0.21
(-0.97-0.42)

-0.41
(-0.97-0.42)

0.80

0.83

0.75

SampEn

0.022
(0.016-0.030)

0.024
(0.015-0.032)

0.022
(0.015-0.029)

0.60

0.48

0.80

5.24
(4.19-9.14)

4.84
(3.91-8.22)

5.25
(4.22-7.68)

0.15

0.43

0.45

SAR (ms/RRi)

-4.73
(-8.72- -3.63)

-4.33
(-7.82- -3.37)

-4.50
(-6.84- -3.53)

0.16

0.64

0.31

AAR (ms/RRi)

1.36
(0.80-1.92)

1.17
(0.70-1.66)

1.11
(0.64-1.67)

0.20

0.76

0.12

MRA

0.29
(0.19-0.43)

0.23
(0.13-0.37)

0.30
(0.17-0.43)

0.004*

0.02

0.69

SAP (× 10-2)

0.22
(-0.84-1.21)

0.30
(-0.25- 1.0)

0.34
(-0.35-1.21)

0.41

0.97

0.52

0.025
(0.018-0.034)

0.022
(0.015-0.031)

0.022
(0.014-0.029)

0.07

0.74

0.03

Figure 1B

Figure 1C
IAR (ms)

Figure 1D

SampEn

Abbreviations: KC, Kangaroo care; IDR, immediate deceleration response; SDR, slope of the
deceleration response; ADR, average deceleration response; MRA, maximum respiratory amplitude;
SAP, slope at the anchor point; SampEn, sample entropy; IAR, immediate acceleration response; SAR,
slope of the acceleration response; AAR, average acceleration response; p-value1 corresponds to the
comparison of the pre-KC and the during-KC period; p-value2 corresponds to the comparison of
the during-KC and the post-KC period, p-value3 corresponds to the comparison of the pre-KC and
the post-KC period; * indicates p-value < 0.01
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Coupling from the heart to respiration: The corresponding BPRSA waveforms (Figure 1, parts B
and D) show prominent oscillations, which, by our definitions above, constitute coupling
from RRi to respiration, specifically from decelerations to respiration and from accelerations
to respiration. We see in Figure 1B1 that upon averaging the respiration (target) signal over
all anchor points in the tachogram (trigger) signal at which the heart rate is decreasing, there
is coupling from decelerations to exhalation. Exhalation begins on average 0.3 to 0.5s before
the anchor point and ends on average less than 0.1s after the anchor point. Similarly, Figure
1D1 shows coupling from heart rate accelerations to inhalation. (All the cautions mentioned
earlier are relevant here. We may not conclude from this observation that decelerations cause
exhalation or that accelerations cause inhalations. Indeed, it may be that inhalations sometimes
cause accelerations, or that a burst of sympathetic activity causes both.)
As seen in Figure 1, the amplitude of these respiratory oscillations (average of 105 sessions)
increases during- and post-KC compared to the pre-KC period. The presence of regularity in
the respiratory oscillations (BPRSA) was confirmed by low values of SampEn (Table 3). Since
in the during- and the post-KC period the amplitude of the averaged BPRSA waveform was
larger, despite no increase in the regularity or maximal respiratory amplitude (MRA) of the
constituent respiratory waveforms (which in fact decreases during KC), we can deduce that there
was increased constructive interference (as in wave interference in classical physics) during- and
post-KC. The instantaneous slope of the respiration signal at the anchor point in the tachogram
(SAP) confirms the visual observations of Figure 1, with coupling from decelerations to negative
SAP (expiration), and from accelerations to positive SAP (inspiration). The corresponding PSD
shows that the majority of the power is centered between 0.5-1.5 Hz and that there exists a
small peak around 0.10-0.20 Hz. Furthermore, notably, the BPRSA waveforms corresponding
to decelerations and accelerations are practically the inverse of one another.
Figure 2 shows the results of the same analysis as in Figure 1 but with T = 10. The coherence
time of the PRSA signal can be seen to increase. Compared to the pre-KC period, the
immediate deceleration and acceleration response (IDR and IAR) were lower during KC, as
was the rate of response (Table 3). During the post-KC period, the response was similar to that
seen in the pre-KC period. About the average deceleration and acceleration response (ADR
and AAR) respectively, they reduced during KC and remained low in the post-KC period as
well (p-value < 0.01). Compared to Figure 1, the corresponding PSD of the PRSA waveforms
indicates an increase in power in the low-frequency band. The PSD of the BPRSA waveforms
show only low-frequency oscillations; compared to the BPRSA waveforms of Figure 1, effects
around the respiratory frequency of one Hz have disappeared entirely.
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Figure 2. The left column shows the PRSA (A and C) and BPRSA (B and D) of the tachograms and
the corresponding respiratory signals coupled to decelerations (above-dotted line) and accelerations
(below-dotted line) for T = 10. The vertical arrow indicates the coupling between the PRSA and the
BPRSA waveforms. The right column shows the PSD of the corresponding phase-rectified signals
whereas the bi-directional arrows show the equivalence of the time and frequency domains. Note
that the x-axes of the PRSA and BPRSA signals are both centered at 0 (black vertical line) but have
different time-units. Correspondingly, the x-axes for the PSD of the tachograms is in units of RRi-1
while that of respiration is in Hz.
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Table 4. Median (interquartile ranges) of characteristics of cardiorespiratory coupling in the pre-KC,
during-KC and post-KC period (T = 10)
Figure 2A

Pre-KC

During-KC

Post-KC

p-value1 p-value2 p-value3

IDR (ms)

10.55
(6.94-14.72)

8.52
(6.00-11.12)

9.21
(7.01-11.95)

0.001*

0.11

0.09

SDR (ms/RRi)

1.21
(0.78-1.71)

0.97
(0.66-1.23)

1.02
(0.77-1.32)

0.001*

0.14

0.06

ADR (ms/RRi)

6.06
(4.34-7.62)

4.38
(3.14-5.78)

4.79
(3.96-6.39)

<0.0001*

0.02

0.002*

MRA

0.09
(0.05-0.12)

0.08
(0.05-0.11)

0.09
(0.09-0.13)

0.23

0.05

0.55

SAP (× 10-2)

-0.03
(-0.24-0.18)

0.03
(-0.13-0.23)

0.01
(-0.26-0.17)

0.02

0.04

0.87

0.023
(0.017-0.035)

0.021
(0.014-0.036)

0.024
(0.017-0.035)

0.19

0.22

0.93

IAR (ms)

9.15
(6.11-13.32)

7.48
(5.64-10.09)

8.06
(6.34-10.93)

0.01

0.24

0.15

SAR (ms/RRi)

-1.04
(-1.5- -0.67)

-0.85
(-1.13- -0.62)

-0.89
(-1.21- -0.70)

0.008*

0.27

0.12

AAR (ms/RRi)

5.35
(3.97-6.98)

4.12
(3.02-5.43)

4.42
(3.67-5.58)

<0.0001*

0.14

0.001*

MRA

0.07
(0.05-0.11)

0.07
(0.05-0.10)

0.07
(0.05-0.12)

0.23

0.12

0.90

SAP (× 10-2)

-0.03
(-0.19-0.13)

0.05
(-0.08-0.22)

0.06
(-0.08-0.17)

0.003*

0.53

0.02

0.025
(0.016-0.043)

0.025
(0.018-0.040)

0.022
(0.014-0.033)

0.99

0.06

0.07

Figure 2B

SampEn
Figure 2C

Figure 2D
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Abbreviations: KC, Kangaroo care; IDR, immediate deceleration response; SDR, slope of the
deceleration response; ADR, average deceleration response; MRA, maximum respiratory amplitude;
SAP, slope at the anchor point; SampEn, sample entropy; IAR, immediate acceleration response; SAR,
slope of the acceleration response; AAR, average acceleration response; p-value1 corresponds to the
comparison of the pre-KC and the during-KC period; p-value2 corresponds to the comparison of
the during-KC and the post-KC period, p-value3 corresponds to the comparison of the pre-KC and
the post-KC period. * indicates p-value < 0.01
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Figure 3. The left column shows PRSA (A and C) of the respiratory signals coupled to inspiratory
peaks (above dotted line) and expiratory troughs (below-dotted line) along with the BPRSA of the
corresponding tachograms (B and D). The vertical arrow indicates the coupling between the PRSA
and the BPRSA waveforms. The right column shows the PSD of the corresponding phase-rectified
signals whereas the bi-directional arrows show the equivalence of the time and frequency domains.
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PRSA of respiration: Figure 3 shows the phase rectified waveforms of the respiration signal,
rectified based on the location of inspiratory peaks and expiratory troughs respectively. These
waveforms are the inverse of each other and have a PSD that peaks between 0.5-1.5 Hz.
Notably, there was no peak around 0.10-0.20 Hz.
Coupling from respiration to heart: The corresponding BPRSA from the respiration signal to the
tachogram, again using as anchor points the peaks and troughs of inspiration and expiration
respectively, showed a decrease in heart rate near both sets of anchor points. The power in
the PSD corresponding to the BPRSA waveform was largely restricted to low frequency (<
0.01 RRi-1).
With regard to respiratory cessations, the total period that infants were not breathing was
comparable in the pre-, during- and post-KC periods at around 10%. Figure 4 shows the
boxplots corresponding to the total duration of cessation, measured as a percentage of total
time. Based on histogram analysis (data not shown), the typical duration of cessations was
comparable as well.

Figure 4. The percentage of total time that respiration ceased in the study population corresponding
to the pre-, during- and post-KC periods, represented as boxplots with each KC session contributing
a data point. All cessations were added to calculate the total time corresponding to cessations.
Statistically, there were no differences among the three periods.
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DISCUSSION
In this explorative study in preterm infants, we analyzed the cardiac and respiratory regulatory
mechanisms as well as the coupling between them. In particular, we analyzed the coupling from
fluctuations in the heart rate to respiratory oscillations and vice versa. Further, we stratified
these oscillations based on the dynamics of the signal, i.e., decelerations and accelerations
in the heart rate and inspiration and expiration during respiration. We contrasted changes
in autonomic regulation during KC with periods in the incubator and hypothesized that
cardiorespiratory coupling is responsive to KC.
By using PRSA on cardiac activity, stratified by decelerations and accelerations, we demonstrated
that the physiological mechanisms for decelerations and accelerations were not the converse
of one another. For instance, both the deceleration- and acceleration-related modulation – as
reflected by the features ADR and AAR – showed a reduction during KC as opposed to the preKC period, but throughout, the absolute value of the ADR was higher than the AAR, indicating
that the number of accelerations exceeded the number of decelerations. This finding points
to the presence of an unstable regulatory control mechanism, prone to overshooting (severe
decelerations) that requires multiple accelerations to maintain a stable heart rate. KC appears
to improve cardiac regulation by reducing the severity of heart rate decelerations with the
ratio of the number of decelerations to the number of accelerations becoming closer to unity.
These results reaffirm previous findings, which identified that infants are routinely prone to
physiologically undesirable heart rate decelerations, the severity of which decreases during KC9.
Since phase rectification shows the overall capacity for deceleration and acceleration, without
necessarily being linked to a single physiological process, frequency analysis was used to
identify the contributions of the underlying physiological mechanisms. The PSD of the PRSA
waveforms corresponding to decelerations and accelerations as shown in Figures 1 and 2
indicates that the physiological mechanisms responsible for the same occurred at frequencies
below 0.05 RRi-1 (≈ 0.016 – 0.025 Hz assuming a heart rate between 120 – 180 bpm). These
effects may, therefore, be attributable to mechanisms such as neurohormonal influences or
peristaltic movements (< 0.04 Hz)14,27–29.
Coupling from the heart to respiration: Figures 1 and 2 clearly show couplings from decelerations
and accelerations in the heart rate to respiratory oscillations. These coupled respiratory
oscillations should not be confused with the phenomenon of RSA found in adults, defined
as coupling from respiration to heart rate – inhalation to acceleration and exhalation to
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deceleration14. The presence of these respiratory oscillations is notable since in the absence
of an interrelationship between the trigger (changes in heart rate) and the target (respiratory
signal) the corresponding BPRSA waveform would have been a flat line.
In this study, we identified that the BPRSA waveforms (of respiratory oscillations) coupled to
decelerations and accelerations were the inverse of one another, suggesting a linear response
mechanism of the underlying physiological system(s). We can also observe that for the beat-tobeat decelerations and accelerations respectively (PRSA with T = 1), there occurred an expiratory
and inspiratory peak, on average, with a latency of around 0.06-0.09 seconds. The identification
of this latency is in agreement with previous findings on cardiorespiratory coupling in preterm
infants17,30. The PSD of the BPRSA waveform showed a broad peak around 1 Hz, matching
the respiratory frequency. A smaller peak can be seen around 0.10-0.20 Hz, possibly related to
baroreflex activity modulating the respiratory pattern following changes in heart rate31,32.
Upon analyzing more sustained decelerations and accelerations (PRSA with T = 10, Figure
2), a decrease and increase in the corresponding respiratory amplitude is present but only at
low frequency (0.10-0.20 Hz). Together, these BPRSA results suggest the presence of a higher
frequency coupling occurring from beat-to-beat and breath-to-breath, while a lower frequency
coupling, potentially modulated by the baroreflex persists throughout. The presence of
coupling, overriding the natural tendency of systems to work independently of one another33,
suggests a physiological benefit brought about by it. The fact that the coupling appears to be
more pronounced during and after KC is evident by the increased amplitude of respiratory
oscillations from decelerations and accelerations of heart rate (BPRSA waveforms, Figure
1). Along similar lines, increased postmenstrual age and quiet sleep have also been reported
to increase cardiorespiratory coupling5,17,18,30.
Coupling from respiration to heart: In Figure 3, we show the coupling from, respectively peaks of
inspiration and troughs of expiration, to cardiac activity. Unsurprisingly, the corresponding
PSD of the PRSA is broad and centered around one Hz, i.e., the typical frequency of
respiration (see Table 2). Remarkably, we do not observe coupling from peaks of inspiration
to the acceleration of heart rate. Thus we do not observe the phenomenon of RSA. Rather,
the coupled cardiac response to both peaks and troughs of respiration is a small (2-3 ms) and
gradual deceleration of the heart rate.
Furthermore, if instead of the peaks and troughs of inspiration and expiration, the midpoints of inspiration and expiration were used for rectification, the coupled cardiac response
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was still a gradual deceleration of the heart rate but of lower amplitude (data not shown)
than that seen upon using the peaks and troughs of inspiration and expiration, respectively.
Additionally, the BPRSA waveform was flat if the rectification of the respiratory waveform
was based on the entire duration of inspiration or expiration (data not shown). Together,
these findings suggest that it is the mechanical effect of maximal inspiration and expiration
that triggers the decelerative cardiac response. Note that our findings do not suggest that all
inspirations and expirations were associated with these decelerations in heart rate. Possibly
it arises only in conjunction with, for instance, periodic breathing, other forms of breath
amplitude modulation, or periodic peristaltic movements, since the corresponding PSD peaks
at low frequency alone, approximately once every 6-7 minutes. These findings may also explain
the results by Clark et al., where respiratory influences on RRi were present for only less than
20% of the total time (3.3 out of 18 patient-years) analyzed17.
As in our study, there are also other reports that that do not observe RSA in preterm infants17,34.
In adults, RSA is reported to be caused by vagal influences on the heart during expiration,
which ceases during inspiration, while in contrast sympathetic motor neurons are excited
during inspiration and appear mildly inhibited during expiration35. The degree of heart rate
modulation appears to be a function of respiratory period and depth36. We speculate that, in
preterm infants, the differences in respiratory period and depth are insufficient in generating
sinus arrhythmia. These findings become more important considering that, concerning
cessations in breathing – a potential sign of insufficient vagal suppression – there were no
statistically significant differences between pre-, during- and post-KC periods.
Overall, based on the bi-directional analysis of the cardiac and respiratory systems using the
BPRSA method, we observed coupling from heart rate decelerations and accelerations to
expiration and inspiration respectively, while, in the other direction, we observed coupling
from both peaks and troughs of respiration to small decelerations of the heart rate. This
non-symmetric coupling suggests that there are two distinct branches of cardiorespiratory
coupling that modulate HRV in preterm infants, evidence of which has also been illustrated
elsewhere37. Our work offers new, differentiated insights into this bidirectional interaction.
Further, we assessed mechanisms involved in the integrated control of cardiac and respiratory
systems in response to the experimental condition of KC. Other studies have used, for instance,
sleep state as a window into autonomic regulation38. In contrast, KC is longer-lasting, enabling
the analysis of lower frequency components of physiological systems, as well as enabling the
study of autonomic regulation during a state and not in response to a state change. Our research,
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therefore, contributes to an improved understanding of physiology and cardiorespiratory
coupling in preterm infants, offering opportunities for improving therapeutic practices as
well as for evaluating new interventions by studying changes in cardiorespiratory coupling –
precedence for which using HRV has already been set elsewhere10,21.
Some limitations of the study need to be accounted for. While both the cardiac and respiratory
systems are potentially influenced by posture, we did not correct for differences in posture
during KC versus pre- and post-KC. During KC, infants are prone, whereas in the incubator
infants are typically either prone or in the lateral position39. Furthermore, since this study was
of a within subject-design, the postmenstrual age was not a confounding factor. However,
quiet sleep may have been a confounding factor, since this is known to increase during KC,
potentially contributing to enhanced cardiorespiratory coupling18. Unfortunately, information
on the distribution of sleep states was unavailable. Additionally, we did not correct for methods
of respiratory support – most infants, as is common in a preterm NICU population, were
on nasal continuous positive airway pressure ventilation. However, infants on mechanical
ventilation (intubated infants) were specifically excluded. We included only a homogeneous
group of clinically stable preterm infants, limiting the generalizability of our findings outside
a comparable population. In future work, we will, therefore, extend our analysis to study for
instance the maturational trajectory of infants. Other possibilities for future analysis include
studying the cardiorespiratory coupling between a parent and their infant during KC.

CONCLUSION
In this study of preterm infants, we selectively analyzed, coupling from accelerations and
decelerations in heart rate to respiratory oscillations, and coupling from peaks and troughs
of respiration to changes in heart rate using the BPRSA method. Preterm infants do exhibit
cardiorespiratory coupling, and this coupling is non-symmetric with regard to the direction
of coupling. Upon examining coupling from heart rate to respiration, using the tachogram as
the trigger signal and points of heart rate acceleration or deceleration as anchor points, the
resulting average respiration signal showed inhalation or exhalation respectively. On the other
hand, examining coupling from respiration to heart rate, using either peaks or troughs of
respiration signal as the trigger points, the averaged tachogram showed marginal decelerations
in the heart rate. KC, which is considered to be a comfortable and therapeutic intervention,
served as an experimental setting to contrast changes in regulation during KC versus periods
in the incubator.
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PART FOUR
CLINICIAL VALORIZATION –
PREDICTIVE MONITORING OF SEPSIS

Chapter 14
Predicting Neonatal Sepsis Using Features of Heart
Rate Variability, Respiratory Characteristics and
ECG-Derived Estimates of Infant Motion

Reproduced after: Rohan Joshi, Deedee Kommers, Laurien Oosterwijk, Loe Feijs, Carola van
Pul, Peter Andriessen. Predicting Neonatal Sepsis Using Features of Heart Rate Variability,
Respiratory Characteristics and ECG-Derived Estimates of Infant Motion, Under Review, 2019.

ABSTRACT
Objective: To characterize the prognostic potential of several features of heart rate variability
(HRV), respiration, and (infant) motion for the predictive monitoring of late-onset sepsis
(LOS) in preterm infants.
Methods: The cardiorespiratory waveforms of infants diagnosed with blood-culture positive
LOS in a neonatal intensive care setting were used to analyze the discriminatory potential of 22
features, aimed at distinguishing control- from sepsis-state, using the Naïve Bayes algorithm.
Historical data of the subjects acquired from a period sufficiently before the clinical suspicion
of LOS was used as a control-state, whereas data from the 24 hours preceding the clinical
suspicion of LOS were used as test data (sepsis-state). The overall prognostic potential of all
features was quantified at three-hourly intervals for the period corresponding to test data by
calculating the area under the receiver operating characteristics curve.
Results: For the 49 infants studied, features of HRV, respiration, and movement showed
characteristic changes in the hours leading up to the clinical suspicion of sepsis, namely
an increased propensity towards pathological heart rate decelerations, increased respiratory
instability and a decrease in spontaneous infant activity, i.e., lethargy.
Conclusion: Features characterizing HRV and respiration can be used to probe the state of
the autonomic nervous system while those characterizing movement can be used to probe the
state of the motor system, dysregulation of both reflects an increased likelihood of sepsis.
Significance: Predictive monitoring of LOS using readily interpretable features derived from
cardiorespiratory monitoring can result in opportunities for preemptively identifying and
treating LOS.
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INTRODUCTION
Preterm infants are at high risk for developing infections that lead to sepsis – a life-threatening
and multi-organ complication triggered by an immunological response to the infection1. Sepsis
constitutes a global public health concern, substantially contributing to neonatal morbidity
and mortality2,3. Sepsis in neonates is characterized into early (EOS) and late-onset sepsis
(LOS), differentiated by the timing of the onset of symptoms, the virulence of the infecting
organism(s) and the associated pathogenesis. EOS is defined by the onset of symptoms
within 72 hours after birth and is frequently associated with maternal Group B streptococcal
colonization as a result of ascending infection from the maternal-genital tract3. On the other
hand, LOS is characterized by the onset of symptoms consistent with sepsis at greater than
72 hours of life and is frequently associated with nosocomial or catheter-related coagulasenegative staphylococci infection. Notably, the prevalence of LOS is considerably higher than
that of EOS, approximately 15% versus 1%, in infants born below 1500g2,4.
Timely diagnosis of LOS is important since delayed antibiotic therapy is associated with
high mortality and adverse long-term outcomes2,5. Further, as the incidence of sepsis has
been steadily rising due to improved survival rates of progressively more preterm infants,
correctly diagnosing LOS will continue to remain an important issue in the future2,6. However,
diagnosing LOS is challenging because the clinical signs thereof are nonspecific and often
inconspicuous.
The definitive diagnosis of neonatal sepsis is based on the results of blood culture, despite the
fact that these typically take 24 hours or longer to obtain and are associated with a significant
number of false negatives and positives7. Further, once a blood culture is identified as positive,
conclusively identifying the offending bacterial strain takes additional time8,9. Consequently,
based solely on the clinical suspicion of sepsis, typically, broad-spectrum antibiotic therapy
is initiated at the time the blood culture is ordered, potentially followed by targeted antibiotic
therapy if the offending pathogenic strains are isolated2. However, the liberal and prolonged
use of broad-spectrum antibiotics at even the slightest suspicion of sepsis, while carried
out with the intention of reducing the burden of disease in vulnerable preterm infants,
has contributed to growing antibiotic resistance in neonatal intensive care units (NICUs),
worldwide10,11. Therefore, multiple other approaches, such as those based on blood-based
biomarkers as well as algorithms based on exploiting vital signs for the predictive monitoring
of LOS have been researched to potentially augment the clinical diagnosis of sepsis at the
bedside in the hope of both early and more specific identification of LOS12.
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While certain biomarkers do hold promise for diagnosing sepsis, their inherent limitations
include being invasive, having a typical turnaround time of several hours, and offering only
discrete snapshots of the infant’s risk-status. Herein, taking advantage of the routinely
monitored cardiorespiratory waveforms for continuously tracking the pathophysiological
changes brought about by LOS is an attractive alternative to using blood-based biomarkers
alone. The underlying hypothesis is that, in the hours leading up to the clinical suspicion of
sepsis, autonomic regulatory mechanisms change in a characteristic fashion13 – the analysis
thereof can help in continuously evaluating the risk of sepsis12,14. Indeed, research based on
displaying an index developed using heart rate variability (HRV) was found to be a promising
method for predicting sepsis, and in a randomized trial of over 3000 preterm infants,
continuously displaying this index reduced the overall mortality rate from 10% to 8%15. The
rationale being that dysregulation, as measured by, both, a lowered HRV and a propensity
towards transient heart rate (HR) decelerations, reflects subclinical signatures of sepsis up to
even 24h before the clinical suspicion of sepsis and can thus preempt clinical intervention –
i.e., initiating antibiotic therapy and ordering a blood culture16.
However, it is possible that the longitudinal analysis of other physiological data-streams
such as respiration, oxygen saturation, temperature, and infant activity, amongst others, can,
both, independently provide diagnostic information for the predictive monitoring of sepsis
as well as improve upon HRV-based approaches for predicting LOS9,12,17,18. For instance,
regarding respiration, it is well known that the regulation of respiration is disrupted by
sepsis, as evidenced by an increased tendency towards apnea19–22. Further, a recent metaanalysis has shown that lethargy, i.e., the absence of regular (infant) motion, is one of the
strongest indicators of neonatal sepsis23. Therefore, in our recent work, we have developed
and clinically validated a method for quantitatively estimating infant motion from routinely
acquired cardiorespiratory waveforms enabling the possibility of continuously tracking (infant)
movement or the pathological lack of thereof, which may be a marker for impending sepsis24.
The aim of the current study was to characterize the prognostic potential of several features
of HRV, features derived from the respiratory waveform, and ECG-derived estimates of
infant motion towards the predictive monitoring of sepsis. To the best of our knowledge,
while HRV and respiratory rates have been used for the predictive monitoring of LOS, the
propensity towards apneas, disruption or dysregulation of respiration as mirrored in the
respiratory waveform, as well as lethargy measured by infant motion, remain unexplored in
the context of algorithmically tracking LOS.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient population and data acquisition
We conducted this study in the tertiary care, level III NICU of Máxima Medical Center,
the Netherlands from July 2016 – February 2018. Retrospectively, we inducted all infants
born in this period when they, (a.) yielded a positive blood culture 72 hours after birth or
later, (b.) were born at less than 32 weeks gestational age (GA), (c.) presented with clinical
signs of generalized infection according to the Vermont Oxford criteria25, and (d.) received
antibiotic therapy for at least five days. Data on demographics, respiratory support and
the clinical suspicion of sepsis, based on the CRASH-moment (Cultures, Resuscitation,
and Antibiotics Started Here26), were collected from patient medical records. Infants with
congenital anomalies or syndromes were excluded as were those infants with CRASHmoments that did not have 72 hours of patient monitoring data preceding CRASH. Further,
in those infants presenting with multiple CRASH-moments, only the first CRASH-moment
was retained for analysis.
As is routine, all infants received continuous cardiorespiratory monitoring (Philips IntelliVue
MX 800, Germany). Based on the CRASH-moments, the electrocardiogram (ECG, 250 Hz)
and the chest impedance (CI, 62.5 Hz) waveforms corresponding to the 72 hours before and
after CRASH were retrospectively acquired from a data warehouse (PIIC iX, Data Warehouse
Connect, Philips Medical Systems, Andover, MA). Henceforth, we refer to the 72-hour period
before and after CRASH as the pre- and post-CRASH periods respectively. As this was a
retrospective study in which anonymized data corresponding to routine patient monitoring
was used, the medical ethical committee provided a waiver in accordance with the Dutch law
on medical research with humans.
Signal pre-processing
A peak detection algorithm was used to detect the R-peaks in the ECG-recordings27, followed
by calculating the interbeat or R-R intervals (RRi). The time series of RRi, also known as the
tachogram, reflected the HRV, which was characterized using several features described below.
Concerning the CI waveform, also derived from the ECG-electrodes, the peaks and troughs
of the CI signal were algorithmically detected and were used to calculate the instantaneous
respiratory rate, i.e., from breath-to-breath.
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Feature generation
Three types of signals, all derived from the ECG-electrodes (i.e., ECG and CI waveforms)
were used to generate a battery of features for further testing. The signals included HRV, the
CI-based respiration signal, and the ECG-waveform derived estimates of infant motion. The
features acquired from these signals are discussed below:
(i.) HRV
Eight features of HRV were used for predictive modeling. These features included commonly
employed features of HRV, originally used in adults, such as the SDNN, features specifically
designed to capture neonatal HRV, such as the pDec and SampAsy, as well as features, such
as the AAR, based on phase-rectified signal averaging (PRSA), a method robust to nonstationarities and noise. Details on feature description and their physiological interpretation
are provided in Table 1.
Table 1. Description and interpretation of features used for the predictive monitoring of LOS
Feature description

Abbreviation

Interpretation

Features of HRV
RR-interval

RRi

Average heart rate

Square root of the mean of the squares
of successive differences between
adjacent NN intervals

RMSSD

Captures dispersion in the duration
between consecutive heart beats
with increased sensitivity to larger
dispersions.

Standard deviation of RRi

SDNN

Captures dispersion in the duration
between consecutive heartbeats

Percentage deceleration of RRi38

pDec

Captures the percentage of HR
decelerations

Standard deviation of RRi
corresponding to pDec38

SDDec

Captures extent of HR decelerations

Average deceleration response33,39a

ADR

Average HR response to decelerations
using PRSA

Average acceleration response33,39a

AAR

Average HR response to accelerations
using PRSA

Sample asymmetry32

SampAsy

Captures asymmetry in the histogram
of RRi

Features characterizing respiration
Mean respiratory rate

RespMean

Average respiration rate

Interdecile range of respiratory rate

RespIDR

A measure of the difference between
the 90th and 10th percentile of the
respiratory rate
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Table 1. Continued
Feature description

Abbreviation

Interpretation

Features characterizing respiration (Continued)
Standard deviation of respiratory rate

RespSD

Dispersion of the respiratory rate

Skewness of respiratory rate

RespSkew

A measure of the degree of distortion
compared to a Gaussian distribution of
the respiratory rate

Mean value of ApEn29

ApEnMean

An average measure of respiratory
instability

Standard deviation of ApEn

ApEnSD

Dispersion of respiratory instability

Interdecile range of ApEn

ApEnIDR

A measure of the difference between
the 90th and 10th percentile estimate of
respiratory instability

Skewness of ApEnb

ApEnSkew

A measure of the degree of distortion
compared to a Gaussian distribution of
respiratory instability

Percentage contribution of cessations
of up to 5s to the total duration of
cessation

percCess-5

Propensity to short cessations

Percentage contribution of cessations
of up to 20s to the total duration of
cessation

percCess-20

Propensity to cessations that are
clinically significant

Percentage cessations throughout the
monitored period, irrespective of the
duration

percCessTotal

Total percentage of time with no
breathing

Features characterizing ECG-derived estimates of body movement
Interdecile range of the SII

SII-IDR

A measure of the difference between
the 90th and 10th percentile estimate of
infant motion

Standard deviation of the SII

SII-SD

A measure of the dispersion of
estimated infant motion

Skewness of the SII

SII-Skew

A measure of the degree of distortion
compared to a Gaussian distribution of
estimated infant motion.

All increases and decreases in the RRi served as an anchor point for deceleration and acceleration
respectively39. The ADR and AAR were calculated as the difference in the average of the 25 RRi after
(including anchor point) and the 25 RRi before the anchor points. bSkewness, the third standardized
moment, is a measure of the asymmetry of the data around the sample mean. The skewness is 0 for
symmetric distributions, positive if the distribution has a longer tail to the right, and negative if the
distribution has a longer tail to the left.
a
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(ii.) CI-based respiration
Eleven features were generated from the respiration signal – four were based on the
instantaneous respiratory rate, for instance, the mean and the interdecile range (IDR) of
the respiratory rate, while four and three features respectively were based on measures of
respiratory instability and respiratory cessations. Measures of respiratory instability, described
below, are original and were developed for this work with the intention to capture dysregulation
of respiration. A previously developed algorithm was used for characterizing features of
respiratory cessations28.
Dysregulation of respiration or of the respiratory drive is reflected in the characteristics of the
respiration waveform, for instance, during a stable epoch, the respiratory waveform may appear
periodic and resemble a sinusoidal waveform. Conversely, during epochs with intermittent gasps,
cessations in breathing or unstable breathing with variations in respiratory amplitude from
breath-to-breath, the respiratory waveform may appear disorganized – this disorganization may
not be fully captured in the respiratory rate alone. To quantitatively capture respiratory instability,
we calculated the entropy of the windowed and band-pass filtered (0.45- 1.45 Hz) respiration
waveform. We calculated the approximate entropy (ApEn)29 using a historical window of 30s and
a sequence-length for comparison, also known as the embedded dimension, equal to one second
of data (empirical choice) with a tolerance value defined as 0.15 times the standard deviation of
the windowed data. Since entropy is a measure of system disorganization, a perfectly stable and
periodic respiration signal would have low entropy whereas complete cessation of breathing
would have high entropy, since then the respiration signal would reflect sensor noise alone.
Epochs with respiratory instability, i.e., epochs between perfectly stable breathing and complete
cessation of breathing, would have intermediate values of entropy. We calculated the ApEn
of the respiratory waveform, as described above, at a frequency of one Hz and termed this
time-series respiratory instability – four features based on which were used in the predictive
monitoring of LOS in this study (Table 1).
Since preterm infants are susceptible to respiratory cessations, some of which may qualify
as clinically recognized apneas, we used the algorithm developed by Lee et al. to identify
respiratory cessations in the CI signal28. The duration of individual respiratory cessations that
was considered as valid was based on the rules provided by Lee et al. They ignored cessations
shorter than 2s and considered as valid all periods when the infant ceased to breathe for a
duration longer than 5s, as well as episodes less than 5s if they were sufficiently close to
other cessations (< 3s)28. We ignored cessations longer than 120s as potential artifacts. Three
features based on respiratory cessations were intended to capture the propensity towards, (a.)
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short cessations, (b.) clinically significant cessations (or apnea), and (c.) the total burden of
cessations, measured by calculating the percentage of time the breathing ceased, irrespective
of the length of cessation. Further details on these features are provided in Table 1.
(iii.) ECG-derived estimates of infant motion – the signal instability index
As stated in the introduction, lethargy is an important clinical symptom or warning sign
of sepsis, but there have been no attempts to use quantitative, continuous and automated
measures of lethargy in the predictive monitoring of sepsis. Recently, we have developed and
tested an algorithm that can be applied on the ECG waveform to yield the signal instability
index (SII) which can quantify infant motion by capturing both the extent and duration of
movements. The intention is that by reliably capturing movement, one can also detect the
pathological lack of movement that is expected to precede sepsis. Briefly, the SII is a nonparametric measure based on the kernel density estimate that can be applied to a band-pass
filtered (0.001 – 0.40 Hz) ECG waveform to obtain an estimate of motion (the SII) every
second (one Hz) using the ECG-data of the past 10s, as described elsewhere24. Low values
of the SII are indicative of the absence of movement while higher values are a quantitative
estimate of body movement24. Three features – the IDR, standard deviation (SD) and the
skewness of the SII were used to quantify body movement, or the lack thereof. Low values
of the IDR and the SD represent a lack of movement (or lethargy), while large positive values
of the skewness feature represent lethargy.
Data selection corresponding to control state and sepsis state
We calculated all features, every three hours, using data of the past three hours. Therefore,
for instance, corresponding to the CRASH-moment, denoted by t = 0, the corresponding
feature-values would be based on the data from -3 to 0 hours. The same reasoning applies to
feature values across the entire time-series, for the pre- and the post-CRASH period.
Research has shown that the earliest subclinical signatures of LOS may start manifesting up
to 24 hours preceding CRASH26. Therefore, considering that this study for the predictive
monitoring of LOS was of a single-group design, we sought to obtain historical time-series
data from a period sufficiently before the CRASH-moment and treated it as control-state. We
included 10 three-hour intervals from -66 to -39 hours before CRASH as control-state since
this period is sufficiently far from the 24 hours preceding CRASH and is expected to be a
representative measure of (healthy) baseline variability. Data from the -72 and -69 hours
before CRASH were not used as control-state since this period was, for some infants, just after
birth and potentially features from this period could still exhibit effects of the birthing process.
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While there is evidence that subclinical signatures of LOS manifest in the 24 hours
preceding CRASH, the temporal manifestation of their predictive potential is not clear.
Therefore, we explored how the predictive potential of the features under consideration
changed in the hours leading up to the CRASH-moment by independently analyzing all
three-hour intervals (total 9) between -24 to 0 hours (total of 9 intervals) – i.e., the sepsisstate – compared to the control-state.
Data analysis and evaluation of classification
Since baseline values of the features may vary from one infant to the other, owing to
factors such as differences in physiological maturity, the time-series of all features were
standardized (mean subtracted followed by dividing by the standard deviation) based
on data from the control-state. For all 22 features – eight based on HRV, 11 based on
respiration and three based on infant motion – the pre- and post-CRASH time series
corresponding to the mean values (standard error of the mean, SEM) of the features were
plotted to visualize how features changed in the period leading up to CRASH and beyond.
Further, the Naïve Bayes classifier was used to distinguish the control-state from septicstate. The use of the Naïve Bayes classifier was motivated by the fact that it works well,
even for a small amount of training data and is highly interpretable. Concerning classifier
characteristics, the class priors were defined to be uniform while feature distributions
were non-parametrically estimated using multiple kernels of the normal distribution.
The predictive strength of the classifier was evaluated by calculating the area under the
receiver operating characteristics (AUROC) curve from the left out folds of fivefold
cross-validation (CV) stratified by control- and sepsis-states, carried out five times to
provide an average estimate of the AUROC and its dispersion (SD). Further, along with
the AUROC, we calculated the true positive rate (TPR) of classification while setting
the classifier’s false positive rate (FPR) at 10%. As described earlier, 10 data points from
each infant served as control-state while nine data points from the 24 hours preceding
CRASH were analyzed from each infant, one at a time, serving as data corresponding to
the sepsis-state. By individually analyzing each three-hour epoch in the hours leading up
to CRASH, the temporal trajectory of the discriminative potential of the classifier, for
individual features, was quantified using the AUROC and the TPR.
While the AUROC measures the predictive strength of the classifier, it does not explain
how changes in the individual features affect the probability of sepsis. Thus, to make
the classification process a white-box model, we calculated the probabilities of sepsis for
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different values of the individual features. The means and standard deviations of these
probabilities were calculated over the different runs of the CV process for a chosen model
and plotted individually for each feature. All models were developed and evaluated in a
MATLAB environment (MATLAB R2017, MathWorks).

RESULTS
During the study, based on the clinical suspicion of sepsis, 185 blood cultures were drawn 72
hours after birth or later. Of these blood cultures, 92 were positive. Four and three cultures
respectively were excluded from analysis since they were obtained from infants born after
32 weeks of gestation and in infants that did not present signs of generalized infection. One
infant presented with a congenital anomaly and therefore the associated CRASH moment was
excluded; 14 CRASH-moments did not have sufficient data in the pre-CRASH period while
21 blood cultures were repeat measures and therefore excluded. The remaining 49 CRASHmoments, including data from their corresponding pre- and post-CRASH periods, were used
for analysis – the patient metadata corresponding to these 49 infants are provided in Table 2.
It should be noted that these 49 CRASH-moments were obtained from 49 different infants.
The most common pathogen isolated from blood cultures was Staphylococcus epidermidis (55%),
followed by Staphylococcus capitis (12%), both coagulase-negative staphylococci that are commonly
associated with LOS.
Table 2. Patient metadata including characteristics of invasive mechanical ventilation (intubation)
Characteristic

Median (IQR)

No. of infants

49

Male gender (%)
Gestational age (weeks)
Birthweight (gram)
Postnatal age at CRASH (days)
Mortality (%)

57.14
27.85 (26.85-29.32)
1085 (931-1292)
6.5 (4.9-10.1)
12.24

Invasive mechanical ventilation in the pre-CRASH period (no.)

2 infants

Pre-CRASH period: Duration between intubation and CRASH (hours)

9 (2-16)

Invasive mechanical ventilation in the post-CRASH period (no.)

16 infants

Post-CRASH period: Duration between CRASH and intubation (hours)

1.5 (0.5-7)

Legend: IQR, Interquartile range
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Concerning the changes in the features that manifest in the hours leading up to CRASH and
beyond, Figure 1 shows the time-series of six features – two features each from the signal
categories of HRV, respiration, and movement. Regarding the features of HRV, the SampAsy
and the AAR exhibited a decreasing trend in the hours leading up to CRASH, implying
increasing asymmetry in the histogram of RRi and a reduced ability to accelerate the HR,
respectively. Regarding the features based on the respiration waveform, both, RespIDR and
ApEnMean increased preceding CRASH. This reflects an increase in the dynamic range
of respiratory rate and increasing respiratory instability, respectively. For features based on
movement, the SII-IDR, and the SII-SD decreased, reflecting a reduction in spontaneous
movement, in the hours leading up to CRASH.
SampAsy

AAR
1.0

-0.08

SampAsy

AAR

-0.06

-0.10
-0.12

0.8
0.6
0.4

-0.14

0.2

ApEnMean

RespIDR
0.6

ApEnMean

RespIDR

2.7
2.5
2.3

0.4
0.2
0

-0.2

2.1

SII-IDR

1.4

SII-SD

2.0

SII-SD

SII-IDR

1.2
1.6
1.2
0.8

1.0
0.8

-72 -60 -48 -36 -24 -12 0

12 24 36 48 60 72

Time (hours)

0.6

-72 -60 -48 -36 -24 -12 0

12 24 36 48 60 72

Time (hours)

Figure 1. Time series of standardized features values – HRV (top), respiration (middle) and movement
(bottom) – in the 72 hours before and after CRASH (t = 0; error bar with circular marker). All features
show characteristic changes in the hours leading up to the CRASH-moment and beyond. The error
bars represent the SEM.
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Figure 2 shows, for the six features discussed above, how the performance of the Bayesian
classifier changes in the 24 hours leading up to sepsis. Some features (e.g., SampAsy,
ApEnMean) showcase potential for discriminating the septic-state from the control-state up
to 15 hours before CRASH (AUROC > 0.50), and broadly speaking the overall predictive
potential of the classifier, as measured by the AUROC, improves considerably leading up to
the CRASH-moment, across all features. Since, from a clinical perspective, false predictions
of sepsis are undesirable, alongside the AUROC, the TPR of correctly predicting impending
sepsis while tolerating a low FPR of 10% are also provided in Figure 2 – here too an improving
trend can be seen in the hours leading up to CRASH. Table 3 characterizes the overall
predictive potential (AUROC) of the Bayesian classifier for all 22 features in the 24 hours
leading up to sepsis. Overall, RMSSD is the best-performing feature with an AUROC of
0.84 (0.001) at t = 0.
Table 3. The predictive strength of the classifier as measured by the mean (SD) of the AUROC
leading up to the CRASH moment. Additionally, the temporal trajectory of the feature-performance
for the features in bold is shown in Figure 2.
Feature

t = -24 t = -21

t = -18

t = -15

t = -12

t = -9

t = -6

t = -3

t=0

RRi

0.57
(0.01)

0.60
(0.02)

0.64
(0.02)

0.64
(0.00)

0.67
(0.01)

0.70
(0.01)

0.69
(0.01)

0.67
(0.01)

0.71
(0.01)

RMSSD

0.60
(0.02)

0.65
(0.00)

0.65
(0.00)

0.68
(0.00)

0.68
(0.00)

0.71
(0.01)

0.72
(0.01)

0.75
(0.00)

0.84
(0.00)

SDNN

0.49
(0.01)

0.53
(0.01)

0.62
(0.0)

0.62
(0.01)

0.62
(0.01)

0.57
(0.03)

0.57
(0.02)

0.71
(0.00)

0.78
(0.01)

pDec

0.45
(0.03)

0.54
(0.02)

0.44
(0.03)

0.45
(0.04)

0.55
(0.03)

0.58
(0.02)

0.64
(0.01)

0.74
(0.01)

0.72
(0.01)

SDDec

0.51
(0.01)

0.51
(0.01)

0.53
(0.02)

0.60
(0.01)

0.57
(0.02)

0.44
(0.03)

0.66
(0.01)

0.77
(0.01)

0.81
(0.00)

ADR

0.50
(0.02)

0.50
(0.04)

0.57
(0.0)

0.48
(0.05)

0.59
(0.03)

0.59
(0.02)

0.64
(0.00)

0.75
(0.01)

0.79
(0.01)

AAR

0.49
(0.03)

0.53
(0.01)

0.58
(0.01)

0.52
(0.03)

0.57
(0.03)

0.61
(0.01)

0.65
(0.03)

0.78
(0.00)

0.82
(0.00)

SampAsy

0.45
(0.03)

0.53
(0.01)

0.44
(0.02)

0.59
(0.04)

0.54
(0.02)

0.62
(0.01)

0.70
(0.01)

0.76
(0.01)

0.73
(0.02)

RespMean

0.51
(0.02)

0.44
(0.03)

0.53
(0.02)

0.65
(0.01)

0.65
(0.01)

0.68
(0.01)

0.60
(0.03)

0.66
(0.01)

0.73
(0.01)

RespIDR

0.40
(0.02)

0.59
(0.01)

0.48
(0.00)

0.48
(0.04)

0.48
(0.03)

0.54
(0.04)

0.63
(0.02)

0.72
(0.01)

0.72
(0.02)

RespSD

0.49
(0.01)

0.63
(0.01)

0.59
(0.02)

0.44
(0.04)

0.58
(0.01)

0.61
(0.01)

0.63
(0.01)

0.71
(0.00)

0.73
(0.01)
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Table 3. Continued
Feature

t = -24 t = -21

t = -18

t = -15

t = -12

t = -9

t = -6

t = -3

t=0

RespSkew

0.48
(0.02)

0.53
(0.03)

0.51
(0.01)

0.54
(0.03)

0.53
(0.01)

0.56
(0.0)

0.62
(0.01)

0.61
(0.02)

0.62
(0.01)

ApEnMean

0.46
(0.03)

0.52
(0.03)

0.48
(0.04)

0.57
(0.02)

0.58
(0.00)

0.59
(0.01)

0.66
(0.01)

0.69
(0.01)

0.72
(0.01)

ApEnSD

0.52
(0.03)

0.46
(0.03)

0.38
(0.02)

0.47
(0.03)

0.50
(0.03)

0.56
(0.02)

0.59
(0.03)

0.65
(0.01)

0.72
(0.01)

ApEnIDR

0.51
(0.01)

0.42
(0.03)

0.49
(0.02)

0.51
(0.02)

0.59
(0.01)

0.61
(0.01)

0.67
(0.01)

0.70
(0.01)

0.70
(0.01)

ApEnSkew

0.51
(0.04)

0.53
(0.01)

0.51
(0.04)

0.52
(0.03)

0.51
(0.03)

0.52
(0.03)

0.58
(0.02)

0.69
(0.01)

0.50
(0.03)

percCess-5

0.51
(0.03)

0.47
(0.02)

0.43
(0.06)

0.52
(0.04)

0.49
(0.03)

0.49
(0.03)

0.57
(0.02)

0.62
(0.02)

0.50
(0.02)

percCess-20

0.44
(0.03)

0.46
(0.04)

0.48
(0.02)

0.52
(0.02)

0.40
(0.04)

0.49
(0.03)

0.50
(0.02)

0.55
(0.03)

0.58
(0.04)

0.45
(0.04)

0.49
(0.02)

0.47
(0.03)

0.49
(0.01)

0.46
(0.03)

0.42
(0.01)

0.42
(0.04)

0.55
(0.02)

0.61
(0.03)

SII-IDR

0.50
(0.01)

0.53
(0.04)

0.56
(0.01)

0.45
(0.03)

0.43
(0.03)

0.61
(0.02)

0.59
(0.02)

0.66
(0.03)

0.64
(0.01)

SII-SD

0.53
(0.01)

0.39
(0.02)

0.52
(0.02)

0.43
(0.04)

0.43
(0.04)

0.59
(0.02)

0.57
(0.01)

0.67
(0.00)

0.63
(0.01)

SII-Skew

0.41
(0.04)

0.52
(0.03)

0.51
(0.03)

0.48
(0.03)

0.47
(0.03)

0.51
(0.03)

0.57
(0.02)

0.56
(0.01)

0.59
(0.04)

For features of respiration and respiratory instability, overall, the performance is lower in comparison
to features of HRV. Nevertheless, at t = -3 and at t = -6, features such as RespIDR and ApEnIDR
were comparable to or even outperformed some features of HRV. Notably, features based on
respiration and respiratory instability consistently outperformed features based on respiratory
cessations, including cessations constituting clinical apneas. Features based on movement exhibited
a trend similar to that of HRV and respiration-based features, i.e., improving performance in the
hours leading up to sepsis with SII-SD performing best with an AUROC of 0.67 (0.001) at t = -3.
For the changes in feature-values that determined classification, examples of one feature each
from the categories of HRV, respiration, and movement, are shown in Figure 3, along with the
corresponding ROC curve, for the model trained using data from the period t = -3, i.e., data from
-6 to -3 hours preceding sepsis. This period merely serves as an example; results from models
corresponding to other time-periods were comparable in their trend. Regarding interpretation, the
graph corresponding to AAR in Figure 3 shows that with decreasing values of AAR the classifier300 | Chapter 14

interpreted probability of sepsis increases while for increasing values of the IDR of respiration,
the probability of sepsis increases. Similarly, relating to movement, a decrease in the IDR of the
SII, reflecting decreased movement or lethargy, corresponds to an increased probability of sepsis.
Further, the fact that the standard deviations for the classifier-estimated probabilities of sepsis are
small suggests that the training was stable with little evidence of overfitting.
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Figure 2. The performance of the Naïve Bayesian model in discriminating sepsis- from controldata is characterized by the AUROC, in the 24 hours preceding CRASH for features of HRV (top),
respiration (middle) and movement (bottom). The TPR of correctly identifying sepsis, while accepting
an FPR of 10% is shown alongside. With increasing proximity to the CRASH moment, all features
exhibit an improved ability to identify sepsis from control.
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Figure 3. The left column shows the ROC curves for the model trained at t = -3 hours, for a feature
each from HRV (top), respiration (middle) and movement (bottom). The TPR of classification, while
setting the classifier’s FPR at 0.1, is shown in the corresponding legends. The column on the right
shows the mean (SD, error bars) values of the classifier estimated probabilities of sepsis for a range of
(standardized) feature values. The x-axes were incremented in steps of 1% while the lower and upper
bounds of the x-axes were obtained from the 5th and 95th percentile values of the features, estimated
from the raw data. The small SD suggest that the training was stable with little evidence of overfitting.
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DISCUSSION
The global burden of neonatal sepsis is large and contributes to high mortality and morbidity
rates in preterm infants, including potentially lifelong neurological deficits30. Predictive
monitoring of neonatal sepsis can help in redirecting the attention of caregivers to infants
exhibiting subclinical signatures of deterioration and can thus provide a longer window of
opportunity for preemptive therapeutic action. The premise of such predictive models is
that by exploiting the high-resolution data-streams that are continuously acquired through
routine patient monitoring, one can identify subclinical signatures of disease before they
manifest to the extent that the deterioration is apparent to clinicians. Such predictive models
are reliant on developing robust, interpretable and computationally efficient features that
symptomatically change in the hours leading up to sepsis. In this study, we characterized
the prognostic potential of multiple features of HRV, as well as novel features based on
respiration and ECG-derived estimates of infant motion, towards the predictive monitoring
of sepsis.
Regarding HRV, we reaffirm previous findings, largely from a sole research group, that features
based on HRV change in the hours leading up to CRASH9,26,31. For instance, as previously
described in the literature, we too identified that the asymmetry of the RRi-histogram
increases (SampAsy, Figure 1) in the hours preceding CRASH32. A notable finding was that,
as measured by the size of the SEM of HRV-values in the time-series around CRASH (Figure
1), the features AAR and ADR were most robust, likely because they were least affected by
noise. This can be attributed to the fact that these features were based on the technique of
PRSA, a method designed to deal with the issues of noise and non-stationarities, prevalent
in biological signals33. In general, for the 24 hours preceding CRASH, as measured by the
AUROC, RMSSD followed by AAR performed best. Furthermore, the TPR, at t = 0, for
identifying sepsis using RMSSD and AAR was equal to 66% and 61%, respectively, at the
expense of an FPR of 10%.
By analyzing the breath-to-breath variability and respiratory instability, we could identify
characteristic signs of sepsis in the hours leading up to CRASH. Notably, both the dynamic
range of the respiratory rate as well as dysregulation reflected in the respiratory waveforms
increased in the hours preceding CRASH. These findings can be reconciled with the familiar
clinical observation of lowered respiratory drive owing to sepsis. Notably, though, features
based on respiratory cessations, including apneas, had only limited prognostic potential and
underperformed compared to features based on the respiratory rate and respiratory instability.
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This might be explained by our limited ability to accurately identify apneas, especially
obstructive apnea, based on the NICU-standard for monitoring respiration – impedance
plethysmography. As respiratory cessations, including apneas, have only limited prognostic
potential in predicting sepsis, it further underlines the motivation of incorporating features
based on respiratory instability, as reflective of respiratory drive, into the analysis28.
Concerning the subclinical signatures of sepsis, both, features based on HRV and respiration
used in this work, longitudinally probed the disruption of autonomic regulation. Thus, while
the computationally derived features described here reflect an underlying disruption of
regulation preceding CRASH, these changes would not be necessarily visible to the naked
eye, even those of an experienced clinician. These remarks should be considered in light of
the fact that in the 12 hours preceding CRASH there would have been at least six nursing-care
periods that included enteral feeding – this is a certainty as all infants received two-hourly
enteral feeds. However, in this period, despite proximity to and interaction with the infant,
clinicians did not suspect sepsis, else, blood cultures would have been ordered earlier.
In a manner similar to which sepsis disrupts the functioning of the autonomic nervous system,
sepsis also disturbs the functioning of the motor system, as evidenced by increasing lethargy
preceding sepsis 34,35. Frequently, changes in motor-state such as reflected in the absence of
spontaneous movement are also of subclinical nature, in the sense that they are subtle and not
apparent during routine observations. Based on our analysis, our most notable finding in this
study was that features based on clinically tested estimates of infant motion24, derived from
the continuously acquired ECG waveform could quantitatively assess the pathological lack of
movement preceding sepsis. While the performance of these movement-features was poorer than
that of HRV- and respiration-based features, this might be attributed to the fact that the ECG is
not an ideal motion-sensor, as it is designed to filter out motion artifacts. Notably, superior sensing
modalities for continuously monitoring movement, that is both low-cost and unobtrusive, do exist
and are described elsewhere24. In our current work, we identified lethargy as a useful warning sign
of impending sepsis; the continuous and automated monitoring thereof, in addition to routine
cardiorespiratory monitoring, opens up exciting possibilities for the predictive monitoring of sepsis
that may be of particular interest to resource-constrained settings where supplementary lab-tests
and blood cultures, in response to suspected sepsis, may not be financially viable.
For predictive analytical models to be clinically accepted and incorporated into the clinical
workflow, it remains vitally important that the underlying mechanics of the model are
transparent and that clinicians can readily appreciate the science behind the approach – in
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effect, the model needs to be a white-box model36. Therefore, we demonstrate how changes
in feature-values affect the classifier-estimated probability of sepsis, for one feature each
from the category of HRV, respiration, and movement (Figure 3). The analysis showed that
a decrease in the AAR, i.e., a reduced ability to accelerate the heart rate, was associated with
an increased risk of sepsis. Similarly, large fluctuations in the breath-to-breath respiratory
rate, interpreted as an increase in the dynamic range of respiration were associated with an
increased risk of sepsis. Concerning the SII-IDR, moderate values that represent a routine
degree of spontaneous motion were associated with a low risk of sepsis while low values of
SII-IDR, indicative of lethargy, increased the likelihood of sepsis. In practice, if the (trained)
model were to be deployed in patient monitors, it would simply be a look-up table of feature
value(s) versus the probability of sepsis. Computationally speaking, with regard to calculating
features, patient monitors already identify the heart rate and respiratory rate from beat-to-beat
and from breath-to-breath. Based on this information, intermittently calculating (a subset of)
the features, including features based on movement, is computationally inexpensive. Visually
comparing where a feature value falls in its risk for predicting sepsis is straightforward and
can be incorporated into patient monitors – we propose this approach as opposed to setting
a threshold for classification. Such an approach enables clinicians to incorporate the classifierproposed risk of sepsis, and in particular changes in the longitudinally predicted risk, into
their own heuristics of decision-making including past experience, lab-values, observational
scoring, and unit policies, amongst others. Of course, automated alarms based on setting a
threshold, say for feature-values breaching the 80th percentile value of the training data, can
additionally be programmed, as is commonly done for cardiorespiratory alarms.
In this work, we detailed the results of univariate analysis, i.e., the prognostic potential of
individual features, using the Naïve Bayesian model. Unfortunately, combining features, even
features based on different feature-categories such as HRV, respiration, and movement,
did not improve classifier-performance. For instance, corresponding to t = 0, RMSSD was
the best-performing feature with a mean AUROC of 0.84 while for the same period the
best-performing two and three feature combinations had mean AUROCs of 0.84 and 0.82,
respectively (analysis not shown). This suggests that combining features did not add new
information to the prediction model, although this might change if, for instance, lethargy
were more reliably monitored through dedicated motion sensors.
Concerning features based on respiration, a limitation of this study was that information
regarding supplemental oxygen was unavailable. This implies that if an infant exhibited
respiratory distress, as is common in NICU infants, and if a clinician were to increase the
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fraction of supplemental oxygen leading to improved respiratory stability, distress, as measured
by respiratory features, may potentially be camouflaged. Herein, information on the (de-)
intensification of respiratory support would likely add novel value, not just standalone but also
to the features based on respiration. On the contrary, merely monitoring the oxygen saturation,
as opposed to information on the intensification of respiratory support, while potentially
useful, will not suffice. This is due to the S-shaped nature of the oxygen-dissociation curve,
where despite large increases in dissolved arterial oxygen, the oxygen saturation levels (O2
bound to hemoglobin), may change only marginally37.
Since the aim of this study was to characterize, in the hours leading up to sepsis, the dynamic
prognostic potential of several features, the single-group design, based on using historical data
from the subjects themselves as control-state was not a major limitation. However, caution
should be exercised in interpreting the results of the study – the model predicts the relative
risk of sepsis in the hours leading up to sepsis and not the absolute risk thereof (recall that the
priors of the classifier were uniform). Nonetheless, extending the model to predict the absolute
risk is straightforward. This would require titrating the priors of the Naïve Bayesian model, for
each infant, to reflect the propensity towards sepsis, in a manner similar to risk stratification.
Assignment of such priors can be based on modeling (regression analysis would be a good
choice) the risk of sepsis based on longitudinally collated infant metadata data such as birth
weight, GA, postnatal age as well as maternal characteristics, from, for instance, regional or
national databases. A limitation of this study based on the single-group nature of the design
is that the model developed herein probes the regulatory systems of the infant, both, the
autonomic nervous system and the motor system, for subclinical signs of dysregulation. Likely,
the model is therefore sensitive not just to sepsis alone but also events such as mechanical
intubation and illnesses such as necrotizing enterocolitis and cerebral hemorrhage that affect
cardiorespiratory stability – this, however, cannot be ascertained without incorporating an
alternative control-arm into the study. As in this study, only two infants were intubated in the
pre-CRASH period, the effect of mechanical ventilation on the current findings is minimal
and does not constitute a limitation. Future directions for testing the model include analysis for
infants whose blood culture was negative as well as model validation for predictive monitoring
of LOS in prospective studies.
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CONCLUSION
In the hours leading up to the clinical diagnosis of late-onset neonatal sepsis, multiple
regulatory systems including the autonomic nervous system and the motor system exhibit
subclinical signatures of disease that may not be visibly apparent to caregivers. Compared to
baseline, in the hours leading up to the clinical suspicion of blood-culture positive sepsis, HRV
exhibited extensive decelerations and an inability to accelerate the heart despite pathological
heart rate decelerations. Concurrently, the dynamic range of respiration increased along with
characteristic signatures of dysregulation of the respiratory drive. At the same time, ECGderived estimates of infant motion were lowered, reflecting a pathological lack of spontaneous
body movement and disruption in the functioning of the motor system. Quantitative estimates
of respiratory drive and lethargy, in addition to the previously described changes in HRV, are
novel and can be used to continuously and non-invasively probe an infant’s regulatory state,
the disruption of which is an early marker of sepsis.
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Chapter 15
Conclusions

CONCLUSIONS
Advances in state-of-the-art patient monitoring have closely paralleled advances in the
evolution of technology. Be it the adoption of microprocessors in the 1970s to bring patient
monitoring into the digital age or the computerization of patient monitors in the 1980s
to enable networked monitoring solutions. In the post-2000 era, research in the field of
patient monitoring has focused on clinically interpretable algorithmic approaches for patient
monitoring on the one hand while moving towards unobtrusive sensing technologies on the
other. It is in this space that this dissertation finds a niche focused on the monitoring of
(preterm) infants in the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU).
The central theme of this dissertation titled Towards Automated Solutions for Predictive Monitoring of
Neonates has been to develop clinically interpretable technological solutions for the predictive
monitoring of neonatal outcomes. Specifically, the goal included developing a methodological
framework for the automated detection of clinical deterioration, both acute deteriorations
such as those reflected by critical patient monitor alarms as well as longer-term deteriorations
such as late-onset neonatal sepsis (LOS). This goal was realized, for instance, by integrating
information from several vital signs such as the heart rate and the breathing rate towards
developing a multiparametric algorithm for predicting critical alarms as well as by using novel
sources of patient information, such as infant motion, for the predictive monitoring of LOS
The dissertation consists of four parts: 1.) Technological Distractions – Alarm Fatigue in
the NICU; 2.) Unobtrusive Monitoring through Ballistography; 3.) Heart Rate Variability
in Preterm Infants – A Window into Autonomic Regulation; and 4.) Clinical Valorization –
Predictive Monitoring of Sepsis. These four parts tie together by identifying opportunities and
frameworks for the application of algorithms on the one hand while capturing new sources
of physiological information (motion) and enhancing interpretability of the physiological data
(heart rate variability, HRV) on the other.
Part One of the thesis focuses on reducing alarms in the NICU by using multiple, easily
implementable strategies, including an algorithm for predictive monitoring. In summary,
predictive monitoring of alarms provides clinicians with a longer window of opportunity
for preemptive therapeutic action, which can play a role in improving clinical outcomes.
Overall, reducing alarms by any means possible also reduces noxious noise in the NICU and
improves the ambient environment for infants, families and healthcare professionals (HCPs).
Key findings from Part One are summarized below:
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A quantitative analysis of a large number of critical alarms from neonates showed
characteristic patterns in alarms, revealing deterministic relationships that can be safely
exploited for reducing alarms. For instance, critical alarms are often temporally clustered
in which case future alarms of a cluster can be safely inhibited as long as the NICU policy
is adjusted to mandate a clinical response to all critical alarms.
It is well known that not all critical alarms are deemed to be clinically relevant (i.e.,
requiring clinical action at the bedside) and this was quantitatively affirmed based on a
video-monitoring study of nurse responsiveness to alarms. Based on a regression model,
it was identified that nurses employed heuristic approaches in their decision-making
process of responding to alarms. In a study of 10 preterm infants over 2400 hours, only
26% of the 2400 critical alarms were responded to within 90s. Amongst other factors,
the category and duration of critical alarms along with the clinical status of the patient
determined nurse-responsiveness.
The results of a comparative clinical audit of patient monitoring alarms from a singlefamily room (SFR) and an open bay-area (OBA) NICU showed considerable differences
in alarm pressure that was, at least, partly attributable to the preset delays and thresholds
for generating alarms. These preset delays and thresholds for the generation of alarms
were often different owing to the differences in the layout and nature of the unit types
(SFR versus OBA). Based on simulating the extent of this preset delay, for certain alarmcategories such as low SpO2, the associated alarm pressure could be safely reduced by
over 50%.
A periodic increase in critical alarms was found to be associated with the enteral feeding
frequency of infants. Based on findings from regression modeling, the cardiorespiratory
instability associated with feeding can be reduced by choosing to use the gravity method
of feeding, over the push method, for infants lying in the lateral position.
Predictive monitoring of critical cardiorespiratory alarms is possible by using a machine
learning approach that integrates information from the time-series of several vital signs.
There exists a tradeoff between the ratio of correct and false predictions of critical
alarms vis-à-vis an early window of opportunity for preemptive clinical action. For
instance, a quarter of all critical alarms can be predicted approximately 18.4s in advance
at the expense of only 7% falsely predicted critical alarms, thereby providing nurses a
longer period to take clinical action. Such a system for preemptive alarming is inherently
safe since alarms that are not predicted based on the proposed model would still be
generated upon the usual breach of the threshold, as in current clinical practice.
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Part Two of the thesis focuses on unobtrusive monitoring of infants in the NICU using a
polymer-based, film-like pressure sensor embedded in the bedding of the infant. Key findings
from this part include:
1. Based on the principle of ballistography, gross body motion of preterm infants in
NICU-settings can be accurately monitored at high resolution. As it is well known that
continuously monitoring motion can be a rich source of unexploited clinical information,
this work fills an existing technological gap by showcasing not only that motion can be
reliably monitored but that it can be done so unobtrusively.
2. In addition to continuously monitoring motion, a clinical study showed that by using the
same film-like pressure sensor, the respiration rate of non-invasively ventilated preterm
infants could be reliably monitored and was comparable to chest impedance-based
measurements, the current clinical standard. This implies that in conjunction with pulse
oximetry, which also provides heart rate, the use of BSG opens up the possibility of
avoiding the use of ECG electrodes for routine cardiorespiratory monitoring, at least in
those infants where the ECG waveform does not add direct clinical value.
Part Three of this thesis focuses on understanding heart rate variability (HRV) in preterm
infants. Owing to the immaturity of the autonomic nervous system (ANS), the behavioral
response of HRV in preterm infants is different from that in adults. This implies that the welldocumented implications of changes in HRV, as it applies to adults, may not be interpreted in
the same way in preterm infants. To study HRV in the preterm infant, Kangaroo care (KC),
a period of co-regulation between parent and infant, was used as a relatively controlled and
reproducible setting of increased comfort and compared to HRV while in the incubator. Key
findings include:
1. HRV-based features proved to be a reliable surrogate measure to track the dynamic
regulatory changes in response to KC. Notably, commonly used features of HRV which,
in adults, increase during periods of increased comfort were found to be lowered during
KC. Novel features based on exploiting the preponderance of the neonatal heart to
transient decelerations were found to be useful in understanding the physiological
changes owing to co-regulation that arise due to KC.
2. Even though KC is associated with clinically unremarkable changes in vital signs (heart
rate, respiration rate, etc.), changes in HRV in response to KC can be both, quantified
and visualized. Thus, for well-meaning interventions that aim to mimic KC, HRV offers
an opportunity to probe sub-clinical changes in the state of the ANS. However, the
two devices investigated in this thesis, while designed to mimic aspects of KC did not
influence HRV and thereby showed no evidence of improving autonomic regulation.
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Such an approach to using HRV to test new devices offers a low threshold for use,
and a scientific approach to determine the effectiveness of new interventions in the
NICU. While such interventions might be beneficial, they may not affect traditional
study outcomes such as weight gain, length of stay, etc. that require the setup of large
and expensive clinical studies.
HRV was found to be sensitive to the maturational state of the infant with both the
gestational age and the postmenstrual age independently and strongly affecting the HRV
exhibited by infants. Notably, the gender and birth weight of the infant did not affect
HRV while the intrinsic heart rate and the breathing rate of the infants were found to
have a limited effect on HRV.
Preterm infants were found to exhibit cardiorespiratory coupling that is non-symmetric
with regard to the direction of coupling. For instance, on the one hand, coupling from
decelerations and accelerations of the heart rate to exhalation and inhalation respectively
was demonstrated, both on a beat-to-beat basis as well as with sustained decelerations
and accelerations. On the other hand, on average, both inspiration and expiration were
coupled to marginal decelerations in the heart rate. These phenomena, especially coupling
from the changes in the heart rate to respiratory oscillations were sensitive to whether
the infant was receiving KC.

Part Four of the thesis focuses on valorizing the results of the previous sections as it aims at
predictive monitoring of LOS, one of the most significant causes for morbidity and mortality
in NICUs. Specifically, predictive monitoring of LOS using readily interpretable features
derived from cardiorespiratory monitoring was useful for preemptively identifying sepsis.
In addition to HRV, respiratory instability identified from the respiratory waveform and a
pathological lack of infant motion prominently characterized the hours leading up to the
clinical suspicion of sepsis.

PERSPECTIVES FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
Several findings identified in this thesis are promising and highlight opportunities to
improve neonatal care and the NICU-environment for infants, their families, and HCPs.
From a clinical perspective, safely reducing a large fraction of alarms was shown to be
possible. In fact, even extremely simple measures can be employed to reduce alarms.
This can help reduce, first, the alarm-related noxious noise that is associated with poor
clinical outcomes in infants and, second, stress due to excessive alarm pressure amongst
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families and HCPs. On an algorithmic front, advanced solutions for predicting critical
alarms were found to be feasible, providing HCPs with a longer window of opportunity
for preemptively responding to acute physiological deteriorations that lead to alarms.
A similar algorithmic approach was also found to be promising for the predictive
monitoring of longer-term deteriorations such as LOS. From a physiological perspective,
interpretability of HRV in preterm infants was enriched, and it was shown that these
physiological insights could be utilized for evaluating new therapeutic interventions
through tracking changes in HRV. On the note of (new) measurements, unobtrusive
monitoring of respiration was shown to be feasible using a thin, polymer-based, filmlike pressure sensor embedded in the bedding. Further, using the same pressure sensor,
algorithms for continuously monitoring infant motion were demonstrated, opening
up a rich, unexploited source of information that can be utilized, not just for routine
monitoring of infants but also for predictive monitoring of clinical events. Based on
the research described in this thesis, multiple opportunities for future work have been
identified, a few of which are thematically described below.
Preemptive alarming
Prematurity of birth and the associated immaturity of organ systems implies that in a
NICU environment, physiological deteriorations leading to alarms are inevitable. Further,
clinical interventions to immediately contain and reverse the effects of serious physiological
deterioration, as indicated by critical alarms, are a priority and should be undertaken rapidly.
However, the ever-increasing alarm pressure in the NICU and the poor specificity of alarms
in alerting HCPs to physiological deteriorations that require clinical action implies that the
nurse-responsiveness to alarms is far from ideal.
Further, the long-term consequences of short periods of physiological deteriorations are
still being identified, with new findings increasingly highlighting the need for minimizing
physiological instabilities. For instance, it is only recently, over the course of the last few
years, that clear scientific evidence has arisen associating desaturations as short as 20-60s with
poor clinical outcomes, e.g., increased mortality at 90 days postnatal age1. Although these
findings were restricted to very preterm infants, the data does suggest that even relatively
short desaturations are a cause for concern, potentially across the spectrum of prematurity.
Clearly, responding to alarms only after the breach of a critical physiological threshold is far
from ideal. Preferably, a clinical response should be initiated even before the physiological
instability reaches a critical level, reiterating the need for preemptive alarming.
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It is noteworthy that, for instance, in the Máxima Medical Center where the majority of the
research contributing to this thesis was conducted, the typical infant admitted to the NICU
undergoes 30 desaturations daily, the median duration of which is 20s. Add to this the 10s
delay following the breach of threshold after which the alarm is actually generated, and the
situation appears rather bleak if, in fact, short periods of physiological deteriorations are
associated with long-term neurological morbidity. Potentially, day after day, these physiological
insults add up to neurological morbidity that may remain uncaptured in clinical metrics such as
mortality and measures that capture only severe neurological deficits, determined later in life.
Undoubtedly, while clinical measures of outcome such as mortality and severe neurological
morbidity serve as important metrics, the question of whether these metrics are of sufficiently
high resolution to measure gradual and cumulative neurological morbidity remains unanswered.
Here, continuously monitoring cerebral oxygenation, specifically temporal changes in cerebral
oxygenation measured through near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) can offer an increased
degree of granularity to study the detrimental effects of acute physiological deteriorations
that result in alarms. Since neurological deficits are linked to poor cerebral oxygenation,
algorithms for predictive alarming developed in conjunction with the continuous acquisition
of measures of cerebral oxygenation via NIRS, for instance, could help steer the focus of
preemptive alarming to those physiological deteriorations most likely to compromise cerebral
oxygenation. Notably, as the algorithm developed in this thesis could predict a quarter of all
critical alarms nearly 20s in advance, there is a reason to hope that with future developments
a large fraction of all alarms can be generated before physiological deteriorations reach a
point of no return.
Unobtrusive monitoring of (new) vital signs
Neuroprotective care and reducing chronic stress in vulnerable preterm infants admitted to
NICUs is an important yet often underappreciated opportunity to improve clinical outcomes.
Unfortunately, even routine cardiorespiratory monitoring using wired adhesive electrodes
contributes to chronic stress in the NICU. Going forward, unobtrusive monitoring of vital
signs, for instance by using a pressure-foil embedded in the bedding or even contactless
approaches such as video-based monitoring will become increasingly important. A
technological challenge with regard to introducing unobtrusive monitoring approaches is in
ensuring sufficient coverage (percentage of the total time that monitoring is possible) and
high signal quality, along with robustness to artifacts. Failing to ensure this will increase the
likelihood of false alarms and will hinder the road to clinical adoption. Herein, focusing on
multimodal monitoring to have inbuilt redundancy to ensure adequate coverage, along with
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ways to reduce sensitivity to, for instance, motion artifacts is a relevant mitigation strategy.
In this regard, continuously monitoring gross body motion of infants offers an opportunity
to address these aspects since infant motion or the lack thereof is an important marker of
disease and is, also, often the cause of (false) alarms.
From a purely physiological standpoint, monitoring infant motion is important because, unlike
in adults where communication, either orally or through gestures is possible, in neonatal
populations, the responsibility is on HCPs to use behavioral observations, including infant
motion, to be the voice of the infants. However, for the vast majority of the day, infants
remain in the incubator, electronically monitored but visually unobserved. In such a setting,
opportunities to gain insights into the wellbeing of infants, based on behavioral observations,
is hampered. Therefore, it is meaningful to automate aspects of behavioral observations,
including the monitoring of infant motion.
The work done in this thesis shows that unobtrusive and reliable monitoring of motion is
possible. Further, in addition to early evidence relating the precedence of motion bursts
to deteriorating vital signs that can be exploited for preemptive alarming, there was clear
evidence of periodic motion bursts, approximately 20-60s long, occurring every few minutes.
Likely these motion bursts are indicative of the arousal state in the sleep-wake continuum.
Since motion is an important marker for distinguishing sleep states, automated monitoring
of motion, in conjunction with routine cardiorespiratory monitoring, offers a promising
approach for automated sleep staging – a clinically relevant research topic. Such an approach
towards sleep staging, once mature, may even be preferred to traditional polysomnography
that requires the adhesion of several scalp electrodes to monitor the electroencephalogram
(EEG).
Translating HRV into a routine (stress) monitoring tool
Preterm infants may be admitted to NICUs for long periods, exposed to an environment
that contributes to chronic stress owing to repeated exposure to noxious stimuli such as
bright lights, noise, iatrogenic interventions as well as due to parent-infant separation. As
the importance of reducing stress (or increasing comfort) and facilitating an emotional
bond between parents and infants gains momentum, measuring and quantifying stress
continues to gain prominence as a relevant research topic. Stress can be measured through
diverse scales such as by employing different approaches of behavioral observations and
via different types of questionnaires. However, these approaches are limited by the need
for trained HCPs, and cannot be scaled up to provide continuous stress-monitoring. Ideally,
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translating routine patient monitoring to also provide a (continuous) marker for monitoring
stress and thereafter using this information to facilitate interventions for reducing stress
would be the way forward.
Regarding HRV as a tool for monitoring stress, or conversely, comfort, the work described
in this thesis showcases that it is possible to track autonomic regulatory changes in infants
throughout KC, a period of increased comfort. Since HRV can be routinely acquired
during KC, this presents an excellent opportunity to investigate how HRV of an infant, i.e.,
a dynamically changing measure related to comfort, can be translated into a biofeedback
mechanism for the parent performing KC. This may help in improving the efficacy of KC
and augmenting the development of the parent-infant bond. Such research into biofeedback
based on studying co-regulation would be notably different from traditional biofeedback
which is based on feeding back processed biosignals to oneself.
The basic concept of biofeedback is based on the fact that many of the subconscious thoughts
and physiological processes affecting one’s regulatory mechanisms may not be consciously
realized but may be captured through physiological monitoring, quantitatively visualizing which
can help in the internal redirection of attention. Therefore, a biofeedback mechanism based on
co-regulation, if realized, may serve as a readily usable tool to promote and perhaps improve
upon the quality of KC performed by the parent. Being able to monitor improvements in an
infant’s regulation based solely on performing KC – well known for its therapeutic benefits – may
prove to be a powerful motivational tool for parents and for hospital departments in promoting
and advocating for the adoption of KC into routine clinical practice.
From a research standpoint, incorporating cardiorespiratory monitoring of the parent
performing KC, in conjunction with cardiorespiratory monitoring of the infant, would also
open up interesting investigational opportunities. For instance, it is known that during KC,
an infant who was breathing irregularly may fall into a harmonized pattern of breathing that
is synchronized with the inspiration and expiration cycles of the parent, for example, three
breaths during inspiration and three during expiration2. Potentially such synergy is beneficial
and also exists between other biosignals such as heartbeats of the infant and the parent. These
can be readily studied by using analytical methods such as phase-rectified signal averaging,
as used in this thesis, or alternative approaches such as transfer entropy. Insights originating
from such investigations may prove useful towards designing therapeutic devices that aim to
mimic KC or to provide advice to parents, for instance, by recommending paced breathing
upon initiating KC.
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In this work, HRV proved to be a particularly useful tool for monitoring autonomic changes in
response to KC as routinely monitored vital signs such as the heart rate were largely insensitive to this
period of increased comfort. In addition to HRV, measures of respiratory instability, as described
in Chapter 14, as well as the EEG waveforms, can also be explored to identify features that are
sensitive to stress, or conversely to increased comfort. By developing a multimodal approach, in
addition to monitoring stress, the temporal relationship of the effects of stress on various organ
systems can also be tracked and characterized. For instance, questions such as whether disruptions
in cerebral autoregulation precede measurable changes in HRV could be answered.
Facilitating clinical adoption of algorithms for the predictive monitoring of diseases
Globally, for the period between 1990-2005, neonatal sepsis has been amongst the top ten leading
causes of death for children under five years of age3. More recently, for the period between
2005-2015, the burden of disease owing to neonatal sepsis has remained largely unchanged4.
Undoubtedly, sepsis presents a major clinical problem, and more so in the NICU environment
where the prevalence and the long-term complications of this illness get amplified. For instance,
for infants born weighing less than 1000g, the prevalence of sepsis exceeds 30% and is associated
with significant morbidity and mortality5. Additionally, clinically diagnosing sepsis continues to
remain particularly challenging because infants may be relatively asymptomatic until hemodynamic
and respiratory collapse is imminent. Therefore, algorithms for identifying sepsis, by making use
of routinely monitored physiological data can serve as a valuable diagnostic aid.
The work towards predictive monitoring of LOS, as carried out in this thesis, describes
characteristic changes in HRV, markers of respiratory instability and the pathological absence
of body movement as useful indicators for identifying the onset of LOS. However, these
markers of disease are merely reflecting the subclinical signatures of cardiorespiratory
instability and lethargy and are likely also sensitive to other disease conditions that impinge
upon physiological stability, for instance, necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC) and intraventricular
hemorrhage. More research needs to be undertaken to identify whether physiological
waveforms can be mined to identify markers that are specific to a disease. This is an important
research topic because diseases like LOS and NEC develop rapidly, and algorithms that are
specific in their diagnosis can help steer clinical action towards (early) definitive diagnosis and
appropriate therapeutic interventions.
Regarding the theme of algorithms for predictive monitoring, an important aspect that needs to be
researched from the perspective of human technology interaction and user interface design
is how such algorithms should interact with clinicians and their workflow. For instance, while
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clinical precedence exists for algorithmically profiling risk by incorporating patient metadata
and laboratory results (e.g., electrolyte counts), algorithms for predictive monitoring that
mine cardiorespiratory or other high-resolution waveforms work on a different premise. Such
algorithms can capture and incorporate the dynamically changing risk reflected in an infant’s
physiology, and can, therefore, serve to provide a risk-of-disease index on the patient monitor,
much like the commercially available HeRO algorithm does for the predictive monitoring
of LOS. Such a dynamically changing risk profile, based on the quantitative evidence of
potentially subclinical deteriorations, may serve as an effective tool for the early redirection
of a clinician’s attention to the bedside.
Concerning clinical outcomes, while studies are needed to identify the effects of incorporating
algorithms for predictive monitoring into the clinical decision-making process, a recipe for
how such algorithms should be presented to the clinical community to facilitate adoption at
the bedside, while urgently needed, is unavailable. For instance, while it is reasonable to assume
that the science and the approach behind the algorithm must readily be made transparent to
HCPs, the requirements on the extent of transparency required remain unclear. Consider for
example, whether, for an algorithm integrating measures of HRV and respiratory instability,
if it is essential for these effects to be disentangled and independently presented so that the
practicing clinician can evaluate the contribution of each data-stream to the overall risk.
Clarity and standardization of expectations on this matter are important to ascertain and will,
in turn, also influence choices upstream regarding the adoption of algorithmic approaches
for predictive monitoring.
Further, while the clinical community remains aware that owing to certain medical procedures
such as intubation, short-term physiological deteriorations occur, these deteriorations may
falsely confound algorithms. Consequently, it would appear necessary that algorithms for
predictive monitoring communicate with electronic medical records, at least, to account for
known confounding factors arising out of routine clinical workflows. These aspects of human
technology interaction are not merely operational procedures that need to be considered
for commercialization. Rather, mathematically well-performing algorithms, inappropriately
presented even during the stage of clinical trials may very well underperform, relegating such
algorithmic work purely to research that does not reach the bedside. Undoubtedly, going
forward, to catalyze advances in this field, insights, and expertise from several disciplines of
technology and medicine will need to come together.
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FINAL REMARKS
Over the past few decades, there have been enormous improvements in the quality of care
offered to preterm infants. The results of these improvements can be seen from the change in
focus from having successfully reduced mortality to now redirecting effort towards reducing
morbidity and improving upon neurodevelopmental outcomes. Undoubtedly, the evolution
of technology and its adoption into clinical practice have played a significant role in this
achievement. Technological evolution, however, is an ongoing process, and the current era is
marked by the need for unobtrusive approaches for neonatal monitoring and by demands for
clinical interpretability in solutions that employ computational intelligence. It is in this space
that this thesis finds a niche towards developing a methodological framework for the automated
detection of clinical deterioration, both acute deterioration such as those reflected by critical
patient monitor alarms as well as longer-term deteriorations such as LOS. Through the studies
presented in this thesis, it has been shown that by employing a multiparametric approach for
predictive monitoring, it is possible to generate early warnings for acute deteriorations that
trigger patient monitor alarms as well as develop interpretable risk markers for illnesses such
as LOS. A challenge for the future remains in performing multicentric validation studies to
valorize such algorithms and promote adoption into clinical practice.
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SUMMARY
Towards Automated Solutions for Predictive Monitoring of Neonates
With 15 million infants born too soon every year (>10% of all births), prematurity of
birth constitutes a major public health concern that exacts a severe physical, emotional and
financial toll on infants, their families and the society at large. Not only does prematurity
happen to be the single largest cause of newborn morbidity and mortality, responsible for
over 40% of all deaths below five years of age, it also tends to impair the developmental
trajectory of infants leading to potentially severe mental, physical and emotional deficits
later in life.
As preterm birth often leads to hospitalization, post-partum, the first opportunity to reduce
the overall burden of disease owing to prematurity is through improving neonatal care
that improves clinical outcomes. In this space, patient monitoring has an important role to
play and constitutes the focus-area of this thesis, the goal of which was was to develop a
methodological framework for the automated detection of clinical deterioration, both acute
deteriorations such as those reflected by critical patient monitor alarms as well as longerterm deteriorations such as late-onset neonatal sepsis (LOS). Along these lines, all along,,
the central theme has been to develop clinically interpretable technological solutions for
predictive monitoring. This goal has been realized, for instance, by integrating information
from several vital signs such as the heart rate and the breathing rate towards developing a
multiparametric algorithm for predicting critical alarms as well as by using novel sources of
patient information, such as infant motion, for the predictive monitoring of LOS.
This thesis consists of four parts: 1.) Technological Distractions – Alarm Fatigue in the
NICU; 2.) Unobtrusive Monitoring through Ballistography; 3.) Heart Rate Variability in
Preterm Infants – A Window into Autonomic Regulation; and 4.) Clinical Valorization –
Predictive Monitoring of Sepsis. These four parts tie together by identifying opportunities
and frameworks for the application of algorithms on the one hand while capturing new
sources of physiological information (e.g., infant motion) and enhancing interpretability of
physiological information (e.g., heart rate variability, HRV) on the other.
Part One of the thesis is centered on identifying opportunities to address the growing
problem of alarm fatigue in the NICU. Alarm fatigue, a massive clinical challenge across,
in fact, all patient monitoring settings, arises because monitoring systems generate a large
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number of alarms, the vast majority of which are clinically non-actionable. However, the
ever-increasing alarm pressure and the poor specificity of alarms in alerting health care
professionals (HCPs) to physiological deteriorations that require clinical action implies that
the nurse-responsiveness to alarms is far from ideal. Therefore, to address this challenge, this
part of the thesis offers several solutions approaches, including an algorithm for predictive
monitoring of alarms designed to increase the positive predictive value of alarms and to
help contain alarm fatigue. Further, predictive monitoring of alarms provides clinicians
with a longer window of opportunity for preemptive therapeutic action, which can play an
important role in improving clinical outcomes. Additionally, reducing alarms by any means
possible also reduces noxious noise in the NICU and improves the ambient environment for
infants, families, and HCPs.
Part Two of the thesis focuses on unobtrusive monitoring of infants in the NICU using
a passive, polymer-based, film-like pressure sensor embedded in the bedding. Based on the
principle of ballistography (BSG), by using the aforementioned pressure sensor, gross body
motion of preterm infants could be accurately monitored at high resolution. As it is well
known that continuously monitoring motion can be a rich source of unexploited clinical
information, this work fills an existing technological gap by showcasing that not only can
motion be reliably monitored but that it can be done so unobtrusively. Further, it was shown
that by using such a pressure sensor, the respiratory rate of preterm infants in a NICUsetting could be continually monitored with an accuracy that was comparable to offerings
from commercial patient monitors that rely on monitoring respiration by measuring changes
in chest impedance, requiring the use of contact electrodes. This implies that in conjunction
with pulse oximetry, which also provides heart rate, the use of BSG opens up the possibility
of avoiding the use of ECG electrodes for routine cardiorespiratory monitoring entirely, at
least in those infants where the ECG waveform does not add direct clinical value.
The focus of Part Three of this thesis is two-pronged. First, to understand HRV in
preterm infants from a purely physiological standpoint, especially so as it manifests
differently from that in adults. Second, to use HRV for studying Kangaroo care (KC)
and for assessing the effectiveness of therapeutic interventions aimed at mimicking or
prolonging the effects of KC – a well-established intervention that enhances comfort.
The studies described herein show that despite clinically unremarkable changes in vital
signs in response to KC, HRV-based features proved to be a reliable surrogate measure to
track the dynamic regulatory changes arising due to KC. Notably, commonly used features
of HRV which, in adults, increase during periods of increased comfort, were found to be
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lowered during KC. Novel features based on exploiting the preponderance of the neonatal
heart to transient decelerations were found to be useful in understanding the physiology
of preterm infants while in the incubator, as well as in understanding the physiological
changes arising in response to co-regulation due to KC.
Part Four of the thesis focuses on valorizing the results of the previous sections as it aims
at predictive monitoring of LOS, one of the most significant causes for morbidity and
mortality in NICUs. Specifically, predictive monitoring of LOS using readily interpretable
features derived from cardiorespiratory monitoring was found to be useful for preemptively
identifying sepsis. In addition to HRV, respiratory instability identified from the respiratory
waveform and a pathological lack of infant motion were found to characterize the hours
leading up to the clinical suspicion of sepsis. These features are novel and alongside a
quantitative analysis of HRV can lead to opportunities for preemptively identifying and
treating LOS.
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